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Figure i – Summary of Funds 

1 Executive Summary 
The Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development (EOLWD) oversees the 
Department of Unemployment Assistance or DUA, which is responsible for the administration of the 
Unemployment Insurance (UI) program in cooperation with the United States Department of Labor 
(USDOL). Due to effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, during the period beginning March 2020 and 
continuing through May 2021, Massachusetts experienced an unprecedented increase in the number of 
UI claimants each month. The volume of total benefits paid in 2020 was nearly 7 times more than all 
benefits paid in 2018 and 2019 combined. [See Figures iv and v] 

In response to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on employers and workers, Congress enacted a 
series of new UI-related programs to be administered by the states along with traditional UI. USDOL 
provided guidance to aid states in the administration of these new UI programs, which was often iterative 
and at times retroactive.  
 
As the guidance around these programs rapidly evolved, DUA experienced challenges implementing 
these new programs as quickly as possible to pay an unparalleled number of claimants. To do so, DUA 
had to create a new claims processing system and introduce ad-hoc internal reporting processes, while 
attempting to track federal and state funding simultaneously. [See Section 2 for additional details and 
graphs demonstrating these changes. For definitions of each program please refer to section A.2 
Glossary] 
 
The combination of these changes ultimately fractured the connection between operational and financial 
functions, which became most apparent when the balances of the UI Trust Fund and the associated 
Benefit Payments Account rose above historical averages in 2021, despite the payment of a historically 
high number of claims.  
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EOLWD engaged KPMG to complete an independent assessment, which is detailed in this report, to fully 
reconcile the account balances in the UI Trust Fund, its Benefit Payment Account and subaccounts, 
revenue accounts, and other related UI banking accounts, to trace and explain fund inflows (including 
employer assessments and federal funds) and outflows (including benefits payments for all programs), 
and to provide recommendations for the resolution of any issues resulting from the assessment. 

From September to December 2021, KPMG reconciled the accounts referenced above for the period 
beginning April 1, 2020 and ending November 30, 2021, and found the following expected adjustments 
and employer credits:  

• An estimated adjustment of $300 million to reconcile bank returns: KPMG has determined 
that during the period of March 2020 to November 2021, there were $318 million in benefit 
payments returned by banks that was retained in subaccounts within the Benefit Payment 
Account and later repurposed to pay new claims for benefits. These funds should have been 
returned to the funding source from which they were originally charged—either federal program 
sources or the UI Trust Fund. KPMG estimates that the federal portion to be returned is 
approximately no more than $300 million on the basis that the returns relate to benefit payments 
that were made at a time when the majority (90%) of benefits paid out came from federal sources. 
EOLWD has requested guidance from USDOL for the administration of these funds and has yet 
to receive guidance as of December 2021. [See Section 3.6 for additional detail] 

 
• $415 million of Employer Credits: The UI Trust Fund balance includes $415 million of credits 

against future assessments to be collected from employers because of mid-year rate adjustments 
implemented in calendar year 2021 after employer assessments had been paid. These credits 
will be applied to future employer assessments to eliminate the credit that was over-collected 
because of the timing of legislative changes in 2021, with the effect that future employer 
assessments will be correspondingly reduced. [See Section 3.3 for additional detail] 

 
Aside from the $300 million bank return adjustment and the anticipated application of $415 million in 
employer credits, KPMG did not identify any other items associated with the period reviewed that would 
impact the UI Trust Fund balance. When also accounting for an outstanding loan balance of $2.3 billion, 
the UI Trust Fund has a structural deficit of $115 million after repayments, credits, and reconciliations1.  
 
The following is a summary of the adjustments identified by the KPMG review and the estimated effect on 
the UI Trust Fund.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 
1 Due to the period of KPMG’s assessment, which covered April 2020 through November 2021, this analysis does not 
include a $500 million reserve for the UI Trust Fund as included in Chapter 102 of the Acts of 2021 approved on 
December 13, 2021. 
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Table i – Current Trust Fund Balance 

 

Current Trust Fund Balance (11/30/21)  See Section 2.3 for 
more details 

$2.9 billion* 

Less: 
  

Outstanding Title XII Federal Loan Sec 3.2 ($2.3 billion) 

Outstanding Employer Credits Sec 3.3 ($415 million) 

     Estimated resolution of federal share of Bank Returns Sec 3.6 ($300 million)** 

UI Trust Fund Balance Remaining  ($115 million)*** 

*This balance includes the following one-time adjustments: 
• On 5/25/21: An adjustment of $316 million as detailed in section 3.4 
• On 7/8/21: An adjustment of $362 million as detailed in section 3.5 

 
**This figure assumes that approximately 90% of bank returns represent funds drawn from federal sources.  
 
***Due to the period of KPMG’s assessment, which covered April 2020 through November 2021, this analysis does 
not include a $500 million reserve for the UI Trust Fund as included in Chapter 102 of the Acts of 2021 approved on 
December 13, 2021. 

 

 

KPMG’s analysis yields the following recommendations: 

• EOLWD should resolve the $318 million in bank payments returned to the Benefit Payment 
Account and re-issued for subsequent payments. As described above, this process may require 
additional information from the returning banks to match these funds to individual transactions to 
determine the original source of funds to repay. Resolution may require repaying any bank 
returned funds drawn from federal sources and reducing these balances to zero. EOLWD has 
requested guidance from USDOL for the administration of these funds and should pursue this 
guidance and follow its instructions when it is available.  

• EOLWD should continue to apply the remaining $415 million in employer credits towards future 
employer assessments. 

• EOLWD should implement processes to prevent any future accumulation of unresolved bank 
returns in the Benefit Payment Account and subaccounts. EOLWD should reconcile subaccount 
activity regularly. 

 
• EOLWD should consider training and documentation enhancements, automation of reporting, and 

address potential gaps in integration points between operational and financial business 
processes to improve future performance.  
 

Section A.1 within the Appendix describes the work performed to support the recommendations made by 
KPMG. In addition, KPMG has various accounting process and reporting recommendations. There are 
some tests that were performed for data from April 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021 on reports that do not 
impact the balance of the UI Trust Fund. To complete the reconciliation of relevant records and to inform 
the corrective actions related to process and reporting, testing performed through June 30, 2021 will 
continue beyond the issuance of this report. 

Table i.  Current Trust Fund Balance 
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2. Unemployment Assistance Overview  
2.1 UI Overview 
Unemployment Insurance (UI) is a program jointly provided by 
federal and state governments for the temporary assistance of 
workers who become involuntarily unemployed. USDOL 
oversees the UI system, but each state administers its own 
program. Federal law and regulations establish the basic 
requirements for every state UI system, while states generally 
have discretion to set policies and limits for coverage, eligibility, 
funding, and duration of benefits. States assess and collect 
funds from employers to pay for UI benefits. Assessment 
revenues collected by each state are held in trust by the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury (U.S. Treasury) until needed to pay 
benefits.  
 
Typically, when unemployment rates are low and assessments 
are steady, states can continue to pay benefits to eligible 
unemployed people, while also building a positive balance in 
their UI Trust Fund. The UI Trust Fund then serves as a reserve 
for paying benefits during future economic downturns. In periods 
of relatively higher unemployment, UI benefit payments often 
exceed the amount of assessment revenue collected by the 
state. These shortfalls are funded in the first instance by 
drawing on reserves in the state’s UI Trust Fund.  
 
If reserves become insufficient to meet the continuing demand 
for UI benefits from claimants, states can borrow from the federal government or use other revenues to 
pay benefits. The federal borrowing program, known as the Title XII Advance program, allows a state to 
request repayable advances from the federal government during periods in which reserves in the state’s 
UI Trust Fund are insufficient to pay benefits.  

2.2 Massachusetts UI Program – Pre-Pandemic 
The Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development (EOLWD) oversees DUA, which is 
responsible for the administration of the program in cooperation with the USDOL. Generally, every employer 
is required to contribute to the UI system if it meets certain threshold requirements. Employer UI 
contribution rates are assessed based on Massachusetts law, which considers factors including the 
wages paid by the employer, the solvency of the UI Trust Fund, and the employer’s historical experience 
in generating UI Program benefit claims.  
 
As depicted in Figure ii, employer contributions are deposited into the UI Trust Fund. When state funded 
claims are due to be paid, funds are then transferred to the Benefit Payments Account and its 
subaccounts and paid out to eligible claimants via DUA’s banking partners. 
  
In the years preceding the economic disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic, the UI Trust Fund balance 
was stable with a gradually increasing balance. As of January 1, 2020, the balance in the UI Trust Fund 
was $1.7 billion, with no Title XII Advances outstanding[2]. [See Figure iii].  
 
 
 

 
2 Since January 1, 2008, EOLWD borrowed and repaid loans under the Title XII Advance program to meet benefit 
needs resulting from the 2007-2009 Recession. The final repayment of these Title XII Advances was made before 
any interest accrued. 

https://gbc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DUS&rs=en%2DUS&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Fmassgov-my.sharepoint.com%2Fpersonal%2Fjesse_x_cohen_mass_gov%2F_vti_bin%2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2Fb2ec2b08783e4e8980288c9e77f35126&wdlor=c0E84DABD-998C-4B43-B764-17A0D5BC4F86&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=1&wdodb=1&hid=D66C4534-EDA0-4395-87E5-774E318449F5&wdorigin=Outlook-Body&wdhostclicktime=1640257277144&jsapi=1&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=b10c4bd6-bd84-c4ee-50fc-cf8033d9e43a&usid=b10c4bd6-bd84-c4ee-50fc-cf8033d9e43a&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&preseededsessionkey=0fb53650-51b7-9de7-6513-0aa45a0ae161&preseededwacsessionid=b10c4bd6-bd84-c4ee-50fc-cf8033d9e43a&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected#_ftn1
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2.3 Massachusetts UI Program – COVID-19 Pandemic 
As a result of wide-spread job losses during the COVID-19 Pandemic, the UI system processed an 
unprecedented number of claims – in March 2020 alone, there were over 160,000 claimants, which was 
an 8x increase from the month prior. The rising number of claimants and paid benefits severely impacted 
the UI Trust Fund balance.  
 

 
                                                                 
                                                               Figure iv. UIOL Initial Claims 

Figure iii.  UI Trust Fund Balances 

UI Trust Fund Balance (2015-2021) 

From 2015 through 2019, the Commonwealth borrowed no federal 
funds to support the UI program as shown above and had no loan 
balance outstanding under the Title XII Advance program. In 2020, 
the Commonwealth began using federal loans to pay UI benefits, 
and this borrowing continued in calendar year 2021. The 
Commonwealth currently has an outstanding balance of $2.3B due 
to the federal government under the Title XII Advance program. 
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The balance of the UI Trust Fund dropped to a low of $25 million in June 2020, remained low throughout 
FY2021, and then climbed over 6 months, resulting in the reflected balance of $2.9 billion as of November 
30, 2021. However, based on the analysis detailed in this report, the balance includes federal loans, bank 
returns that must be resolved, and employer credits that, taken together, result in a structural deficit of 
approximately $115 million as of November 20213. [See Table i and Section 3] 
 

2.3.1 Introduction of New Federal Unemployment-Related Programs 
Beginning in early 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the federal government changed 
unemployment procedures and implemented new and greatly expanded UI-related programs as detailed 
in Table ii below. These programs were federally funded and administered by DUA in parallel with 
existing state UI benefits. 
 
EB  Extended Benefits  
FPUC   Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation 
LWA   Lost Wages Assistance 
MEUC   Mixed Earners Unemployment Compensation 
PEUC   Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation 
PUA   Pandemic Unemployment Assistance  

Table ii – Pandemic Period Federal Programs (See Glossary for additional terms) 

 
As seen below, the total volume of unemployment benefits (regular UI and all federal benefit programs 
combined) paid from 2020 through 2021 exceeded $33 billion. [See Figure v]  

 
 

 
3 Due to the period of KPMG’s assessment, which covered April 2020 through November 2021, this analysis does not 
include a $500 million reserve for the UI Trust Fund as included in Chapter 102 of the Acts of 2021 approved on 
December 13, 2021. 

Figure v. Total UI Benefit Payments  
(including all Federal programs in 2020 and 2021) 
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2.3.2 Implementation of New Federal Unemployment-Related Programs in 
Massachusetts 
The number and complexity of new UI-related programs created challenges for reporting, financial 
processing, and account reconciliation. The flow of data, banking records, funding, and reporting outputs 
(see Figure vi below) required rapid and repeated changes to established business processes to 
accommodate the new programs. Federal rules, form updates, and reconfiguration of systems remained 
dynamic during the period. Despite these challenges, DUA remained committed to determining eligibility 
and paying benefits for eligible claimants for Massachusetts as part of the response to stabilize the 
economy and support people and families through the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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3. KPMG Summary Approach and Findings 
In 2021, while continuing to process an historically high number of claims paid as a result of continuing 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, EOLWD observed that the Benefit Payment Account balance was 
consistently higher than historical averages and, despite continuing high levels of outflows, began to 
serve as a sufficient source of funds to make weekly state program UI benefit payments without requiring 
withdrawals from the UI Trust Fund. In response to this high account balance, EOLWD paused UI Trust 
Fund withdrawals in mid-April 2021 through November 2021. During this same period, the balance of the 
UI Trust Fund began to increase in value between May – November 2021 to a high of $2.9 billion as of 
November 30, 2021. 
 
DUA engaged KPMG to assist in explaining these developments and in determining whether they 
indicated a need to adjust the reported UI Trust Fund balance of $2.9 billion. KPMG’s analysis focused on 
six key areas: 

• Benefit Payment Account Transactions 
• Title XII Advances (Federal Loans) 
• Employer Contribution Rates and Credits in 2021 
• Accounting Adjustments  
• Bank Returns  
• Federal Adjustments 

 
Based on this analysis, KPMG found the following expected adjustments and employer credits:  
 

• An estimated adjustment of $300 million to reconcile bank returns: KPMG has determined 
that during the period of March 2020 to November 2021, there were $318 million in benefit 
payments returned by banks that was retained in subaccounts within the Benefit Payment 
Account and later repurposed to pay new claims for benefits. These funds should have been 
returned to the funding source from which they were originally charged—either federal program 
sources or the UI Trust Fund. KPMG estimates that the federal portion to be returned is 
approximately no more than $300 million on the basis that the returns relate to benefit payments 
that were made at a time when the majority (90%) of benefits paid out came from federal sources. 
EOLWD has requested guidance from USDOL for the administration of these funds and has yet 
to receive guidance as of December 2021. [See Section 3.6 for additional detail] 

 
• $415 million of Employer Credits: The UI Trust Fund balance includes $415 million of credits 

against future assessments to be collected from employers because of mid-year rate adjustments 
implemented in calendar year 2021 after employer assessments had been paid. These credits 
will be applied to future employer assessments to eliminate the credit that was over-collected 
because of the timing of legislative changes in 2021, with the effect that future employer 
assessments will be correspondingly reduced. [See Section 3.3 for additional detail] 

 
Additional information about this reconciliation and other tests performed by KPMG can be found in 
Section A.1 of the Appendix. 
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Pandemic Period Flow of Funds with KPMG Findings

Banks

Claimants

Federal Programs Title XII Advance

Banking

Federal Funds

Person or Company

Employers

UI Trust Fund
$2.9B*

Benefit Payment 
Account
$291M*

 Federal Adjustment of 
$316M
(Section 3.4)

Employer Credits of 
$415M
(Section 3.3)

 Overdraft Adjustment of 
$362M
(Section 3.5)

Federal Loan of
 $2.3B

(Section 3.2) 

Total Benefit Payments of 
$33B

(Section 3.1) 

Bank Returns of 
$318M
(Section 3.6) 

Focus Area Detailed in Report
Non-regular flow of 
funds 

Regular flow of 
funds

*Balance as of 11/30/2021

 

3.1 Benefit Payment Account Transactions 
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the Benefit Payment Account and its subaccounts operated as a 
clearing account for regular UI payments drawn daily from the UI Trust Fund. The typical balance ranged 
from approximately $15 million to $25 million. 
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the Benefit Payment Account retained its role as a clearing account for 
the UI Trust Fund, but also served as a clearing account for new federal sources of funds. New federally 
funded programs introduced beginning in May 2020 routed significant new federal funding directly 
through the Benefit Payment Account and its subaccounts. Title XII Advances from the federal 
government were also deposited directly into the Benefit Payment Account to fund state UI program 
benefit payments when the UI Trust Fund balance was effectively exhausted. To accommodate increased 

Figure vii – Pandemic Period Flow of Funds with KPMG Findings 
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payment activity due to the introduction of new federal benefit programs and funding sources, EOLWD 
added five new subaccounts to the Benefit Payment Account to the existing seven for a total of 12. 
 
The Benefit Payment Subaccounts are all zero-balance accounts created to distribute payments daily to 
claimants based on program and/or payment method (i.e., via debit card or direct deposit). To process 
the greatly expanded range of federal benefit programs introduced to respond to the COVID-19 
pandemic, three new subaccounts (i.e., 2002, 2003, 2005) were created in April 2020. A fourth 
subaccount was created in August 2020 (2570). A fifth subaccount (2006) was created in April 2021.  

The balance in the Benefit Payment Account increased substantially from pre-pandemic levels to $291 
million as of November 30, 2021. This increase was caused by bank returns occurring during the 
pandemic. When employment rebounded and claim totals decreased, the rise in the Benefit Payment 
Account balance accelerated despite the fact that EOLWD ceased making daily draws from the UI Trust 
Fund from April to November of 2021. The bank returns received into the Benefit Payment Account during 
the relevant period will need to be refunded to their original source, which include either federal program 
sources or the UI Trust Fund. [See section 3.6 below for further information on the total bank return 
activity] 

3.2 Title XII Advances (Federal Loans), $2.3 billion 
In response to dramatic increases in state program benefit obligations and, as a result, a rapidly 
diminishing UI Trust Fund balance during the early months of the pandemic, EOLWD drew Title XII 
Advances from the federal government beginning on June 29, 2020 to enable continued payment of state 
UI program benefits. Massachusetts currently has approximately $2.3 billion in outstanding loan 
obligations to the federal government under the Title XII Advance program. 
 
While Title XII Advances are authorized in lump sum amounts, they are drawn daily and deposited into 
the Benefit Payment Account to facilitate payments to claimants.  

3.3 Employer Contribution Rates and Credits, credits currently valued at 
$415 million 
Employer contributions are assessed based on state law, which considers factors including the wages 
paid by the employer, the solvency of the UI Trust Fund, and the employer’s experience in the UI 
Program. With the high number of UI claims paid out of the system throughout 2020, employer 
contribution rates initially rose steeply in 2021. This resulted in $1.5 billion in employer assessment 
revenue collected in April and deposited in the UI Trust Fund. [See Section 2.2 for further details on the 
calculation of employer contribution rates] 
 
In response to the substantial increase in 2021 contribution rates, DUA sought and received legislative 
authorization to retroactively reduce 2021 rates in May of 2021 by removing COVID-related charges from 
the statutory solvency calculation.  
 
When the legislation was enacted in May 2021, most employers had already paid their Q1 contributions 
to DUA. First quarter assessments constitute the largest portion of employer annual assessments. To 
account for the reduction in 2021 rates, employers received credits for any overpayments made in April 
2021. As of November 30, 2021, $415 million in credits remain in employer accounts. It is anticipated that 
employers will make immediate use of these credits by offsetting future assessments beginning in Q1 
2022. 

3.4 Federal Adjustments, $316 million 
Throughout the pandemic, USDOL provided guidance to aid states in the administration of their UI 
programs, but due to the unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and the existence of brand-
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new federal programs with different eligibility rules and time frames, guidance was often iterative and at 
times retroactive. 
 
In response to federal guidance, EOLWD retroactively identified claims totaling $316 million that had 
been paid with state funds from the UI Trust Fund that, according to later issued federal guidance, should 
instead have been charged to the new federal programs. In coordination with USDOL, on May 25, 2021, 
EOLWD was able to transfer $316 million to the UI Trust Fund from U.S. Treasury to replace payments 
made to claimants with state funds. 
 
This extraordinary one-time adjustment is properly reflected in the $2.9 billion UI Trust Fund balance as of 
November 30, 2021. 

3.5 Overdraft Accounting Adjustments, $362 million 
When filing for UI, claimants have the option to elect to withhold state and federal taxes from their benefit 
payments. As part of continuous efforts to monitor the UI program, EOLWD identified $362 million in 
erroneous overdrawn taxes, which were funds that were drawn from the UI Trust Fund above and beyond 
what was required to pay state and federal taxes. This overdraw resulted in the Benefit Payment Account 
being overfunded by the amount of the overstated tax payments. 
 
On July 8, 2021, EOLWD coordinated with the U.S. Treasury to make a direct wire transfer from the 
Benefit Payment Account to the UI Trust Fund in the amount of the $362 million overstatement. The U.S. 
Treasury worked with EOLWD to make sure the deposit was properly reported as a replenishment to the 
UI Trust Fund. 
 
This extraordinary, one-time adjustment is properly reflected in the $2.9 billion UI Trust Fund balance as 
of November 30, 2021. 

3.6 Bank Returns, $318 million 
In the normal course of UI program administration, some small percentage of approved payments made 
to claimants are returned by third party banks directly into the Benefit Payment Account subaccounts from 
which they originated. These returns occur for a variety of reasons, including closed accounts, invalid 
account numbers, or suspicions of fraudulent activity. Before the pandemic, with a smaller number of 
claimants and when effectively all UI benefits were paid with state sources except a few small federally 
reimbursable programs, accounting for these low-volume returns was relatively simple. 
 
However, from April 2020 to November 2021, bank returns totaling $318 million were deposited into the 
subaccounts to the Benefit Payment Account, with $127 million returned in May 2020 alone. Banks made 
some of the returns without providing information that would have allowed for easy matching to individual 
transactions. Bank returned funds for UI-related programs during this period (both federally and state 
funded) were not reconciled, not reported on existing forms, had no formal resolution process and, as a 
result, remained in the Benefit Payment Account. EOLWD has requested guidance from USDOL for the 
administration of these funds and has yet to receive guidance as of December 2021.  
 
These returned amounts were available and were used as cash to pay subsequent benefit payments 
drawn from the same subaccounts. The consequence of making this use of these unreconciled cash 
balances is that those subsequently issued benefit payments were not matched to or drawn from the 
specific funding sources dedicated to the individual benefit programs under which the benefit payments 
were authorized.   
 
KPMG estimates that the federal portion to be returned is approximately no more than $300 million on the 
basis that the returns relate to benefit payments that were made at a time when the majority (90%) of 
benefits paid came from fully federally funded programs such as PUA, Pandemic Emergency 
Unemployment Compensation and others. [See Section 2.3.1 for additional detail] 
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A. Appendix 

A.1 Completed Reconciliations 
KPMG performed ten different reconciliations to review the accuracy of activities over the 20-month 
period from April 2020 through November 2021 including federal advances, federal UI program draws, 
and expenditures for the new federal programs. There are some tests that were performed for data from 
April 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021 on reports that relate exclusively to reporting and accounting 
practices and that do not impact the balance of the UI Trust Fund. To complete the reconciliation of 
relevant records and to inform the corrective actions related to process and reporting, testing performed 
through June 30, 2021 will continue beyond the issuance of this report. 
 

The only reconciliation that affects the Trust Fund balance is itemized as number nine in the following list 
and described in section A.1.9 below. The ten reconciliations and their purposes are summarized below: 

The following two reconciliation activities validated UI Trust Fund inflows, including employer 
assessments: 

1. Revenue Reconciliation: KPMG reviewed and reconciled revenues as reported in the 326 Revenue 
Report and the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement to validate the inflow of funds to EOLWD. The 
326 Revenue Report is a report generated from UI Online that records employer assessment 
revenues. The Treasury Direct Transaction Statement is an official statement of the U.S. Treasury 
with respect to the UI Trust Fund.  

2. Employer Assessment Validation: KPMG reviewed methodology and private contributory employer 
contribution rate calculations for rate notices issued on April 6, 2021 and on July 23, 2021. KPMG 
also reviewed and confirmed the recalculation of private contributory employer contributions due to 
legislation passed on May 28, 2021, that resulted in the employer credits discussed in section 3 
above. 

The following reconciliations reviewed and validated benefit payment activities, reviewed claim to 
payment processes, and reconciled benefit payment data from various sources by program:  

3. Benefits Reconciliation: KPMG reviewed and reconciled benefit payments made by EOLWD 
through the analysis of federal trust fund reports, external bank statements, and internal 
spreadsheets maintained by the EOLWD Finance team. These source documents detailed monthly 
transactions and served as the basis of KPMG’s reconciliation exercise.  

4. Payment to Claimant Analysis: KPMG compared reports of actual benefits paid by program to 
reports detailing authorized payments by program. This analysis was performed to confirm whether 
an ad-hoc report used by the EOLWD Finance team to address pandemic complexities properly 
supported UI Trust Fund draws. 

The USDOL Employment and Training Administration (ETA) 2112 report is a federally mandated monthly 
report that organizes and displays financial transaction data occurring within the Commonwealth’s 
unemployment insurance banking system. The report uses federal guidelines to illustrate financial activity 
in the Commonwealth’s UI Trust Fund and its related accounts. By conducting the following three 
reconciliations, KPMG reviewed the Commonwealth’s monthly ETA 2112 reports for the period of April 
2020 to November 2021 and validated the inflows, outflows, and totals.  

5. ETA 2112 Report Deposits and Disbursements Reviewed: KPMG reviewed the deposits and 
disbursements across programs for the period of April 2020 to November 2021 by utilizing the ETA 
2112 report.  
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6. ETA 2112 Report Inputs and Mapping Reconciliation: KPMG reviewed the mapping of the Benefit 
Payment Account Column in the ETA 2112 report to the source cells in the UER001 reports, ETA 
5159 reports, and Cash Management workbooks. 

7. ETA 2112 Report and UER001 Report Reconciliation: KPMG compared the ETA 2112 reports with 
the UER001 reports for each program, including supplemental Cash Management Master Workbook 
values. 

The following two reconciliations validated the Benefit Payment Account balance, reviewed and analyzed 
account activities, including subaccounts, and compared statements to finance reports and records. 

8. Benefit Payment Account Analysis: KPMG reviewed the accuracy of internal reports and bank 
records through an analysis of the Commonwealth’s Benefit Payment Account. 

9. Benefit Payment Account Subaccount Recovering/Netting Reconciliation: KPMG reviewed all 
subaccounts that roll up into the Benefit Payment Account. KPMG identified subaccounts with an 
aggregate balance of $318 million that resulted from bank return activity of federal and state funds. 
These returns require further resolution and an estimated repayment of approximately $300 million in 
federal funds. 

The following analysis reviewed the Commonwealth’s state statutory reporting and economic modeling to 
validate monthly and quarterly UI Trust Fund Reports, including methodology, source documents, and 
calculations. 

10. Department of Economic Research Unemployment Trust Fund Report Validation: KPMG 
determined the inputs to the Department of Economic Research June 2021 Unemployment Trust 
Fund Report, including partial source validation. 

The following subsections provide greater detail on each of the reconciliations performed to validate 
EOLWD’s processes and the flow of UI funds through the unemployment system. 

A.1.1 Revenue Reconciliation 
Overview 
EOLWD requested assistance in reconciling two standard reports that denote the flow of deposits into the 
UI Trust Fund. In this exercise, KPMG analyzed the monthly inflows as described by the 326 Revenue 
Report and the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement. The 326 Revenue Report is sourced out of the UI 
Online data warehouse and used to document employer revenue received by the Commonwealth. 
Treasury Direct, a federal reporting system, generates the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement. The 
variances identified below do not impact the UI Trust Fund Balance and, instead, are accounting 
adjustments based on routine timing differences. 

Analysis 
For each month, the net activity in the Regular UI program stated on the 326 Revenue Report was 
compared with the total state deposits listed on the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement for the period 
starting April 1, 2020 and ending June 30, 2021. 

Variances were identified between monthly revenue reported in 326 Revenue Reports and monthly 
deposits shown in Treasury Direct account statements. The review confirmed that most of the observed 
variances were the result of routine timing differences in the transfer of funds. For example, a $728 million 
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variance in April 2020 is offset by the following month’s negative $727 million variance. Transactions that 
affected balances in April were eventually settled in May. 

Revenue by source 

Month 

Treasury Direct – 
State Deposits 
(in $ millions) 

326 report – UI Net 
Activity 

(in $ millions) 
Variance  

(in $ millions) 

4/20 $140 $868 $728 

5/20 799 71 (727) 

6/20 38 14 (24) 

7/20 64 214 151 

8/20 187 32 (155) 

9/20 26 25 (1) 

10/20 59 93 34 

11/20 164 130 (34) 

12/20 467 61 (405) 

1/21 47 76 29 

2/21 129 96 (34) 

3/21 12 13 1 

4/21 177 1,318 1,141 

5/21 1,236 91 (1,144) 

6/21 118 61 (58) 

Total $3,662 $3,162 ($500) 
Table iii. Revenue reconciliation summary 

The results of this analysis do not affect the UI Trust Fund balance. Additional work to improve processes 
and reporting will continue beyond the issuance of this report. 

Observations  
In December 2020, EOLWD made two deposits of federally provided funds of approximately $165 million 
and $242 million into the UI Trust Fund, which were reimbursements provided to the Commonwealth 
pursuant to federal funding. These deposits were for additional reimbursements claimed by the 
Commonwealth pursuant to the following two programs: (1) the Emergency US Relief 50% 
Reimbursement and (2) the Temporary Compensation-Wait Week. The Commonwealth recovered federal 
reimbursements for these two programs, which had previously been paid from the UI Trust Fund. The 
total deposits in December 2020 reflecting these extraordinary federal reimbursements amounted to 
approximately $407 million. Due to its extraordinary nature, the $407 million was not reflected in the 
December 2020 326 Report. KPMG observed a variance between the 326 Report and Treasury Direct 
relating to this $407 million transfer. 

Recommendation  
KPMG recommends EOLWD document a one-time deposit of approximately $407 million into the UI Trust 
Fund, which was not reflected in the December 2020 326 Revenue Report because it was not revenue. 
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A.1.2 Employer Assessment Validation 
Overview 
On April 6, 2021, DUA announced 2021 employer UI rates, which were calculated in accordance with 
March 2021 legislation that froze employer rates at a lower schedule “E,” as schedule “G” was set to 
trigger statutorily given the low balance of the UI Trust Fund. However, due to March 2020 legislation that 
assigned all COVID-related claims to solvency, rather than to each individual employer, the solvency 
assessment increased dramatically, resulting in every employer paying a higher rate within schedule “E.” 
There was a subsequent rate recalculation performed to adjust employer contributions as enacted by 
Chapter 16 of the Acts of 2021 (Chapter 16) to address COVID-related charges in the rate calculation, 
effective for calendar years 2021 and 2022. Chapter 16 was signed into law on May 28, 2021. 
 
EOLWD requested KPMG to review both rate calculations for employer rates for calendar year 2021: one 
based on the rates in effect for rate notices posted on April 6, 2021 (original rates) and rates calculated 
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 16 (adjusted rates). 

Analysis 
KPMG reviewed the 2021 UI rate calculations to understand the original rates and adjusted rates 
calculations. KPMG reperformed calculations and verified the Commonwealth’s calculation for both 
original rates and adjusted rates. Furthermore, KPMG programmatically re-applied the rates on a sample 
employer and verified that both the original rate as well as the adjusted rate were calculated accurately. 
Most employers paid assessments to DUA at the original rates, prior to the issuance of adjusted rates. 
For those employers, the adjusted rates resulted in a credit in their UI Online payment accounts. Credits 
can be applied by affected employers towards future contributions.  

Observations  
KPMG verified that the original calculation, as well as the recalculation, were calculated accurately at the 
times the rates were in effect. As such, KPMG confirmed that there is a remaining credit of $415 million 
as of November 30, 2021, which is currently deposited in the UI Trust Fund.  

Recommendations 
KPMG does not have any recommendations for this review as there were no variances in the rate 
calculations as performed under applicable state law at the time each was performed. 

A.1.3 Benefits Reconciliation 
Overview 
KPMG performed a reconciliation of benefit payments for the 20-month period beginning April 1, 2020 
and ending November 30, 2021. KPMG found minor accounting issues and no material variances that 
impact the UI Trust Fund.  

KPMG compared data from federal and internal reports found in the Benefits Reconciliation Spreadsheet 
to data from the Benefit Payment Account statements. The spreadsheet review determined that 
accounting information was pulled correctly from its respective data source and was calculated correctly 
by the EOLWD Finance team. 

The goal of this exercise was to identify any inflow and outflow variances between information pulled from 
the two data sources. The reconciliation identified variances between transaction amounts pulled from the 
Massachusetts Management Accounting and Reporting System (MMARS) and the Benefit Payment 
Account statements.  
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Analysis 
KPMG reviewed information from the Benefit Payment Account and internal reports and confirmed the 
soundness of references and calculations. To validate bank account information, the monthly 
spreadsheet totals were cross-checked for inflows and outflows against the total credit and debit balances 
shown on monthly bank statements. To validate internal and federal data uploaded to MMARS, the 
MMARS related amounts on the spreadsheet were cross-checked against various internal reports. These 
MMARS related entries represented funds drawn from the UI Trust Fund into the Benefit Payment 
Account. KPMG also reviewed the total amounts drawn by program. KPMG used Federal Treasury Direct 
statements to confirm amounts for Regular UI withdrawals and UI Loan Amounts. To verify amounts for 
the new federal programs, the KPMG team cross-checked amounts shown in the spreadsheet with 
amounts posted on budget inquiry reports generated by MMARS.  

Once the inputs in the spreadsheet were validated, references and calculations were reviewed for 
accuracy and that they fully illustrated the total inflow and outflow amounts.  

Observations 
KPMG has reviewed and validated the numbers and calculations in the reconciliation spreadsheets for 
the period of April 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. KPMG found and corrected one minor spreadsheet 
reference error. Variances between data pulled from the two different accounting sources were identified 
as shown below in Table iv.  

Fiscal year Benefit Payment Account MMARS / TD accounting Total variance 

FY 2020 – Inflows $12,046,476,398 $12,048,636,339 ($2,159,940) 

FY 2020 – Outflows   11,696,279,702   11,651,401,743 44,877,959 

FY 2021 – Inflows   20,301,403,192    20,327,371,481 (25,968,289) 

FY 2021 – Outflows $19,967,951,389 $19,941,000,232 $26,951,156 

FY 2020: July 2019 to June 2020 (KPMG only validated entries for April – June 2020)  

FY 2021: July 2020 to June 2021(KPMG validated entries for all months in FY 2021) 

Table iv. Benefits reconciliation 

The results of this analysis do not affect the UI Trust Fund balance. Additional work to improve processes 
and reporting will continue beyond the issuance of this report. 

Recommendations 

KPMG recommends appropriately reflecting in MMARS certain outflows and placing a particular 
emphasis on including all manual adjustments that were made throughout the period. These manual 
adjustments may bypass certain internal sources that are used to calculate program totals, and thus 
create variances between the bank statement and internal records.  

A.1.4 Payment to Claimant Analysis 
Overview 
In order to validate that DUA reports provided to the EOLWD Finance team to implement payment of 
unemployment programs aligned with program level activity in UI Online, KPMG collected UI Online 
Payments by Program queries at a gross amount to be compared to gross amounts from the Authorized 
Payment to Claimants by Program queries. The Authorized Payment to Claimants by Program queries 
were implemented on April 13, 2020 once EOLWD discovered the UER001 reports no longer adequately 
captured amounts to be drawn for specific federal programs. Several tests were conducted to determine 
what date should be used for the UI Online queries. The final test used the warrant date, which created a 
few days lag between the queries and Authorized Payment to Claimants by Program queries. The timing 
difference was influenced by weekends during the start and end dates of the queries. KPMG was not able 
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to fully reconcile the two reports through this approach. However, KPMG is confident that the existence of 
undiscovered material payment amounts is unlikely. The prior tests conducted by KPMG to identify cash 
flow discrepancies between accounts would have likely detected any material variances between 
amounts authorized and paid. KPMG will continue this reconciliation effort in the next project phase. 

Analysis 
Queries were pulled for one month at a time for March and April 2021, specifically March 1, 2021 through 
March 31, 2021 and April 1, 2021 through April 30, 2021. Daily Authorized Payment to Claimants by 
Program queries were then compiled to create a monthly summary, taking the lag into consideration. 
KPMG traced the Authorized Payment to Claimants by Program queries to the Benefit Payment Account 
and subaccounts. With multiple timing differences operating simultaneously in EOLWD and bank 
processes, KPMG was unable to observe a consistent, material variance on a month-to-month, period of 
month, or day-to-day basis.  

Observations  
In the comparison of the data from the Authorized Payment to Claimants by Program query and the UI 
Online data from the period above, KPMG was not able to reconcile the two sources. Based on the 
reconciling of the inflows and outflows of the UI Trust Fund and the Benefit Payment Account, KPMG did 
not find significant variances that would result in any material adjustments.  

Recommendations 
KPMG recommends implementing systematic reporting for benefit payments by programs, retiring daily 
use of the ad-hoc Authorized Payment to Claimants by Program query to inform cash draw activity, and 
instituting a regular reconciliation of these data sources to help ensure no large variances occur. 

A.1.5 ETA 2112 Report Deposits and Disbursements Reviewed  
Overview 
KPMG analyzed the ETA 2112 reports to review deposit and disbursement activity for new federal 
programs. The KPMG team studied the ETA 2112 reports for the months of April 2020 through November 
2021. The team compared the dollar amount of deposits into the Benefit Payment Account and the dollar 
amount of disbursements out of the UI system. The exercise allowed KPMG to analyze the flow of funds 
from the UI Trust Fund to the Benefit Payment Account, and then ultimately to individual claimants. 
Through the exercise, KPMG gained further insights into how the Commonwealth utilized funds for new 
federal programs. 

Analysis 
KPMG used the ETA 2112 reports to calculate amounts deposited and disbursed under the following new 
federal programs: 

1. Extended Benefits 2020 
2. Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC) 
3. Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC) 
4. Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) 
5. Temporary Compensation-Wait Week 

To calculate total deposits, the KPMG team summed the total amount of funds per month that were 
deposited into the Benefit Payment Account for each specific new federal program. From this total deposit 
amount, the total monthly disbursements were subtracted out of the Benefit Payment Account for each 
program. The total disbursement amounts were also pulled from the ETA 2112 reports and represent the 
amounts disbursed from the Benefit Payment Account.  
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Observations  
The KPMG analysis reviewed the deposits into and disbursements out of the UI system for the five 
programs mentioned above. The goal of the analysis was to compare the amount of money entering and 
leaving the Benefit Payment Account. Analysis identified differences between monthly deposits and 
monthly disbursements for each new federal program. These monthly differences were both positive 
(more funds were deposited than disbursed) and negative (more funds were disbursed than deposited). 
KPMG identified timing differences as the reason for these variances. Many negative monthly differences 
were often partially offset by positive balances in the months following (and vice versa). These partially 
offsetting differences highlight the effects of cash lags at the end of the month. Cash received at the end 
of one month is usually paid at the beginning of the next month, creating a difference in both months 
between deposits and disbursements. 

KPMG determined that timing significantly contributed to monthly differences between cash received and 
cash paid out for the new federal programs. EOLWD paid funds to claimants for the new federal 
programs in the days following cash draws. These timing dynamics consistently create monthly 
differences between total cash draws and total cash disbursements to and from the UI Trust Fund and 
Benefit Payment Accounts. Differences between deposits and disbursements are often exacerbated 
when months end on weekends or holidays, as the amount of time between cash draw and cash payment 
is extended. 

Three of these programs are federally reimbursed: Temporary Compensation-Wait Week, Emergency US 
Relief Reimbursement; and Short-term Compensation (Workshare). For Temporary Compensation-Wait 
Week, KPMG confirmed that the Commonwealth drew approximately $242 million from the U.S. Treasury 
in December 2020 and transferred those funds into the UI Trust Fund as a catch-up of payments that 
were eligible for federal reimbursement and had originally been paid with state funds from the UI Trust 
Fund during the period beginning April 2020 through December 2020. The Commonwealth expects up to 
$50 million in additional reimbursements through November 2021 for Temporary Compensation-Wait 
Week. 

An illustration of Benefit Payment Account outflows can be viewed in the figure below: 

 

                                                  Figure viii. Outflows from Benefit Payment Account Reconciliation  
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Recommendations 
KPMG does not recommend any changes to existing business processes with respect to deposits and 
benefit disbursements.  

A.1.6 ETA 2112 Report Inputs and Mapping Reconciliation 
Overview 
KPMG performed an in-depth analysis into the mapping of the Benefit Payment column in the ETA 2112 
reports. The analysis was conducted on ETA 2112 reports from April 2020 through June 2021 with the 
goal of identifying mapping or calculation errors within the report. In this exercise, KPMG developed its 
own model of the report and compared its summary totals with corresponding figures listed on the ETA 
2112 report.  

Analysis 
KPMG calculated its own totals for each line item in the ETA 2112 reports, closely following an up-to-date 
source mapping document provided by EOLWD. KPMG then compared its own calculated totals to those 
listed in the original ETA 2112 reports. KPMG documented the differences between the two total amounts 
as variances. KPMG reviewed each variance between the line items in the original ETA 2112 reports and 
the reconciliation spreadsheet developed by KPMG. The KPMG team’s replication of the ETA 2112 
reports served to validate the soundness of the reports, as well as identify necessary adjustments.  

The list below highlights the key source documents KPMG used to calculate summary totals that were 
compared with those on the ETA 2112 reports. 

Source documents 

1. Cash Management Excel Master Workbook 
2. Cash Management Excel Trust Fund Balance 
3. ETA 5159 
4. UER001 

a. Tabs relating to new federal programs  
b. EB2020 tab 
c. Daily – Workshare tab 
d. Daily – EB2009 tab 
e. Daily – Regular tab 
f. Daily – RED tab 
g. Daily – EUC08 tabs 
h. Daily – TEUC tab 

5. FPUC Reconciliation provided by EOLWD Finance team 

Observations  
KPMG identified variances in its calculation of ETA 2112 report line items, none of which affect the UI 
Trust Fund balance. KPMG and the EOLWD Finance team engaged in a series of meetings to pinpoint 
the reasons for these variances. The EOLWD Finance team, with help from partners at the ETA, 
ultimately identified adjusting entries and mapping issues that created the variances discovered by 
KPMG. The largest mapping issue occurred in the calculation of Net UI Benefits (Line 31) on the ETA 
2112 reports, which incorrectly included line items from the Extended Benefits (EB) 2020 UER001 report. 
KPMG and EOLWD Finance team corrected the EB2020 inclusions.  

KPMG notes that a variance between EOLWD’s internal reporting and the U.S. Treasury’s reporting of 
the Commonwealth’s UI Trust Fund balance still exists, due to timing and accounting issues. EOLWD is 
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continuing to determine the causes for these variances and correct these issues. Variances greater than 
$1 million that did not affect the UI Trust Fund balance are noted in the table below. 

Month 6/20 11/20 4/21 5/21 9/21 

$ in millions 

Line # 42b 42b 42b 42b 42c 

Line Name 

Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC 

Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC 

Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC 

Short Term 
Compensation – 
FPUC 

Short Term 
Compensation – 
PUA  

2112 – Benefit 
Payment Acct 
(Column F)* 

$2,483 $59 $606 $631 $318 

FPUC/CARES ACT 
Reconciliation** 2,282 57 554 606 0 

Cash Management 
Master Workbook** 0 0 0 0 320 

Source document 
total 2,282 57 554 606 320 

Variance amount $201 $2 $52 $25 $(2) 
*Primary Document 
**Source Documents 

Recommendations 
Following this analysis, the KPMG team recommended a meeting with EOLWD’s federal partners to 
review the mapping of the source reports to the ETA 2112. In this meeting, federal partners confirmed 
that the EB2020 amounts should not be included as they were in the ETA 2112 report and the mapping 
would need to be corrected. The KPMG team then worked with the EOLWD Finance team to adjust for 
the Extended Benefits charges which is expounded upon in A.1.7, ETA 2112 report and UER001 Report 
Reconciliation. KPMG recommends that EOLWD file the amended ETA 2112 reports for this issue to be 
resolved.  

A.1.7 ETA 2112 Report and UER001 Report Reconciliation  
Overview 
KPMG reviewed adjustments in the monthly ETA 2112 reports from August 2020 to October 2021 based 
on updating mapping discussed in the line-item reconciliation. KPMG then compared the federal and 
state shares of EB2020 charges to the EB2020 amounts outlined in the Payments to Claimants file. This 
step of the analysis compared UER001 amounts for EB2020 to the EB2020 components of authorized 
payments.  

ETA 2112 Line Item ETA 2112 Line # Monthly Adjustment 

Net UI Benefits Line 31 Subtracted EB2020 - UER001: 
Total accounts – UER001 Lines 4 and 16 

Combined wages UER001 - Line 46 

Net State Share Extended Benefits Line 32 Added EB2020 - UER001: 
UI Reimbursable – Lines 37, 40 & 43 

Table v.  ETA 2112 (>$1M) variances not affecting the UI Trust Fund 
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ETA 2112 Line Item ETA 2112 Line # Monthly Adjustment 

Local Government & Other Pol. 
Subdivisions 

Line 33 Subtracted EB2020 - UER001: 
UI Reimbursable - Lines 37 and 43 

Reimbursable Non-Profit Line 35 Subtracted EB2020 - UER001: 
Non-Profit UI Reimbursable – Line 34 

Federal Share - Extended  Line 38 Added EB2020 - UER001: 
Combined Wages (Mass Paying) – Line 46 

 
Table vi – ETA 2112 Report EB2020 Adjustments 

Analysis 
KPMG implemented the adjustments above to accurately account for EB2020 and combined wages 
within the ETA 2112 report. The primary adjustments were made so that Line 32 would include the state 
share of EB2020 payments, while Line 38 would account for the federal share of EB2020 payments. 
These adjustments changed beginning and ending balances for the Benefit Payment Account within the 
ETA 2112 report, as adjustments in prior months flowed through to subsequent months. 

Observations  
Even after mapping adjustments were made for EB2020 and Combined Wages, the ETA 2112 reports 
show balances for the Benefit Payment Account that differ from the balances on the Benefit Payment 
Account Statements. The EB2020 amounts listed on the UER001 reports also differ significantly from the 
EB2020 components of the Payment to Claimant queries.  

Recommendations 
KPMG recommends resolving the mapping issues for the ETA 2112 reports, specifically around the 
accounting of EB2020 payments. The team also recommends further analysis into the EB2020 - UER001 
reports, as they deviate from the authorized EB2020 amounts in the Payments to Claimants file. KPMG 
also recommends reviewing the report mapping with the ETA to ensure that numbers are being pulled 
accurately. 

A.1.8 Benefit Payments Account Analysis 
Overview 
KPMG conducted a reconciliation of the Benefit Payment Account from April 2020 through November 
2021 by utilizing internal and federal reports to calculate ending balances (referred to below as “Model”). 
The ending balances were compared against the Commonwealth’s account balances as defined by 
Benefit Payment Account Statements.  

Analysis 
KPMG started with the monthly beginning balance from the Benefit Payment Account monthly statements 
and added PEUC, PUA, State UCX W/D and FEC W/D, and Extended Benefits from the Treasury Direct 
Federal Activity Report. FPUC numbers were added from the Cash Management Daily Cash Draw 
Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. The amount reflects FPUC figures from the unemployment system. 
Finally, LWA figures, taken from bank data, were also added to create a value for Net Federal Funds 
Received-Pandemic Programs. A separate section for transfers to the UI Trust Fund adjustments, UI 
Trust Fund Withdrawals, taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement, and Federal Loan 
Advances, taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report, were also added to create an 
Other Fed Funds Received section. Lastly, ACH debit return amounts were added to total inflows. PUA 
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overpayments were taken from bank data and added to the Net Federal Funds Received Pandemic 
Programs and Other Fed Funds Received to create a section for total inflows. Transfers to the Pandemic 
Programs Account, Benefit Payments, and other Outflows, taken from bank data, were added to create a 
section for total outflows. Total outflows were subtracted from total inflows to determine the net Increase 
or decrease to the bank balance.  

An Ending Bank Balance per Model was calculated by taking the beginning balance and adding the net 
increase/decrease to arrive at an ending balance for the model. An Ending Bank Balance per Statement 
was taken from the Benefit Payment Account bank statements. The two were compared to create a 
Variance to bank value. The variance figure displays the difference between the Ending Balance 
calculated through this Model (which uses Treasury Direct reports) and the Ending Balance stated directly 
on the Benefit Payment Account statements. The sum of these values from April 2020 through November 
2021 netted to $316 million. 

Observations  
The analysis produced a variance between the two sources of $316 million. In response to federal 
guidance, EOLWD identified claims totaling $316 million that had been paid with funds from the UI Trust 
Fund that should have been charged to the new federal programs. In coordination with USDOL, on May 
25, 2021, EOLWD was able to return $316 million to the UI Trust Fund to replace payments made to 
claimants with state funds. The adjustment was made outside of the Benefit Payment Account with the 
assistance of USDOL. Throughout the pandemic, USDOL provided guidance to aid states in the 
administration of their UI programs, but due to the unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the existence of new federal programs with different eligibility rules and time frames, guidance was often 
iterative and at times retroactive. Due to a direct transfer within the U.S. Treasury, funds were deposited 
directly into the UI Trust Fund, bypassed the Benefit Payment Account, and were not reflected in the bank 
account statements. 

Recommendations 
KPMG does not have any recommendations regarding this assessment on the basis that this is not a 
recurring event or process. However, in the event a one-time event should occur in the future, EOLWD 
should refine processes to identify and reflect the impact of the event in their accounting records as 
appropriate. 

A.1.9 Benefit Payment Subaccount Recovering/Netting Reconciliation 
Overview 
KPMG conducted an analysis of the Benefit Payment subaccounts that roll up to the Benefit Payment 
Account. These subaccounts are all zero-balance accounts created to distribute payments daily to 
claimants based on program and/or payment method (i.e., via debit card or direct deposit). To process 
the greatly expanded range of federal benefit programs introduced to respond to the COVID-19 
pandemic, three new subaccounts (i.e., 2002, 2003, 2005) were created in April 2020. A fourth 
subaccount was created in August 2020 for LWA (2570). A fifth subaccount (2006) was created in April 
2021.  

In the normal course of UI program administration, some small percentage of approved payments made 
to claimants are occasionally returned to the Benefit Payment Account by third party banks. These 
returns are received directly into the subaccounts to the Benefit Payment Account from which they 
originated. These returns occur for a variety of reasons, including closed accounts, invalid account 
numbers, or suspicions of fraudulent activity. Before the pandemic, with a smaller number of claimants 
and when nearly all UI benefits were paid with state sources except a few small federally reimbursable 
programs, accounting for these low-volume returns was relatively simple. The dramatic increase in benefit 
payment activity beginning in March 2020 combined with the introduction of greatly expanded federal 
programs, many of which included the payment of benefits to claimants from a mix of state and federal 
funding sources, resulted in an increase in bank return activity. These bank-returned funds during this 
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period could not be easily reconciled as they were not reported by program or on existing forms, had no 
formal resolution process, and therefore remained in the Benefit Payment Account.  

Analysis 
KPMG collected the .CSV files for each subaccount for the period April 2020 through November 2021. 
The team reconciled the transactions between the Benefit Payment Account to each of its subaccounts to 
identify potential variances. Within each subaccount, the team compared what the daily approved 
payment amount was to the amount withdrawn from Benefit Payment Account as a method for 
determining if the subaccounts held and then paid out recoveries that should instead have been credited 
to original funding sources.  

Observations  
KPMG reviewed bank account statements for the Benefit Payment Account and the 12 subaccounts of 
that account. KPMG identified eight subaccounts with potential surplus and calculated the potential 
surplus by subaccount to determine the potential overall surplus accumulated in the Benefit Payment 
Account. The surplus is displayed in the table below. 

Description 4/20 – 12/20 1/21 – 11/21 Total Amount 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2003 ($294,150,454) ($24,962,193) ($319,112,648) 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2005 (127,999) (114,222) (242,221) 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2006 0 1,094,243 1,094,243 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2349 (45,780) (43,591) (89,371) 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2356 (13,247) (26,773) (40,020) 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2554 (1,558) (2,850) (4,408) 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2570 0 0 0 

Potential Surplus in subaccount 2588 (4,159) (36,395) (40,554) 

Total Potential Surplus ($294,343,198) ($24,091,782) ($318,434,980) 
 

Table vii – Benefit Payment Subaccount Analysis 

Recommendations 
KPMG recommends performing a resolution exercise to return the $318 million to appropriate sources 
(either federal or UI Trust Fund). This includes matching original claimant disbursements to return activity 
in subaccounts to account for federal program and UI Trust Fund activity.  

Additionally, KPMG recommends EOLWD perform monthly reconciliations on Benefit Payment Account 
and all subaccounts.  

Lastly, KPMG recommends the UI Daily Feed report incorporate returns into the subaccounts on a go-
forward basis. 

A.1.10 Department of Economic Research Unemployment Trust Fund Report Validation 
Overview 
KPMG developed a spreadsheet that determined and outlined the inputs to the Department of Economic 
Research Unemployment Trust Fund Report. The validation denotes which inputs KPMG has validated in 
its Phase 1 scope versus which sources KPMG has not validated.  
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The KPMG analysis identified all numerical amounts that were traditionally featured in the Department of 
Economic Research Unemployment Trust Fund Report and confirmed the sources for those numbers had 
been validated by KPMG. 

Analysis 
KPMG calculated its own amounts for each line item in the June 2021 Department of Economic Research 
Unemployment Trust Fund report, which is the most recent available Department of Economic Research 
Unemployment Trust Fund Report, using the up-to-date amended versions of the May and June ETA 
2112 reports provided by EOLWD. KPMG outlined each of the report’s line items source within the ETA 
2112 reports and then compared its own calculated totals to those listed in the June 2021 Department of 
Economic Research Unemployment Trust Fund Report. KPMG documented the differences between the 
two total amounts as variances. KPMG reviewed each variance between the line items in the original ETA 
2112 reports and the reconciliation spreadsheet developed by KPMG. 
 

 
Table viii – Trust Fund Report Validation 

Observations  
The KPMG team’s replication of the June 2021 Department of Economic Research Unemployment Trust 
Fund Report inputs report served to validate that all the reports inputs had been previously validated by 
KPMG. The KPMG analysis identified that most variances were due to rounding or timing; however, for 
line item “Preliminary Private Contributory Balance” a significant variance was observed. EOLWD uses a 
workaround to calculate the Private Contributory balance. 

Recommendations 
KPMG recommends further analysis into the accounting of the Private Contributory Balance to replace 
the workaround methodology currently in place.  

  

June 2021 Report

Line Item (in order of report): Report Amount: Findings Amount:
Validate 
(Y/N)

Source:

Trust Fund Ending Balance
(1,774,000,000) (1,779,367,443) Y

E1 of June ETA 2112 report. Also in TD 
report. Confirmed ETA 2112 report with TD 
report.

Preliminary private contributory balance (1,915,000,000) (2,206,524,799) Y C18 on 2nd tab of June ETA 2112 report
Governmental contributory balance 141,000,000 133,322,022 Y C19 2nd tab of June ETA 2112 report

May's 2021 preliminary employer contributions
83,100,000 83,136,233 Y

C11 on 3rd tab of May 2021 ETA 2112 
report

2021 employer contributions YTD total

1,537,000,000 1,537,720,613 Y

Summation of "Total Net Private 
Contributions" on Amended Private tab of 
January - May ETA 2112 reports. Work 
shown in Notes tab.

ARPA Federal Funding 10,100,000 10,088,192 Y C31 on 3rd tab of May ETA 2112 report

Regular UI YTD total reimbursements 

45,300,000 45,303,192 Y

Summation of "Emergency Unemployment 
Relief - FUA" on Amended Private tab of 
January - May 2112 reports. Work shown in 
Notes tab.

Additional Federal funding 4,800,000 4,811,961 Y F93 on Cares Act tab of UER001 May 2021
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A.2 Glossary  

A.2.1 Federal Acronyms  
Program / Title Description / Expanded Acronym 
EB  Extended Benefits  

- Provided up to 20 weeks of benefits to individuals who exhausted 
regular UC under state or federal law, had no rights to regular 
unemployment compensation (UC) under any other state or federal 
law, exhausted PEUC, regular UC benefit year ended on or after May 
9, 2020, were not receiving compensation under the UC laws of 
Canada, and are able to work, available for work, and actively seeking 
work. However, states must offer flexibility in meeting the “actively 
seeking work” requirement if individuals are unable to search for work 
because of COVID-19, including because of illness, quarantine, or 
movement restriction. Extended Benefits triggered in May 2020, and 
triggered off in July 2021 

ETA  Employment and Training Administration: a division of the U.S. Department 
of Labor that administers various employment related programs, including the 
Unemployment Insurance Program  

FPUC   Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensationi 
- Provided individuals who were collecting regular UC, PEUC, PUA, 

Extended Benefits (EB), and certain other forms of unemployment 
compensation with an additional $600 per week from 3/29/2020-
7/25/2020, if the claimant was entitled to at least one dollar of benefits 
in the relevant week 

- Provided individuals who are collecting benefits as described above 
with an additional $300 per week from 12/27/2020 through 9/4/2021 

LWA   Lost Wages Assistanceii 
- Provided individuals who are collecting at least $100 in regular UC, 

PEUC, PUA, EB, STC, with an additional $300 per week, effective for 
the weeks 8/1/2020-9/5/2020 

MEUC   Mixed Earners Unemployment Compensationiii 
- Provided an additional $100 per week, in addition to FPUC payments, 

for claimants with at least $5,000 in self-employment income in the 
previous tax year. MEUC was effective 12/27/2020-9/4/2021 

PEUC   Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensationiv 
- Provided up to 13 weeks of benefits to individuals who exhausted 

regular UC under state or federal law, had no rights to regular UC 
under any other state or federal law, were not receiving compensation 
under the UC laws of Canada, and are able to work, available for work, 
and actively seeking work. However, DUA is waiving work search 
requirements, as allowed by the federal government during the 
COVID-19 emergency from 3/29/2020-12/26/2020 

- Renewed by CAA and ARPA extending the program from 12/27/2020-
9/4/2021 
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Program / Title Description / Expanded Acronym 
PUA   Pandemic Unemployment Assistancev 

- Effective 2/2/2020 – 9/4/2021, PUA provided up to 79 weeks of 
benefits to individuals who were self-employed, seeking part-time 
employment, or otherwise would not qualify for regular unemployment 
compensation (UC) or extended benefits under state or federal law or 
Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC). 
Coverage includes individuals who have exhausted all rights to regular 
UC or extended benefits under state or federal law or PEUC and who 
are affected by COVID-19 

- For more information on PUA visit www.mass.gov/PUA  
UI   Unemployment Insurance: a joint state-federal program that provides cash 

benefits to eligible workers. Each state administers a separate UI program, but 
all states follow the same guidelines established by federal law. DUA 
administers UI for the Commonwealth  

A.2.2 Commonwealth Acronyms 
Program / Title Description / Expanded Acronym 
Data warehouse A large store of data accumulated from a wide range of sources within a 

company and used to guide management decisions 
DUA Massachusetts Department of Unemployment Assistance: an agency within the 

Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development (EOLWD) that oversees 
the unemployment insurance (UI) program, which provides temporary income 
assistance to eligible workers in Massachusetts. DUA also determines and 
collects employer contributions to the UI program 

EOLWD Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development: an 
entity of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

MMARS  Massachusetts Management Accounting and Reporting System 
UI Online An online transactional application used by DUA in the administration of the UI 

program 

A.2.3 Industry Definitions 
Acronym / Term Expanded Title 

 

ACH  Automated Clearing House  
Reconciliation  Action of making financial accounts consistent 
UI Trust Fund Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund 

- A fund that finances the costs of administering unemployment 
insurance programs, loans made to state unemployment insurance 
funds, and the state portion of extended benefits during periods of high 
unemployment 

A.2.4 UI Core Banking System 
Acronym / Term Expanded Title 
Clearing Account Bank account held at Bank of America, used to collect unemployment 

insurance payments from employers. Balances are recorded through Bank of 
America Statements and UI Online - account #2102 

Benefit Payment Account Bank Account held at People’s United Bank, used to pay benefits to claimants. 
The EOLWD Finance team draws funds from the Trust Fund into Benefit 
Payment Account based on claims - funds are then paid to claimants from this 
account #2311 

http://www.mass.gov/PUA
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A.2.5 Report Titles and Definitions 
Reports  Description 
 
State reporting required by U.S. Department of Labor  
ETA 2112 Reports Federally required monthly summaries of transactions in a state unemployment 

fund which consists of the Clearing Account, UI Trust Fund, and Benefit 
Payment Account. Reports should account for: all payments by employers (and 
employees where applicable) into a state unemployment fund for contributions, 
payments in lieu of contributions, and special assessments 

ETA 5159 Reports Reports provide benefit payment charges by program 
 
Pandemic response reporting 
Payments to Claimants 
by Program Query 

Authorized payments to claimants by program, an ad hoc recurring query for 
authorized benefit amounts to claimant 

 
Standard EOLWD reporting 
326 Revenue Report Report generated from UI Online, available to be run on demand that records 

employer assessment revenues 
Benefits Reconciliation 
Spreadsheet  

Report produced by the EOLWD Finance team that reconciles inflow and 
outflow amounts posted by MMARS to total credits and debits on Benefit 
Payment Account 

Benefit Payment Account 
Statements 

Banks statements produced by People’s United Bank, EOLWD’s 
external custodian of the Benefit Payment Account, that display the final 
balances, borrowing amounts, and transactions that occur in the primary 
Benefit Payment Account #2331 

Treasury Direct 
Transaction Statements 

Statements produced by the Treasury Direct system that display balances and 
transactions that occur in the UI Trust Fund held at the U.S. Treasury 

UER001 Reports  Internal benefit payments report generated from UI Online that describe federal 
and state funded financial transactions  

Cash Management 
Master Workbooks 

Excel workbooks maintained by the EOLWD Finance team that capture 
transactional data for state and federal unemployment programs 
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A.3 Key Documents 

A.3.1 Commonwealth of Mass EOLWD – Phase 1 Report 
Final Phase 1 Report socialized with EOLWD to document activities and share findings 
 

Commonwealth of 
Mass. EOLWD Reconc     

A.3.2 EOLWD Phase 1 Detailed Analysis 
Final Phase 1 presentation used to summarize key processes and findings outlined in the Phase 1 Report 
 

EOLWD Phase 1 
Detailed Analysis.pdf  
A.3.3 Revenue Report Reconciliation 
Final Phase 1 revenue reconciliation conducted to find variances between DUA and federal reports. 
Referenced extensively in Phase 1 Report 

Revenue Report 
Reconciliation.xlsx  

 

A.3.4 Phase 1 – #2331 Benefit Payment Account Reconciliation 
Final Phase 1 reconciliation on the Benefit Payment Account (#2331 Benefit Payment Account). Used to 
review inflow and outflow amounts as described by bank statements and internal database. Referenced 
extensively in Phase 1 Report 

Phase 1 2331 
Account Reconciliation 
 

A.3.5 #2331 Benefit Payment Account Benefits Reconciliation Crosswalk 
Crosswalk of sources used to outline reports referenced by KPMG in its #2331 Benefit Payment Account 
analysis 

2331 Benefits Recon 
Crosswalk.xlsx  
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A.3.6 ETA 2112 Deposits – Disbursements 
Final reconciliation used to analyze inflows and outflows into the #2331 Benefit Payment Account 
as described by the ETA 2112 Report. Referenced extensively in Phase 1 Report 

ETA 2112 Deposits 
Disbursments.xls  

A.3.7 10.22.2021 – ETA 2112 Reconciliation 
Final reconciliation of the ETA 2112 Report conducted for Phase 1. KPMG re-created the ETA 2112 
Report and compared its own version to that of the Client’s. This analysis uncovered 
reporting discrepancies in the ETA 2112. Referenced extensively in Phase 1 Report 

2112 Reconciliation 
2021.10.22.xlsx  

 

A.3.8 10.22.2021 – ETA 2112 Reconciliation – Responses 
Intermediate version of the ETA 2112 Report reconciliation that includes key notes from the EOLWD 
Finance team on variances 

2112 Reconciliation 
2021.10.22 - response 
 

A.3.9 ETA 2112 – Source Columns 
Source mapping document published by EOLWD with help from the ETA. Used by KPMG to re-create the 
ETA 2112 Report 

ETA2112 Source 
Columns.xlsx  

 

A.3.10 Summary 2021 Benefits Bank Activity Cash Management – KPMG 
Report developed by KPMG to recreate #2331 Benefit Payment Account bank statements 
using internal reports. Comes to the original $316 million variance referenced by team 

Summary 2021 
Benefits Bank Activity  
 

A.3.11 June 2021 Report Validation 
Analysis conducted by KPMG to map sources of the monthly Unemployment Trust Fund 
Report developed by the Department of Economic Research 

June 2021 Report 
Validation.xlsx  
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A.3.12 Department of Unemployment Assistance Website 
Official website of the Commonwealth’s Department of Unemployment Assistance. Used for program 
definitions and process descriptions 
 

A.3.13 Unemployment Insurance Fact Sheet 
Official fact sheet for the Regular UI system. Provides context and definitions around program eligibility 
and application requirements 

UI_Program_FactShe
et.pdf  

 

A.3.14 ETA 401 Handbook 
Official UI Handbook published by the ETA (Employment and Training Administration). Used for key 
definitions and details around unemployment insurance and required reports 

ETA 401 
Handbook_5th.pdf  

 
  

 
i CARES Act and American Rescue Plan Act | Mass.gov 
ii CARES Act and American Rescue Plan Act | Mass.gov 
iii CARES Act and American Rescue Plan Act | Mass.gov 
iv CARES Act and American Rescue Plan Act | Mass.gov 
v CARES Act and American Rescue Plan Act | Mass.gov 

https://www.mass.gov/orgs/department-of-unemployment-assistance
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/cares-act-and-american-rescue-plan-act
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/cares-act-and-american-rescue-plan-act
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/cares-act-and-american-rescue-plan-act
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/cares-act-and-american-rescue-plan-act
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/cares-act-and-american-rescue-plan-act
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Sheet1

								Primary Document				Source Documents

		Month		Line #		Line Name		2112 - Benefit Payment Acct (Col F)		Source Information		UER001 - Reg UI		UER001 - Cares Act		ETA 5159		UER001 - EB2020		Last Month's 2112 - 49F		UER001 Daily - EUC08		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook		UER001 Daily - TEUC		UER001 Daily - FAC/CARES ACT Recon		UER001 - Old EUC		UER001 - Red		Total		Variance Amount		Notes		CM notes 10/22/21		Notes		Notes

		Oct-20		27				$   482,626		NULL																								$   - 0		$   482,626

		Jul-20		31				$   652,907,657		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   660,087,744		$   (7,180,087)

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
																		$   652,907,657		$   - 0		Can not account for this variance. 		workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report which is postive 96,944.28 neg 7,277,031.00 = 7,180,086.72

		Sep-20		31				$   426,597,284		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   361,300,420		$   39,473,229

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		$   25,823,634																$   426,597,284		$   - 0		Removed ETA5159 as we only have gross amount, not NET		workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report which is postive 43,585,937.36 neg 4,112,708 = 39,473,229.36

		Apr-21		31				$   145,333,618		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   137,159,401		$   64,387

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		$   8,109,830																$   145,333,618		$   - 0		As of 10/15, Rena took the EB2020 4D, 16D, 46D mapping out. Variance is driven by this removal. ETA 5159 variance comes from WorkShare Variance Analysis tab - only a small portion. Add in EB2020 to reduce variance and note that the 2112 will be amended. Check for 'EB2020 Re-Run' files.		workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report which is postive 1,235,681 neg 1,171,294 = 64,387

		May-21		31				$   116,359,311		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   111,453,495

Shah, Neal (EOL): CARES ACT mapping line 4 , 16, 19,31,46 = $111,453,495.37. 
		$   89,901

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		$   4,995,717

Shah, Neal (EOL): as of october 15th 2021 it was decided by DUA that this should not be mapped to line 31																$   116,539,113		$   179,802		Used UER001 - Cares Act 3 46F instead of D.  Add other Cares Act tabs 2 and 3		CARES ACT mapping line 4 , 16, 19,31,46 = $111,453,495.37. workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report

		Jun-21		31				$   126,031,044		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   117,678,258		$   85,908

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		$   8,438,694																$   126,202,860		$   171,816		Used UER001 - Cares Act 3 46F instead of D		workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report which is postive 1,062,385.0 neg 1,148,293.0 = $85,908		Add other Cares Act tabs 2 and 3		As of 10/15, Rena took the EB2020 4D, 16D, 46D mapping out. Variance is driven by this removal. ETA 5159 variance comes from WorkShare Variance Analysis tab - only a small portion. Add in EB2020 to reduce variance and note that the 2112 will be amended. Check for 'EB2020 Re-Run' files.

		Aug-20		35				$   43,527,231		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   43,527,231				$   200,180																$   43,727,411		$   (200,180)		EB2020 creating variance

		Jan-21		35				$   13,408,510		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   13,399,547				$   109,709																$   13,509,255		$   (100,746)

		May-21		35				$   5,712,312		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   5,488,568				$   (160)																$   5,488,408		$   223,904		current mapping should be :
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 93F UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)

		Jun-21		35				$   8,343,808		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   8,001,513				$   (12)																$   8,001,501		$   342,307		Used UER001 - Cares Act 3 93E instead of D

UER001 Daily - WorkShare and UER001 Daily - EB2009 in UER001 - EB2020 column		current mapping should be :
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 93F UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)

		Apr-21		40				$   573,783,341		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BG "PEUC Disbursements"
+
UER001 Daily - Old EUC
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion
														ERROR:#VALUE!

Shah, Neal (EOL): Use PEUC Recon form 4/3/21 tp 5/1/21
		

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		

Shah, Neal (EOL): CARES ACT mapping line 4 , 16, 19,31,46 = $111,453,495.37. 
		

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
		

Shah, Neal (EOL): as of october 15th 2021 it was decided by DUA that this should not be mapped to line 31		

Shah, Neal (EOL): workshare net adjument diffrence between original UER001 workshare report and subsequent ETA 5159 report
																		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		Use the 'CARES ACT Recon - PEUC ' workbook, tab 'PEUC Recon' column G

		Jun-20		42b		FPUC Recon		$   2,483,009,198		Monthly Total of CARES ACT Recon																		$   2,282,066,772						$   2,282,066,772		$   200,942,426		Large variance that can not be explained through timing differences. 

		Oct-20		42b				$   75,794,977		FPUC Recon				$   76,722,338																				$   76,722,338		$   (927,360)		FPUC in CARES Col

		Nov-20		42b		FPUC Recon		$   58,780,764		FPUC recon - Total Sources				$   56,496,678																				$   56,496,678		$   2,284,086		FPUC in Cares Col

		Dec-20		42b				$   32,887,853		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"												$   - 0		$   32,554,567										$   32,554,567		$   333,286

		Apr-21		42b		FPUC Recon		$   605,905,891		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"				$   553,710,991																				$   553,710,991		$   52,194,900		Use Column G on FPUC Recon tab instead of CM's Excel MasterWorkBook Column AM. May need to play around with a couple days before or after.

		May-21		42b		FPUC Recon		$   631,033,791		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"				$   606,025,171																				$   606,025,171		$   25,008,620		Variance caused by FPUC Recon

FPUC in Cares Act column		The $78M from the monthly UER001 FAC FPUC is not the DUA we use for the  for the DUA FPUC for the Amended 2112. On the 'CARES ACT Recon - FPUC' the 'FPUC recon' tab colomn C and F the DUA daily (FPUC From DUA Daily, but after 9/11/20 because of LWA, this is off the cash draw) and the External FPUC is what was used for Amended/latest 2112. The totaling $54 M. 		EOLWD uses FPUC Recon tab from 2021_10_04 CARES ACT Recon - FPUC Aug 2020 Column C + F
Do not use EUR001 Daily		Use Column G on FPUC Recon tab instead of CM's Excel MasterWorkBook Column AM. May need to play around with a couple days before or after.

		Sep-20		42c		PUA Recon		$   318,308,726		PUA Recon														$   320,055,192										$   320,055,192		$   (1,746,466)





PEUC Recon

		DATE		Treasury Direct		Cash Draw				Variance				PEUC DUA		DUA to Cash Draw				TD to DUA

		6/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								2,236,944.00						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/13/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				5,573,430.00		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/15/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/16/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/21/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/29/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/31/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/13/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/15/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/16/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/21/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/29/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/31/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/13/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/15/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/16/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/21/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				4,310,887.00		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/29/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/13/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/15/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/16/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/21/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/29/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		10/31/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/13/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/15/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/16/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/21/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/29/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		11/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/13/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/15/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/16/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/21/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/29/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		12/31/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		1/31/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		2/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		3/31/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		4/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		5/31/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		6/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		7/31/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		8/31/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/1/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/2/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/3/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/4/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/5/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/6/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/7/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/8/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/9/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/10/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/11/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/12/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/13/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/14/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/15/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/16/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/17/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/18/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/19/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/20/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/21/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/22/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/24/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/25/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/27/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/29/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!

		9/30/21		ERROR:#VALUE!										ERROR:#VALUE!

				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0		ERROR:#VALUE!





Report Table

				Month		Line #		Line Name		2112 - Benefit Payment Acct (Col F)*		UER001 Daily - CARES Act Reconciliation**		Cash Management Excel MasterWorkBook**		Total		Variance Amount

				Jun-20		42b		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		$   2,483,009,198		$   2,282,066,772		$   - 0		$   2,282,066,772		$   200,942,426

				Nov-20		42b		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		$   58,780,764		$   56,496,678		$   - 0		$   56,496,678		$   2,284,086

				Apr-21		42b		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		$   605,905,891		$   553,710,991		$   - 0		$   553,710,991		$   52,194,900

				May-21		42b		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		$   631,033,791		$   606,025,171		$   - 0		$   606,025,171		$   25,008,620

				Sep-20		42c		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		$   318,308,726		$   - 0		$   320,055,192		$   320,055,192		$   (1,746,466)

				* Primary Document

				** Source Document





Report Table 2



				Month		Jun-20		Nov-20		Apr-21		May-21		Sep-20

				Line #		42b		42b		42b		42b		42c

				Line Name		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal

				2112 - Benefit Payment Acct (Col F)*		$2,483,009,198		$58,780,764		$605,905,891		$631,033,791		$318,308,726

				UER001 Daily - CARES Act Reconciliation**		$2,282,066,772		$56,496,678		$553,710,991		$606,025,171		$0

				Cash Management Excel MasterWorkBook**		$0		$0		$0		$0		$320,055,192

				Total		$2,282,066,772		$56,496,678		$553,710,991		$606,025,171		$320,055,192

				Variance Amount		$200,942,426		$2,284,086		$52,194,900		$25,008,620		-$1,746,466

				* Primary Document

				** Source Document





Report Table 3

						Month		Jun-20		Nov-20		Apr-21		May-21		Sep-20

						Line #		42b		42b		42b		42b		42c

						Line Name		FPUC Recon		FPUC Recon		FPUC Recon		FPUC Recon		PUA Recon

				Primary Document		2112 - Benefit Payment Acct (Col F)		$   2,483,009,198		$   58,780,764		$   605,905,891		$   631,033,791		$   318,308,726

				Source Documents		UER001 - Reg UI

						UER001 - Cares Act				$   56,496,678		$   553,710,991		$   606,025,171

						ETA 5159

						UER001 - EB2020

						Last Month's 2112 - 49F

						UER001 Daily - EUC08

						Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook										$   320,055,192

						UER001 Daily - TEUC

						UER001 Daily - FAC/CARES ACT Recon		$   2,282,066,772

						UER001 - Old EUC

						UER001 - Red

						Total		$   2,282,066,772		$   56,496,678		$   553,710,991		$   606,025,171		$   320,055,192

						Variance Amount		$   200,942,426		$   2,284,086		$   52,194,900		$   25,008,620		$   (1,746,466)






Sheet1

		Month		Line #		2112 - Benefit Payment Acct (Col F)		Source Information		UER001 - Reg UI		UER001 - Cares Act		ETA 5159		UER001 - EB2020		Last Month's 2112 - 49F		UER001 Daily - EUC08		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook		UER001 Daily - TEUC		UER001 Daily - FAC/CARES ACT Recon		UER001 - Old EUC		UER001 - Red		Total		Variance Amount		Notes		Notes		Notes		Notes

		Oct-20		27		$   482,626		NULL																								$   - 0		$   482,626

		Jul-20		31		$   652,907,657		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   660,087,744																				$   660,087,744		$   (7,180,087)		Can not account for this variance. 

		Sep-20		31		$   426,597,284		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   361,300,420				$   25,823,634																$   387,124,054		$   39,473,229		Removed ETA5159 as we only have gross amount, not NET

		Apr-21		31		$   145,333,618		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   137,159,401		$   1,171,294		$   8,109,830																$   146,440,525		$   (1,106,907)		As of 10/15, Rena took the EB2020 4D, 16D, 46D mapping out. Variance is driven by this removal. ETA 5159 variance comes from WorkShare Variance Analysis tab - only a small portion. Add in EB2020 to reduce variance and note that the 2112 will be amended. Check for 'EB2020 Re-Run' files.

		May-21		31		$   116,359,311		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   (27,547)		$   1,179,632		$   4,995,717																$   6,147,802		$   110,211,509		Used UER001 - Cares Act 3 46F instead of D.  Add other Cares Act tabs 2 and 3

		Jun-21		31		$   126,031,044		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages + EB2020 4D,16D,46D 

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				$   117,678,258		$   1,148,293		$   8,438,694																$   127,265,245		$   (1,234,201)		Used UER001 - Cares Act 3 46F instead of D				Add other Cares Act tabs 2 and 3		As of 10/15, Rena took the EB2020 4D, 16D, 46D mapping out. Variance is driven by this removal. ETA 5159 variance comes from WorkShare Variance Analysis tab - only a small portion. Add in EB2020 to reduce variance and note that the 2112 will be amended. Check for 'EB2020 Re-Run' files.

		Aug-20		35		$   43,527,231		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   43,527,231				$   200,180																$   43,727,411		$   (200,180)		EB2020 creating variance

		Jan-21		35		$   13,408,510		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   13,399,547				$   109,709																$   13,509,255		$   (100,746)

		May-21		35		$   5,712,312		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   5,488,568				$   (160)																$   5,488,408		$   223,904		current mapping should be :
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 93F UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)

		Jun-21		35		$   8,343,808		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 				$   8,001,513				$   (12)																$   8,001,501		$   342,307		Used UER001 - Cares Act 3 93E instead of D

UER001 Daily - WorkShare and UER001 Daily - EB2009 in UER001 - EB2020 column		current mapping should be :
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - CARES ACT:
Line 93F UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)

		Apr-21		40		$   573,783,341		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BG "PEUC Disbursements"
+
UER001 Daily - Old EUC
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion
														$   694,462,567										$   694,462,567		$   (120,679,226)		Use the 'CARES ACT Recon - PEUC ' workbook, tab 'PEUC Recon' column G

		Jun-20		42b		$   2,483,009,198		Monthly Total of CARES ACT Recon																		$   2,282,066,772						$   2,282,066,772		$   200,942,426		Large variance that can not be explained through timing differences. 

		Oct-20		42b		$   75,794,977		FPUC Recon				$   76,722,338																				$   76,722,338		$   (927,360)		FPUC in CARES Col

		Nov-20		42b		$   58,780,764		FPUC recon - Total Sources				$   56,496,678																				$   56,496,678		$   2,284,086		FPUC in Cares Col

		Dec-20		42b		$   32,887,853		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"												$   - 0		$   32,554,567										$   32,554,567		$   333,286

		Apr-21		42b		$   605,905,891		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"				$   553,710,991																				$   553,710,991		$   52,194,900		Use Column G on FPUC Recon tab instead of CM's Excel MasterWorkBook Column AM. May need to play around with a couple days before or after.

		May-21		42b		$   631,033,791		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"				$   606,025,171																				$   606,025,171		$   25,008,620		Variance caused by FPUC Recon

FPUC in Cares Act column		The $78M from the monthly UER001 FAC FPUC is not the DUA we use for the  for the DUA FPUC for the Amended 2112. On the 'CARES ACT Recon - FPUC' the 'FPUC recon' tab colomn C and F the DUA daily (FPUC From DUA Daily, but after 9/11/20 because of LWA, this is off the cash draw) and the External FPUC is what was used for Amended/latest 2112. The totaling $54 M. 		EOLWD uses FPUC Recon tab from 2021_10_04 CARES ACT Recon - FPUC Aug 2020 Column C + F
Do not use EUR001 Daily		Use Column G on FPUC Recon tab instead of CM's Excel MasterWorkBook Column AM. May need to play around with a couple days before or after.

		Sep-20		42c		$   318,308,726		PUA Recon														$   320,055,192										$   320,055,192		$   (1,746,466)






Crosswalk

				Recon 2331 Key

				Data Sources - Recon 2331

				Type		Bank A/c 2331				UI Draw		UI Misc.		UI Loan + Admin $		FPUC		EB		PEUC		PUA		LWA		MEUC		FUA		Total		Variance

				Inflow		2331 acct statement (total credits)				TD Transaction UI Withdrawals 		Excel: Misc. Detail tab   

Primary Source: TD Federal Report		TD Borrowing Report		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC

Primary Source: MMARS		Sum of C to D to M		Col B - Col N

				Outflow		2331 acct statement (total debits)				Excel: Fund RTs TVs tab

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Misc. Detail tab   

Primary Source: TD Federal Report		TD Borrowing Report		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Excel: Fund 0630 APPR

Primary Source: MMARS		Sum of C to D to M		Col B - Col N





Variance Table



				Fiscal Year		People's United Bank
Acct 2331		MMARS / TD Accounting		Total Variance

				FY 2020 - Inflows		$12,046,476,398.42		$12,048,636,339.16		-$2,159,940.74

				FY 2020 - Outflows		$11,696,279,702.77		$11,651,401,743.52		$44,877,959.25

				FY 2021 - Inflows		$20,301,403,192.19		$20,308,339,494.40		-$6,936,302.21

				FY 2021 - Outflows		$19,967,951,389.08		$19,961,422,810.01		$6,528,579.07
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1 Introduction 
Overview 
The Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development (EOLWD) of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts (the Commonwealth) is seeking an evaluation and review of the Unemployment Cares 
Act and related extension programs and Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefit payments, including 
review of components informing the Trust Fund and the private contributory and governmental accounts 
actual balances with weekly and monthly reconciliations for the period of April 1, 2020 through 
September 30, 2021.  


In 2020, Congress changed unemployment procedures that impacted Massachusetts EOLWD. The 
Department of Unemployment Assistance (DUA) and EOLWD must adhere to both state and federal 
accounting guidelines and receive direction from both state and local organizations. Congress 
implemented new UI programs that amended the rules of the current program, which took EOLWD time 
to fully implement. Given the operational pressure from paying 700,000 claims in 7-8 weeks, EOLWD 
implemented programs and changes. At times, these changing obligations seem to have created 
logistical bottlenecks. EOLWD has requested assistance in determining the size of their federal deficit 
and its underlying cause. KPMG LLP (KPMG) was tasked to identify gaps within cash management and 
UI fund accounting processes. This included learning the general process and key roles, analyzing 
EOLWD’s cash management methodology, and performing a deep dive on EOLWD’s trust fund model.  


Several Unemployment Insurance Program Letters (UIPLs) were received from the U.S. Department of 
Labor to detail COVID-19-oriented unemployment programs and advice on implementation and reporting. 
The letters consist of follow-on benefit programs, post-benefit regulations, benefit offset requirements 
for collection of overpayments, fraud prevention, and other instructions and information. The programs 
included are: Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA), Federal Pandemic Unemployment 
Compensation (FPUC), Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC), Mixed Earners 
Unemployment Compensation (MEUC), LWA (Lost Wages Assistance), as well as the Federal 
Unemployment Account (FUA).  
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Project scope 
In accordance with the agreed upon Statement of Work, KPMG divided its engagement with EOLWD 
into three distinct phases. For the first two project phases, KPMG was asked to conduct a review of 
EOLWD’s monthly activities from April 1, 2020 through September 30th, 2021 and to validate integral 
reports. The third phase, assessment of considerations, consists of an analysis of finance processes and 
recommendations for process improvement. The figure below illustrates the details of each phase and 
provides a timeline of the project. This report covers Phase 1, which consisted of a review of EOLWD’s 
monthly activities from April 1, 2020 through June 30th, 2021. 
 


Phase 1 
Review the accuracy of the 15-
month activities including federal 
advances, federal UI program draws, 
and expenditures for the UI CARES 
Act program from April 1, 2020 
through June 30, 2021 


 
Assessment of considerations 
Review, identification of gaps, and 
recommendations for improvement of: 
— Daily sweeps trust fund 


management system 
— Trust Fund Model and 


documentation of COVID variables  


 


 


WE ARE HERE 


Phase 2 
Review the accuracy of the 3-month 
activities including federal advances, 
federal UI program draws, and 
expenditures for the UI CARES Act 
program from July 1, 2021 through 
September 30, 2021 


Figure 1.  Assessment timeline 


KPMG project team 
The KPMG project team will work closely with its EOLWD counterparts throughout the three phases of 
the engagement. Roger Albritton will serve as the KPMG Engagement Managing Director on the project, 
with Shannon Espersen taking on the role of Engagement Manager. KPMG resources will work closely 
with Sheila Tunney, the project lead on EOLWD’s side, and her team.  


 


Figure 2.  Mass EOLWD reconciliation project team 
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2 Executive summary 
KPMG worked closely with the Commonwealth to reconcile various reports that are critical to EOLWD’s 
finance processes. These reports enable key stakeholders to analyze the current state of the UI Trust 
Fund and review the flow of funds throughout the UI system. The goal of KPMG was to validate the 
results of these reports to ensure the Commonwealth could confidently make future projections 
regarding UI Trust Fund needs.  


KPMG analyses identified several material variances in the Commonwealth’s revenue, benefit payment, 
and summary reports. Upon closer inspection, KPMG and the EOLWD Cash Management team 
determined that these variances are caused by timing differences and adjustments made throughout 
fiscal years 2020 and 2021 to accurately capture transactions made in new Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and 
Economic Security (CARES) Act programs. The last two fiscal years have been marked by significant 
complexity stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic. KPMG found that many manual, but highly 
necessary, adjustments were made throughout the fiscal periods to account for this added complexity 
around new federal and state programs.  
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Further detail on the reconciliations conducted by KPMG can be found in the respective chapters of 
Section 3.1 – Phase 1 reconciliations. KPMG and EOLWD have verified that the material variances 
identified by KPMG are the result of manual adjustments stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and/or 
timing differences. The table below summarizes the KPMG analysis by describing the reconciliations 
performed, purpose of the reconciliations, the variances identified, and the actions taken to verify the 
adjustment for each variance.  


Reconciliation 
performed Purpose 


Largest 
variance 
observed 


Adjustment needed to 
verify variance 


DUA and EOLWD 
revenue 
reconciliation 


Review of revenues as 
described by the 326 
Revenue Report and the 
Treasury Direct Transaction 
Statement to validate the 
inflows of funds to EOLWD.  


$728 million 
variance in April 
2020 


Corresponding -$727 million 
variance in May 2020 to 
offset the previous month’s 
variance. 


DUA and EOLWD 
benefits 
reconciliation 


Review the benefit 
payments made by EOLWD 
through data pulled from 
the central accounting 
system (MMARS) and data 
from People’s United Bank 
(Account 2331) Benefit 
Payment Account 
statements. 


$44,877,959 in 
FY 2020 
outflows 


The EOLWD Finance and LMI 
teams continue to explore 
variances between federal 
and internal reporting.  
In the exercise, KPMG was 
able to verify that EOLWD’s 
reconciliation file was free of 
calculation error.  


ETA 2112 report - 
deposits and 
disbursements 
reconciliation 


Review the balancing of 
deposits and disbursements 
across programs for each in-
scope month for Phase 1 
through various lines on the 
ETA 2112 report.  


Several 
differences are 
observed across 
programs and 
months as 
shown in the 
charts in Figure 6 
in Section 3.3.1 – 
ETA 2112 Report 
Reconciliation – 
Deposits and 
Disbursements. 


Differences across programs 
and months can be explained 
through timing considerations 
such as report lags. 


ETA 2112 report - 
inputs and 
mapping 
reconciliation 


Review the mapping of the 
Benefit Payment Account 
column in the ETA 2112 
report to the source cells in 
the UER001 reports, ETA 
5159, Cash Management 
workbooks, and the FPUC 
reconciliation workbook. 


Several 
variances are 
observed, mostly 
in line 31 – Net 
UI Benefits. 


This was addressed through 
the exclusion of source cells 
from the UER001- EB2020 
lines 4, 16, and 46 per 
clarification received by 
federal partners (ETA). 


Table 1.  Reconciliation summary 
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3 Phase 1 
Objective 
The objective of Phase 1 was to review the accuracy of the 15 months of activities including federal 
advances, federal UI program draws, and expenditures for the UI CARES Act program from April 1, 2020 
through June 30, 2021. This objective was reached through interviews of key personnel using our Target 
Operating Model Framework, as described in our project approach.  


Project approach 
In conducting its analysis, KPMG utilized its proprietary Target Operating Model (TOM) as a basis for 
arriving at observations and recommendations. The KPMG proprietary Target Operating Model describes 
how proposed finance processes should be designed, structured, and operated to help maximize 
efficiencies and effectiveness. 


The KPMG perspective on core finance processes is structured using six Design Layers: Functional 
Processes, People, Service Delivery Model, Technology, Performance Insights & Data and Governance. 
With the use of leading practices and maturity models, the KPMG approach provides the ability to make 
critical decisions using strategically applied processes, technologies, and tools. 


 
Figure 3.  Target operating model 
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During Phase 1, KPMG reviewed EOLWD’s current systems, processes, and available technology to 
reconcile the 15-month activities including federal advances, federal UI program draws, and expenditures 
for the UI CARES Act program from April 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021. KPMG conducted interviews 
with EOLWD stakeholders and reviewed pertinent documents made available by EOLWD stakeholders 
to determine any errors in the documents provided. 


The team assessed the provided documentation and conducted interviews within EOLWD to better 
understand EOLWD’s current state system and processes. In addition, the KPMG Team conducted a 
series of work sessions with the Cash Management team to deep dive into the reconciliation process, 
close knowledge gaps, and resolve the identified variances in the provided documentation. In each 
session we continued to elicit feedback from EOLWD to confirm our understanding of the tools, reports, 
and processes. These facilitated work sessions fostered a collaborative environment between EOLWD 
and KPMG to refine, supplement, and validate any variances noted. 


Based on the completion of the reviewed documentation and work sessions, KPMG drafted the Phase 1 
Summary Outcomes report. Below are the key engagement activities KPMG performed in conjunction 
with EOLWD: 


Key engagement activities 
 


 


 
2. Analyze current state 
— Reviewed requested 


documents for existing 
processes to understand 
current state and prepared for 
workshops with key 
stakeholders 


— Interviewed key personnel to 
understand and document 
existing processes and identify 
initial gaps 


— Provided relevant insights from 
peers and leading practices 


— Conducted workshops to 
validate existing processes 


3. Summary outcomes and 
deliverables 
— Prepared report consisting of 


gap analysis and 
recommendations and 
presented to project sponsor  


 
1. Project kickoff and 
mobilization 
— Conducted project kickoff to 


confirm stakeholders, 
objectives, approach, and 
scope 


— Requested documents for 
review, e.g., business process 
flows, role descriptions 


— Drafted communication to be 
sent to participants and 
stakeholders 


— Identified interviewees and 
scheduled interviews 


 


  


   


Figure 4. Key engagement activities 
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3.1 Phase 1 reconciliations 
KPMG performed four (4) different reconciliations to review the accuracy of the 15-month activities 
including federal advances, federal UI program draws, and expenditures for the UI CARES Act program. 
The four reconciliations and their purposes are described below. 


1. DUA and EOLWD Revenue Reconciliation: Review of revenues as described by the 326 Revenue 
Report and the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement to validate the inflow of funds to EOLWD.  


2. DUA and EOLWD Benefits Reconciliation: Review the benefit payments made by EOLWD through 
data pulled from the central accounting system (MMARS) and data from People’s United Bank 
(Account 2331) Benefit Payment Account statements. 


3. ETA 2112 Report Deposits and Disbursements Reconciliation: Review the balancing of deposits 
and disbursements across programs for each in-scope month for Phase 1 through various lines on 
the ETA 2112 report.  


4. ETA 2112 Report Inputs and Mapping Reconciliation: Review the mapping of the Benefit 
Payment Account Column in the ETA 2112 report to the source cells in the UER001 reports, ETA 
5159, Cash Management workbooks, and the FPUC reconciliation workbook. 


The following subsections detail each of the reconciliations the KPMG Team performed to validate 
EOLWD’s processes and the flow of UI funds through the unemployment system. 


3.1.1. DUA and EOLWD revenue reconciliation 
Overview 


EOLWD requested assistance in reconciling two standard reports that illustrate the flow of deposits into 
the UI Trust Fund. In this exercise, KPMG analyzed the monthly inflow of funds as described by the 326 
Revenue Report and the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement. The 326 Revenue Report is sourced out 
of the UI Trust Fund’s online data warehouse and published by the Department of Unemployment 
Assistance. Treasury Direct, a federal reporting system, generates the Treasury Direct Transaction 
Statement. 
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Analysis 


The KPMG analysis identified material discrepancies between monthly revenue recognized by the 326 
Reports and monthly fund deposits shown in Treasury Direct account statements. For each month, the 
KPMG Team compared the net activity in the Regular UI Program stated on the 326 Report with the total 
state deposits listed on the Treasury Direct account statements. The table below illustrates how both 
reports recognized different amounts of monthly revenue for the period starting April 1, 2020 and ending 
June 30, 2021. 


Revenue by source 


Month 


Treasury Direct – 
State Deposits 
(in $ millions) 


DUA 326 report – UI 
Net Activity 
(in $ millions)  


Variance  
(in $ millions) 


Apr-20 $140 $868 $728 


May-20 $799 $71 ($727) 


Jun-20 $38 $14 ($24) 


Jul-20 $64 $214 $151 


Aug-20 $187 $32 ($155) 


Sep-20 $26 $25 ($1) 


Oct-20 $59 $93 $34 


Nov-20 $164 $130 ($34) 


Dec-20 $467 $61 ($405) 


Jan-21 $47 $76 $29 


Feb-21 $129 $96 ($34) 


Mar-21 $12 $13 $1 


Apr-21 $177 $1,318 $1,141 


May-21 $1,236 $91 ($1,144) 


Jun-21 $118 $61 ($58) 


Total $3,662 $3,162 ($500) 


Table 2.  Revenue reconciliation summary 


Findings 


Discussions with EOLWD confirmed that many of these variances are the result of routine timing 
differences created by lags in the transfer of funds. For example, the large $728 million variance in April 
2020 is largely offset by the following month’s -$727 million variance. Transactions that affected balances 
in April were eventually settled in May. KPMG confirmed with EOLWD that timing differences also 
occurred during the other months with large variances. However, one large variance was not the result of 
a timing difference. Instead, the variance was created by large, one-off deposits that were reflected in 
Treasury Direct statements but did not flow through to the 326 Report. In December 2020, EOLWD 
made two deposits of $164.9 million and $241.8 million into the trust fund for reimbursements under 
Emergency US Relief funding (CARES Act Section 2103). The total deposits amounted to $406.6 million 
and bypassed December’s 326 Report, resulting in a large variance in revenue reported by the two data 
sources. A visual representation of this monthly variance can be seen in the chart below: 
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Figure 5.  December adjustment 


The revenue amounts reported by the December 326 Report and the December Treasury Direct 
Transaction Statement differed by approximately $406M. KPMG confirmed with EOLWD that this 
variance is caused by one-off deposits made into the UI Trust Fund as a part of Emergency US Relief 
funding. 


3.1.2 DUA and EOLWD benefits reconciliation 
Overview 


KPMG assisted the EOLWD Finance Team in its reconciliation of benefit payments for the 15-month 
period beginning April 1, 2020 and ending June 30, 2021. The EOLWD Finance Team constructed an 
Excel spreadsheet that compared data from its central accounting system (MMARS) to data from 
People’s United Bank (Account 2331) Benefit Payment Account statements. The goal of this exercise 
was to determine any inflow and outflow variances between information pulled from the two data 
sources. The reconciliation identified material variances between transaction amounts pulled from 
MMARS and the Benefit Payment Account statements. The KPMG review of the spreadsheet 
determined that accounting information was pulled correctly from its respective data source and was 
calculated correctly by the EOLWD Finance Team. 


Analysis 


To conduct its spreadsheet validation, KPMG closely checked information pulled from the Benefit 
Payment Account and the MMARS accounting system and confirmed the soundness of references and 
calculations. To validate bank account information, KPMG cross-checked the monthly spreadsheet totals 
for inflows and outflows against the total credit and debit balances shown on monthly bank statements. 
To validate MMARS data, the KPMG Team cross-checked MMARS related amounts on the spreadsheet 
against various internal reports. These MMARS related entries represented funds drawn from the UI 
Trust Fund into the Benefit Payment Account. KPMG organized the total amounts drawn by the program 
for which the funds were earmarked. The KPMG Team utilized federal Treasury Direct statements to 
confirm amounts for Regular UI withdrawals and UI Loan Amounts. To verify CARES Act program 
amounts, the team cross-checked amounts shown in the spreadsheet with amounts posted on budget 
inquiry reports generated by MMARS.  
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Once the inputs in the spreadsheet were validated, KPMG checked that the sheet’s Excel references and 
calculations were correct and fully illustrated the total inflow and outflow amounts. A crosswalk 
illustrating the data sources used to verify the spreadsheet amounts can be seen in the appendix. 


Findings 


KPMG confirmed the correctness of the numbers and calculations in the reconciliation spreadsheets for 
the period of April 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. KPMG found one minor spreadsheet reference error that 
was ultimately corrected by the EOLWD Finance Team. While EOLWD’s reconciliation was conducted 
correctly, it identified material variances between data pulled from the two different accounting sources. 
EOLWD Finance, LMI, and KPMG continue to explore variances between internal state reporting and 
federal reporting. The variances are displayed in the table below. 


Fiscal year 
People’s United Bank 
account 2331 MMARS / TD accounting Total variance 


FY 2020 – Inflows $12,046,476,398 $12,048,636,339 -$2,159,940 


FY 2020 – Outflows $11,696,279,702 $11,651,401,743 $44,877,959 


FY 2021 – Inflows $20,301,403,192 $20,327,371,481 -$25,968,289 


FY 2021 – Outflows $19,967,951,389 $19,941,000,232 $26,951,156 


FY 2020: July 2019 to June 2020 (KPMG only validated entries for April – June 2020)  


FY 2021: July 2020 to June 2021(KPMG validated entries for all months in FY 2021) 


Table 3.  Benefits reconciliation 


3.1.3 ETA 2112 report – deposits and disbursements analysis 
Overview 


KPMG conducted an analysis of the ETA 2112 report to review deposit and disbursement activity for 
CARES Act programs. The KPMG Team studied the ETA 2112 report for the months of April 2020 
through June 2021. The team compared the dollar amount of deposits into the UI Trust Fund against the 
dollar amount of disbursements out of the UI system. The exercise allowed KPMG to closely analyze the 
flow of funds from the UI Trust Fund to the Benefit Payment Account, and then ultimately to individual 
claimants. Through the exercise, KPMG aimed to gain further insights into the overall Trust Fund balance 
and better understand how the Commonwealth utilized funds for CARES Act programs. 


Analysis 


With direction from the EOLWD Finance Team, KPMG used the ETA 2112 report to calculate amounts 
deposited and disbursed under the following CARES Act Programs: 


1. Extended Benefits 2020 
2. Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC) 
3. Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC) 
4. Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) 
5. First Week Employer Reimbursements 


To calculate total deposits, the KPMG Team summed the total amount of funds per month that were 
deposited into the UI Trust Fund for each specific CARES Act program. From this total deposit amount, 
the KPMG Team subtracted the total monthly disbursements out of the Benefit Payment Account for 
each program. The total disbursement amounts were also pulled from the ETA 2112 report and represent 
the amounts disbursed from the Benefit Payment Account to claimants. The resulting figure represents 
the difference between monthly deposits and monthly disbursements.  
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Findings 


The KPMG analysis reviewed the deposits into and disbursements out of the UI system for the five 
programs mentioned above. The goal of the exercise was to compare the amount of money entering the 
trust fund to the amount of money leaving the benefit payment account. The KPMG analysis identified 
large differences between monthly deposits and monthly disbursements for each CARES Act program. 
These monthly differences were both positive (more funds were deposited than disbursed) and negative 
(more funds were disbursed than deposited). The KPMG findings can be seen in the charts in Figure 6: 


 
Figure 6.  Deposit and disbursement analysis 
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After various discussions, KPMG and the EOLWD Finance Team determined that timing significantly 
contributed to monthly differences between cash received and cash paid out for CARES Act programs. 
EOLWD paid funds to claimants for CARES Act programs in the days following cash draws. The EOLWD 
Finance Team confirmed these timing dynamics consistently create monthly differences between total 
cash draws and total cash disbursements to and from the UI Trust Fund and Benefit Payment Accounts. 
EOLWD confirmed that these differences between deposits and disbursements are often exacerbated 
when months end on weekends or holidays, as the amount of time between cash draw and cash 
payment is extended in these cases. EOLWD also pointed out that in the beginning of the pandemic, 
funds drawn for one CARES Act program were sometimes used to fund benefit payments for another 
program. Differences stemming from these occurrences balance out over time but appear large when 
viewed through the lens of short time intervals.  


For first week employer reimbursements, KPMG confirmed with EOLWD that claims are paid when the 
claimant submits them, but the EOLWD team waits to deposit funds into this account until the 
disbursements accumulate, due to the smaller dollar amount of the reimbursements. Therefore, the 
differences that occur in this program are a bit more varied.  EOLWD confirmed that it would draw down 
these funds soon. 


The KPMG and EOLWD Teams agreed that timing will always create differences between cash receipts 
and payments. The teams also identified a general offsetting trend. Many negative monthly differences 
are often partially offset by positive balances in the months following (and vice versa). These partially 
offsetting differences highlight the effects of cash lags at the end of the month. Cash received at the end 
of one month is usually paid at the beginning of the next month, creating a difference in both months 
between deposits and disbursements.  


3.1.4 ETA 2112 report – line item reconciliation 
Overview 


After Part 1 of the ETA 2112 analysis, KPMG performed a deeper analysis into the mapping of the 
report’s Benefit Payment column. The analysis was conducted on ETA 2112 reports from April 2020 
through June 2021 with the goal of identifying mapping or calculation errors within the report. In this 
exercise, KPMG developed its own model of the report and compared its summary totals with 
corresponding figures listed on the 2112 report provided by EOLWD.  


Analysis 


KPMG calculated its own totals for each line item in the ETA 2112 report, closely following an up-to-date 
source mapping document provided by EOLWD. KPMG then compared its own calculated totals to those 
listed in the original ETA 2112 report. KPMG marked down the differences between the two total 
amounts as variances. KPMG and the EOLWD Finance Team closely reviewed each variance between 
the line items in the original ETA 2112 report and the reconciliation spreadsheet developed by KPMG. 
The KPMG Team’s replication of the ETA 2112 report served to validate the soundness of the reports, as 
well as identify necessary adjustments.  


The list below highlights the key source documents KPMG used to calculate summary totals that were 
compared with those on the ETA 2112 report. A more complete view of the mapping leveraged by 
KPMG is included in the appendix of this report. 


Source documents 


1. Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkbook 
2. Cash Management’s Excel TrustFundBalance 
3. ETA 5159 
4. UER001 
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a. CARES Act tabs 
b. EB2020 tab 
c. Daily – Workshare tab 
d. Daily – EB2009 tab 
e. Daily – Regular tab 
f. Daily – RED tab 
g. Daily – EUC08 tabs 
h. Daily – TEUC tab 


5. FPUC Reconciliation provided by Cash Management 


Findings 


KPMG identified several material variances in its calculation of ETA 2112 report line items. These material 
variances were found in line items affecting both the UI Trust Fund and federal programs. KPMG and the 
EOLWD Cash Management Team engaged in a series of meetings to pinpoint the reasons for these 
material variances. The EOLWD Cash Management Team, with help from partners at the ETA, ultimately 
identified adjusting entries and mapping issues that created the variances discovered by KPMG. The 
largest mapping issue occurred in the calculation of Net UI Benefits (Line 31) on the ETA 2112 report, 
which incorrectly included line items from the EB 2020 UER001 report. KPMG and EOLWD Cash 
Management corrected the EB 2020 inclusions, and the material variances were eliminated.  


Due to time constraints, KPMG and EOLWD were only able analyze the material variances involving line 
items that impacted the UI Trust Fund. KPMG notes that a significant variance between EOLWD’s 
internal reporting and the U.S Treasury’s reporting of the Commonwealth’s UI Trust Fund balance still 
exists. EOLWD is continuing to determine the causes for these variances and correct these issues. 
Variances greater than $1M that did not affect the Trust Fund Balance are noted in the table below. 


Month Jun-20 Nov-20 Apr-21 May-21 Sep-20 


$ in millions 


Line # 42b 42b 42b 42b 42c 


Line Name 


Short Term 
Compensation – 
FPUC 


Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC 


Short Term 
Compensation – 
FPUC 


Short Term 
Compensation – 
FPUC 


Short Term 
Compensation – 
PUA  


2112 – Benefit 
Payment Acct 
(Column F)* 


$2,483 $58.8 $605.9 $631 $318.3 


UER001 Daily – 
FPUC/CARES ACT 
Reconciliation** 


$2,282 $56.5 $553.7 $606 $0 


Cash Management 
Master Workbook** 


$0 $0 $0 $0 $320 


Source document 
total $2,282 $56.5 $553 $606 $320 


Variance amount $200.9 $2.3 $52.2 $25.0 $(1.75) 


*Primary Document 
**Source Documents 


Table 4.  ETA 2112 material (>$1M) variances not affecting the Trust Fund 
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3.2 Phase 1 reconciliations – summary 
Through the analysis and validation of the DUA and EOLWD revenue reconciliation, EOLWD benefit 
reconciliation, and the two parts of the ETA 2112 report reconciliation, the KPMG Team identified and 
communicated any material variances to EOLWD. KPMG and EOLWD agreed that any variances that 
occurred could either be attributed to timing or subsequent adjusting entries to correct the difference. 
EOLWD then reviewed the information provided by KPMG to correct the mapping of certain fields in 
their reports. 
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Appendix 
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Table A-1: Acronym list 
Acronym Full meaning  


CARES Act Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act 


EOLWD Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development 


DUA Department of Unemployment Assistance 


LMI Labor Market Information 


UI Unemployment Insurance 


UIPL Unemployment Insurance Program Letter  


PUA Pandemic Unemployment Assistance 


FPUC Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation 


PEUC Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation 


MEUC Mixed Earners Unemployment Compensation 


LWA Lost Wages Assistance 


FUA Federal Unemployment Account 


CM Cash Management 


 


Table A-2: Summary of EOLWD reports 
Report name Full meaning  


UER001 Report Internal benefit payments report produced through the MMARS central 
reporting system 


326 Report Report produced by the DUA that breaks down monthly revenue earmarked 
for various unemployment programs 


Benefits Reconciliation 
Spreadsheet 


Report produced by the EOLWD Finance Team that reconciles inflow and 
outflow amounts posted by MMARS to total credits and debits on account 
2331’s bank statements 


People’s United Bank 
(Account 2331) 
Statements 


Banks statements produced by EOLWD’s external custodian that display the 
final balances, borrowing amounts, and transactions that occur in the primary 
benefit payments account (2331) 


Treasury Direct 
Statements 


Statements produced by the Treasury Direct system that display balances 
and transactions that occur in the UI Trust Fund held at the U.S Treasury 


Revenue Reconciliation 
Spreadsheet 


Spreadsheet developed by KPMG Team to reconcile UI Trust Fund 
withdrawals from the 326 report to withdrawal amounts on the Treasury 
Direct statements 


ETA 2112 Report Summary spreadsheet published by EOLWD that summarizes flows 
throughout the benefits payment system 
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Table A-3: Benefit reconciliation source mapping 
The table below illustrates the source mapping KPMG utilized in its benefit reconciliation. The EOLWD 
Team developed this mapping structure for the Recon 2331 (Benefit Reconciliation) report and shared it 
with KPMG to facilitate the exercise. 


 Data sources – recon 2331 


# Type Inflow Outflow 


1 Bank A/c 2331 
2331 Acct Statement (total 
credits)  


2331 Acct 
Statement (total 
debits)  


2 UI Draw 
TD Transaction UI 
Withdrawals  


Excel: Fund RTs 
TVs tab 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


3 UI Misc. Excel: Misc. Detail tab 
Primary Source: TD 
Federal Report 


Excel: Misc. Detail 
tab 


Primary Source: 
TD Federal 
Report 


4 
UI Loan + 
Admin $ TD Borrowing Report  


TD Borrowing 
Report  


5 FPUC Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


6 EB Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


7 PEUC Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


8 PUA Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


9 LWA Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


10 MEUC Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


11 FUA Excel: Fund 0630 RSRC 
Primary Source: 
MMARS 


Excel: Fund 0630 
APPR 


Primary Source: 
MMARS 


12 Total - MMARs 
Sum of amounts for rows 2 -
12  


Sum of amounts 
for rows 2 -12  


13 Variance Row 1 minus Row 12  
Row 1 minus Row 
12  
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Table A-4: ETA 2112 mapping table 
The table below illustrates the source mapping KPMG utilized in its ETA 2112 reconciliation. The EOLWD 
Team developed this mapping structure for the ETA 2112 report and shared it with KPMG to facilitate the 
exercise. 


Line item 
ETA 2112 
line # Source document 


BALANCE BROUGHT 
FORWARD 


1 Prior Month’s 49F 


DEPOSITS 
  


Total Deposits (Lines 11-
26) 


10 Sum Lines 11 to 29 


Net UI Contributions 11 NULL 


Penalty/Interest 12 NULL 


U.S. Treasury Interest 
Credits 


13 NULL 


Title IX Funds (Reed Act 
amortization) 


14 NULL 


Title IX or Special 
Legislations 


15 NULL 


Intra-Account Transfer 16 Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkBook – Column 
BF “PEUC Draws” + Column BI “EB2020 Draws” 
+ 
Cash Management’s Excel TrustFundBalance – Column C 
“Total Draw” + Column L “Loan Advance”  


From Other States-
Interstates Benefits 


17 NULL 


From Federal Goverment 
Funds, UCX 


18 NULL 


Loc. Govt. & Other Pol. 
Subdiv. 


19 NULL 


State Govt. Including State 
Hospitals & State 
Institutions of Higher Ed. 


20 NULL 


Reimbursable Non-Profit 21 NULL 


Federal Share Extended 
Benefits -EB 


22 NULL 


Federal Emergency 
Compensation 


23 NULL 


Temporary Federal 
Compensation 


23a NULL 
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Line item 
ETA 2112 
line # Source document 


Short Time Compensation 
– Federal 


23b Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkBook – Column 
AG “FPUC Draw ShortTermCompensation” 


PUA Draw – Federal 23c Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkBook – Column AI 
“PUA Draw” 


FECA 
Advances/Reimbursements 
– UCFE 


24 NULL 


Other Sources #1 25 
 


From Other Sources 
(Explain) 


26 NULL 


From Other Sources 
(Explain) 


27 NULL 


From Other Sources 
(Explain) 


28 Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkBook – Column 
AK “Adjustments 9” 


From Other Sources 
(Explain) 


29 NULL 


DISBURSEMENTS 
  


Total Disbursements 30 NULL 


Net UI Benefits 31 UER001 – Cares Act: 
Line 4C UI Contributory Total + 
Line 16C Solvency Total + 
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt Total + 
Line 31C Solvency Total + 
Line 46D Combined Wages +  
ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302 


Net State Share Extended 
Benefits 


32 UER001 – EB2020: 
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt Total + 
Line 31D Solvency Total  


Loc. Govt. & Other Pol. 
Subdiv.  
 


33 UER001 – CaresAct: 
Line 37D UI Reimbursable Indian Total + Line 96D UI 
Reimbursable Indian Federal Total +  
Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) + Line 102D 
UI Reimbursable Federal Portion + 
UER001 – EB2020: 
Line 37D UI Reimbursable Indian Tribe +  
Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) 


State Govt. Including State 
Hospitals & State 
Institutions of Higher Ed. 


34 UER001 – Cares Act: 
Line 40D UI Reimbursable State Govt + Line 99D UI 
Reimbursable Federal State Govt + 
UER001 – EB2020: 
Line 40D UI Reimbursable State Governmental 
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Line item 
ETA 2112 
line # Source document 


Reimbursable Non-Profit 35 UER001 – Cares Act: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable 
Federal Portion +  
UER001 – EB2020:  
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit  


FECA Net Benefit 
payments – UCX 


36 UER001 – EB2020: 
Line 52D UCX Total + 
UER001 Daily – Regular: 
Line 52D UCX Total + 
UER001 Daily – WorkShare: 
Line 52D UCX Total + 
UER001 Daily – EB2009: 
Line 52D UCX Total + 
UER001 Daily – RED 
Line 52D UCX Total 


Federal Share (Regular) 37 NULL 


Federal Share (Extended) 38 UER001 – EB2020: 
Line 4D UI Contributory Total + 
Line 16D Solvency Total + 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) 


EUC08 Activity 39 UER001 Daily – EUC08* 
Line 4D UI Contributory Total + 
Line 16D Solvency Total + 
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt Total + 
Line 31D Solvency Total + 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) + 
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D 
UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) + 
Line 46D Combined Wages + 
Line 49D FE Total + 
Line 52D UCX Total + 
Line 55D Federal Portion  


EUC Activity -PEUC 40 PEUC Recon 


TEUC Activity 41 UER001 Daily – TEUC 
Line 4D UI Contributory Total + 
Line 16D Solvency Total + 
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt Total + 
Line 31D Solvency Total + 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) + 
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D 
UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) + 
Line 46D Combined Wages + 
Line 49D FE Total + 
Line 52D UCX Total + 
Line 55D Federal Portion 


Emergency Compensation 42 NULL 
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Line item 
ETA 2112 
line # Source document 


Temporary Federal 
Compensation 


42a NULL 


Short Term Compensation 
– Federal -FPUC 


42b FPUC Reconciliation (Cash Management) 


Short Term Compensation 
– PUA – Federal 


42c PUA Reconciliation (Cash Management) 


Other Sources #1 Waiting 
Week 


42d UER001 CARES Act Line 110 


To Other States – 
Interstate Benefits 


43 NULL 


Title IX Funds – 
Withdrawn(Reed Act) 


44 NULL 


To Special Funds(Explain) 45 NULL 


FECA Net Benefit 
Payments – UCFE 


46 UER001 – EB2020 
Line 49D FE + 
UER001 Daily – Regular 
Line 49D FE Total + 
 
UER001 Daily – WorkShare 
Line 49D FE Total + 
 
UER001 Daily – EB2009 
Line 49D FE Total + 
 
UER001 Daily – RED 
Line 49D FE Total  


Intra-Account Transfer 47 NULL 


Other (Explain in 
Comments) 


48 Cash Management’s Excel TrustFundBalance – Column P 
“Total Draw FE Returns ETA2112 48F Manual Adjs” + 
Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkBook – Column 
AN “Adjustments Benefit Pymt Acct “ + 
 
UER001 Daily – RED 
Line 4D UI Contributory Total + 
Line 16D Solvency Total + 
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt Total + 
Line 31D Solvency Total + 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) + 
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D 
UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) + 
Line 46D Combined Wages + 
Line 55D Federal Portion 


BALANCE 
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Line item 
ETA 2112 
line # Source document 


BALANCE AT CLOSE OF 
MONTH (Line 01 plus line 
10 Minus line 30) 


49 (Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) F 


OTHER INFORMATION 
  


Withholding 50 Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkBook – Column 
AO “Tax Withholding Expenses” 
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Initial project scope


Phase 1
Review the accuracy of the 15-
month activities including federal 
advances, federal UI program draws,
and expenditures for the UI CARES 
Act program from April 1, 2020 
through June 30, 2021


Phase 2
Review the accuracy of the 3-
month activities including federal 
advances, federal UI program 
draws, and expenditures for the 
UI CARES Act program from 
July 1, 2021 through 
September 30, 2021


Phase 3
Review, identification of gaps, and 
recommendations for improvement of:
— Daily sweeps trust fund 
management system
— Trust Fund Model and 
documentation of COVID variables 


Current state
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Executive summary – Phase 1
Revenue
reconciliation


KPMG compared monthly inflows from state reporting (DUA 326) and 
federal reporting (Treasury Direct Transaction Statement)
• The analysis of monthly revenue collected from April 2020 to June 2021 showed 


a cumulative variance of approximately $500M. The variance results from 
timing differences and manual adjustments.


Benefits
reconciliation


KPMG compared figures posted by MMARS and People’s United Bank pertaining 
to the Benefits Payment Account (2331)
• KPMG noted that materials variances exist between the reporting from both 


sources. Inflow and outflow amounts from each source do not reconcile.
• KPMG and EOLWD Finance are working to explore these discrepancies further.


ETA 2112
reconciliation -
part 1


The KPMG team analyzed deposit and disbursement data as reported by the 
ETA 2112 report.
• KPMG found variances between deposit and disbursement amounts, primarily due 


to timing differences.


ETA 2112
reconciliation -
part 2


The KPMG team validated ETA 2112 report financial information by replicating the 
report using internal source documents including various UER001 reports and Cash 
Management summary workbooks


• KPMG discovered material variances between its re-creation of the ETA 2112 report and 
the original document provided. KPMG continues to explore unresolved variances.







Completed analyses: 
Phase 1
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Revenue analysis overview


Goals Approach Conclusions


• Reconcile DUA 326 Report 
to Treasury Direct bank 
statements per EOLWD 
request


• Determine variances 
between state and federal 
reports detailing trust fund 
inflows


• Understand and pinpoint 
drivers behind variances


• Receive DUA 326 Reports 
and Treasury Direct 
transaction statements for 
months of April 2020 to 
June 2021


• Compile all monthly 
inflows as detailed by the 
DUA 326 report under the 
“UI Net Activity” label


• Pull monthly “State 
Deposits” from U.S 
Treasury bank statements


• Compare total inflow 
amounts between the two 
reports


• The cumulative revenue 
variance between the two 
sources came to approx. 
$500M (April 2020-June 
2021)


• KPMG’s inquiry into the 
discrepancy revealed that 
timing differences 
contributed significantly to 
the approx. $500M 
variance


• A large, one-off adjustment 
($406M) in Dec 2020 
materially affected the 
variance


With guidance from our strategic partners in Cash Management, KPMG reconciled deposit 
information from two key sources: DUA 326 Reports and Treasury Direct Transaction Statements
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Revenue analysis visualization
The diagram below details how KPMG arrived at its Phase 1 conclusions for the revenue analysis. KPMG 
collected documents, aggregated necessary data, collaborated with key stakeholders, and uncovered insights 
regarding differences between federal and state reporting.


DUA 326 Reports


Treasury Direct 
Transaction Statements


Variance Table


DUA 326 
Report


TD 
Report


Variance


UI Net 
Activity


State 
Deposits


Difference


Phase 1 Report 
conclusions


Variance analysis 
sessions with 


Cash Management
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Revenue analysis table


Revenue by source


Month


Treasury Direct –
State Deposits
(in $ millions)


DUA 326 report –
UI Net Activity
(in $ millions) 


Variance 
(in $ millions)


Apr-20 $140 $868 $728
May-20 $799 $71 ($727)
Jun-20 $38 $14 ($24)
Jul-20 $64 $214 $151
Aug-20 $187 $32 ($155)
Sep-20 $26 $25 ($1)
Oct-20 $59 $93 $34
Nov-20 $164 $130 ($34)
Dec-20 $467 $61 ($405)
Jan-21 $47 $76 $29
Feb-21 $129 $96 ($34)
Mar-21 $12 $13 $1
Apr-21 $177 $1,318 $1,141
May-21 $1,236 $91 ($1,144)
Jun-21 $118 $61 ($58)
Total $3,662 $3,162 ($500)


KPMG’s analysis of inflows using state and federal sources revealed a material variance of approx. $500M over 
the analysis period. Working sessions with EOLWD Cash Management later revealed that timing differences and 
a large CARES Act adjustment contributed significantly to the variance highlighted below.  
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Revenue analysis findings
Main conclusion: 
• Timing differences and a large manual 


adjustment drove the revenue variances 
between the state and federal reports.


Timing differences:
• Timing differences in revenue recognition 


between Cash Management and Treasury 
Direct created variances over the analysis 
period. 


• These timing differences arose from reporting 
lags between fund draws and bank 
settlements. 


Manual adjustment:
• Cash Management identified a large manual 


adjustment in Dec 2020 of $406M that 
bypassed the DUA 326 Report, creating a 
large monthly variance.


• The $406M adjustment was made to account 
for two reimbursements under Emergency US 
Relief funding stemming from the COVID-19 
pandemic.


Two reimbursements were made into the UITF in December 2020 for 
a total of approx. $406M. These inflows were recognized by the 
Treasury’s reporting, but not by internal state reporting.
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Benefits analysis overview


Goals Approach Conclusions


Review the benefit payments 
made by EOLWD through data 
pulled from the central 
accounting system (MMARS) 
and data from People’s United 
Bank (Account 2331) Benefit 
Payment Account statements to 
ensure consistency between the 
two sources.


To validate bank account 
information, KPMG cross-
checked the monthly 
spreadsheet totals for inflows 
and outflows against the total 
credit and debit balances shown 
on monthly bank statements. To 
validate MMARS data, the KPMG 
Team cross-checked MMARS 
related amounts on the 
spreadsheet against various 
internal reports. 


KPMG identified variances 
between data pulled from the 
two different accounting 
sources. EOLWD Finance, LMI, 
and KPMG continue to explore 
variances between internal 
state reporting and federal 
reporting. The variances are 
displayed in the following slide.
A monthly reconciliation of the 
2331 account to MMARS will 
be completed and will likely 
need to continue as a new step 
in the business process flow.


With guidance from our strategic partners in Cash Management, KPMG compared figures posted 
by MMARS and People’s United Bank pertaining to the Benefits Payment Account (2331). 
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Benefits analysis results
Fiscal year People’s United Bank


account 2331
MMARS / TD 
accounting


Total variance


FY 2020 – Inflows $12,046,476,398 $12,048,636,339 -$2,159,940
FY 2020 – Outflows $11,696,279,702 $11,651,401,743 $44,877,959


FY 2021 – Inflows $20,301,403,192 $20,327,371,481 -$25,968,289
FY 2021 – Outflows $19,967,951,389 $19,941,000,232 $26,951,156


FY 2020: July 2019 to June 2020 (KPMG only validated entries for April – June 2020) 


FY 2021: July 2020 to June 2021 (KPMG validated entries for all months in FY 2021)


Key takeaways: 


1. In the exercise, KPMG was able to verify that EOLWD’s reconciliation 
file was free of calculation error. 


2. The EOLWD Finance and LMI teams continue to explore variances 
between federal and internal reporting. 


3. A monthly reconciliation of 2331 to MMARS will be completed and will 
likely need to continue as a new step in the business process flow.
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ETA 2112 report overview


Goals Approach Conclusions


Part 1: Analyze cash flow data 
using the ETA 2112 report and 
enhance understanding of the 
benefits payment process


Part 2: Validate ETA 2112 report 
financial information by 
replicating the report using 
internal source documents 
including various UER001 
reports and Cash Management 
summary workbooks


Part 1: KPMG aggregated inflow 
and outflow data for the Benefit 
Payments Account 2331 using 
the ETA 2112 report. The team 
then explored patterns and 
differences throughout the data.


Part 2: KPMG re-created its own 
version of the ETA 2112 report 
using source data and mapping 
provided by the Cash 
Management team. KPMG then 
compared its own report to the 
originally published 2112 report 
and looked into all variances.


Part 1: KPMG found that cash 
inflows and outflows differed 
over the time period for all 
CARES Act programs. KPMG 
and EOLWD agreed that timing 
will always create differences 
between cash receipts and 
payments. 


Part 2: KPMG identified 
material variances between its 
version of the 2112 report and 
the original version published 
by Cash Management. These 
variances do not impact the 
UITF according to input from 
Cash Management.


KPMG conducted an analysis of the ETA 2112 summary report to validate the report’s output and 
gain greater insight into the Trust Fund and Benefits Payment Account.
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ETA 2112: Deposits and disbursements 
analysis
Analysis of ETA 2112 report to compare deposits into the UI Trust Fund against disbursements out of the UI 
system. Provided an understanding of how funds are utilized under the following CARES Act programs:


1. Extended Benefits 2020
2. Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC)
3. Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)
4. Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)
5. First Week Employer Reimbursements


Approach:


A ‘Programs in 2112’ file provided by EOLWD broke down deposits and disbursements for each program with 
which line and cell to use. KPMG extracted the data from each monthly ETA 2112 file and consolidated it into a 
single source with a delta column comparing deposits and disbursements. 
Total deposits were summed and subtracted from the total disbursements by month by program.


Findings:


There were large differences between monthly deposits and disbursements with potential offsetting patterns. 
KPMG and EOWLD determined that timing significantly contributed to monthly differences between cash 
received and cash paid out as EOLWD consistently pays funds to claimants in the days following cash draws. 
Overall, many negative monthly differences are often partially offset by positive balances in the months following 
(and vice versa). 



https://kpmgus.sharepoint.com/sites/US-MassEOLWDKPMGTeam/Shared%20Documents/Provided%20by%20Client/ETA%202112%20Reports%20%26%20Mapping/ETA%202112%20Reports/Programs%20in%202112.docx

https://kpmgus.sharepoint.com/sites/US-MassEOLWDKPMGTeam/Shared%20Documents/Project%20Deliverables%20%26%20Recons/Phase%201/Supporting%20Docs%20-%20Workpapers/ETA%202112%20Reconciliation/ETA%202112%20Deposits_Disbursments.xlsx
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ETA 2112: Deposits and disbursements example


Source map


ETA 2112 
Report


Summary table
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Deposits and disbursements FPUC table 
and graph
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Line item reconciliation analysis
A deeper analysis into the mapping of the ETA 2112 report’s Benefit Payment column from April 2020 through 
June 2021 with the goal of identifying mapping or calculation errors within the report. The key source documents 
KPMG used to calculate summary totals that were compared with those on the ETA 2112 report:


1. Cash Management’s Excel MasterWorkbook
2. Cash Management’s Excel TrustFundBalance
3. ETA 5159
4. UER001
5. FPUC Reconciliation provided by Cash Management


Month Jun-20 Nov-20 Apr-21 May-21 Sep-20


$ in millions


Line # 42b 42b 42b 42b 42c


Line Name


Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC


Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC


Short Term 
Compensation 
– FPUC


Short Term 
Compensation –
FPUC


Short Term 
Compensation –
PUA 


2112 – Benefit 
Payment Acct 
(Column F)*


$2,483 $58.8 $605.9 $631 $318.3


UER001 Daily –
FPUC/CARES ACT 
Reconciliation**


$2,282 $56.5 $553.7 $606 $0


Cash Management 
Master Workbook**


$0 $0 $0 $0 $320


Source document 
total


$2,282 $56.5 $553 $606 $320


Variance amount
$200.9 $2.3 $52.2 $25.0 $(1.75)


Variances greater than $1M that did not affect the Trust Fund Balance are noted in the table. 
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FUA

		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		FUA		Apr-20		Title IX Funds (Reed Act Distribution)		15		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

		FUA		May-20		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$2,717,300.00		$0.00		$2,717,300.00		$0.00

		FUA		Jun-20		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$17,272,400.00		$0.00		$17,272,400.00		$0.00

		FUA		Jul-20		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$30,751,600.00		$0.00		$30,751,600.00		$0.00

		FUA		Aug-20		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$41,349,800.00		$0.00		$41,349,800.00		$0.00

		FUA		Sep-20		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$40,277,300.00		$0.00		$40,277,300.00		$0.00

		FUA		Oct-20		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

		FUA		Nov-20		Title IX or Special Legislations  FUA- EMER RLF FUND		15		$32,505,130.00		$0.00		$32,505,130.00		$0.00

		FUA		Dec-20		Title IX or Special Legislations; 50% Reib.		15		$3,201,051.00		$0.00		$3,201,051.00		$0.00

		FUA		Jan-21		Title IX or Special Legislations -50% Reimb		15		$12,981,330.00		$0.00		$12,981,330.00		$0.00

		FUA		Feb-21		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$7,765,160.00		$0.00		$7,765,160.00		$0.00

		FUA		Mar-21		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$9,436,569.00		$0.00		$9,436,569.00		$0.00

		FUA		Apr-21		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$6,885,362.00		$0.00		$6,885,362.00		$0.00

		FUA		May-21		Title IX or Special Legislations		15		$10,619,149.00		$0.00		$10,619,149.00		$0.00

		FUA		Jun-21

		FUA		Jul-21

		FUA		Aug-21





Summary Tables - Phase 1 and 2

				Variance Table

				Deposits vs. Disbursements Comparison																Extended Benefits 2020										Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC)										Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)										Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)										First Week Employer Reimbursements

				Month		Type		EB2020		PEUC		FPUC		PUA		Employer Reimb.				Month		Trust Fund Deposits		Trust Fund Disbursments		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances

				Apr-20		Deposits		$0		$0		$1,051,966,520		$535,607,316		$0				Apr-20		$0		-$1,377		$1,377				Apr-20		$0		-$896		$896				Apr-20		$1,051,966,520		$1,430,941,066		-$378,974,546				Apr-20		$535,607,316		$233,079,128		$302,528,188				Apr-20		$0		$0		$0

						Disbursements		-$1,377		-$896		$1,430,941,066		$233,079,128		$0				May-20		$0		-$339		$339				May-20		$42,522,236		$66,530,551		-$24,008,315				May-20		$2,828,797,484		$2,721,387,751		$107,409,733				May-20		$660,937,723		$756,098,966		-$95,161,243				May-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$1,377		$896		-$378,974,546		$302,528,188		$0				Jun-20		$0		-$1,730		$1,730				Jun-20		$170,714,938		$148,935,302		$21,779,636				Jun-20		$2,528,401,327		$2,483,009,198		$45,392,129				Jun-20		$428,392,709		$395,102,111		$33,290,598				Jun-20		$0		$0		$0

				May-20		Deposits		$0		$42,522,236		$2,828,797,484		$660,937,723		$0				Jul-20		$0		-$1,079		$1,079				Jul-20		$161,398,726		$160,073,106		$1,325,620				Jul-20		$2,103,934,796		$2,143,927,853		-$39,993,057				Jul-20		$390,060,549		$386,045,017		$4,015,532				Jul-20		$0		$0		$0

						Disbursements		-$339		$66,530,551		$2,721,387,751		$756,098,966		$0				Aug-20		$6,167,237		$2,902,425		$3,264,812				Aug-20		$93,849,472		$95,801,716		-$1,952,244				Aug-20		$290,008,578		$270,781,678		$19,226,900				Aug-20		$387,252,545		$436,368,608		-$49,116,063				Aug-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$339		-$24,008,315		$107,409,733		-$95,161,243		$0				Sep-20		$32,449,417		$26,925,111		$5,524,306				Sep-20		$177,965,716		$176,346,181		$1,619,535				Sep-20		$80,837,170		$77,116,312		$3,720,859				Sep-20		$373,691,388		$318,308,726		$55,382,662				Sep-20		$0		$190,937,537		-$190,937,537

				Jun-20		Deposits		$0		$170,714,938		$2,528,401,327		$428,392,709		$0				Oct-20		$30,834,988		$30,677,985		$157,003				Oct-20		$212,992,841		$212,558,310		$434,532				Oct-20		$75,860,309		$75,794,977		$65,331				Oct-20		$315,723,142		$310,714,160		$5,008,982				Oct-20		$0		$21,659,328		-$21,659,328

						Disbursements		-$1,730		$148,935,302		$2,483,009,198		$395,102,111		$0				Nov-20		$43,651,639		$36,964,517		$6,687,122				Nov-20		$293,930,154		$300,113,916		-$6,183,763				Nov-20		$55,619,982		$58,780,764		-$3,160,782				Nov-20		$308,812,329		$369,043,254		-$60,230,925				Nov-20		$0		$29,177,044		-$29,177,044

						Difference		$1,730		$21,779,636		$45,392,129		$33,290,598		$0				Dec-20		$73,147,708		$77,406,692		-$4,258,984				Dec-20		$257,269,930		$250,662,747		$6,607,183				Dec-20		$35,598,152		$32,887,853		$2,710,299				Dec-20		$369,977,644		$311,754,712		$58,222,932				Dec-20		$241,773,910		-$5,169,936		$246,943,846

				Jul-20		Deposits		$0		$161,398,726		$2,103,934,796		$390,060,549		$0				Jan-21		$132,350,533		$151,407,407		-$19,056,874				Jan-21		$115,827,647		$321,340,024		-$205,512,377				Jan-21		$538,452,635		$680,801,267		-$142,348,632				Jan-21		$283,415,738		$284,966,227		-$1,550,489				Jan-21		$0		-$3,023,425		$3,023,425

						Disbursements		-$1,079		$160,073,106		$2,143,927,853		$386,045,017		$0				Feb-21		$284,189,719		$53,255,363		$230,934,357				Feb-21		$350,254,192		$482,384,684		-$132,130,492				Feb-21		$753,994,456		$693,769,955		$60,224,501				Feb-21		$273,280,526		$273,515,552		-$235,026				Feb-21		$0		$50,461		-$50,461

						Difference		$1,079		$1,325,620		-$39,993,057		$4,015,532		$0				Mar-21		$114,477,731		$63,550,208		$50,927,522				Mar-21		$678,408,974		$599,725,878		$78,683,096				Mar-21		$845,547,453		$788,141,427		$57,406,026				Mar-21		$333,826,882		$338,920,545		-$5,093,664				Mar-21		$0		$7,962,609		-$7,962,609

				Aug-20		Deposits		$6,167,237		$93,849,472		$290,008,578		$387,252,545		$0				Apr-21		$15,804,035		$8,303,889		$7,500,146				Apr-21		$585,660,121		$573,783,341		$11,876,781				Apr-21		$616,953,901		$605,905,891		$11,048,011				Apr-21		$255,184,069		$251,968,962		$3,215,107				Apr-21		$0		$3,801,515		-$3,801,515

						Disbursements		$2,902,425		$95,801,716		$270,781,678		$436,368,608		$0				May-21		$7,916,302		$5,131,299		$2,785,003				May-21		$590,378,761		$694,462,297		-$104,083,536				May-21		$574,588,969		$631,033,791		-$56,444,823				May-21		$231,500,105		$231,149,337		$350,768				May-21		$0		$3,965,376		-$3,965,376

						Difference		$3,264,812		-$1,952,244		$19,226,900		-$49,116,063		$0				Jun-21		$8,514,018		$8,666,380		-$152,362				Jun-21		$643,726,658		$548,867,917		$94,858,741				Jun-21		$619,832,254		$571,251,748		$48,580,506				Jun-21		$250,258,623		$253,042,589		-$2,783,966				Jun-21		$0		$3,396,084		-$3,396,084

				Sep-20		Deposits		$32,449,417		$177,965,716		$80,837,170		$373,691,388		$0				Jul-21		$5,562,159		$3,153,279		$2,408,880.4				Jul-21		$519,481,801		$515,147,140		$4,334,661.3				Jul-21		$466,205,721		$458,960,130		$7,245,591.4				Jul-21		$167,760,854		$162,864,343		$4,896,510.9				Jul-21		$0		$2,621,335		-$2,621,334.6

						Disbursements		$26,925,111		$176,346,181		$77,116,312		$318,308,726		$190,937,537				Aug-21		$1,365,279		$604,119		$761,159.6				Aug-21		$606,008,138		$655,139,086		-$49,130,947.6				Aug-21		$551,116,343		$618,780,537		-$67,664,194.0				Aug-21		$181,350,595		$219,370,136		-$38,019,541.2				Aug-21		$0		$38,421,601		-$38,421,601.5

						Difference		$5,524,306		$1,619,535		$3,720,859		$55,382,662		-$190,937,537				Sep-21		$2,023,358		$1,079,119		$944,239.6				Sep-21		$214,202,971		$155,768,755		$58,434,216.3				Sep-21		$225,272,448		$152,321,907		$72,950,540.8				Sep-21		$89,539,327		$51,663,909		$37,875,417.9				Sep-21		$0		-$9,551,498		$9,551,497.9

				Oct-20		Deposits		$30,834,988		$212,992,841		$75,860,309		$315,723,142		$0				Total		$758,454,124		$470,023,270		$288,430,854				Total		$5,714,593,277		$5,957,640,054		-$243,046,778				Total		$14,242,988,498		$14,495,594,106		-$252,605,608				Total		$5,836,572,063		$5,583,976,283		$252,595,781				Total		$241,773,910		$284,248,032		-$42,474,122

						Disbursements		$30,677,985		$212,558,310		$75,794,977		$310,714,160		$21,659,328

						Difference		$157,003		$434,532		$65,331		$5,008,982		-$21,659,328				Extended Benefits 2020										Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC)										Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)										Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)										First Week Employer Reimbursements

				Nov-20		Deposits		$43,651,639		$293,930,154		$55,619,982		$308,812,329		$0				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances

						Disbursements		$36,964,517		$300,113,916		$58,780,764		$369,043,254		$29,177,044				Apr-20		$0		-$0		$0				Apr-20		$0		-$0		$0				Apr-20		$1,052		$1,431		-$379				Apr-20		$536		$233		$303				Apr-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$6,687,122		-$6,183,763		-$3,160,782		-$60,230,925		-$29,177,044				May-20		$0		-$0		$0.0				May-20		$43		$67		-$24				May-20		$2,829		$2,721		$107				May-20		$661		$756		-$95				May-20		$0		$0		$0

				Dec-20		Deposits		$73,147,708		$257,269,930		$35,598,152		$369,977,644		$241,773,910				Jun-20		$0		-$0		$0.0				Jun-20		$171		$149		$22				Jun-20		$2,528		$2,483		$45				Jun-20		$428		$395		$33				Jun-20		$0		$0		$0

						Disbursements		$77,406,692		$250,662,747		$32,887,853		$311,754,712		-$5,169,936				Jul-20		$0		-$0		$0.0				Jul-20		$161		$160		$1				Jul-20		$2,104		$2,144		-$40				Jul-20		$390		$386		$4				Jul-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		-$4,258,984		$6,607,183		$2,710,299		$58,222,932		$246,943,846				Aug-20		$6		$3		$3.3				Aug-20		$94		$96		-$2				Aug-20		$290		$271		$19				Aug-20		$387		$436		-$49				Aug-20		$0		$0		$0

				Jan-21		Deposits		$132,350,533		$115,827,647		$538,452,635		$283,415,738		$0				Sep-20		$32		$27		$5.5				Sep-20		$178		$176		$2				Sep-20		$81		$77		$4				Sep-20		$374		$318		$55				Sep-20		$0		$191		-$191

						Disbursements		$151,407,407		$321,340,024		$680,801,267		$284,966,227		-$3,023,425				Oct-20		$31		$31		$0.2				Oct-20		$213		$213		$0				Oct-20		$76		$76		$0				Oct-20		$316		$311		$5				Oct-20		$0		$22		-$22

						Difference		-$19,056,874		-$205,512,377		-$142,348,632		-$1,550,489		$3,023,425				Nov-20		$44		$37		$6.7				Nov-20		$294		$300		-$6				Nov-20		$56		$59		-$3				Nov-20		$309		$369		-$60				Nov-20		$0		$29		-$29

				Feb-21		Deposits		$284,189,719		$350,254,192		$753,994,456		$273,280,526		$0				Dec-20		$73		$77		-$4.3				Dec-20		$257		$251		$7				Dec-20		$36		$33		$3				Dec-20		$370		$312		$58				Dec-20		$242		-$5		$247

						Disbursements		$53,255,363		$482,384,684		$693,769,955		$273,515,552		$50,461				Jan-21		$132		$151		-$19.1				Jan-21		$116		$321		-$206				Jan-21		$538		$681		-$142				Jan-21		$283		$285		-$2				Jan-21		$0		-$3		$3

						Difference		$230,934,357		-$132,130,492		$60,224,501		-$235,026		-$50,461				Feb-21		$284		$53		$230.9				Feb-21		$350		$482		-$132				Feb-21		$754		$694		$60				Feb-21		$273		$274		-$0				Feb-21		$0		$0		-$0

				Mar-21		Deposits		$114,477,731		$678,408,974		$845,547,453		$333,826,882		$0				Mar-21		$114		$64		$50.9				Mar-21		$678		$600		$79				Mar-21		$846		$788		$57				Mar-21		$334		$339		-$5				Mar-21		$0		$8		-$8

						Disbursements		$63,550,208		$599,725,878		$788,141,427		$338,920,545		$7,962,609				Apr-21		$16		$8		$7.5				Apr-21		$586		$574		$12				Apr-21		$617		$606		$11				Apr-21		$255		$252		$3				Apr-21		$0		$4		-$4

						Difference		$50,927,522		$78,683,096		$57,406,026		-$5,093,664		-$7,962,609				May-21		$8		$5		$2.8				May-21		$590		$694		-$104				May-21		$575		$631		-$56				May-21		$232		$231		$0				May-21		$0		$4		-$4

				Apr-21		Deposits		$15,804,035		$585,660,121		$616,953,901		$255,184,069		$0				Jun-21		$9		$9		-$0.2				Jun-21		$644		$549		$95				Jun-21		$620		$571		$49				Jun-21		$250		$253		-$3				Jun-21		$0		$3		-$3

						Disbursements		$8,303,889		$573,783,341		$605,905,891		$251,968,962		$3,801,515				Jul-21		$6		$3		$2.4				Jul-21		$519		$515		$4.3				Jul-21		$466		$459		$7.2				Jul-21		$168		$163		$5				Jul-21		$0		$3		-$3

						Difference		$7,500,146		$11,876,781		$11,048,011		$3,215,107		-$3,801,515				Aug-21		$1		$1		$0.8				Aug-21		$606		$655		-$49.1				Aug-21		$551		$619		-$67.7				Aug-21		$181		$219		-$38				Aug-21		$0		$38		-$38

				May-21		Deposits		$7,916,302		$590,378,761		$574,588,969		$231,500,105		$0				Sep-21		$2		$1		$0.9				Sep-21		$214		$156		$58.4				Sep-21		$225		$152		$73.0				Sep-21		$90		$52		$38				Sep-21		$0		-$10		$10

						Disbursements		$5,131,299		$694,462,297		$631,033,791		$231,149,337		$3,965,376				Total		$758		$470		$288				Total		$5,715		$5,958		-$243				Total		$14,243		$14,496		-$253				Total		$5,837		$5,584		$253				Total		$242		$284		-$42

						Difference		$2,785,003		-$104,083,536		-$56,444,823		$350,768		-$3,965,376				*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions

				Jun-21		Deposits		$8,514,018		$643,726,658		$619,832,254		$250,258,623		$0

						Disbursements		$8,666,380		$548,867,917		$571,251,748		$253,042,589		$3,396,084

						Difference		-$152,362		$94,858,741		$48,580,506		-$2,783,966		-$3,396,084

				Jul-21		Deposits		$5,562,159		$519,481,801		$466,205,721		$167,760,854		$0

						Disbursements		$3,153,279		$515,147,140		$458,960,130		$162,864,343		$2,621,335

						Difference		$2,408,880		$4,334,661		$7,245,591		$4,896,511		-$2,621,335

				Aug-21		Deposits		$1,365,279		$606,008,138		$551,116,343		$181,350,595		$0

						Disbursements		$604,119		$655,139,086		$618,780,537		$219,370,136		$38,421,601

						Difference		$761,160		-$49,130,948		-$67,664,194		-$38,019,541		-$38,421,601

				Sep-21		Deposits		$2,023,358		$214,202,971		$225,272,448		$89,539,327		$0

						Disbursements		$1,079,119		$155,768,755		$152,321,907		$51,663,909		-$9,551,498

						Difference		$944,240		$58,434,216		$72,950,541		$37,875,418		$9,551,498





Summary Tables - Phase 1 and 2
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Deposits (in $ millions)
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First Week Employer Reuimbursements
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				Variance Table

				Deposits vs. Disbursements Comparison																Extended Benefits 2020										Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC)										Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)										Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)										First Week Employer Reimbursements

				Month		Type		EB2020		PEUC		FPUC		PUA		Employer Reimb.				Month		Trust Fund Deposits		Trust Fund Disbursments		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances				Month		Deposits		Disbursements		Variances

				Apr-20		Deposits		$0		$0		$1,051,966,520		$535,607,316		$0				Apr-20		$0		-$1,377		$1,377				Apr-20		$0		-$896		$896				Apr-20		$1,051,966,520		$1,430,941,066		-$378,974,546				Apr-20		$535,607,316		$233,079,128		$302,528,188				Apr-20		$0		$0		$0

						Disbursements		-$1,377		-$896		$1,430,941,066		$233,079,128		$0				May-20		$0		-$339		$339				May-20		$42,522,236		$66,530,551		-$24,008,315				May-20		$2,828,797,484		$2,721,387,751		$107,409,733				May-20		$660,937,723		$756,098,966		-$95,161,243				May-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$1,377		$896		-$378,974,546		$302,528,188		$0				Jun-20		$0		-$1,730		$1,730				Jun-20		$170,714,938		$148,935,302		$21,779,636				Jun-20		$2,528,401,327		$2,483,009,198		$45,392,129				Jun-20		$428,392,709		$395,102,111		$33,290,598				Jun-20		$0		$0		$0

				May-20		Deposits		$0		$42,522,236		$2,828,797,484		$660,937,723		$0				Jul-20		$0		-$1,079		$1,079				Jul-20		$161,398,726		$160,073,106		$1,325,620				Jul-20		$2,103,934,796		$2,143,927,853		-$39,993,057				Jul-20		$390,060,549		$386,045,017		$4,015,532				Jul-20		$0		$0		$0

						Disbursements		-$339		$66,530,551		$2,721,387,751		$756,098,966		$0				Aug-20		$6,167,237		$2,902,425		$3,264,812				Aug-20		$93,849,472		$95,801,716		-$1,952,244				Aug-20		$290,008,578		$270,781,678		$19,226,900				Aug-20		$387,252,545		$436,368,608		-$49,116,063				Aug-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$339		-$24,008,315		$107,409,733		-$95,161,243		$0				Sep-20		$32,449,417		$26,925,111		$5,524,306				Sep-20		$177,965,716		$176,346,181		$1,619,535				Sep-20		$80,837,170		$77,116,312		$3,720,859				Sep-20		$373,691,388		$318,308,726		$55,382,662				Sep-20		$0		$190,937,537		-$190,937,537

				Jun-20		Deposits		$0		$170,714,938		$2,528,401,327		$428,392,709		$0				Oct-20		$30,834,988		$30,677,985		$157,003				Oct-20		$212,992,841		$212,558,310		$434,532				Oct-20		$75,860,309		$75,794,977		$65,331				Oct-20		$315,723,142		$310,714,160		$5,008,982				Oct-20		$0		$21,659,328		-$21,659,328

						Disbursements		-$1,730		$148,935,302		$2,483,009,198		$395,102,111		$0				Nov-20		$43,651,639		$36,964,517		$6,687,122				Nov-20		$293,930,154		$300,113,916		-$6,183,763				Nov-20		$55,619,982		$58,780,764		-$3,160,782				Nov-20		$308,812,329		$369,043,254		-$60,230,925				Nov-20		$0		$29,177,044		-$29,177,044

						Difference		$1,730		$21,779,636		$45,392,129		$33,290,598		$0				Dec-20		$73,147,708		$77,406,692		-$4,258,984				Dec-20		$257,269,930		$250,662,747		$6,607,183				Dec-20		$35,598,152		$32,887,853		$2,710,299				Dec-20		$369,977,644		$311,754,712		$58,222,932				Dec-20		$241,773,910		-$5,169,936		$246,943,846

				Jul-20		Deposits		$0		$161,398,726		$2,103,934,796		$390,060,549		$0				Jan-21		$132,350,533		$151,407,407		-$19,056,874				Jan-21		$115,827,647		$321,340,024		-$205,512,377				Jan-21		$538,452,635		$680,801,267		-$142,348,632				Jan-21		$283,415,738		$284,966,227		-$1,550,489				Jan-21		$0		-$3,023,425		$3,023,425

						Disbursements		-$1,079		$160,073,106		$2,143,927,853		$386,045,017		$0				Feb-21		$284,189,719		$53,255,363		$230,934,357				Feb-21		$350,254,192		$482,384,684		-$132,130,492				Feb-21		$753,994,456		$693,769,955		$60,224,501				Feb-21		$273,280,526		$273,515,552		-$235,026				Feb-21		$0		$50,461		-$50,461

						Difference		$1,079		$1,325,620		-$39,993,057		$4,015,532		$0				Mar-21		$114,477,731		$63,550,208		$50,927,522				Mar-21		$678,408,974		$599,725,878		$78,683,096				Mar-21		$845,547,453		$788,141,427		$57,406,026				Mar-21		$333,826,882		$338,920,545		-$5,093,664				Mar-21		$0		$7,962,609		-$7,962,609

				Aug-20		Deposits		$6,167,237		$93,849,472		$290,008,578		$387,252,545		$0				Apr-21		$15,804,035		$8,303,889		$7,500,146				Apr-21		$585,660,121		$573,783,341		$11,876,781				Apr-21		$616,953,901		$605,905,891		$11,048,011				Apr-21		$255,184,069		$251,968,962		$3,215,107				Apr-21		$0		$3,801,515		-$3,801,515

						Disbursements		$2,902,425		$95,801,716		$270,781,678		$436,368,608		$0				May-21		$7,916,302		$5,131,299		$2,785,003				May-21		$590,378,761		$694,462,297		-$104,083,536				May-21		$574,588,969		$631,033,791		-$56,444,823				May-21		$231,500,105		$231,149,337		$350,768				May-21		$0		$3,965,376		-$3,965,376

						Difference		$3,264,812		-$1,952,244		$19,226,900		-$49,116,063		$0				Jun-21		$8,514,018		$8,666,380		-$152,362				Jun-21		$643,726,658		$548,867,917		$94,858,741				Jun-21		$619,832,254		$571,251,748		$48,580,506				Jun-21		$250,258,623		$253,042,589		-$2,783,966				Jun-21		$0		$3,396,084		-$3,396,084

				Sep-20		Deposits		$32,449,417		$177,965,716		$80,837,170		$373,691,388		$0				Total		$749,503,327		$465,186,753		$284,316,574				Total		$4,374,900,366		$4,631,585,074		-$256,684,708				Total		$13,000,393,985		$13,265,531,532		-$265,137,546				Total		$5,397,921,287		$5,150,077,894		$247,843,393				Total		$241,773,910		$252,756,594		-$10,982,684

						Disbursements		$26,925,111		$176,346,181		$77,116,312		$318,308,726		$190,937,537

						Difference		$5,524,306		$1,619,535		$3,720,859		$55,382,662		-$190,937,537				Extended Benefits 2020										Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC)										Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)										Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)										First Week Employer Reimbursements

				Oct-20		Deposits		$30,834,988		$212,992,841		$75,860,309		$315,723,142		$0				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances				Month		Deposits (in $ millions)		Disbursements (in $ millions)		Variances

						Disbursements		$30,677,985		$212,558,310		$75,794,977		$310,714,160		$21,659,328				Apr-20		$0		-$0		$0				Apr-20		$0		-$0		$0				Apr-20		$1,052		$1,431		-$379				Apr-20		$536		$233		$303				Apr-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$157,003		$434,532		$65,331		$5,008,982		-$21,659,328				May-20		$0		-$0		$0.0				May-20		$43		$67		-$24				May-20		$2,829		$2,721		$107				May-20		$661		$756		-$95				May-20		$0		$0		$0

				Nov-20		Deposits		$43,651,639		$293,930,154		$55,619,982		$308,812,329		$0				Jun-20		$0		-$0		$0.0				Jun-20		$171		$149		$22				Jun-20		$2,528		$2,483		$45				Jun-20		$428		$395		$33				Jun-20		$0		$0		$0

						Disbursements		$36,964,517		$300,113,916		$58,780,764		$369,043,254		$29,177,044				Jul-20		$0		-$0		$0.0				Jul-20		$161		$160		$1				Jul-20		$2,104		$2,144		-$40				Jul-20		$390		$386		$4				Jul-20		$0		$0		$0

						Difference		$6,687,122		-$6,183,763		-$3,160,782		-$60,230,925		-$29,177,044				Aug-20		$6		$3		$3.3				Aug-20		$94		$96		-$2				Aug-20		$290		$271		$19				Aug-20		$387		$436		-$49				Aug-20		$0		$0		$0

				Dec-20		Deposits		$73,147,708		$257,269,930		$35,598,152		$369,977,644		$241,773,910				Sep-20		$32		$27		$5.5				Sep-20		$178		$176		$2				Sep-20		$81		$77		$4				Sep-20		$374		$318		$55				Sep-20		$0		$191		-$191

						Disbursements		$77,406,692		$250,662,747		$32,887,853		$311,754,712		-$5,169,936				Oct-20		$31		$31		$0.2				Oct-20		$213		$213		$0				Oct-20		$76		$76		$0				Oct-20		$316		$311		$5				Oct-20		$0		$22		-$22

						Difference		-$4,258,984		$6,607,183		$2,710,299		$58,222,932		$246,943,846				Nov-20		$44		$37		$6.7				Nov-20		$294		$300		-$6				Nov-20		$56		$59		-$3				Nov-20		$309		$369		-$60				Nov-20		$0		$29		-$29

				Jan-21		Deposits		$132,350,533		$115,827,647		$538,452,635		$283,415,738		$0				Dec-20		$73		$77		-$4.3				Dec-20		$257		$251		$7				Dec-20		$36		$33		$3				Dec-20		$370		$312		$58				Dec-20		$242		-$5		$247

						Disbursements		$151,407,407		$321,340,024		$680,801,267		$284,966,227		-$3,023,425				Jan-21		$132		$151		-$19.1				Jan-21		$116		$321		-$206				Jan-21		$538		$681		-$142				Jan-21		$283		$285		-$2				Jan-21		$0		-$3		$3

						Difference		-$19,056,874		-$205,512,377		-$142,348,632		-$1,550,489		$3,023,425				Feb-21		$284		$53		$230.9				Feb-21		$350		$482		-$132				Feb-21		$754		$694		$60				Feb-21		$273		$274		-$0				Feb-21		$0		$0		-$0

				Feb-21		Deposits		$284,189,719		$350,254,192		$753,994,456		$273,280,526		$0				Mar-21		$114		$64		$50.9				Mar-21		$678		$600		$79				Mar-21		$846		$788		$57				Mar-21		$334		$339		-$5				Mar-21		$0		$8		-$8

						Disbursements		$53,255,363		$482,384,684		$693,769,955		$273,515,552		$50,461				Apr-21		$16		$8		$7.5				Apr-21		$586		$574		$12				Apr-21		$617		$606		$11				Apr-21		$255		$252		$3				Apr-21		$0		$4		-$4

						Difference		$230,934,357		-$132,130,492		$60,224,501		-$235,026		-$50,461				May-21		$8		$5		$2.8				May-21		$590		$694		-$104				May-21		$575		$631		-$56				May-21		$232		$231		$0				May-21		$0		$4		-$4

				Mar-21		Deposits		$114,477,731		$678,408,974		$845,547,453		$333,826,882		$0				Jun-21		$9		$9		-$0.2				Jun-21		$644		$549		$95				Jun-21		$620		$571		$49				Jun-21		$250		$253		-$3				Jun-21		$0		$3		-$3

						Disbursements		$63,550,208		$599,725,878		$788,141,427		$338,920,545		$7,962,609				Total		$750		$465		$284				Total		$4,375		$4,632		-$257				Total		$13,000		$13,266		-$265				Total		$5,398		$5,150		$248				Total		$242		$253		-$11

						Difference		$50,927,522		$78,683,096		$57,406,026		-$5,093,664		-$7,962,609				*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions										*All amounts in $ millions

				Apr-21		Deposits		$15,804,035		$585,660,121		$616,953,901		$255,184,069		$0

						Disbursements		$8,303,889		$573,783,341		$605,905,891		$251,968,962		$3,801,515

						Difference		$7,500,146		$11,876,781		$11,048,011		$3,215,107		-$3,801,515

				May-21		Deposits		$7,916,302		$590,378,761		$574,588,969		$231,500,105		$0

						Disbursements		$5,131,299		$694,462,297		$631,033,791		$231,149,337		$3,965,376

						Difference		$2,785,003		-$104,083,536		-$56,444,823		$350,768		-$3,965,376

				Jun-21		Deposits		$8,514,018		$643,726,658		$619,832,254		$250,258,623		$0

						Disbursements		$8,666,380		$548,867,917		$571,251,748		$253,042,589		$3,396,084

						Difference		-$152,362		$94,858,741		$48,580,506		-$2,783,966		-$3,396,084
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				Variance Table

				CARES Act: Deposits / Disbursement Variances

				Month		EB2020		PEUC		FPUC		PUA		MEUC		Employer Reimb.

				Apr-20		$1,377		$896		-$378,974,546		$302,528,188		$0		$0

				May-20		$339		-$24,008,315		$107,409,733		-$95,161,243		$0		$0

				Jun-20		$1,730		$21,779,636		$45,392,129		$33,290,598		$0		$0

				Jul-20		$1,079		$1,325,620		-$39,993,057		$4,015,532		$0		$0

				Aug-20		$3,264,812		-$1,952,244		$19,226,900		-$49,116,063		$0		$0

				Sep-20		$5,524,306		$1,619,535		$3,720,859		$55,382,662		$0		-$190,937,537

				Oct-20		$157,003		$434,532		$65,331		$5,008,982		$0		-$21,659,328

				Nov-20		$6,687,122		-$6,183,763		-$3,160,782		-$60,230,925		$0		-$29,177,044

				Dec-20		-$4,258,984		$6,607,183		$2,710,299		$58,222,932		$0		$246,943,846

				Jan-21		-$19,056,874		-$205,512,377		-$142,348,632		-$1,550,489		$0		$3,023,425

				Feb-21		$230,934,357		-$132,130,492		$60,224,501		-$235,026		$0		-$50,461

				Mar-21		$50,927,522		$78,683,096		$57,406,026		-$5,093,664		$0		-$7,962,609

				Apr-21		$7,500,146		$11,876,781		$11,048,011		$3,215,107		$0		-$3,801,515

				May-21		$2,785,003		-$104,083,536		-$56,444,823		$350,768		$11,500		-$3,965,376

				Jun-21		-$152,362		$94,858,741		$48,580,506		-$2,783,966		-$3,100		-$3,396,084

				Jul-21		$2,408,880		$4,334,661		$7,245,591		$4,896,511		$7,800		-$2,621,335

				Aug-21		$761,160		-$49,130,948		-$67,664,194		-$38,019,541		-$52,000		-$38,421,601

						$287,486,614		($301,480,994)		($325,556,149)		$214,720,363		($35,800)		($52,025,620)





		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA (Trust Fund - Benefit Payments)		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		EB2020		Apr-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		($1,376.71)		$0.00		$0.00		($1,376.71)		Changed formula to G3-03, from H3-03

				Apr-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,042,545,682.85		$140,242,144.02		$902,303,538.83		$0.00

				Apr-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,042,545,682.85		$0.00		$140,242,144.02		$902,303,538.83		$1,376.71

		EB2020		May-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		($339.00)		$0.00		$0.00		($339.00)

				May-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,550,947,021.04		$798,653,580.02		$752,293,441.02		$0.00

				May-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,550,947,021.04		$0.00		$798,653,580.02		$752,293,441.02		$339.00

		EB2020		Jun-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		($1,729.63)		$0.00		$0.00		($1,729.63)

				Jun-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,139,009,240.08		$37,879,880.46		$1,101,129,359.62		$0.00

				Jun-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,139,009,240.08		$0.00		$37,879,880.46		$1,101,129,359.62		$1,729.63

		EB2020		Jul-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		($1,079.00)		$0.00		$0.00		($1,079.00)

				Jul-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$882,789,093.72		$63,591,471.90		$819,197,621.82		$0.00

				Jul-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$882,789,093.72		$0.00		$63,591,471.90		$819,197,621.82		$1,079.00

		EB2020		Aug-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$6,167,237.00		$0.00		$6,167,237.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$2,902,424.96		$0.00		$0.00		$2,902,424.96

				Aug-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$993,421,360.83		$187,159,274.37		$806,262,086.46		$0.00

				Aug-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$993,421,360.83		$0.00		$187,159,274.37		$806,262,086.46		$3,264,812.04

		EB2020		Sep-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$32,449,416.94		$0.00		$32,449,416.94		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$26,925,111.28		$0.00		$0.00		$26,925,111.28

				Sep-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$668,307,700.07		$25,624,440.93		$642,683,259.14		$0.00

				Sep-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$668,307,700.07		$0.00		$25,624,440.93		$642,683,259.14		$5,524,305.66

		EB2020		Oct-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits -EB		22		$30,834,988.00		$0.00		$30,834,988.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$30,677,985.37		$0.00		$0.00		$30,677,985.37

				Oct-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$616,126,968.94		$58,811,709.08		$557,315,259.86		$0.00

				Oct-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$616,126,968.94		$0.00		$58,811,709.08		$557,315,259.86		$157,002.63

		EB2020		Nov-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits  EB2020		22		$43,651,638.86		$0.00		$43,651,638.86		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended) EB2020		38		$36,964,517.06		$0.00		$0.00		$36,964,517.06

				Nov-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$788,252,768.40		$163,894,064.05		$624,358,704.35		$0.00

				Nov-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$788,252,768.40		$0.00		$163,894,064.05		$624,358,704.35		$6,687,121.80

		EB2020		Dec-20		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$73,147,708.15		$0.00		$73,147,708.15		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended) EB2009		38		$77,406,692.33		$0.00		$0.00		$77,406,692.33

				Dec-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$994,258,944.04		$60,055,297.82		$934,203,646.22		$0.00

				Dec-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$994,258,944.04		$0.00		$60,055,297.82		$934,203,646.22		($4,258,984.18)

		EB2020		Jan-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$132,350,533.20		$0.00		$132,350,533.20		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended) EB		38		$151,407,406.98		$0.00		$0.00		$151,407,406.98

				Jan-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$349,230,273.82		$46,570,077.35		$302,660,196.47		$0.00

				Jan-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$349,230,273.82		$0.00		$46,570,077.35		$302,660,196.47		($19,056,873.78)

		EB2020		Feb-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$284,189,719.37		$0.00		$284,189,719.37		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$53,255,362.64		$0.00		$0.00		$53,255,362.64

				Feb-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$765,104,780.24		$129,344,476.32		$635,760,303.92		$0.00

				Feb-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$765,104,780.24		$0.00		$129,344,476.32		$635,760,303.92		$230,934,356.73

		EB2020		Mar-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$114,477,730.78		$0.00		$114,477,730.78		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$63,550,208.31		$0.00		$0.00		$63,550,208.31

				Mar-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,017,005,647.93		$12,063,242.83		$1,004,942,405.10		$0.00

				Mar-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,017,005,647.93		$0.00		$12,063,242.83		$1,004,942,405.10		$50,927,522.47

		EB2020		Apr-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$15,804,034.74		$0.00		$15,804,034.74		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$8,303,888.72		$0.00		$0.00		$8,303,888.72

				Apr-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$800,624,389.99		$177,101,696.66		$623,522,693.33		$0.00

				Apr-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$800,624,389.99		$0.00		$177,101,696.66		$623,522,693.33		$7,500,146.02

		EB2020		May-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits EB2020		22		$7,916,302.38		$0.00		$7,916,302.38		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$5,131,299.41		$0.00		$0.00		$5,131,299.41

				May-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,835,365,007.96		$1,235,910,772.51		$599,454,235.45		$0.00

				May-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,835,365,007.96		$0.00		$1,235,910,772.51		$599,454,235.45		$2,785,002.97

		EB2020		Jun-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$8,514,018.00		$0.00		$8,514,018.00		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)EB2020		38		$8,666,380.41		$0.00		$0.00		$8,666,380.41

				Jun-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$710,358,452.28		$57,202,273.57		$653,156,178.71		$0.00

				Jun-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$710,358,452.28		$0.00		$57,202,273.57		$653,156,178.71		($152,362.41)

		EB2020		Jul-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$5,562,159.21		$0.00		$5,562,159.21		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)EB2020		38		$3,153,278.80		$0.00		$0.00		$3,153,278.80

				Jul-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$585,438,089.14		$59,524,912.45		$525,913,176.69		$0.00

				Jul-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$585,438,089.14		$0.00		$59,524,912.45		$525,913,176.69		$2,408,880.41

		EB2020		Aug-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$1,365,278.61		$0.00		$1,365,278.61		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$604,119.05		$0.00		$0.00		$604,119.05

				Aug-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$814,449,162.90		$206,104,892.20		$608,344,270.70		$0.00

				Aug-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$814,449,162.90		$0.00		$206,104,892.20		$608,344,270.70		$761,159.56

		EB2020		Sep-21		Federal Share Extended Benefits		22		$2,023,358.40		$0.00		$2,023,358.40		$0.00				Federal Share(Extended)		38		$1,079,118.82		$0.00		$0.00		$1,079,118.82

				Sep-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$329,360,593.22		$112,372,253.02		$216,988,340.20		$0.00

				Sep-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$329,360,593.22		$0.00		$112,372,253.02		$216,988,340.20		$944,239.58





		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA (Trust Fund - Benefit Payments)		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		PEUC		Apr-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		($895.90)		$0.00		$0.00		($895.90)

				Apr-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,042,545,682.85		$140,242,144.02		$902,303,538.83		$0.00

				Apr-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,042,545,682.85		$0.00		$140,242,144.02		$902,303,538.83		$895.90

		PEUC		May-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$42,522,236.00		$0.00		$42,522,236.00		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$66,530,551.41		$0.00		$0.00		$66,530,551.41		The actual payment was $42,522,236 per PEUC report but liablility occurred in May so reported $66,530,551.41

				May-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,550,947,021.04		$798,653,580.02		$752,293,441.02		$0.00

				May-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,550,947,021.04		$0.00		$798,653,580.02		$752,293,441.02		($24,008,315.41)

		PEUC		Jun-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$170,714,938.00		$0.00		$170,714,938.00		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$148,935,302.24		$0.00		$0.00		$148,935,302.24

				Jun-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,139,009,240.08		$37,879,880.46		$1,101,129,359.62		$0.00

				Jun-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,139,009,240.08		$0.00		$37,879,880.46		$1,101,129,359.62		$21,779,635.76

		PEUC		Jul-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$161,398,725.61		$0.00		$161,398,725.61		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$160,073,105.61		$0.00		$0.00		$160,073,105.61

				Jul-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$882,789,093.72		$63,591,471.90		$819,197,621.82		$0.00

				Jul-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$882,789,093.72		$0.00		$63,591,471.90		$819,197,621.82		$1,325,620.00

		PEUC		Aug-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$93,849,472.43		$0.00		$93,849,472.43		$0.00				EUC Activity -PEUC		40		$95,801,716.43		$0.00		$0.00		$95,801,716.43

				Aug-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$993,421,360.83		$187,159,274.37		$806,262,086.46		$0.00

				Aug-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$993,421,360.83		$0.00		$187,159,274.37		$806,262,086.46		($1,952,244.00)

		PEUC		Sep-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$177,965,715.79		$0.00		$177,965,715.79		$0.00				EUC Activity -PEUC		40		$176,346,181.07		$0.00		$0.00		$176,346,181.07

				Sep-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$668,307,700.07		$25,624,440.93		$642,683,259.14		$0.00

				Sep-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$668,307,700.07		$0.00		$25,624,440.93		$642,683,259.14		$1,619,534.72

		PEUC		Oct-20		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$212,992,841.32		$0.00		$212,992,841.32		$0.00				EUC Activity -PEUC		40		$212,558,309.51		$0.00		$0.00		$212,558,309.51

				Oct-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$616,126,968.94		$58,811,709.08		$557,315,259.86		$0.00

				Oct-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$616,126,968.94		$0.00		$58,811,709.08		$557,315,259.86		$434,531.81

		PEUC		Nov-20		Federal Emergency Compensation   PEUC		23		$293,930,153.74		$0.00		$293,930,153.74		$0.00				EUC Activity   PEUC		40		$300,113,916.44		$0.00		$0.00		$300,113,916.44

				Nov-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$788,252,768.40		$163,894,064.05		$624,358,704.35		$0.00

				Nov-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$788,252,768.40		$0.00		$163,894,064.05		$624,358,704.35		($6,183,762.70)

		PEUC		Dec-20		Federal Emergency Compensation-PEUC		23		$257,269,930.09		$0.00		$257,269,930.09		$0.00				PEUC Activity		40		$250,662,746.78		$0.00		$0.00		$250,662,746.78

				Dec-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$994,258,944.04		$60,055,297.82		$934,203,646.22		$0.00

				Dec-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$994,258,944.04		$0.00		$60,055,297.82		$934,203,646.22		$6,607,183.31

		PEUC		Jan-21		Federal Emergency Compensation -PEUC		23		$115,827,646.78		$0.00		$115,827,646.78		$0.00				EUC Activity -PEUC ?		40		$321,340,023.54		$0.00		$0.00		$321,340,023.54

				Jan-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$349,230,273.82		$46,570,077.35		$302,660,196.47		$0.00

				Jan-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$349,230,273.82		$0.00		$46,570,077.35		$302,660,196.47		($205,512,376.76)

		PEUC		Feb-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$350,254,191.81		$0.00		$350,254,191.81		$0.00				EUC Activity - PEUC		40		$482,384,683.66		$0.00		$0.00		$482,384,683.66

				Feb-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$765,104,780.24		$129,344,476.32		$635,760,303.92		$0.00

				Feb-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$765,104,780.24		$0.00		$129,344,476.32		$635,760,303.92		($132,130,491.85)

		PEUC		Mar-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$678,408,974.09		$0.00		$678,408,974.09		$0.00				EUC Activity - PEUC		40		$599,725,877.67		$0.00		$0.00		$599,725,877.67

				Mar-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,017,005,647.93		$12,063,242.83		$1,004,942,405.10		$0.00

				Mar-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,017,005,647.93		$0.00		$12,063,242.83		$1,004,942,405.10		$78,683,096.42

		PEUC		Apr-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$585,660,121.32		$0.00		$585,660,121.32		$0.00				EUC Activity - PEUC		40		$573,783,340.71		$0.00		$0.00		$573,783,340.71

				Apr-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$800,624,389.99		$177,101,696.66		$623,522,693.33		$0.00

				Apr-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$800,624,389.99		$0.00		$177,101,696.66		$623,522,693.33		$11,876,780.61

		PEUC		May-21		Federal Emergency Compensation -PEUC		23		$590,378,760.91		$0.00		$590,378,760.91		$0.00				EUC Activity - PEUC		40		$694,462,297.16		$0.00		$0.00		$694,462,297.16

				May-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,835,365,007.96		$1,235,910,772.51		$599,454,235.45		$0.00

				May-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,835,365,007.96		$0.00		$1,235,910,772.51		$599,454,235.45		($104,083,536.25)

		PEUC		Jun-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$643,726,658.20		$0.00		$643,726,658.20		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$548,867,917.37		$0.00		$0.00		$548,867,917.37

				Jun-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$710,358,452.28		$57,202,273.57		$653,156,178.71		$0.00

				Jun-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$710,358,452.28		$0.00		$57,202,273.57		$653,156,178.71		$94,858,740.83

		PEUC		Jul-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$519,481,801.04		$0.00		$519,481,801.04		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$515,147,139.71		$0.00		$0.00		$515,147,139.71

				Jul-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$585,438,089.14		$59,524,912.45		$525,913,176.69		$0.00

				Jul-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$585,438,089.14		$0.00		$59,524,912.45		$525,913,176.69		$4,334,661.33

		PEUC		Aug-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$606,008,138.30		$0.00		$606,008,138.30		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$655,139,085.91		$0.00		$0.00		$655,139,085.91

				Aug-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$814,449,162.90		$206,104,892.20		$608,344,270.70		$0.00

				Aug-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$814,449,162.90		$0.00		$206,104,892.20		$608,344,270.70		($49,130,947.61)

		PEUC		Sep-21		Federal Emergency Compensation		23		$214,202,971.12		$0.00		$214,202,971.12		$0.00				EUC Activity		40		$155,768,754.84		$0.00		$0.00		$155,768,754.84

				Sep-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$329,360,593.22		$112,372,253.02		$216,988,340.20		$0.00

				Sep-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$329,360,593.22		$0.00		$112,372,253.02		$216,988,340.20		$58,434,216.28





		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA (Trust Fund - Benefit Payments)		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		FPUC		Apr-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$1,051,966,520.00		$0.00		$0.00		$1,051,966,520.00		($378,974,546.00)		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$1,430,941,066.00		$0.00		$0.00		$1,430,941,066.00

		FPUC		May-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$2,828,797,483.83		$0.00		$0.00		$2,828,797,483.83		$107,409,733.00		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$2,721,387,750.83		$0.00		$0.00		$2,721,387,750.83		On 05.31.20 FPUC disbusrsements of approx. $235M were paid and captured in ETA 2112 but had not yet posted to bank.

		FPUC		Jun-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$2,528,401,326.99		$0.00		$0.00		$2,528,401,326.99		$45,392,129.07		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$2,483,009,197.92		$0.00		$0.00		$2,483,009,197.92

		FPUC		Jul-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$2,103,934,796.08		$0.00		$0.00		$2,103,934,796.08		($39,993,057.13)		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$2,143,927,853.21		$0.00		$0.00		$2,143,927,853.21

		FPUC		Aug-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$290,008,578.11		$0.00		$0.00		$290,008,578.11		$19,226,900.18		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$270,781,677.93		$0.00		$0.00		$270,781,677.93

		FPUC		Sep-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$80,837,170.33		$0.00		$0.00		$80,837,170.33		$3,720,858.54		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$77,116,311.79		$0.00		$0.00		$77,116,311.79

		FPUC		Oct-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$75,860,308.55		$0.00		$0.00		$75,860,308.55		$65,331.14		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$75,794,977.41		$0.00		$0.00		$75,794,977.41

		FPUC		Nov-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal  FPUC		23b		$55,619,982.02		$0.00		$0.00		$55,619,982.02		($3,160,781.91)		Short Term Compensation - Federal  FPUC		42b		$58,780,763.93		$0.00		$0.00		$58,780,763.93

		FPUC		Dec-20		Short Time Compensation - Federal -FPUC		23b		$35,598,151.72		$0.00		$0.00		$35,598,151.72		$2,710,298.61		Short Term Compensation - Federal FPUC		42b		$32,887,853.11		$0.00		$0.00		$32,887,853.11

		FPUC		Jan-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal -FPUC		23b		$538,452,635.14		$0.00		$0.00		$538,452,635.14		($142,348,632.00)		Short Term Compensation - Federal FPUC		42b		$680,801,267.14		$0.00		$0.00		$680,801,267.14

		FPUC		Feb-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$753,994,455.73		$0.00		$0.00		$753,994,455.73		$60,224,501.00		Short Term Compensation - Federal FPUC		42b		$693,769,954.73		$0.00		$0.00		$693,769,954.73

		FPUC		Mar-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$845,547,452.85		$0.00		$0.00		$845,547,452.85		$57,406,025.56		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$788,141,427.29		$0.00		$0.00		$788,141,427.29

		FPUC		Apr-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$616,953,901.25		$0.00		$0.00		$616,953,901.25		$11,048,010.52		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$605,905,890.73		$0.00		$0.00		$605,905,890.73

		FPUC		May-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$574,588,968.52		$0.00		$0.00		$574,588,968.52		($56,444,822.78)		Short Term Compensation - Federal -FPUC		42b		$631,033,791.30		$0.00		$0.00		$631,033,791.30

		FPUC		Jun-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$619,832,254.33		$0.00		$0.00		$619,832,254.33		$48,580,506.08		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$571,251,748.25		$0.00		$0.00		$571,251,748.25

		FPUC		Jul-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$466,205,721.49		$0.00		$0.00		$466,205,721.49		$7,245,591.42		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$458,960,130.07		$0.00		$0.00		$458,960,130.07

		FPUC		Aug-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$551,116,343.17		$0.00		$0.00		$551,116,343.17		($67,664,193.99)		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$618,780,537.16		$0.00		$0.00		$618,780,537.16

		FPUC		Sep-21		Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b		$225,272,447.98		$0.00		$0.00		$225,272,447.98		$72,950,540.79		Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b		$152,321,907.19		$0.00		$0.00		$152,321,907.19





		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA (Trust Fund - Benefit Payments)		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		PUA		Apr-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$535,607,316.00		$0.00		$0.00		$535,607,316.00		$302,528,188.00		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$233,079,128.00		$0.00		$0.00		$233,079,128.00

		PUA		May-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$660,937,723.14		$0.00		$0.00		$660,937,723.14		($95,161,243.00)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$756,098,966.14		$0.00		$0.00		$756,098,966.14

		PUA		Jun-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$428,392,709.01		$0.00		$0.00		$428,392,709.01		$33,290,597.63		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$395,102,111.38		$0.00		$0.00		$395,102,111.38

		PUA		Jul-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$390,060,548.80		$0.00		$0.00		$390,060,548.80		$4,015,532.26		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$386,045,016.54		$0.00		$0.00		$386,045,016.54

		PUA		Aug-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$387,252,544.53		$0.00		$0.00		$387,252,544.53		($49,116,063.10)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$436,368,607.63		$0.00		$0.00		$436,368,607.63

		PUA		Sep-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$373,691,388.30		$0.00		$0.00		$373,691,388.30		$55,382,662.35		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$318,308,725.95		$0.00		$0.00		$318,308,725.95

		PUA		Oct-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$315,723,142.23		$0.00		$0.00		$315,723,142.23		$5,008,981.87		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$310,714,160.36		$0.00		$0.00		$310,714,160.36

		PUA		Nov-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$308,812,328.62		$0.00		$0.00		$308,812,328.62		($60,230,925.00)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$369,043,253.62		$0.00		$0.00		$369,043,253.62

		PUA		Dec-20		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$369,977,643.93		$0.00		$0.00		$369,977,643.93		$58,222,932.00		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$311,754,711.93		$0.00		$0.00		$311,754,711.93

		PUA		Jan-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$283,415,738.03		$0.00		$0.00		$283,415,738.03		($1,550,489.30)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$284,966,227.33		$0.00		$0.00		$284,966,227.33

		PUA		Feb-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$273,280,525.98		$0.00		$0.00		$273,280,525.98		($235,025.70)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$273,515,551.68		$0.00		$0.00		$273,515,551.68

		PUA		Mar-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$333,826,881.64		$0.00		$0.00		$333,826,881.64		($5,093,663.62)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$338,920,545.26		$0.00		$0.00		$338,920,545.26

		PUA		Apr-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$255,184,068.81		$0.00		$0.00		$255,184,068.81		$3,215,106.62		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$251,968,962.19		$0.00		$0.00		$251,968,962.19

		PUA		May-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$231,500,105.38		$0.00		$0.00		$231,500,105.38		$350,768.00		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$231,149,337.38		$0.00		$0.00		$231,149,337.38

		PUA		Jun-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$250,258,622.94		$0.00		$0.00		$250,258,622.94		($2,783,966.04)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$253,042,588.98		$0.00		$0.00		$253,042,588.98

		PUA		Jul-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$167,760,853.89		$0.00		$0.00		$167,760,853.89		$4,896,510.95		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$162,864,342.94		$0.00		$0.00		$162,864,342.94

		PUA		Aug-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$181,350,595.01		$0.00		$0.00		$181,350,595.01		($38,019,541.20)		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$219,370,136.21		$0.00		$0.00		$219,370,136.21

		PUA		Sep-21		PUA Draw - Federal		23c		$89,539,326.93		$0.00		$0.00		$89,539,326.93		$37,875,417.94		Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c		$51,663,908.99		$0.00		$0.00		$51,663,908.99





		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA (Trust Fund - Benefit Payments)		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		MEUC		Apr-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		May-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Jun-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Jul-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Aug-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Sep-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Oct-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Nov-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Dec-20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Jan-21		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Feb-21		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Mar-21		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		MEUC		Apr-21		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e		$21,200.00						$21,200.00

		MEUC		May-21		MEUC Draw - Federal		23d		$958,200.00		$0.00		$0.00		$958,200.00		$11,500.00		Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e		$946,700.00		$0.00		$0.00		$946,700.00

		MEUC		Jun-21		MEUC Draw - Federal		23d		$345,000.00		$0.00		$0.00		$345,000.00		($3,100.00)		Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e		$348,100.00		$0.00		$0.00		$348,100.00

		MEUC		Jul-21		MEUC Draw - Federal		23d		$239,900.00		$0.00		$0.00		$239,900.00		$7,800.00		Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e		$232,100.00		$0.00		$0.00		$232,100.00

		MEUC		Aug-21		MEUC Draw - Federal		23d		$249,100.00		$0.00		$0.00		$249,100.00		($52,000.00)		Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e		$301,100.00		$0.00		$0.00		$301,100.00

		MEUC		Sep-21		MEUC Draw - Federal		23d		$153,800.00		$0.00		$0.00		$153,800.00		$153,800.00		Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e





		DEPOSITS																		DISBURSEMENTS

		Program		Month/Year		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		DELTA (Trust Fund - Benefit Payments)		ITEM		LN NO		NET TOTALS (Sum of D, E,& F)		CLEARING ACCOUNT		UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND ACCT		BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCT		NOTES

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Apr-20		From Other Sources (Title XII Loan Advances)		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		$0.00

				Apr-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,042,545,682.85		$140,242,144.02		$902,303,538.83		$0.00

				Apr-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,042,545,682.85		$0.00		$140,242,144.02		$902,303,538.83

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		May-20		From Other Sources (Title XII Loan Advances)		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		$0.00

				May-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,550,947,021.04		$798,653,580.02		$752,293,441.02		$0.00

				May-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,550,947,021.04		$0.00		$798,653,580.02		$752,293,441.02

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Jun-20		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		$0.00

				Jun-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,139,009,240.08		$37,879,880.46		$1,101,129,359.62		$0.00

				Jun-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,139,009,240.08		$0.00		$37,879,880.46		$1,101,129,359.62

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Jul-20		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		$0.00

				Jul-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$882,789,093.72		$63,591,471.90		$819,197,621.82		$0.00

				Jul-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$882,789,093.72		$0.00		$63,591,471.90		$819,197,621.82

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Aug-20		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		$0.00

				Aug-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$993,421,360.83		$187,159,274.37		$806,262,086.46		$0.00

				Aug-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$993,421,360.83		$0.00		$187,159,274.37		$806,262,086.46

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Sep-20		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$190,937,537.22		$0.00		$0.00		$190,937,537.22

				Sep-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$668,307,700.07		$25,624,440.93		$642,683,259.14		$0.00

				Sep-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$668,307,700.07		$0.00		$25,624,440.93		$642,683,259.14		($190,937,537.22)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Oct-20		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$21,659,328.22		$0.00		$0.00		$21,659,328.22

				Oct-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$616,126,968.94		$58,811,709.08		$557,315,259.86		$0.00

				Oct-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$616,126,968.94		$0.00		$58,811,709.08		$557,315,259.86		($21,659,328.22)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Nov-20		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Temporary Federal Compensation		42d		$29,177,044.39		$0.00		$0.00		$29,177,044.39

				Nov-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$788,252,768.40		$163,894,064.05		$624,358,704.35		$0.00

				Nov-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$788,252,768.40		$0.00		$163,894,064.05		$624,358,704.35		($29,177,044.39)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Dec-20		Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		25		$241,773,909.83		$0.00		$241,773,909.83		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		($5,169,936.13)		$0.00		$0.00		($5,169,936.13)

				Dec-20		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$994,258,944.04		$60,055,297.82		$934,203,646.22		$0.00

				Dec-20		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$994,258,944.04		$0.00		$60,055,297.82		$934,203,646.22		$246,943,845.96

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Jan-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		($3,023,425.30)		$0.00		$0.00		($3,023,425.30)

				Jan-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$349,230,273.82		$46,570,077.35		$302,660,196.47		$0.00

				Jan-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$349,230,273.82		$0.00		$46,570,077.35		$302,660,196.47		$3,023,425.30

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Feb-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$50,461.23						$50,461.23

				Feb-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$765,104,780.24		$129,344,476.32		$635,760,303.92		$0.00

				Feb-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$765,104,780.24		$0.00		$129,344,476.32		$635,760,303.92		($50,461.23)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Mar-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$7,962,609.42		$0.00		$0.00		$7,962,609.42

				Mar-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,017,005,647.93		$12,063,242.83		$1,004,942,405.10		$0.00

				Mar-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,017,005,647.93		$0.00		$12,063,242.83		$1,004,942,405.10		($7,962,609.42)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Apr-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$3,801,514.75						$3,801,514.75

				Apr-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$800,624,389.99		$177,101,696.66		$623,522,693.33		$0.00

				Apr-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$800,624,389.99		$0.00		$177,101,696.66		$623,522,693.33		($3,801,514.75)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		May-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$3,965,376.21		$0.00		$0.00		$3,965,376.21

				May-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$1,835,365,007.96		$1,235,910,772.51		$599,454,235.45		$0.00

				May-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$1,835,365,007.96		$0.00		$1,235,910,772.51		$599,454,235.45		($3,965,376.21)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Jun-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$3,396,083.58						$3,396,083.58

				Jun-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$710,358,452.28		$57,202,273.57		$653,156,178.71		$0.00

				Jun-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$710,358,452.28		$0.00		$57,202,273.57		$653,156,178.71		($3,396,083.58)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Jul-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$2,621,334.60						$2,621,334.60

				Jul-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$585,438,089.14		$59,524,912.45		$525,913,176.69		$0.00

				Jul-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$585,438,089.14		$0.00		$59,524,912.45		$525,913,176.69		($2,621,334.60)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Aug-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		$38,421,601.49		$0.00		$0.00		$38,421,601.49

				Aug-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$814,449,162.90		$206,104,892.20		$608,344,270.70		$0.00

				Aug-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$814,449,162.90		$0.00		$206,104,892.20		$608,344,270.70		($38,421,601.49)

		1st Week Emplyr Reimb		Sep-21		Other Sources #1		25		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				Other Sources #1 Waiting Week		42d		($9,551,497.85)						($9,551,497.85)

				Sep-21		Intra-Account Transfer		47		$329,360,593.22		$112,372,253.02		$216,988,340.20		$0.00

				Sep-21		Intra-Account Transfer		16		$329,360,593.22		$0.00		$112,372,253.02		$216,988,340.20		$9,551,497.85
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A. Handbook Purpose 
This handbook contains instructions for use by State Workforce Agencies (SWAs) for the preparation and 


submittal of most Unemployment Insurance (UI) reports.  ET Handbook No. 402, Unemployment Insurance 


Required Reports Handbook, which shows how to report through the UI electronic entry system, should be 


used in conjunction with these instructions.  See also Section Q., Other Reporting Requirements, for other 


reports not contained in this handbook. 


 


B. Reporting Policy 
It is the policy of the Office of Workforce Security (OWS) to assure accuracy, uniformity, and comparability 


in the reporting of statistical data derived from state unemployment insurance operations through state 


adherence to Federal definitions of reporting items, use of specific formats, observance of reporting due dates, 


and regular verification of reporting items.  


 


The National Office assists SWAs in meeting these requirements by setting forth definitions in specific 


instructions and through the Data Validation process.  (See ET Handbook No. 361) 


 


C. Handbook Structure 
 Instructions contained in the UI Reports Handbook are divided into sections by category such as Claimant 


Activity or Fund Management Activity.  Each report generally contains the following sub-sections: 


 


  Contents 


  Facsimile of Form 


  Purpose 


  Due Date and Transmittal 


  General Reporting Instructions 


  Definitions 


  Item by Item Instruction 


  Special Program Reporting 


 


D. Handbook Revisions 
Handbook revisions are distributed through Handbook Transmittals issued from the National Office.  Dates of 


issuance are displayed at the bottom of each revised page.   


 


E. Page Numbers 
Page numbers are displayed at the bottom of each page.  The page number formats consist of a section 


[Roman numeral], chapter [number], and then page [number] within the chapter. 


 


F. Forms 
Hard copy forms are only to be used for those instances when electronic reporting is not possible because of 


hardware or software failure (see G. below). 


 


G. Electronic Reporting 
Report data contained in this handbook, unless specifically excluded, must be transmitted electronically.  


(Consult separate Handbook No. 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual for 


electronic reporting instructions.)  Data entry screens for electronic transmission resemble the paper form to 


the extent technically possible.  Any report transmitted electronically should not be reported on hard copy to 


either the National Office or the Regional Office unless there are specific instructions to the contrary.  


Electronic submittal is more timely and allows for immediate feedback to states on the numbers entered.  It 


also allows the National Office to directly transfer the data into a National Office computer data base.  


 


Reports ordinarily transmitted electronically may be transmitted by hard paper copy only when hardware, or 
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software problems arise which will not allow for timely electronic transmittal.  Paper transmittal should not 


be used to circumvent edits which prevent transmissions.  Rather, errors should be investigated and corrected.  


If reports are submitted in hard copy, one copy of the report should be transmitted to the National Office to 


the address given in Section I. "Mailing Address" as listed below.  To assure consistency between the state 


and National Office data bases, electronic reports submitted on paper should be resubmitted electronically 


when hardware or software problems are resolved.  If paper reporting is used, the reason that electronic 


reporting was unavailable should be specified in the comments.  Due dates remain the same whether 


electronically transmitted or a hard copy is mailed.  Sufficient time should be allowed for the reports to arrive 


on or before the required due date.   


 


H. Timeliness 
Reports must be sent in time to arrive in the National Office by the due date.  Delinquency of reports which 


are electronically sent is determined by the date the report was submitted.  The submission date is stored in 


the data base as the mail date (mldate).  The system automatically assigns a mail date at the time of 


submission.  The mail date cannot be altered once assigned.  The report submission process transfers a copy 


of the report data to a file on the state system.  The National Office system polls each state system every night 


and retrieves these files.  To assure that a report arrives in the National Office by the due date, it must be 


submitted on or before the due date.  If there are network communications problems that prevent data pick up 


of reports, the report will still be considered on time if it was submitted on or before the due date.   


 


Timeliness of reports which cannot be submitted electronically is determined by the date of arrival in the 


National Office.  SWAs should allow for mail time when sending a report by mail.  


 


I. Mailing Address 
For reports submitted by mail, unless otherwise specified in instructions, one copy should be sent to the 


appropriate Regional Office and one to the National Office at the following address: 


 


  U.S. Department of Labor 


  Employment and Training Administration 


  Attn: OWS/UI-Reports, Rm. S-4231 


  200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 


  Washington, DC 20210 


 


Submit faxes to 202-693-3229 to the attention OWS/UI Reports. 


 


J. Report Comments 
Provisions have been made to include comments for all electronic reports.  Comments should be provided to 


explain data fluctuations caused by policies, procedures, and/or local economic conditions. 


 


The use of meaningful abbreviations is recommended if the space provided for comments is not adequate.   


 


K. Classification by Program 
Claims and payment activities may involve one or more programs.  Joint claims are classified for reporting 


purposes as follows: 


 


1. UI.  All claims, either alone or in combination with UCFE and/or UCX,  


 


2. UCFE.  All UCFE claims, either alone or in combination with UCX,  


 


3. UCX.  Claims involving only UCX. 


 


L. Record Retention 
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Unless otherwise noted in specific instructions, source data supporting counts should be retained for at least 


three years. 


 


M. Dollar Amount 
Unless otherwise specified, all dollar amount entries should be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.  Dollar 


amounts which are totals of other dollar amounts appearing on the same form should be the sum of the 


rounded sub-par figures. 


 


N. Procedures for Rounding Numbers 
Unless otherwise noted, the 5/4 rounding method is to be used.  That is, if the digit to the right of the digit to 


be rounded is 5 or more, round up to the next higher digit.  If the digit to the right of the digit to be rounded is 


4 or less, round down, that is truncate.  Values which are totals of other values appearing on the same form 


should be the sum of the rounded sub-part figures.   


 


O. Missing Values / Total Cells 
For the six regular program workload reports (ETA 5159, ETA 5130, ETA 218, ETA 207, ETA 581, and 


ETA 586) any values not filled in will prevent the report from being transmitted to the National Office.   


 


Incomplete reports are not acceptable.  For non-workload related reports or for workload related reports other 


than regular versions, cells not filled in are assumed to be zero and are automatically zero filled when left 


blank.   


 


P. State Code 
Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) two-digit alpha codes will be used for designating the State 


code unless otherwise specified.  For electronically submitted reports, State and codes are automatically 


entered by the program. 


 


Q. Other Reporting Requirements 
Other UI reporting requirements not in this handbook are in the following handbooks, noted below, and 


should be consulted.  


 


HB 315 Adjustment Assistance for Workers Under the Trade Adjustment Assistance Amendments of 


1981 


HB 336 State Quality Service Plan 


HB 365 UI Quality Appraisal 


HB 384 Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemembers (UCX) 


HB 391 Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE) 


HB 395 Quality Control 


HB 399 Unemployment Compensation Claims Filed Under the Interstate Arrangement for Combining 


Employment and Wages 


HB 407 Tax Performance System 


 


This list of reporting requirements is not all inclusive.  Other Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 


approved reporting is transmitted to SWAs via UI Program Letters, Reports and Analysis Letters, or other 


official directives.   


 


R. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
OWS cooperates with the Bureau of Labor Statistics in its collection of data for the ES 202, Employment, 


Wages and Contributions Report and for the Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) program.  The 


data collected in these programs are also used by OWS for UI program purposes.   
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ETA 207 – NONMONETARY DETERMINATION ACTIVITIES 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


SECTION A.  DETERMINATIONS, REDETERMINATIONS and DENIALS 


Item 


Line 


No. 


Single Claimant Totals Multi-Claimant Totals 


Total 


Determinations 


and 


Redeterminations 


Total 


Determinations 


Total 


Redeterm- 


inations 


Total 


Multi- 


claimant 


Labor 


Dispute 


Multi- 


claimant 


Other 


(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 


State 


UI 


Determinations 101       


Denials 102       


UCFE 


No UI 


Determinations 103  


  
Denials 104  


UCX 


Only 


Determinations 105  


Denials 106  


SECTION B.  DETERMINATIONS INVOLVING SEPARATION ISSUES, SINGLE-CLAIMANT 


Item 


Line 


No. 


Total 


Separation 


Issues 


Voluntary 


Leaving Discharge Other 


(7) (8) (9) (10) 


State 


UI 


Determinations 201     


Denials 202     


UCFE 


No UI 


Determinations 203     


Denials 204     


SECTION C.  DETERMINATIONS INVOLVING NONSEPARATION ISSUES 


Item 


Line 


No. 


       


Total 


Nonsep- 


aration 


Issues 


Able, 


Available, 


Actively 


Seeking 


Disqualifying/ 


Deductible 


Income 


Refusal 


of 


Suitable 


Work 


Reporting 


Requirement 


Call-ins and 


Other 


Refusal 


Profiling 


Referrals 


Other 


(Aliens, 


Athlete 


School) 


(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 


State 


UI 


Determinations 301        


Denials 302        


Comments: 


O M B No.: 1205-0150      O M B Expiration Date:  03/31/2017     O M B Burden Hours: 240 Minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 
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OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send 


comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including 


suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, 


Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
  


The data reported on the ETA 207 provides current information on the volume and nature of nonmonetary 


determinations and denials under state, UCFE and UCX unemployment insurance programs.  Agencies use 


the data to budget workloads, evaluate law changes, appraise disqualification processes and relate to benefit 


appeals.  The National Office uses it to determine workload counts, to analyze the ratio of disqualifications to 


determinations, and to examine and evaluate the program effect of nonmonetary activities.  The regular report 


will include data from the regular program and the Short Time Compensation (STC) Program also known as 


Workshare.  The regular report will not include workload under the Additional Benefits (AB) program.  


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 15th day of the month following the quarter to which it 


relates.  Both the regular and EB versions will be submitted electronically.  Each report should include only 


those determinations, redeterminations, and denials dated during that calendar quarter.  For reporting 


purposes, the date of determination is defined as the date printed on the determination notice, or, if no notice 


is required, the date payment is authorized, waiting week credit is given, or an offset is applied. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Classify nonmonetary determinations by the eligibility issue involved.  A count will be taken for each issue 


determined.  Exclude conditions described in E.1.b. 


 


Multiple issues may be raised and addressed by the same set of facts.  The same or different facts may or may 


not be needed to resolve the issues.  If the state issues multiple determinations based on the same set of facts, 


then each determination shall be reported because each one represents an official action taken by the state 


agency. (See E.5. Single Claimant Determination).  


 


Entries must be made for all required items.  Enter a zero when the item is not applicable or no activity 


corresponding to the items occurred during the report period.  A report containing missing data cannot be sent 


to the National Office but can be stored on the state's system.  See Handbook 402, Appendix C for detailed 


edits. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Nonmonetary Determination.  A determination of eligibility made by the initial authority based on facts 


related to an "issue" detected: 


 which had the potential to affect the claimant's past, present, or future benefit rights; and 


  


 for which a determination of eligibility was made. 


 


a. The following situations constitute nonmonetary determinations and should be reported: 


 


(1) Determinations made because of misrepresentation or fraud reportable on form ETA 227, 


Overpayment Detection and Recovery Activities.   


 


Note:  Overpayment notices on uncontested earnings detected 


by any method (e.g., crossmatch) are not reportable. 


 


(2) A claimant's separation for any reason other than a genuine “lack of work” which results in 


a nonmonetary determination.   “Other than lack of work” includes such reasons as  “laid 


off-too slow” or “failed to perform” and should be reported. 
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(3) A disagreement exists as to whether the claimant satisfied the conditions of an indefinite 


disqualification (i.e., until reemployed for a specific period or has earned a specific sum of 


money) that resulted in a nonmonetary determination. 


 


(4) Investigation of a claimant's explanation for late reporting that results in a nonmonetary 


determination. 


 


b. The following situations do not constitute nonmonetary determinations and should not be 


reported: 


 


(1) Determinations made solely for deciding whether charges should be made to an employer's 


experience-rating account. 


 


(2) Routine exploration of facts or questioning claimants in association with the claimstaking 


process except under circumstances of disagreement.  Examples of routine questioning or 


decisions not giving rise to a nonmonetary count are: 


 


(a) Claimant's acceptance of the claimstaker’s conclusion that the week’s earnings 


require a reduction in the benefit amount for that week. 


 


(b) Claimant's acceptance of benefits for only a portion of a week claimed when the state 


law provides for reduced benefits in cases where the claimant was ill or otherwise 


unavailable for work during part of the week. 


 


(c) A determination on whether or not a stated period of time elapsed since a   


disqualifying act, satisfying the disqualification.  This is part of the function   of 


taking claims. 


 


(d) A determination on whether or not the claimant meets the minimum wage   and 


employment requalifying requirement to establish a benefit year.  This   is part of the 


monetary determination function and under no circumstances   should be reported as 


a nonmonetary determination. 


 


(e) A determination on the existence of and/or number of dependents.  This is  part of 


the monetary determination function and under no circumstances   should be 


reported as a nonmonetary determination. 


 


(f) A determination on whether the claimant meets state requirements for establishing a 


subsequent benefit year (e.g., 30 days of bona fide work since exhausting a benefit 


series).  This is part of the monetary determination function. 


 


2. Past, Present, or Future Benefit Rights. The following are examples explaining the requirement that the issue 


must have the potential to affect present, past, or future benefit rights. 


 


a. In response to a charge statement, an employer protests that the claimant recently refused a job.  A 


determination is made on the issue of refusal of suitable work.  This meets the criterion of 


affecting past, present, or future benefit rights if the maximum period of disqualification which 


could be imposed has not elapsed and/or the claimant has not exhausted benefit rights. 


 


b. The claimant states the reason for separation is "layoff" and the employer does not furnish any 


contradictory information on the separation notice.  As a result, the claimant receives benefits for 


four weeks before ceasing to file.  The employer protests the charge notice for the four weeks of 


benefits, stating that the claimant quit.  The state agency determines that the claimant, in fact, 


voluntarily quit his/her job without good cause and is disqualified until reemployed for at least 
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four weeks.  This determination meets the requirement of affecting past, present, or future benefit 


rights whether or not the claimant was filing at the time. 


             


3. Nonmonetary Determination Issues.  The following situations constitute "issues" for the purpose of reporting 


nonmonetary determinations: 


 


a. Voluntary Leaving Work.  Leaving work without good cause is reason for disqualification.  There 


are two broad provisions for leaving work with good cause.  In some states, good cause for leaving 


must be connected to the work.  In other states, good cause for leaving may be either personal or 


work connected.  For reporting purposes, include under this category all voluntary leaving issues 


including those involving marital, paternal, filial, or other domestic or personal circumstances, and 


attendance at school or training.   


 


b. Discharge.  Employer initiated separations occurring for reasons other than lack of work must be 


adjudicated to determine if the claimant was discharged for reasons that constituted misconduct in 


connection with the work.  Misconduct is defined as a willful or controllable breach of a claimant's 


duties, responsibilities or behavior that the employer has a right to expect.  It is a deliberate or 


substantially negligent act or an omission which adversely affects the employer's legitimate 


business interests.  Simple negligence with no harmful intent, inefficiency, unsatisfactory conduct 


beyond the claimant's control, or good faith errors of judgment or discretion are not misconduct.  


However, for reporting purposes, all determinations involving discharge including those resulting 


in a finding of no misconduct should be reported.  Also  include under this category issues 


involving a discharge for "gross" or "aggravated" misconduct, as defined under some state laws. 


 


c. Able - Available - Actively Seeking Work.  Being able to work means that an individual has the 


physical and mental capacity to perform work.  Being available for work means that an individual 


has potential for employment and is ready (e.g., has child care, transportation, necessary licenses, 


etc.) and is willing to accept employment.  Each worker falls somewhere between available, that 


is, willing and able to perform any job, at any time, under any conditions and being unavailable, 


that is, being unwilling, not ready, or unable to accept or perform any job, under any conditions. 


 


Availability is lessened by circumstances that decrease an individual's chances of becoming 


employed, and is increased by circumstances that enhance chances for becoming employed. 


Ineligibility occurs when there are undue problems, unreasonable or unrealistic restrictions 


regarding wages, hours of work or travel that are a barrier to accepting work or there is a lack of 


significant interest in employment. 


 


Numerous states have specific provisions in their laws that require a search for work, while others 


consider a search for work as part of the availability consideration.  Actively seeking work 


includes contacting potential employers and generally attempting to find work in ways that any 


reasonably prudent person attempts to secure work. 


 


For reporting purposes, include under this category all able-available-actively seeking work issues 


including those involving marital, parental, filial or personal obligations and attendance at school 


or training.   Only one nonmonetary count may be taken for a given week for an able/available 


issue. 


 


d. Disqualifying or Deductible Income.  This category includes determinations relating to the effect 


upon benefit entitlement of payments such as workers' compensation, Old Age and Survivors 


Insurance (OASI) benefits, unemployment benefits under another state or Federal law, dismissal 


payments or wages in lieu of notice, vacation or holiday pay, and payments made under an 


employer's pension plan.  This issue is reportable if properly documented. 


 


e. Suitable Work Refusals.  A claimant's refusal of suitable work or an offer of referral to a job 
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without good cause is reason for disqualification.  For an issue to exist, it must first be established 


that a bona fide job offer or an offer of referral to a job existed.  


    


f. Reporting Requirements.  Issues involving reporting requirements relate to requests for backdating 


of new or additional claims, late filing of continued claims, and failure to report as required to 


provide claims information.  


    


Example:  The claimant requested his initial claim be backdated to allow benefits for the prior four 


weeks.  When questioned as to the reason for the delay in filing, the claimant stated he thought he 


would be recalled to work and would not need the benefits.  The state determined the claimant had 


not established good cause for the delay in filing and issued a nonmonetary determination denying 


the request.  


    


g. Labor Disputes.  These are issues arising from state law on unemployment resulting from labor 


disputes and are generally multi-claimant.  Therefore, all labor dispute determinations should be 


reported in the multi-claimant category, even though some can be construed as single claimant 


determinations or the proper category is initially indiscernible (e.g., some interstate claims).  In 


these cases, a notice issued to one claimant is usually based on a set of labor dispute facts which 


inherently has potential applicability to other claimants involved who may file later. 


 


For reporting purposes, labor dispute issues are always reported as multi-claimant determinations 


in column 5. 


 


h. Refusal of Referral to Profiling Services.  Section 4 of the Emergency Unemployment 


Compensation Amendments of 1993 established  a program to profile UC claimants as to their 


likelihood of exhausting benefits and to refer to reemployment services those most likely to 


exhaust benefits.  Refusal to accept referral to services without justifiable cause is grounds for 


denial of benefits.  Determinations made because of a claimant's refusal to be referred to services 


and any resulting denials will be reported in column 16 of the report.  Failure to report to referred 


training, without evidence of refusal, should be counted in "Reporting Requirements,” not in 


"Refusal of Profiling Referral to Services.” 


 


i. Alien Legal Status.  Section 3304(a)(14), FUTA, provides that compensation shall not be payable 


on the basis of services performed by an alien unless the alien was in one of three eligibility 


categories at the time such services were performed.  The categories include aliens who were 


lawfully admitted for permanent residence at the time the services were performed, lawfully 


present for purposes of performing the services, or permanently residing in the U.S. under color of 


law at the time the services were performed. 


 


An alien must also be "able and available" for work while claiming benefits.  This means the 


claimant must have current work authorization during the claim series.  This is a separate issue 


from legal status during the base period and such determinations should be reported in column 12, 


Able, Available, Actively Seeking. 


 


Determinations concerning an alien’s legal status during the base period will result in a 


nonmonetary determination which may affect the claimant's monetary determination.  Report only 


the original monetary determination on the ETA 218, Benefit Rights and Experience report, and 


the nonmonetary determination in column 17, Other of the ETA 207.  A monetary redetermination 


issued as a result of the nonmonetary determination is not reportable.  


 


j. Professional Athlete Claimant.  Section 3304(a)(13), FUTA, requires that compensation shall not 


be payable to any individual on the basis of services, substantially all of which consist of 


participating in sports or athletic events (or training or preparing to participate), for any week 


between two successive sport seasons, if the individual performed services in the first season and 
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there is reasonable assurance that the individual will perform services in the second season.  The 


term "athlete" may include, at state option, ancillary personnel involved with the team or event 


such as managers, coaches, and trainers employed by professional teams, and referees and umpires 


employed by professional leagues or associations.  This section of Federal law requires the state to 


determine whether substantially all the athlete's base period services were earned from 


participating in sporting events and whether the athlete is "between seasons.”  “Substantially all” 


is defined as 90% or more of the total base period wages.  


    


Determinations concerning a professional athlete’s status during the base period could result in a 


nonmonetary determination which may affect the claimant's monetary determination.  Report only 


the original monetary determination on the ETA 218, Benefit Rights and Experience report, and 


the nonmonetary determination in column 17, Other, of the ETA 207.  A monetary 


redetermination issued as a result of the nonmonetary determination is not reportable.  


 


k. Educational Employee Claimant "Between" and "Within" Terms.  Section 3304(a)(6)(A), FUTA, 


requires that a state law provide that benefits be payable based on services performed for state and 


local government entities and certain nonprofit organizations in the same amount, on the same 


terms, and subject to the same conditions as benefits payable on the basis of other covered service.  


The only permitted exceptions to the "equal treatment" requirement are specified in clauses (i) 


through (v) of the same paragraph.  These exceptions are referred to as the "between" and "within" 


terms denial provisions. 


 


These exceptions provide that employees of educational institutions, educational service agencies, 


and certain other entities are ineligible for benefits based on such services between academic years 


or terms and during vacation periods and holiday recesses within terms if they have a "reasonable 


assurance" of performing in the same or similar capacity in the following year, term, or remainder 


of the term.  This section of Federal law requires a state to apply these denial provisions also to  


employees of state and local governments and nonprofit organizations if they provide service to or 


on behalf of an educational institution. 


 


In applying this section of Federal law, a state agency must first issue a monetary determination 


containing all the claimant's covered services during the base period.  A nonmonetary 


determination must then be made as to whether the "between" and "within" terms educational 


denial provisions apply, and if so, the agency must also issue a monetary redetermination 


excluding such non-allowable services. 


 


Therefore, determinations regarding whether the "between" and "within" terms educational denial 


provisions apply will result in a nonmonetary determination which may affect the claimant's 


monetary determination.  Report only the original monetary determination on the ETA 218, 


Benefit Rights and Experience report, and the nonmonetary determination in column 17, Other, of 


the ETA 207.  A monetary redetermination issued as a result of the nonmonetary determination is 


not reportable.  


              


Separation and/or nonseparation issues which occur at times other than between academic years or 


terms, during vacation periods, or holiday recesses within terms involving employees of 


educational institutions, educational service agencies, and certain other entities should be 


adjudicated under the regular provisions of state law and reported accordingly. 


 


l. Miscellaneous.  Miscellaneous circumstances (unemployment status, seasonality and removal of 


all or part of a disqualification) are issues only when a disagreement arises on facts or application 


of the law.  In the absence of disagreement, these situations generally only require action of a 


clerical nature such as reducing that particular week's benefit amount, noting earnings used to lift a 


disqualification, or changes in circumstances that might remove or satisfy a previous denial.  In 


these cases,  the claimant agrees to the facts and the situation does not constitute an issue. 
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If, however, after a discussion of the facts, benefits are denied through a written determination, 


then the resulting determination should be counted as a nonmonetary determination for the 


following issues: 


 


(1) Unemployment Status.  A nonmonetary determination may be counted when there is a 


question on whether for a particular week: a) the claimant's activities or status constitutes 


"service" or "employment," or b) the claimant earns "wages" or receives "remuneration," 


resulting in ineligibility as "not unemployed," or only partially unemployed.  Note, 


however, that determinations concerning the effect of payments such as worker's 


compensation, OASI benefits, unemployment benefits under another state or Federal law, 


dismissal payments or wages in lieu of notice, vacation or holiday pay, and payments made 


under an employer's pension plan come under the category of disqualifying or deductible 


income.  See Section E.3.d. 


 


Example:  Based on the employer's statement of earnings, a claimant is awarded only 


partial benefits for a specified week.  The claimant objects to the reduction in benefits on 


the grounds that the employer's statement is incorrect.  Because of disagreement over the 


accuracy of the employer's statement, the state issues a nonmonetary determination based 


on the information obtained.  The resulting determination is reportable (provided the other 


nonmonetary requirements in this section are met).  If the claimant had agreed with the 


employer’s information, a determination would not be needed and, therefore, not 


reportable. 


 


(2) Seasonality.  A nonmonetary determination may be counted when there is a question on 


whether special statutory provisions under which seasonal workers may be denied benefits 


should apply. 


 


(3) Removal of All or Part of a Disqualification. A nonmonetary determination may be counted 


when there is a question on whether specific requalifying requirements are met, e.g., until 


employed for a specified period of time or until specified amounts are earned. 


 


Example:  The claimant is required to earn $500 to lift a disqualification, but presents 


evidence of earning $450.  The claimant contends there were more earnings, but has no 


evidence.  A question exists; further inquiry with the employer and/or the claimant may be 


necessary.  After resolving the issue and making the determination, the determination 


should be reported. 


 


Nonmonetary determinations made under these circumstances are reported in column 17, 


"Other," of the ETA 207. 


 


4. Nonmonetary Redetermination.  A determination made under statute, regulation, or well defined policy 


specifically requiring reconsideration of a nonmonetary determination prior to the administrative appeal 


stage, and which affirms, reverses, or modifies a determination.   


 


Nonmonetary Redeterminations are reportable under the following conditions:  (All conditions must be 


met.) 


 


a. The need for reconsideration arises as the result of a protest by an interested party  requiring actual 


review of all facts on which the determination was based or from the agency's own initiative based 


upon new or additional information; 


 


b. All pertinent evidence and records are actually re-examined;  and 
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c. A written redetermination notice is issued to the claimant and any other interested party and is 


recorded. 


   


A redetermination will always relate to the benefit period applicable to the original determination.  


(Facts concerning a different period or different circumstances may raise new issues calling for a 


new nonmonetary determination). 


 


Redeterminations do not include determinations which are changed due to periodic supervisory 


reviews in which errors may be corrected.  These corrected determinations are not based on new 


or additional information or protest and should not be reported as redeterminations.  Also, if the 


claimant objects to a nonmonetary determination, listening to a repeated earlier statement and 


explaining the determination does not constitute a redetermination.  A redetermination can only be 


made as a result of either the receipt of new or additional information or a protest by the employer 


or claimant and must always result in a written determination upon reconsideration of the original 


determination which affirms, reverses, or modifies the original determination. 


5. Single-Claimant Nonmonetary Determination.  A nonmonetary determination based upon facts which relate 


to an individual situation and issued to a single claimant.  If two or more issues were raised and determined, 


based on the same set of facts, report each determination as a separate single-claimant nonmonetary 


determination. 


 


Example:  A claimant voluntarily quits a job and files for unemployment.  A statement is taken 


regarding the separation issue.  During the interview, the claimant reveals that he/she quit due to a lack 


of transportation.  Two issues have now been raised by the same set of facts.  Two nonmonetary 


determinations, one separation issue and one nonseparation issue, may be reported based on the one set 


of facts if all the facts to support each determination are contained in the statement.  


 


6. Multi-Claimant Nonmonetary Determination.   A nonmonetary determination based upon a set of facts which 


apply to two or more similarly situated individuals and which may result in the issuance of one or more 


notices, depending upon the number of individual claimants involved. 


 


Example:  In a labor dispute involving 500 persons, three claims were filed each representing a 


different worker.  Nonmonetary determination notices were issued disqualifying all three claims.  One 


multi-claimant determination should be reported since identical notices were issued to, or applied to, 


two or more claimants in a labor dispute.  Note:  If different classes or grades of workers are involved 


in the same labor dispute,  one multi-claimant count may be taken for the first notice issued for each 


class or grade of worker. 


 


7. Denial of Benefits.  Action imposed by a nonmonetary determination which cancels, reduces, or postpones a 


claimant's benefit rights.  Under a multi-claimant determination, the count is reflective of the number of 


individuals impacted by the one multi-claimant determination.  A denial is counted for each claimant 


whose claim is canceled, benefits reduced, or payments postponed.  Therefore, the number of denials on 


line 102, columns 4, 5, and 6 can be greater than the number of determinations on line 101 for the same 


columns. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Section A. Determinations, Redeterminations, and Denials 


 


a. Single-Claimant Totals 


 


(1) Column 1 - Total Determinations and Redeterminations.  Enter the total number of single-


claimant nonmonetary determinations, redeterminations and denials by appropriate program 


(UI, UCFE, UCX).  For UI claims, this is the sum of columns 2 and 3. 
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(2) Column 2 - Total Determinations.  Enter the number of single-claimant nonmonetary 


determinations as defined in section E.  This total is the sum of columns 7 and 11. 


 


(3) Column 3 - Total Redeterminations.  Enter the number of single-claimant redeterminations, 


as defined in Section E.  A redetermination of a single-claimant nonmonetary determination 


should be counted only once.  The count of denials imposed in redeterminations should 


consist only of those imposed for the first time through the redetermination process.  Thus, 


if a redetermination merely upholds a denial initially imposed in an initial  determination, 


do not include the denial in the count in columns 1 and 3, line 102, or in the case of UCFE 


and UCX, column 1, lines 104 and 106. 


 


b. Multi-Claimant Totals 


 


 (1) Column 4 - Total Multi-Claimant Determinations.  Enter the number of determinations 


which actually or potentially involve benefit rights of more than one claimant as defined in 


section E.  Count a denial for each claimant disqualified under a multi-claimant 


determination.  This total is the sum of columns 5 and 6, Labor Dispute and Other. 


 


(2) Columns 5 and 6 - Labor Dispute and Other.  Enter the number of determinations which 


result from a labor dispute issue in column 5 (see section E.6.).  Enter the number of multi-


claimant determinations which do not involve a labor dispute issue in column 6. 


 


2. Section B.  Determinations Involving Separation Issues, Single Claimant. 


 


a. Lines 201 and 203.  Enter the number of determinations for state UI and UCFE respectively for 


the appropriate issue. 


 


b. Lines 202 and 204.  Enter the number of denials for state UI and UCFE respectively for the 


appropriate issue. 


 


3. Section C.  Determinations Involving Nonseparation Issues, Single Claimant 


 


a. Line 301.  Enter the number of determinations made for each of the various issue types.  (See 


section E.) 


 


b. Line 302.  Enter the number of denials made for each of the various issue types.  (See section E.) 


 


4. Comments.  Describe in the Comments section, any administrative, legal, or economic factors which 


may result in data that lack comparability with data submitted on prior reports.  Include changes in 


procedure, administrative policies, precedent appeals determinations, or mass or prolonged 


unemployment factors which may significantly increase or decrease the number of denials.  For 


example, in describing mass unemployment or prolonged unemployment, give the cause, number, 


size of establishments, industry(s), and area(s) involved. 


 


G. Special Program Reporting 
 


1. Reporting Under the Extended Benefit Program.   


When a SWA begins an extended benefit period, submit separate electronic reports for nonmonetary 


determinations relating to claims filed under the EB provisions of the state law.  Continue reporting 


for as long as activity is likely to occur.  Due dates and submittal instructions are the same as for the 


regular report.  Include in each EB report the following items: 


 


a. Column 1, lines 101 through 106.  Definitions are the same as for the regular report. 
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b. Column 7, lines 201 and 202.  Enter the total number of determinations and the denials which 


involve separation issues under state provisions and the sum of columns 8, 9, and 10.  Columns 8 


plus 9 plus 10 should be equal to column 7. 


 


c. Column 8, lines 201 and 202.  Enter the total number of determinations and denials under the EB 


program, as appropriate, that resulted due to a disqualification during the regular benefit period for 


voluntary quit which was terminated for reasons other than employment. (i.e., state law did not 


require employment to remove the disqualification).   


 


d. Column 9, lines 201 and 202.  Enter the total number of determinations and denials under the EB 


program, as appropriate, that resulted due to a disqualification during the regular benefit period for 


discharge for misconduct which was terminated for reasons other than employment. (i.e., state law 


did not require employment to remove the disqualification).   


 


e. Column 10, lines 201 and 202.  Enter the total number of determinations and denials under the EB 


program, as appropriate, that resulted due to a disqualification during the regular benefit period for 


refusal of suitable work which was terminated for reasons other than employment. (i.e., state law 


did not require employment to remove the disqualification).   


 


f. Column 11, lines 301 and 302.  Enter the total number of determinations and denials which 


involve nonseparation issues under state provisions and the sum of columns 12, 14, and 17.  


Columns 12 plus 14 plus 17 should be less than column 11. 


 


g. Column 12, lines 301 and 302.  Enter the number of determinations and denials under the PL 96-


499 Federally required provisions for active search for work.   


 


h. Column 14, lines 301 and 302.  Enter the number of determinations and denials for refusal of work 


deemed suitable under the PL 96-499 Federally required definition of suitable work.   


 


i. Column 17, line 302.  Enter the total number of denials of EB due to the agent state of an 


interstate claim not being in an EB period. 


 


2. Reporting Under the Short Time Compensation (STC) Program.  Nonmonetary determination activity 


under the Short Time Compensation program, also known as Workshare, is not to be reported 


separately but is to be included on the regular version of this report. 
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ETA 218 – BENEFIT RIGHTS AND EXPERIENCE 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


SECTION A. MONETARY DETERMINATIONS 


  DETERMINATIONS 
NUMBER OF CLAIMANTS 


ESTABLISHING BENEFIT YEARS 


LINE 


NO. 


Total 


(1) 


Insufficient 


Wage 


Credits 


(2) 


Sufficient 


Wage 


Credits 


(3) 


Total 


(4) 


Maximum 


Weekly 


Benefit 


(5) 


Maximum 


Benefit and 


Duration 


(6) 


100       


SECTION B. POTENTIAL DURATION FOR DETERMINATIONS ESTABLISHING BENEFIT 


YEARS AND ACTUAL DURATION FOR CLAIMANTS WHO RECEIVED FINAL PAYMENTS 


LINE 


NO. 
ITEM 


NUMBER BY WEEKS OF DURATION 


Total 


(7) 


Less 10 


Weeks 


(8) 


10-14 


Weeks 


(9) 


15-19 


Weeks 


(10) 


20-21 


Weeks 


(11) 


22-23 


Weeks 


(12) 


24-25 


Weeks 


(13) 


101 Potential        


102 Actual        


LINE 


NO. 
ITEM 


NUMBER BY WEEKS OF DURATION Number 


at 


Maximum 


Duration 


(19) 


Average 


Weeks 


Duration 


(20) 


26-27 


Weeks 


(14) 


28-29 


Weeks 


(15) 


30-31 


Weeks 


(16) 


32-33 


Weeks 


(17) 


34WKS& 


Over 


(18) 


103 Potential        


104 Actual        


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0177      O M B Expiration Date: 08/31/2019     O M B Burden Hours: 30 minutes  


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send 


comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including 


suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, 


Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


Data reported on the ETA 218 provides a means of evaluating state benefit formulas, as administered under 


the state unemployment insurance program.  The number of monetary determinations on new claims is used 


as a base to which other items reported in section A of the report may be related.  The number of new claims 


determined to have insufficient wage credits and the number with sufficient wage credits provide information 


on the effect of the monetary qualifying requirements in the state law.  The number of new claims determined 


to have established benefit years is used on an annual basis to estimate the number of eligible claimants in 


each state. 


 


The number of eligible claimants with potential maximum duration, the average potential duration for all 


eligible claimants, and their distribution by number of full weeks of potential duration show the extent of 


protection, in terms of weeks of benefits, available to potential beneficiaries.  These figures permit 


computation of the maximum potential current liability of the fund, and they reflect on a reasonable, current 


basis the effect of changes and potential changes in benefit provisions of state laws.  The number of claimants 


who exhaust benefits with maximum duration, the average actual duration of all claimants who exhaust 


benefits, and their distribution by number of full weeks of benefits drawn show the actual amount of 


protection provided by the program for claimants still unemployed on receipt of their final payment in a 


benefit year. 


 


The number of eligible claimants who were entitled to the maximum weekly benefit amount (WBA) 


measures roughly the extent to which claimants are not receiving benefits in the same percent of past wages 


that is applicable to lower paid claimants.  It indicates whether the existing maximum is curtailing the 


percentage of wage loss compensated for a high portion of claimants.  The number of eligible claimants who 


were entitled to both the maximum benefit amount and the maximum duration indicates what proportion of 


claimants were eligible for the maximum annual benefit under the benefit formula in the state law. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The ETA 218 report for each calendar quarter is due in the National Office on the 25th day of the first month 


following the quarter to which it relates.  This report is to be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Reporting instructions for specific items are given in the following sections only to the extent considered 


necessary to supplement descriptions on the form itself. 


 


1. Activities to be Reported.  The count of monetary determinations (section A, items 1 and 4, and section 


B, line 101) should include monetary determinations (as defined in E below) which were made during the 


reported period.  All other items should include only those activities occurring during the reported 


quarter. 


 


 The claimant's status, that is whether or not the claimant was monetarily eligible and what level of 


benefits the claimant was eligible for, should be reported as the most recent information available at 


the time the report is run.  For example, a claimant may have a monetary determination (reported on 


the ETA 218) at the beginning of the quarter which found him/her ineligible.  One or more monetary 


redeterminations (which are not reportable on the ETA 218) may be accomplished after that time 


which ultimately changes the status to eligible.  When the state computer program is run to determine 


the status of individuals who had an original monetary determination accomplished during the report 


quarter, the most recent status on record will be the one reported.  However, once the status of a 


monetary determination has been reported, subsequent changes due to further redeterminations (e.g., 


wage correction or alternative base period redeterminations) on the same new initial claim will not be 


reported on any ETA 218. 
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Note:  A new claim filed in a subsequent quarter (e.g., subsequent to the filing of an initial claim 


determined to be monetarily ineligible) can be counted as a new monetary determination since the 


claim will have a new, that is different, benefit year. 


 


2. Treatment of Special Types of Claimants. 


 


a. The paying state should submit data relating to claims processed under the wage-combining plan. 


 


 b. The liable state should submit data relating to interstate claims. 


 


3. Reporting Maximum WBA and Maximum Duration.  When state law changes the maximum weekly 


benefit amount or duration during the reported period, entries for line 100, items 5 and 6, and lines 103 


and 104, item 19, should represent the total at the maximum under the old law and under the new law.  


Also, if the law provides for more than one maximum, each applicable to a specified set of circumstances 


under which the claimant files, the entries should represent the total of individuals at all designated 


maximums, and the comments should explain the change.  For example, the maximum in a state may 


vary according to 1) the number and type of claimant's dependents, 2) the claimant's previous history of 


employment and receipt of benefits, 3) the industry in which the claimant earned his/her wage credits, 


and 4) the type of claim, i.e., interstate or intrastate. 


4. Coverage of Report.  The ETA 218 report covers activities under the state UI program.  This instruction 


applies to all items on the report.  It should be interpreted in the following manner for the following 


specific items: 


 


a. Item 1.  All monetary determinations resulting from new claims for (State UI only or joint State 


UI/Federal).  A monetary determination should be reported even though, in processing a new 


claim for UI benefits, no UI wage credits were found.  Exclude monetary determinations with only 


Federal wages. 


 


b. Line 100, columns 2-6, lines 101 and 102, items 7-13; and lines 103 and 104, items 14-20.  


Classification of monetary determinations or claimants for reporting in these items should all be 


on the basis of UI wage credits alone or UI wage credits in combination with Federal wage credits. 


 


5. Checking the Report.  Entries should be made for all items.   If no activity corresponding to the items 


occurred during the report period, a zero should be entered.  A report containing missing data can not be 


sent to the National Office but can be stored on the state's system.  Edit checks can be found in 


Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Monetary Determinations.  Determinations as to whether a claimant, who has filed a new initial claim, 


has sufficient base period wages and/or employment to establish a benefit year under the state 


unemployment compensation program. 


 


2. Final Payments.  A final payment is the last regular benefits a claimant receives in a benefit year because 


the claimant has no further entitlement to payment, i.e., has exhausted entitlement by drawing the 


maximum amount of benefits.  The last payment to a claimant whose regular program benefits are 


reduced through disqualifications, but who draws all the reduced benefits during the benefit year, should 


be considered a final payment.  No claimant should be considered as having received a final payment if, 


because of the ending of his/her benefit year, he/she can not draw the full amount of benefits to which 


he/she is eligible. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
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1. Section A. Monetary Determinations. 


 


a. Item 1, Total Determinations.  Enter the total number of original monetary determinations (not 


redeterminations) issued during the report period.  This count should be roughly equal to the 


number of new initial claims during the same period for which appealable monetary 


determinations were issued.  Exclude determinations on reopened claims (if the base period has 


not changed since the original determination), duplicate claims, claims returned to the local office 


for completion before they have been processed, claims disallowed before referral to the wage-


record files, etc.  Reconsiderations of wage credits and redeterminations on the basis of any 


available wage credits in the same benefit year should not be reported as monetary determinations.  


Thus, redeterminations resulting from a state’s alternative base period(s) should not be reported.  


However, the status of the claim as a result of any redetermination made during the report period 


will be reported in items 2 through 20. 


 


b. Item 2, Determinations with Insufficient Wage Credits.  Enter the number of monetary 


determinations accomplished during the quarter (item 1) for which, when the report is run, either 


no wage credits could be located or insufficient wage credits (or employment) were available to 


satisfy the eligibility requirements of the state law.  Exclude determinations where insufficiency is 


due to credits having been canceled because of disqualification. 


 


 c. Item 3, Determinations with Sufficient Wage Credits.  Enter the number of monetary 


determinations accomplished during the quarter (item 1) for which, when the report is run, 


sufficient base-period wage credits (and employment) were located to make the claimant eligible 


regardless of all other eligibility requirements.  This entry should reflect the results at the time of 


the report run of all determinations and redeterminations for which qualifying wage credits (and 


employment) were found, even though the claimant may be disqualified due to other 


circumstances. 


 


 d. Item 4, Total Claimants Establishing Benefit Years.  Enter the number of claimants for whom 


benefit years were established.  The entry in item 4 will differ from that in item 3 for states in 


which the establishment of a benefit year is dependent on requirements in addition to the monetary 


determination of eligibility.  For such states, the count should include all determinations 


establishing benefit years made during the quarter, even though, because of a lag in processing or 


delay due to additional requirements, the monetary determinations were in some instances 


reported in a previous quarter.  Thus, a comparison between items 3 and 4 for any one quarter may 


not be valid, but cumulatively the difference between the two items will represent the number of 


determinations for individuals who meet the minimum wage and employment qualifications but 


who did not establish benefit years because the additional requirements were not met.  For all 


other states, the entry in item 4 will be identical with the entry in column 3. 


 


e. Item 5, Claimants Establishing Benefit Years Entitled to Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount.  


Enter the number of claimants in item 4 whose regular weekly benefit amount (WBA) for a period 


of total unemployment is the maximum under the state law.  This item should be based on the 


regular WBA rather than the actual amount of a particular weekly payment, since, in some cases, 


the regular WBA may be reduced because of part-total or partial unemployment. 


 


In states which pay increased benefits because of dependents, this item should be reported on the 


basis of the augmented amount.  For states which pay benefits according to a schedule of WBAs 


based on wages earned, and which supplement these with dependents' allowances, the number of 


such claimants entitled to the maximum augmented WBA will be identical to the number entitled 


to the maximum basic WBA.  For states which pay benefits according to a schedule of WBAs 


based on the number and type of dependents, as well as on the amount of wages earned, (e.g., 


Ohio) the number of claimants will be the sum of those entitled to the maximum in each class, as 


determined by the number and type of dependents. 
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f. Item 6, Claimants Establishing Benefit Years Entitled to Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount and 


Maximum Duration.  Enter the number of claimants from item 5 who are entitled to benefits for 


the maximum number of weeks provided under state law.  In a state which pays increased benefits 


because of dependents, a claimant should be considered as entitled to maximum duration if he/she 


is eligible for the maximum number of weeks of benefits available to him/her on the basis of the 


number and type of his/her dependents. 


 


2. Section B.  Potential and Actual Duration. 


 


a. Lines 101 and 103, Potential Duration for Determinations Establishing Benefit Years.  Potential 


duration is the number of full weeks of benefits for which a claimant is eligible within a benefit 


year.  Potential duration should be based solely on monetary determinations, without adjustment 


for periods of disqualification or wage credits canceled for specific disqualifying acts such as 


voluntary quitting, misconduct, etc. 


 


Weeks of potential duration should be computed by dividing the total amount payable, from state 


trust funds during the benefit year, by the regular WBA for total unemployment.  States in which 


the law provides that the WBA shall change during the benefit year should use the weekly benefit 


amount shown on the original determination to compute the potential duration. 


States which provide for the payment of increased benefits because of dependents should use 


figures which include benefits payable as a result of dependents to compute potential duration. 


 


b. Lines 102 and 104, Actual Duration for Claimants Who Received Final Payments.  Actual 


duration is derived by dividing the total amount of benefits received from state trust funds by the 


WBA for total unemployment.  If the WBA for total unemployment is changed during the benefit 


year, the amount of the last payment made at the full benefit rate should be used rather than the 


amount shown on the original determination. 


 


States which provide for the payment of increased benefits because of dependents should use the 


figures which include benefits paid as the result of dependents to compute potential duration. 


 


The last payment to a claimant whose benefits are reduced through disqualifications but who 


draws all of the reduced benefits to which he/she is entitled during the benefit year should be 


included as a final payment.  No claimant should be considered as receiving a final payment 


because the ending of a benefit year prohibits the claimant from drawing the full amount of 


benefits based on his/her monetary determination. 


 


c. Items 7-18, Number of Weeks of Duration. 


 


(1) The number of monetary determinations through which claimants established benefit years 


should be entered in line 101, item 7.  The entry should be distributed in columns 8-18, 


lines 101 and 103, by the number of full weeks of potential duration.  This distribution, for 


a state with uniform duration, will be represented by a single entry in the appropriate 


interval column. 


 


(2) The number of claimants who receive final payments should be entered in line 102, item 7.  


This entry should be distributed in items 8-18, lines 102 and 104, by the number of full 


weeks of actual duration during the benefit year.  This will include claimants who, because 


of disqualifying reductions in benefits, had actual durations less than state's uniform 


duration. 


 


(3) In computing weeks of duration, a result with a decimal figure should be rounded to the 


next highest number of weeks. 
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d. Item 19, Number with Maximum Duration.  The entries in each of lines 103 and 104 should 


represent that part of the entries in item 7, lines 101 and 102, respectively, which represent 


claimants either entitled to or receiving benefits for the maximum number of weeks provided 


under the state law. 


In a state which pays increased benefits because of dependents, a claimant should be considered as 


either entitled to or receiving the maximum duration if he/she is eligible for or receives the 


maximum number of weeks of benefits available to him/her on the basis of the number and type of 


his/her dependents. 


 


e. Item 20, Average Weeks of Duration.  The average weeks of duration to be reported in each of 


lines 103 and 104, should be computed by dividing the entries in column 7, lines 101 and 102, 


respectively, into the cumulative total of full weeks of duration represented by the distributions 


shown for each of these entries.  The average should be computed from unrounded figures and 


then rounded to one decimal place. 


 


3. Comments.  Lines are provided on the screen for comments.  Comments may be made for any of the 


following areas: 


 


a. Administrative factors affecting data reported on tabulations.  Describe any administrative factors 


such as changes in operating procedures, issuance of rules and regulations, and staff turnover 


which may affect the data reported in such a way that they will lack comparability with data 


submitted on prior reports or on current reports submitted by other state employment security 


agencies in accordance with the above sections. 


 


b. Legal factors affecting data reported on tabulations.  Describe any legal factors such as 


amendments to the state unemployment insurance law, official interpretations of the law, or court 


decisions which may affect the data reported in such a way that they will lack comparability with 


data submitted on prior reports or on current reports submitted by other state employment security 


agencies in accordance with the above sections. 


 


c. Economic factors affecting data reported on tabulations.  Describe any economic factors such as 


seasonal employment, instances of mass partial employment, prolonged unemployment on an 


establishment, industry, or area basis, etc., which may affect the data reported in such a way that 


the conditions will be reflected in any of the tabulations prepared. 


 


G. Special Program Reporting 
 


States in which an extended benefit (EB) period is in effect under the EB provisions of the state law should 


report monetary determination activities relating to initial claims under the Federal/State Extended Benefit 


program.  A separate electronic screen entry is used.  These reports should be submitted as long as monetary 


determination activity occurs under the EB program.  Due dates and instructions are the same as for the 


regular report.  The following items are to be reported: 


 


1. Line 100, Item 1, Total Determinations.  Enter the total number of monetary determinations under the EB 


program. 


 


2. Line 100, Item 2, Determinations with Insufficient Wage Credits.  Enter that part of item 1 which 


represents determinations for which insufficient base period wage credits and/or employment were 


available to satisfy the EB eligibility requirements of the state law. 


 


3. Line 100, Item 3, Determinations with Sufficient Wage Credits.  Enter that part of item 1 which 


represents determinations for which sufficient base period wage credits and/or employment were 


available to make the claimant eligible for EB. 
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ETA 538 – ADVANCE WEEKLY INITIAL AND CONTINUED CLAIMS REPORT 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


 


Week Number:  Reflected Week Ending:  


Initial Claims, Intrastate and Interstate Taken Directly:  


Intrastate Continued Weeks Claimed:  


Interstate Liable Continued Weeks Claimed:   


 


Comments: 


 


OMB No.: 1205-0028 OMB Expiration Date: 9/30/2019   Average Estimated Response Time: 30 


minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to retain or obtain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 538, Advance Weekly Initial and Continued Claims Report, allows the National Office to gather 


and report data on weekly initial claims, a leading economic indicator, and continued weeks claimed, another 


economic indicator, within one week of the week during which these claims are filed.  This report provides 


for an advance national compilation and release of initial claims and weeks claimed data that, on a national 


basis, should conceptually be the same as the total of initial claims and weeks claimed data reported on the 


ETA 539, Weekly Claims and Extended Benefits Trigger Data.  The quick release of this information benefits 


policy makers and the public and reduces the length of time security is needed on state claims data.  The ETA 


539 will continue to be the source for published state-by-state information about initial and weeks claimed.  


 


With the increased use of direct filing of interstate claims with the liable state, a change in the source of the 


advance data is necessary to ensure that the counts of all initial claims taken during the reference week are 


available for advance reporting and that there is no duplication of count.  The initial claim count for this 


report will be based on the total of all intrastate initials and the total of all interstate agent and liable claims 


taken directly by the state during the report week.  These numbers, when aggregated to U.S. totals will 


produce an unduplicated count that should be very close to the more refined number that will be the U.S. 


figure compiled from the ETA 539 report.  


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


Weekly reports will be submitted electronically in time to reach the ETA National Office by the opening of 


business on the Tuesday following the close of the reference week. (See also section D.2. on freezing data.) 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1. Counts.  All data reported on the ETA 538 is to consist of data for the regular state UI program only.  Counts 


of weeks compensated or counts of checks issued or counts of weeks claimed which are processed should 


not be substituted for any part of the count unless rigid processing scheduled are adhered to so that the 


count is not affected by administrative factors.  


 


a. Initial claims should include all initial claims taken directly by the state during the week for which 


data is reported.  This includes all intrastate, interstate agent initial claims taken in the week and 


all interstate liable initial claims taken directly from the claimant during the reference week.  


Claims taken by an agent state and received in the liable state during the reference weeks are not 


included in this report by the liable state.  In order to report only those liable initial claims taken, 


states must clearly distinguished them from other initial claims received that were filed through an 


agent state.  The figures should reflect, as closely as possible, the normal seasonal level of claims 


activity influenced only by economic factors.  They should be adjusted as much as possible for 


administrative factors as indicated in item D.3. below. 


 


b. Continued weeks claimed should include a total of all weeks for which benefits were claimed, 


even though such benefits were not paid or payment status is uncertain or unknown, e.g., waiting 


weeks, partial weeks, weeks for which penalties are being served and weeks for which a monetary 


or nonmonetary issue is pending.  The count of continued weeks claimed should not be a count of 


weeks compensated or a count of checks issued or of claims processed.  They should be adjusted 


as much as possible for administrative factors as indicated in item D.3. below.   


 


2. Freezing of Data.  Because these data are used to published advance  figures and any revisions in data will be 


picked up using the ETA 539 report, the data on the ETA 538 will be frozen at 1:15 p.m. Eastern time on 


the due date.  Any corrections to data that cannot be received by that time should not be electronically 


transmitted and need only be reflected in the final numbers submitted on the ETA 539.  
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3. Adjustment of Data.  The Data on this report is to represent the economic situation for the reference week.  


Because of the importance of accurate economic representation of the claims counts, only figures adjusted 


for non-economic distortions should e submitted.  


 


a. For example, when claimants’ filing dates for continued claims are rescheduled to a week other 


than their “normal” reporting week, or the state agency rescheduled claimants from weekly to 


biweekly reporting, the counts of continued weeks claimed will be affected and an adjustment 


should be made.  When a natural disaster strikes or an administrative problem such as a computer 


failure affects the ability of the agency to receive or take a count of claims, and adjustment should 


be made.  Estimates of initial claims and/or continued weeks should be made and reported on this 


report for each week the counts are thus affected.  Particular care should be taken to adjust 


biweekly data to eliminate the application of judgmental factors.  This is easily accomplished by 


relying upon the application of predetermined allocation or proration rules.  Works sheet 


supporting these adjustments should be retained for future statistical audits.   


 


b. For those weeks when initial claims or continued weeks claimed were adjusted, the unadjusted 


figures should not be reported.  That is, for each report week, only the adjusted continued weeks 


claimed should be reported.  Adjustments made to data on the ETA 538 should be the same as 


adjustments made to the same data on the ETA 539. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Except as noted for interstate initial claims above, definitions will be the same as those found in the 


instructions for the ETA 5159and the ETA 539, on this handbook.  


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Initial Claims, Intrastate and Interstate Taken Directly.  Report all initial claims taken directly, including 


intrastate and interstate initial claims which the state took directly either as agent or liable state during the 


reference week.  Claims taken directly refers to the number of claims filed in person, by mail, or by other 


direct means with the state under remote claims taking procedures.  Claims directly taken does not include 


any claims filed through another state and sent to the liable state.  This data differs from item “IC” on the 


ETA 539 report which uses all interstate agent claims, including those reported to the state via the interstate 


data exchange, plus intrastate counts.   


 


2. Intrastate Continued Weeks Claimed.  Report all intrastate continued weeks claimed filed by claimants within 


the state and by commuters filing under the intrastate program.   


 


3. Interstate Liable Continued Weeks Claimed.  Report all continued weeks claimed filed by claimants form 


another state under the interstate program.  Exclude weeks claimed filed by claimants filing as commuters 


under the intrastate program.  
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ETA 539 - CLAIMS AND EXTENDED BENEFITS DATA  


A. Facsimile of Forms 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


    


Week Number:  Reflected Week Ending:  


IC:  FIC:  XIC:  WSIC:  WSEIC:  


CW:  FCW:  XCW:  WSCW:  WSECW:  


EBT:  EBUI:  ABT:  ABUI:    


AT:  CE:  R:  AR:  P:  


STATUS:  STATUS CHANGE DATE:  


 


Comments: 


 


 


 


OMB No.: 1205-0028  OMB Expiration Date: 09/30/2019 Average Response Time:   50 


minutes 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Workforce Security, Room S-4231, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 


 


 


 


2.Recommended Worksheet 


 


RECOMMENDED WORKSHEET FOR THE TRIGGER PORTION OF THE ETA 539 
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B. Purpose 
 


The Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 (Title II of Public Law 91-373, 


Employment Security Amendments of 1970) and amendments govern the triggering on or off of the Extended 


Benefit (EB) program.  This report serves as the state Administrator's initial notice to the Employment and 


Training Administration (ETA) National Office that a state extended benefit period will begin or end for a 


specified week.  Subchapter 5724, Part V of the ES Manual, contains additional instructions for a letter from 


the state agency head to the Secretary of Labor stating the date of the beginning or ending of a state extended 


benefit period.  That letter, along with this report, will enable the ETA National Office to confirm that an 


extended benefit period will begin or end in an individual state, and will enable the Secretary to have 


published in the Federal Register the notices required by the Act. 


 


The claims data contained on the ETA 539 report are used in current economic analysis of unemployment 


trends in the Nation, and in each state.  Initial claims measure emerging unemployment and continued weeks 


claimed measure the number of the insured unemployed.  These data are published in ETA's weekly release 


"Unemployment Insurance Claims."  The comments on claims activity are used to explain the changes in the 


levels of the data reported from week to week. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


Weekly reports shall be submitted in time to reach the ETA National Office by the opening of business 


Thursday following the week in which the claims were filed.  If necessary to meet the due date, any state 


agency may cut off its report period at noon Friday. 


 


This report will be transmitted electronically.  If electronic transmittal is not possible, the data should be 


phoned or faxed into the ETA National Office. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1. Interstate Claims.  Some liable states have claims taking arrangements with one or more agent states where 


a considerable number of claimants reside whose work prior to unemployment was in the liable state.  


These arrangements may consist of liable state staff taking interstate claims on its claims forms in one or 


more agent state's local offices; agent state staff taking related interstate claims on the liable state's claims 


forms; or terminals are used to enter claims directly into liable state's automated reporting system.  In these 


arrangements, interstate claims should be counted as agent interstate claims for the purposes of ETA 539 by 


the agent state from which the claim is filed. 


 


2. Initial Claims. Initial claims reported should consist of intrastate initial claims and interstate initial claims 


filed from the agent state.  This count of interstate agent initial claims includes those taken by the agent 


state and those reported to the agent state as having been taken directly by the liable state. 


 


3. Continued Weeks Claimed.  This figure represents the insured unemployed in the reporting state and is used 


for economic purposes.  The counts of continued weeks claimed for all unemployment benefit programs 


described in section E. consist of intrastate and interstate continued weeks claimed filed from the agent 


state whether actually taken by the agent state or reported back to the agent state by liable states.  Interstate 


weeks claimed reported to the agent state by liable states should represent the total interstate weeks claimed 


to be included in this report as all claims filed from the agent state because the figures reported by the liable 


state include those claims taken directly by the agent state. 


 


i. Counts of weeks compensated or of checks issued, or of processed weeks claimed should 


not be substituted for any part of the continued weeks claimed count unless rigid 


processing schedules are adhered to so that the count is not affected by administrative 


factors and does reflect the count of weeks claimed.  Automated systems using proxy 
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counts must be modified to gather the interstate agent state count, not the interstate liable 


weeks claimed count. 


 


b. Continued weeks claimed should include weeks that benefits were claimed, even though such 


benefits were not paid or payment status is uncertain or unknown, e.g., waiting weeks, partial 


weeks, weeks for which denials are being served (when this is a local office reporting  


requirement) and weeks for which a monetary or nonmonetary issue is pending.  The figures 


should reflect, as closely as possible, the normal seasonal level of claims activity.  They should be 


adjusted as much as possible for administrative factors such as holiday rescheduling, the 


beginning or ending of biweekly reporting and reporting disruptions because of non-economic 


factors or emergencies such as computer failure, floods, fires, storms, etc. 


 


4. Adjustment of Data.  When claimants' filing dates for continued claims are rescheduled by the local office to 


a week other than their "normal" reporting week, or the state agency reschedules claimants from weekly to 


biweekly reporting, the counts of continued weeks claimed will often be affected.  Estimates of continued 


weeks claimed under the UI, UCFE, UCX, and other programs should be made for each item and reported 


on the ETA 539 for each week that claims counts are thus affected.  Because of the importance of accurate 


economic representation of the claims counts, only figures adjusted for non-economic distortions should be 


submitted.  Adjustments of the weeks claimed should be made separately for each program.  Only these 


adjusted figures should be reported on this report.  Particular care should be taken to adjust biweekly data 


to eliminate the application of judgmental factors.  This is easily accomplished by relying upon the 


application of predetermined allocation or proration rules.  Worksheets supporting these adjustments should 


be retained for future statistical audits. 


 


a. For those weeks when continued weeks claimed were adjusted, the unadjusted figures should not 


be reported.  That is, for each report week, only the adjusted continued weeks claims should be 


reported. 


 


5. Checking the Report.  Entries should be made for all items.  IC and CW figures should be compared with the 


same figures in the prior week and any large differences explained in the comments section if possible.  If 


no activity corresponding to the items occurred during the report period, a zero should be entered.  A report 


containing missing data cannot be sent to the National Office but can be stored on the state's system.  Edit 


checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Except as noted below, definitions will be the same as those used in the UI program and found in the 


instructions for the ETA 5159 on this handbook. 


 


1. Federal-State UI Extended Compensation Program. A program to pay extended compensation to an 


individual: 


 


a. For weeks of unemployment beginning in an extended benefit period. 


 


b. Under those provisions of a state law which satisfy the requirements of Title II of the Employment 


Security Amendments of 1970, as amended.  This excludes compensation payable under the 


UCFE and UCX program. 


 


2. State UI Additional Compensation Program.  A program totally financed by a state to pay additional 


compensation under a state law to exhaustees by reason of conditions of high unemployment or other 


special factor. 


 


3. Short-Time Compensation (STC) Program (also known as Worksharing).  A program to pay benefits to those 
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in an approved state short-time compensation or worksharing program. 


 


a. Short-Time Compensation Equivalent Initial Claims.  This is the equivalent of the full time layoff 


initial claims that would have taken place if not for the STC program.  This should be based on the 


employer's agreement with the state as to the proportion of hours STC claimants from their firm 


are being reduced.  That is, if the agreement is for a 20 percent reduction in each STC claimant's 


hours, then each of these claimants initial claim would represent 20 percent of an equivalent full 


time layoff initial claim.  Include any residual initial claims which result from a crossover from the 


STC program to the regular program. 


 


b. Short-Time Compensation Equivalent Continued Weeks Claimed.  This is based on the proportion 


of the week being claimed.  That is, if two STC claimants each claimed 1/5th of a week and 


another STC claimant claimed 2/5ths of a week, the equivalent continued weeks claimed for the 


three claimants would be 4/5ths or .8 weeks. 


 


4. State UI Regular Compensation Program.  A program to pay compensation under any state unemployment 


compensation law other than extended, additional compensation or STC; and excluding compensation 


payable pursuant to 5 U.S.C., chapter 85. 


 


5. State Extended Benefit Period.  A payment period when Federal-State UI extended compensation is paid in a 


state because of the state indicator for that state. 


 


6. 13-Week Period.  The 13-week period referred to in section 9. below, includes weeks of unemployment 


experienced during a given calendar week and the 12 immediately preceding calendar weeks.  


Conceptually, weeks claimed during a week reflect insured unemployment in the prior week, so the 13-


week period of unemployment will always end 1 week prior to the week in which the claims were filed. 


 


7. Week Numbers.  The first week of unemployment in the year (i.e., week one appearing in Trigger Notice YY-


1) is considered the week containing January 1.  Note that week one in a year represents the second report 


for the year, i.e., weeks claimed for the second week in the year which represent insured unemployment 


during the first week in the year. 


 


8. Comparison Weeks.  For the purpose of determining the corresponding 13-week period ending in each of the 


preceding two calendar years, each calendar week shall be identified by the date (calendar month and day 


of the month) on which it ends.  For any specific calendar week, the date of the comparable week in the 


immediately preceding calendar year is determined by adding one (1) to the date of the end of the specific 


week, or by adding two (2) if the date of the end of the specific week is February 29, or if a February 29 


falls between the beginning date of the week which contains the date established by the addition of one to 


the specific week, and the ending date of the specific week. 


 


9. Covered Employment.  The covered employment figure used to determine the insured unemployment rate 


includes all employment covered by state law including private sector employment, employment in covered 


state and local government establishments and in nonprofit organizations whether the establishment is 


paying contributions or reimbursing for benefits.  It excludes employment in Federal Government 


establishments. 


 


i. The covered employment figure used for this report is always the 12-month average 


covered employment for the first 4 of the last 6 complete calendar quarters prior to the 


end of the last calendar week of the current 13-week period to which the insured 


unemployment data relate.  As stated in 6. above, the 13-week period for insured 


unemployment will always end 1 week prior to the end of the week in which the claims 


were filed.  (For determining the proper covered employment figure, the end of the week 


should always be considered to be a Saturday.)  For example, the report for the week 


ending April 1, 2006 (due in the ETA National Office on April 6, 2006), would relate to 
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insured unemployment for the period ending March 25, 2006.  Since this latter date is 


still in the first calendar quarter, the covered employment figure included on the report 


and used in the rate calculations would be the figure for the 12-month period ending June 


2005.  The covered employment figure for the 12-month period ending September 30, 


2005 would first be reported and used on the report for the week ending April 8, 2006 


(due in the National Office by April 13, 2006, relating to the insured unemployment for 


the week ending April 1, 2006). 


 


ii. When the figure on covered employment for a quarter has been used in computing a rate 


of insured unemployment under P.L. 91-373, as amended, which triggers a state "on" or 


"off", the figure is frozen so far as trigger rate computations are concerned, and cannot be 


revised. 


 


10. Determination of State Extended Benefit Period.  Each week the state agency must determine whether a 


state extended benefit period will begin, will end, or whether there will be no change.  The state indicator is 


the primary factor in making this determination, subject to the limitation that a state extended benefit 


period, once begun, continues for a minimum of 13 weeks, and once ended, must not begin again for 13 


weeks.  There must be an interval of at least 13 weeks between the beginning and the end of one extended 


benefit period or, between the end of one and the beginning of a next extended benefit period based on the 


state indicator. 


 


i. The final items on the ETA 539 report are the notification of the status of the state 


extended benefit period and the date of change of status.  In addition to this report, a 


letter of confirmation of the beginning or ending of a state extended benefit period should 


be sent in accordance with instructions in the Employment Security Manual, Part V 


section 5700. 


 


a. Beginning.  There are two ways a state may trigger "on."  First, an extended benefits period begins 


when all three of the following indicator conditions are met: 


 


(1) R as described in F.17 below is 5.00 percent or over; and 


 


(2) P as described in F.19 below is 120 percent or over; and 


 


(3) State extended benefit payments have not been paid for at least 12 weeks including the 


current report week, so that there will have been at least 13 weeks of nonpayment 


before the week benefit payments begin. 


 


ii. Alternatively, under the Unemployment Compensation Amendments of 1976, a state has 


the option to modify its "on" trigger criteria if appropriate state legislative action is taken.  


The amendments combined with those in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 


1981 provide that with respect to compensation for weeks of unemployment beginning 


September 25, 1982 (or, if later, the date established pursuant to state law), a state may by 


law determine whether there has been a state "on" indicator beginning an extended 


benefit period provided the following two indicator conditions are met. 


 


(1) R as described in F.17. below is 6.00 percent or over. 


 


(2) State extended benefit payments have not been paid for at least 12 weeks 


including the current report week, so that there will have been at least 13 


weeks of nonpayment before the week benefit payments begin. 


 


iii. If a state does not have this alternative trigger in its law, the first method must be used to 


determine trigger status. 
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iv. Report the beginning of a state extended benefit period as the first week payable in the 


period using the Sunday date to designate the beginning of the third week following the 


end of the insured week (the 13th week of a 13-week period for which an "on" 


determination is made) and 2 weeks from the end of the report week in which the claims 


were filed provided the above indicator conditions are met. 


 


v. Example:  If a state indicator was "on" (i.e., both R and P criteria as defined above are 


met) for the 13-week period ending April 22, 2006, the extended benefit period would 


begin on the first day of the third calendar week thereafter, namely, May 7, 2006.  


Therefore, the ETA 539 report for the week ending April 29, 2006, which represents 


insured unemployment for the week ending April 22, 2006, and is due in the ETA 


National Office by the opening of business on Thursday, May 4, 2006, would read 


"Status Change - B" and "Change Date 05/07/2006". 


 


vi. Example: Assume that a state had been paying extended benefits for at least 13 weeks 


and the state indicator was first "off" (i.e., either R or P as defined above is not met) for 


the week ending March 11, 2006.  This first extended benefit period would therefore end 


on the last day of the third week thereafter, namely, April 1, 2006.  (Note that the 


minimum 13-week extended benefit period could be for a longer period.)  Since no 


extended benefit period may begin before the 14th week after the close of a prior 


extended benefit period, the earliest date a second extended benefit period could begin 


would be July 1, 2006, provided a state indicator were "on" for the week ending June 17, 


2006.  The ETA 539 report for the week ending June 24, 2006, which represents insured 


unemployment for the week ending June 17, 2006, is due in the ETA National Office by 


the opening of business on Thursday, June 29, 2006, and this report would read "Status 


change - B" and "Change Date - 07/01/2006", that is July 1, 2006. 


 


b. Ending.  A state would report the ending of a state extended benefit period as the last week 


payable in the period using the Saturday date to designate the close of the 3rd week following the 


end of the insured week (the 13th week of a 12-week period for which an "off" determination is 


made) and 2 weeks from the end of the report week in which the claims were filed provided item 


(1) below and either item (2) or (3) are met. 


 


(1) State extended benefit payments have been paid for at least 12 weeks 


including the current week so that there will have been at least 13 weeks of 


benefit payments before the period ends. 


 


(2) R as described in F.17 is less than 5.00 percent or 


 


(3) P as described in F.19 is less than 120 percent. 


 


ii. Alternately, when a state, by law, has modified its "on" trigger conditions as described in 


10.a. above, the "off" trigger conditions ending a state extended benefit period must meet 


both items (1) and (2) and either item (3) or (4) below. 


 


(1) State extended benefit payments have been paid for at least 12 weeks 


including the current week so that there will have been at least 13 weeks of 


benefits before the period ends. 


 


(2) R as described in F.17 is less than 6.00 


 


iii. Either (3) or (4) 


(4) R as described in F.17 is less than 5.00 percent. 
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(5) P as described in F.19 is less than 120 percent. 


 


iv. Report the ending of a state extended benefit period as the last week payable in the period 


using the Saturday date to designate the close of the 3rd week following the end of the 


insured week (the 13th week of a 12-week period for which an "off" determination is 


made) and 2 weeks from the end of the report week in which the claims were filed. 


 


v. Example:  Assume that a state indicator was "on" for the 13-week period ending 


September 23, 2006, and the extended benefit period began on October 8, 2006.  Assume 


further that a state indicator was "off" for the week ending December 16, 2006, which 


represents insured unemployment for the week ending December 9, 2006.  This would be 


due in the National Office by the opening of business on Thursday, December 21, 2006, 


and would read "Status Change - E" and "Date Change - 12/30/2006." 


 


c. No Change of Status.  When there is no change of status for the week being reported, Status and 


Change Date may be "returned through" because the system will default the values to the values of 


the prior week. 


 


i. Status and Change Date will be the same for at least 11 weeks--for the week immediately 


preceding an extended benefit period and for each of the first 10 consecutive weeks of an 


extended benefit period.  This minimum period of 11 weeks contains the number of 


weeks which lapse between the weekly report showing a Beginning date and the weekly 


report reflecting an Ending date.  Note that a Status and Change Date may continue to be 


unchanged for a period of time which exceeds this minimum. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Items to be reported are listed below.  More detailed information can be found in section E. above.  The letter 


or letters used to identify each item on the weekly report are given in parentheses before the title of the item.  


Each state must report the weekly numbers associated with the items listed below, identified by the 


underlined code.  These data refer to claims activity under the state UI and Federal UCFE and UCX programs 


(refer to Introduction, section K for program classification).  When applicable, data pertaining to 


Federal/State extended benefit (EB) activity should be reported as identified in items 11 and 12.  When 


appropriate, data pertaining to state additional benefits programs should be reported as identified in items 13 


and 14.  States which have an STC or workshare program should report appropriate data in items 4, 5, 9, and 


10.  If a particular program does not apply to your state, those items should be zero filled. 


 


1. IC.  State UI Initial Claims, less intrastate transitional. 


 


2. FIC.  UCFE-no UI Initial Claims. 


 


3. XIC.  UCX only Initial Claims 


 


4. WSIC.  STC or workshare total initial claims 


 


5. WSEIC.  STC or workshare equivalent initial claims 


 


6. CW.  State UI adjusted continued weeks claimed 


 


7. FCW.  UCFE-no UI adjusted continued weeks claimed 


 


8. XCW.  UCX only adjusted continued weeks claimed 
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9. WSCW.  STC or workshare total continued weeks claimed 


 


10. WSECW.  STC or workshare equivalent continued weeks claimed 


 


11. EBT.  Total continued weeks claimed under the Federal/State Extended Benefit Program--includes all 


intrastate and interstate continued weeks claimed filed from  an agent state under the state UI, UCFE and 


UCX programs. 


 


12. EBUI.  That part of EBT which represents only state UI weeks claimed under the Federal/State EB 


program. 


 


13. ABT.  Total continued  weeks claimed under a state additional benefit program for those states which have 


such a program.  (Includes UCFE and UCX.) 


 


14. ABUI.  That part of ABT which represents only state UI additional continued weeks claimed for those 


states which have such a program. 


 


15. AT.  Average adjusted Total Continued Weeks Claimed.  Report the average of the sum of the CW and 


WSECW figures for the most recent calendar week of unemployment experience and the immediately 


previous 12 calendar weeks of unemployment experience (CW+WSECW) divided by 13; i.e., 


a. 𝐴𝑇 = ∑  
( 𝐶𝑊𝑖 + 𝑊𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑊𝑖 )


13


13
𝑖=1  


 


b. AT should have no decimals and should be rounded up for .5 or more. 


 


16. CE.  Covered Employment.  Report the 12-month average monthly covered employment for the first 4 of 


the last 6 completed calendar quarters prior to the end of the last week of the current 13-week period to 


which the insured unemployment data relate.  This figure will change only once each quarter, as specified 


in section F.9. above. 


 


17. R.  Rate of Insured Unemployment.  Report the rate of insured unemployment for the current 13-week 


period.  The insured unemployment rate for a 13-week period is the result of dividing the average adjusted 


total continued weeks claimed (AT) by the covered employment (CE); i.e., 


 


R =
AT


CE
 


 


a. This quotient or decimal fraction is to be computed to four decimal places, is not to be otherwise 


rounded, and is to be expressed as a percent by multiplying the resultant decimal fraction by 100.  


Examples: 0.0439 x 100 = 4.39 and 0.0246 x 100 = 2.46 


 


18. AR.  Average Rate of Insured Unemployment in Prior Two Years.  Report the average of the rates of 


insured unemployment for the corresponding 13-week periods in the prior 2 years (See E.6. above).  The 


average rates in each of the 2 prior years is computed as the sum of the two rates divided by 2; i.e., 


 


AR =
R1 + R2


2
 


 


i. where R1 and R2 refer to the rates for the corresponding 13-week period of 1 year ago 


and 2 years ago, respectively.  The quotient AR is to be computed to three decimal 


places, is not to be otherwise rounded, and is to be expressed as a percent.  Example:  If 


R1=4.39% and R2=2.46% then: 


 


AR =
4.39% + 2.46%


2
=


6.85%


2
= 3.425% 
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b. This detailed illustration is provided to clarify the intent of the Secretary's Regulations.  Since all 


three statistics--P, R, and AR--are defined in terms of rates, the quotient of AR is to be computed 


in a manner identical to and consistent with the computations of statistics P and R. 


 


19. P.  Current Rate as Percent of Average Rate in Prior Two Years.  This percent is defined as: 


P =
R


AR
 


 


 


a. P is to be computed to four decimal places, is not to be otherwise rounded, and is to be expressed 


as a percent by multiplying the resultant decimal fraction by 100.  Example:  1.2515 x 100 = 


125.15%, and .8753 x 100 = 87.53%. 


 


20. Status (B or E).  Indicate the beginning (B) or ending (E) of a state extended benefit period. 


 


21. Change Date.  If Status has changed since the prior week, enter the date the change is effective. 


 


22. Comments.  Each weekly ETA 539 report should contain adequate information to support and explain the 


nature of the claims data.  The material used for such information should be readily available in local 


offices without additional data gathering procedures. 


 


a. Information should include both economic and administrative factors which affect significantly 


the data reported weekly on the ETA 539.  The comments are of interest to Federal agencies 


monitoring economic activity.  They are particularly important when there are significant rises or 


declines in either initial claims or continued weeks claimed counts.  The importance of the 


comments from each state can not be overstated. 


 


b. The following describes the types of information needed to support weekly fluctuations for both 


initial claims and continued weeks claimed: 


 


c. Primary cause of significant increase or decrease in activity such as temporary mass layoff, plant 


closing, or cutback in military procurement. 


 


d. Approximate number or percent of total initial claims and/or continued weeks claimed involved. 


 


e. Industry involved. 


 


f. Administrative factors such as the beginning of a new benefit year (excluding those filing 


transitional claims), delayed claims for partial unemployment, etc. that significantly affect the 


volume of weekly claims.  Also, when weekly claims exhaustions are numerous enough to affect 


claims data, an estimate of the number of exhaustions, if available, should be included. 


 


g. Using meaningful abbreviations, these comments can usually be kept to the four lines supplied on 


the input screen.  An example of a comment might be:  


 


h. "IC up 5% due to seasonal layoffs in Ag., Const. and layoffs at Alpha Corp.,NAICS 278,.  CW 


down 8% due to call back at Beta Co., NAICS 349." (SIC codes may be used if they are labeled as 


such.) 


 


i. Note:  When claims filing is affected by holidays or other noneconomic events such as computer 


failure or natural disaster, the data should be adjusted as in section D.4. 
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G. Standby Emergency Reporting 
 


When national, state, or local emergencies occur, special standby reporting procedures are required.  


Emergency reporting could include energy-related fuel shortages, major labor disputes, and such local or 


regional emergencies as floods, windstorms, droughts, fires or other disasters.  Emergency reporting is 


required in addition to the weekly ETA 539 report and, depending on the emergency, the request may be by 


telephone, letter or facsimile as an addendum to the ETA 539, or under separate cover, on a daily, weekly, or 


monthly basis. 


 


In the event of an emergency, special reporting instructions will be sent to the concerned Regional Office.  


Such instructions will vary according to the particular emergency and data needed.  For most emergencies, 


reporting will be activated by facsimile and will cover:  The method of submittal (electronic, facsimile, letter, 


telephone, etc.); when and where to submit the report; and the items to be reported. 


 


H. Recommended Worksheet 
 


It is recommended that the state maintain a worksheet which contains all the information used in the 


calculation of the weekly trigger rate.  If the data is kept on a computer and the trigger rate is computer 


generated, it is recommended that one of the outputs for the trigger system be a worksheet which would show 


all the data used in the computation.  This worksheet should be submitted when a state experiences a change 


in trigger status. 
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A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING  


   


SECTION A. SINGLE  and  MULTICLAIMANT APPEALS CASE DECISIONS BY PROGRAM AND 


OTHER DISPPOSITION 


  UI DECISIONS 
UCFE-NO UI 


DECISIONS 
UCX ONLY DECISIONS 


Other 


Dispositions 


Line 


No. 


Lower 


Authority 


Higher 


Authority 


Lower 


Authority 


Higher 


Authority 


Lower 


Authority 


Higher 


Authority 


(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 


100        


SECTION B. CLAIMANTS INVOLVED IN STATE UI APPEALS CASES BY STATUS OF APPEALS 


Line 


No. 
STATUS OF APPEALS 


SINGLE-CLAIMANT 


APPEALS 


MULTI-CLAIMANT 


APPEALS 


Lower 


Authority 


Higher 


Authority 


Lower 


Authority 


Higher 


Authority 


(8) (9) (10) (11) 


200 Filed During Month     


210 Disposed of During Month     


SECTION C. STATE UI APPEALS DECISIONS BY TYPE OF APPELLANT 


Line 


No. 
APPEALS DECISIONS 


ALL UI DECISIONS CLAIMANT EMPLOYER OTHER 


Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower Higher 


(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 


300 Total         


310 In  Favor of Appellant         


SECTION D. NUMBER OF LOWER AUTHORITY STATE UI APPEALS DECISIONS BY TYPE OF 


ISSUE 


Line 


No. 


TOTAL UI 


DECISIONS 


VOLUNTARY 


QUIT 


MIS- 


CONDUCT 


REFUSAL OF 


SUITABLE 


WORK 


NOT ABLE 


or 


AVAILABLE 


LABOR 


DISPUTE 
OTHER 


(20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) 


400        


Comments 


 


 


OMB No.: 1205-0172 OMB Expiration Date: 5/31/2020   OMB Burden Hours: 60 minutes  


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 
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1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 5130 report is the basic source of information on the appeals case workload in each state under the 


regular programs of state unemployment insurance, unemployment compensation for Federal employees, and 


unemployment compensation for ex-service members (referred to as UI, UCFE, and UCX respectively).  This 


report shall include appeals of determinations under any short time compensation (STC) program, also known 


as worksharing, where applicable. State Additional Benefits (AB) data will not be included in this report. The 


data on this report show how appeals are being handled, the issues involved, and the extent to which appeals 


authorities' decisions reverse or sustain determinations or decisions previously made.  The report is used to 


evaluate the appeals function, to develop plans for remedial action when unreasonable backlogs develop, and 


to support and justify the allocation of funds to service this functional area. 


 


A separate ETA 5130 report is required whenever appeals are filed relative to claims under extended benefit 


duration provisions of the Federal-State Extended Compensation Program (EB).  See Section G. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report for each calendar month is due in the National Office the 20th day of the month following the 


month to which it relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically for the regular program. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


All entries are to include only those activities occurring during the month reported.  Entries should be made 


for all items.   If no activity corresponding to the items occurred during the report period, a zero should be 


entered.  A report containing missing data cannot be sent to the National Office but can be stored on the 


state's system.  Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports 


User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Appeals Authority.  For purposes of this report: 


 


a. A lower authority is the lower of two administrative authorities provided by the state 


unemployment insurance law to make decisions with respect to appealed determinations.  A state 


agency with only one appeals authority should consider that as a lower appeals authority. 


b. A higher authority is the higher of two administrative authorities provided by the state 


unemployment insurance law to make decisions with respect to appealed decisions of the lower 


authority. 


 


2. Appeals Case.  Count as an appeals case any of the instances listed below occurring with relation to a new, 


additional, or continued claim for benefits. 


 


a. A request to either the lower or the higher appeals authority to review a determination or decision 


made by an authority other than the reviewing body, regardless of whether the review actually 


takes place, the manner in which the request is disposed of, or which appeals authority in the 


agency disposes of it. 


 


b. A review by an appeals authority made at the request of or the direction of another appeals 


authority, of a decision made by an authority other than the reviewing body.  For example:  When 


the higher appeals authority remands a case to the lower appeals authority for a decision or a 


hearing and a decision, the lower appeals authority should count it as a new appeals case. 


Similarly, the higher appeals authority would count a case remanded to it by a court for a decision 


as a new higher authority appeals case. 
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c. A review by either the lower or the higher appeals authority of a decision made previously by the 


reviewing body but which has been reopened or remanded for a rehearing and decision. 


 


d. A decision by either the lower or the higher appeals authority ruling on an issue not previously 


considered by a lower body. 


 


Note:  If state procedure permits recourse to the appeals authorities by employers or employer 


representatives desiring to appeal a state agency decision which did not directly affect the benefit 


rights of a specific claimant or claimants (e.g., appealing a benefit charge by a non-separating 


employer), such appeals should be excluded from this report.  Hearings of interstate appeals held by 


agent states should not be counted as appeals case dispositions or decisions by the agent state. 


 


3. Single-Claimant Appeals Case.  A single-claimant appeals case is one which, at the time of reporting, involves 


only one claimant.  A single-claimant appeals case should be reported for each claimant involved in an appeal 


and for whom a separate hearing may be scheduled.  A "test" appeal is a single-claimant appeals case although 


the decision may affect many other claimants.  The count of cases and claimants will generally be identical for 


single-claimant cases. 


 


4. Multi-claimant Appeals Case.  A multi-claimant appeals case is one which, at the time of reporting, involves 


more than one claimant.  A multi-claimant case should be reported whenever a group hearing is held and the 


resulting decision is applicable to more than one claimant. 


 


5. Dispositions.  Section B requires information on the number of claimants involved in appeals cases.  All 


dispositions of appeals cases should be reported on line 210.  A disposition does not occur if the higher 


authority remands the appeals case to the lower authority for the taking of additional evidence which will be 


transmitted back to the higher authority for its decision.  A disposition will occur when a decision is made.  


Below is an explanation of how to count dispositions, along with examples of situations that may occur. 


 


a. Disposed of by Decision.  Count as disposed of by decision an appeals case disposed of by a 


written ruling that is issued to one or more parties.  In a multi-claimant case, only one disposition 


by decision would be counted regardless of the number of claimants to which it applies. 


 


(1) A disposition by decision would occur in the case of an appellant's withdrawal if a hearing 


officer reviews the case and issues a written ruling to the interested parties allowing the 


withdrawal. 


 


(2) A disposition by decision of an appeals case would occur if the appellant files an appeal 


after the allowable time period has elapsed; a hearing is scheduled on the issue of 


timeliness; the case is resolved; and a written ruling is issued to the interested parties.  If the 


issue of timeliness is resolved in favor of the appellant and the merits of the appeals case 


are resolved on the basis of a single hearing, only one disposition may be counted and 


reported. 


 


(3) A disposition by decision of an appeals case would occur if the appellant fails to appear at 


the scheduled hearing and a written ruling to dismiss the case is issued to the interested 


parties. 


 


(4) A disposition by decision of an appeals case would occur when a higher authority issues a 


decision to the interested parties that remands the appeals case to the lower authority for a 


hearing and decision.  The higher authority would count a disposition by decision at the 


time of the remand decision.  The lower authority would count a disposition by decision 


when the appeals case is disposed of by a decision of the lower authority.  Likewise, a 
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disposition by decision would occur if the lower authority remands the appeals case to the 


agency for additional fact finding and a new determination or redetermination. 


 


b. Disposed of Other Than by Decision.  Count as a disposition by other than decision an appeals 


case disposed of by other than by a decision as defined above. 


 


(1) A disposition by other than decision would occur in the case of withdrawal by the appellant 


if a hearing officer does not review the case and issue a written ruling allowing the 


withdrawal. 


 


(2) A disposition by other than decision would occur if the appellant files an appeal after the 


allowable time period has elapsed and, without a hearing being scheduled, the appeal is 


denied by letter which shows the right to request a hearing, and no such request is made; or 


a clerical or appeals authority issued a written ruling which merely counts the number of 


days between the starting date of the appeal period and the filing date; or appellant requests 


the appeals authority to reopen or remand an appeals case and the request is disposed of by 


a written ruling denying the request without a hearing being scheduled. 


 


6. Claimants.  The number of claimants reported on this form should represent all claimants whose claim 


determinations or lower authority appeals decisions have been appealed, or whose claims are decided by an 


appeals authority when no previous decision has been made by a lower body.  For instance, if an employer files 


an appeal from an initial determination or a lower authority decision involving the claims of 50 claimants, each 


of the 50 claimants should be reported.  If, as in the case of a labor dispute, only one claimant appeals as a "test" 


appeal, only one claimant should be reported as a single-claimant case. 


 


7. Status of Appeals. 


 


a. Status of Appeals is intended to reflect appeals caseload and how well states are able to keep up 


with the counts of claimants by status of appeals should include all appeals cases which have been 


filed with the appeals authorities in the month. 


 


b. The designation of a case as multi-claimant at the time of filing may change at the time of 


disposition.  A case is defined at the time of disposition in terms of the action taken.  For instance, 


an appeal filed by an employer against the claims of 50 claimants may be considered one case at 


the time of filing.  Later, the 50 claimants may be split into several groups and a decision made for 


each group.  Accordingly, the single case at filing becomes several cases at disposition.  On the 


other hand, in multi-claimant cases where units within an employing unit are broken out for 


separate consideration, what was originally classified as two employer appeals (one employer 


appealing cases involving two units of claimants) may later be reclassified as one case at the time 


of disposition. A single-claimant case at the time of filing may be combined later with other cases 


and be a multi-claimant case at the time of disposition. 


 


Because the case units for any specified workload of multi-claimant cases may vary between the 


time of filing and the time of disposition, no valid comparison of the count of multi-claimant cases 


between the two points of time can be made.  While counts of cases decided are required in line 


100, designation of claimants in a case at each stage is required for lines 200 and 210 even if that 


designation changes. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Section A.  Single-Claimant and Multi-Claimant Appeals Case Decisions by Program and Other 


Dispositions. 
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a. Line 100.  Report in items 1 through 6 the number of single-claimant and multi-claimant 


decisions, classified by program. 


 


b. Line 100, Item 7.  Cases Disposed of Other than by Decision.  The entry in this item should 


include all state UI, UCFE, and UCX cases disposed of other than by decision during the month. 


 


2. Section B.  Claimants Involved in State UI Appeals Cases by Status of Appeals. The entries in items 8 


through 11 should refer to the number of claimants (not the number of cases) involved in appeals under 


the state UI program.  All claimants involved in appeals cases, including the cases which were later 


disposed of before reaching the appeals authority, should be included.  A claimant involved in more than 


one case should be counted once for each case. Claimants appealing decisions involving "UCFE no UI", 


or "UCX only" benefit rights should not be included even though they may be represented by a multi-


claimant case which also includes reportable UI claimants. 


 


a. Line 200.  Filed During Month.  In columns 8 and 9, distribute by type of authority, the number of 


state UI claimants involved in single-claimant appeals cases received during the month.  In 


columns 10 and 11, distribute by type of authority the number of claimants represented by the 


multi-claimant appeals cases filed.  A claimant filing a "test" appeal should be classified as a 


"single-claimant" rather than a "multi-claimant." 


 


b. Line 210.  Disposed of by Decision During the Month.  Distribute as in a. above, the number of 


state UI claimants involved in single and multi-claimant appeals cases which were disposed of by 


decision during the month. 


 


3. Section C.  State UI Appeals Decisions by Type of Appellant. 


 


a. Line 300, Total.  Enter in columns 12 and 13 the total number of state UI appeals cases decided 


during the month by authority level.  Distribute these totals in columns 14 through 19 according to 


type of appellant and authority level.  Entries for appellants other than claimants or employers 


(columns 18 and 19) should be explained in the comments section. 


 


b. Line 310, in Favor of the Appellant.  Enter in each of columns 12 through 19 the number of 


appeals decisions in the respective column for line 300 which were in favor of the appellant.  


These decisions will consist of all decisions which reverse the lower body's decisions or decrease 


the extent to which the decisions of the lower body were against the interest of the appellants.  


Decisions involving multi-claimant cases should be classified as in favor of appellant if the 


decisions are in favor of one or more of the appellants involved. 


 


4. Section D. Number of Lower Authority State UI Appeals Decisions by Issue.  Enter in item 20 the total 


number of decisions reported in line 100, column 1, and distribute that number by issue in the respective 


categories.  A decision should be reported under only one of the issue categories, even though it involves 


multiple issues.  If a decision involves separation (voluntary quit, misconduct, etc.) and another issue(s), 


the decision should be reported under the separation issue.  If more than one separation issue is involved 


in the decision, only the most recent separation should be reported.  If a decision does not involve a 


separation issue but does involve a refusal of suitable work and another issue(s), the decision should 


always be reported under the common issue which caused the case to be disposed of by one decision, 


without regard to corollary issues involving only a few claimants. 


 


5. Comments.  Comments are appropriate under the following circumstances: 


 


a. Administrative Factors Affecting Data Reported.  Describe any administrative factors, such as 


changes in operating procedures, issuance of rules and regulations, staff turnover, change in 


administrative policies, precedent decisions, and increase or decrease in initial determinations, 
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which may affect the data reported in such a way that they will lack comparability with data 


submitted by other state agencies. 


 


b. Legal Provisions Affecting Data Reported.  Describe any legal factors, such as new laws or 


amendments or change in interpretation of existing laws, which may affect the data reported in 


such a way that they will lack comparability with data submitted on prior reports or on current 


reports submitted by other state agencies. 


c. Economic Factors Affecting Data Reported.  Describe any economic factors which may affect data 


reported. 


 


G. Special Program Reporting 
 


Reporting Under EB Provisions.  When a state begins an extended benefit period under the EB provision of 


its state law, appeals related to this program will be reported separately from regular UI appeals activities.  A 


separate ETA 5130 report screen for EB should be keyed and transmitted each month in which the program is 


operative.  Definitions are the same as those for the regular report.  If one case involves both the regular 


program and the EB program, the case will be classified as regular, not EB. 
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Comments: 


  


OMB No.: 1205-0010 OMB Expiration Date: 10/31/2018 Estimated Average Response Time: 120 
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minutes  


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B.   Purpose 
 


The ETA 5159 report contains monthly information on claims activities and on the number and amount of 


payments under state unemployment insurance laws (state UI) and Federal unemployment insurance laws for 


Federal workers (UCFE) and for ex-service members (UCX).  These data are used in budgetary and 


administrative planning, program evaluation, and reports to Congress and the public.  There are separate ETA 


5159 reports labeled Regular, Extended Benefits (EB), and Short Time Compensation (STC), also known as 


Workshare, which furnish data on selected claims and benefit activities.  Activity for claimants in the Self 


Employment Assistance program are to be included in the regular counts of the ETA 5159 as well as shown 


in a break out on the regular report. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal. 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 15th day of the month following each calendar month to 


which it relates.  The regular, EB, and STC versions of this report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions. 
 


1. Timing of Activity Counts.  Count activities as of the date they occur.  Thus, initial claims and continued 


weeks claimed are counted as of the date the claims are taken or received.  Count payments and weeks 


compensated as of the date payments are made; in-person, mailed, or electronically deposited.  When 


there are split weeks where part of the week's activity falls in one month and part in another, the activity 


for the part of the week in the reference month should be counted if possible.  If this daily activity cannot 


be separated, use one-fifth (1/5) of the week's activity for each weekday in the reference month as an 


acceptable alternative.  Use one-fourth (1/4) if the week contains a legal holiday. 


 


2. Combined Wage Claim (CWC) Activity.  Claims taken and payment made under the Interstate 


Arrangement for Combining Employment and Wages are reported as either intrastate or interstate and are 


reported only by the paying (liable) state.  Report under intrastate activities any CWCs filed in the paying 


state, including CWCs filed by commuters whether in-person or through remote claims filing procedures.  


Report under interstate activities CWCs received from an agent state or, interstate, CWCs filed directly 


with the paying state through liable state remote claims filing procedures. 


 


3. Interstate Activities.  In Section A, both agent and liable state initial claims and continued weeks claimed 


activities are reported.  (Report separately for state UI, UCFE, and UCX programs.)  For workload 


purposes, as the agent state, report the total of all interstate initial claims and weeks claimed filed from 


the state, whether filed through the facility of the agent state or directly with the liable state.  Separately, 


as the agent state, report all initial claims and weeks claimed actually taken by the agent state.  Note:  For 


agent state reporting purposes, interstate initial claims include new, additional, transitional and reopened 


claims.  Claims filed by commuters, in person, by mail, telephone or by other means, directly with the 


liable state are reportable as intrastate claims.  Claims filed through the facilities of the agent state are 


reportable as interstate claims.  In Section B, the reporting of interstate claims and payment activities is 


restricted to reporting activities of the liable state.   


 


4. Payment Activities.  To count weeks compensated, analyze payments for more than one week of 


unemployment to determine the number of weeks of unemployment to which such payments relate. 


 


In states where the maximum duration of regular UI benefits is more than 26 weeks, include on the 


regular report those sharable regular weeks over 26 up to the state maximum payable during an 


extended benefit period.  Report the portion of sharable regular benefit payments subject to Federal 


Government reimbursement under the Federal/State Extended Compensation program as if it were 


state UI benefit payments.  Thus, both the state and Federal portions of sharable regular benefit 


payments are included in line 302 of the regular report.  Do not report data for sharable regular weeks 
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separately on this report; however, report amount paid for such weeks on the ETA 2112. 


 


5. Eligibility Review Program (ERP) Interview Activities.  The ERP is designed to accelerate the claimant’s 


return to work and systematically review the claimant’s efforts toward that goal. 


 


ERP interviews are reported under regular unemployment compensation programs:  State UI, UCFE, 


and UCX by intrastate and by liable interstate activity.  Similar data are reportable when applicable 


under the Federal/State Extended Compensation program (EB). 


 


ERP interviewers select and interview UI claimants based on information in Eligibility Review Forms.  


This form includes eligibility-availability information from the claimant indicating his/her proposed 


search for work.  The form also provides a section for the ERP interviewer's comments.  The first ERP 


interview is scheduled if the claimant is in a demand occupation and still unemployed, if the claimant 


appears to need help in finding work, or if the claimant's benefit eligibility is suspect. 


 


The ERP interview differs from the "Periodic Interview" in that the claimant's characteristics are 


assessed as they relate to current local labor market conditions rather than to passage of time.  


Following are reasons for scheduling ERP interviews: 


 


 a claimant with a firm short-term layoff does not return to work by the expected date; 


 


 a claimant expected to return to work upon occurrence of some event, e.g., seasonal weather 


change, procurement of equipment, does not return to work; 


 


 a claimant scheduled for interview after a nonmonetary issue is resolved; 


 


 a claimant whose ERP questionnaire raises questions on his/her availability for full-time work. 


 


6. General Checks.  Entries should be made for all required items.  If the item is inapplicable or if 


applicable but no activity corresponding to the items occurred during the report period, a zero should be 


entered.  A report containing missing data cannot be sent to the National Office but can be stored on the 


state's system.  Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports 


User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


7. Documentation Requirements.  A record of each workload item on the ETA 5159, new claims, additional 


claims and weeks claimed, must be maintained in either a manual or computer file and be accessible for 


validation. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. New Claim.  The first initial claim filed in person, by mail, by internet, telephone or other means to 


request a determination of entitlement to and eligibility for compensation which results in an agency 


generated document of an appealable monetary determination provided to the potential claimant.  


Exclude transitional claims.  (One of the three types of initial claims.) 


 


2. Additional Claim.  A subsequent initial claim filed during an existing benefit year due to  new 


unemployment and when a break of one week or more has occurred in the claim series due to intervening 


employment.  Report these claims only when there has been intervening employment since the last claim 


was filed.  Do not report as additional claims, claims following breaks in series due to illness, 


disqualification, unavailability, or failure to report for any reason other than job attachment.  For each 


reported additional claim, a record must be maintained of the separating employer, the last day worked, 


and the reason for separation or unemployment.  This record must be maintained in either a manual or 


computer file and be accessible for validation.  An additional claim is not reportable for the same 


separation as a previously taken initial claim.  (One of the three types of initial claims.) 
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3. Transitional Claim.  A claim filed to request a determination of eligibility and establishment of a new 


benefit year having an effective date within the 7-day period immediately following the benefit year 


ending date and a week for which compensation or waiting period credit was claimed.  (One of the three 


types of initial claims.) 


 


A first claim for extended benefits under the EB or other extended benefit program should not be 


counted as a transitional claim; it will be counted as a new claim on the separate ETA 5159 EB report 


or appropriate form (see section G.1. below).  However, when a claimant files for extended benefits in 


the last week of his/her benefit year, and a determination must be made on whether he/she can 


establish a new benefit year, this request and any subsequent request in a continuous extended benefit 


claims series should be counted as a transitional claim on the regular form and not on the EB or other 


extended program form. 


 


4. Weeks Claimed.  Weeks covered by intrastate continued claims and interstate continued claims for which 


waiting period credit or payment of compensation is requested.  A week for which excessive earnings are 


reported does not constitute a claim for a week of unemployment.  However, when other deductible 


income exceeds the weekly benefit amount, it will be considered a week claimed. 


 


5. Final Payment.  A final payment is the last regular benefit payment a claimant receives in a benefit year 


because the claimant has exhausted entitlement by drawing the full amount of benefits from state trust 


funds or UCFE or UCX program funds.  The last payment to a claimant whose regular program benefits 


are reduced through disqualifications, but who draws all the reduced benefits during the benefit year, 


should be considered a final payment.  No claimant should be considered to have received a final 


payment if, because of the ending of his/her benefit year, he/she cannot draw the full amount of state UI, 


UCFE, or UCX benefit entitlement. 


 


6. Self Employment Assistance Program.  A count of claimants who have been accepted into a Self 


Employment Assistance Program as defined under P.L. 103-182, North American Free Trade Agreement 


Implementation Act.  Claimant activity will be counted as part of the regular program.  Counts of those 


individuals entering the Self Employment Assistance program, the number of weeks compensated while 


in that program, and the benefits paid for those weeks will be shown separately. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Section A.  Claims Activities. 


 


a. Initial Claims.  Items 1-7 relate to all initial claims filed in-person, by mail, by internet, telephone 


or by other means, including those filed at itinerant points.  Exclude transitional claims (item 6) 


from all counts of total initial claims under all programs (lines 101-103).  See Section G.2. below 


for reporting “crossover” initial claims from the Short-Time Compensation program to the regular 


program.  Note:  Claims filed by commuters, in person, by mail, by internet, by telephone or by 


other means, directly with the liable state are reportable as intrastate claims.  Claims filed through 


the facilities of the agent state are reportable as interstate claims. 


 


1) Item 1.  Total.  Enter on lines 101-103 the total number of initial claims filed and received 


under the program indicated; this includes new and additional intrastate claims and 


interstate claims filed from agent state (items 2 through 4) during the report period. 


 


2) Item 2.  New Intrastate, Excluding Transitional.  Enter on lines 101-103 initial claims 


which represent new intrastate claims.  Exclude transitional claims and interstate new 


claims taken. 


 


3) Item 3.  Additional Intrastate.  Enter on lines 101-103 that part of initial claims reported in 
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item 1 which represents the beginning of a second or subsequent series of intrastate claims 


within a benefit year or period of eligibility when a break of one week or more occurred in 


the claim series due to intervening employment. 


 


4) Item 4.  Interstate Filed from Agent State.  Enter on lines 101-103 all interstate initial 


claims taken by the agent state plus interstate initial claims filed directly with the liable 


state and reported to the agent state.  Note:  For agent state reporting purposes, interstate 


initial claims reportable in this item include new, additional, transitional, and reopened 


claims.   


 


5) Item 5.  Interstate Taken as Agent State.  Enter on lines 101-103, that part of the number of 


claims reported in item 4 that were taken directly by the agent state.  Note:  For agent state 


reporting purposes, interstate initial claims reportable in this item include new, additional, 


transitional, and reopened claims. 


 


6) Item 6.  Transitional.  Enter on lines 101-103 the total of all initial claims which represent 


transitional intrastate and transitional liable interstate claims. 


 


7) Item 7.  Interstate Received as Liable State.  Enter on lines 101-103 all interstate initial 


claims received from an agent state plus interstate initial claims filed directly with the liable 


state.  Note: For liable state reporting purposes, interstate initial claims reportable in this 


item includes new and additional claims only.  


 


b. Eligibility Reviews (ERP).  Eligibility reviews represent the number of eligibility review 


interviews conducted during the month. 


 


1) Item 8.  Intrastate.  Enter on lines 201-203 the number of intrastate eligibility review 


interviews conducted during the month. 


 


2) Item 9.  Interstate taken as Liable State.  Enter on lines 201-203 the number of interstate 


eligibility review interviews conducted as the liable state. 


 


c. Continued Weeks Claimed.  Continued weeks claimed represent weeks covered by claims for 


waiting period credit or for benefits. 


 


1) Item 10.  Intrastate.  Enter on lines 201-203 the total number of weeks claimed by intrastate 


continued claims filed. 


 


Report the number of weeks filed for waiting period credit or for benefits, whether or not 


such benefits are actually paid to the claimant.  Claims filed should be counted by the 


number of actual weeks claimed on each document (list, slip, or claim form) submitted in-


person or filed by other means.  Exclude weeks for which excessive earnings are reported 


or the claimant is monetarily ineligible. 


 


Courtesy claims for visiting claimants should not be counted by the state taking the 


courtesy claim.  They should be counted as continued intrastate or interstate weeks claimed 


by the state against which the claim is filed. 


 


Commuter claims should be counted as intrastate claims in the liable state. 


 


2) Item 11.  Interstate Filed from Agent State.  Enter on lines 201-203 the total number of 


weeks claimed by interstate continued claims filed from a state as agent state except those 


weeks for which excessive earnings are identifiable or the claimant is monetarily ineligible.  


The count in item 11, should include a) those interstate continued weeks claimed filed 
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directly by mail or by phone with the liable state and reported back to the agent state 


through the Interstate Statistical Data Exchange and b) those actually filed through the 


agent state. 


 


3) Item 12.  Interstate Received as Liable State.  Enter on lines 201-203 the total number of 


interstate weeks claimed filed directly with the liable state by mail, telephone or other 


means, plus the number received from an agent state, except weeks for which excessive 


earnings are reported or the claimant is monetarily ineligible. 


 


d. Item 13.  Claimants Entering the Self Employment Assistance Program.  Enter the number of 


claimants who entered the Self Employment Assistance program during the period.  Activity for 


these claimants will continue to be counted with the rest of the regular program.  This will include 


individuals in the state program, UCFE and/or UCX. 


 


2. Section B.  Payment Activities. 


 


a. Weeks Compensated,  State UI Program. 


 


1) Item 14.  All Weeks Compensated. 


 


Enter on line 301 the number of intrastate and interstate state UI weeks compensated either 


wholly from state trust funds or partially from State trust funds and partially from Federal 


funds, i.e., joint claims or sharable regular.  Include: 


 


 Each week compensated for total, part-total, or partial unemployment. 


 


 Each week compensated for total, part-total, or partial unemployment reduced or 


increased for an overpayment or underpayment in one or more previous weeks.  Do 


not include the count of weeks involved in the overpayment or underpayment 


adjustment or if such payment is made separately; however, the amount paid for such 


weeks should be included in line 302 whether the adjusted payment was made to a 


currently payable week or paid by a separate check. 


 


 Each week compensated at a reduced amount due to income other than wages, as 


provided by state law.  Count weeks of total offset. 


 


 Each week of residual payment for less than the full weekly benefit amount because 


it is limited to the available balance. 


 


 Interstate payments issued by the liable state. 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of state trust funds and Federal funds (e.g., sharable regular 


paid during an EB period) represented by the weeks compensated reported on line 301.  


Exclude amounts paid from UCFE and UCX programs.  Include any adjustment payments 


issued to correct previous underpayments or overpayments.  Do not include in line 301 the 


weeks involved in supplemental payments which have been reported previously. 


Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; 


these weeks and amounts have been reported previously. 


 


2) Item 15, Total Unemployment Weeks Compensated. 


 


Enter on line 301 that part of the entry in item 14 which represents weeks compensated 


either wholly or partially for total unemployment under the state UI program.  Weeks 


compensated for total unemployment are those reported in item 14 except those for which 
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wages were earned over the minimum prescribed in state law for reducing the weekly 


benefit amount. 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of state trust funds represented by the weeks compensated 


reported on line 301.  Include amounts issued to correct previous underpayments or 


overpayments; do not include weeks involved in such supplemental payments in line 301 


which have been reported previously.  Exclude any amounts paid from UCFE or UCX 


program funds. 


 


Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; 


these weeks and amounts have been reported previously. 


 


3) Item 16.  Interstate Weeks Compensated. 


 


Enter on line 301 state UI weeks compensated on interstate claims. 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of state trust funds represented by the weeks compensated 


reported on line 301.  Include amounts paid to correct previous underpayments or 


overpayments.  Exclude Federal amount paid from UCFE or UCX program funds.   


 


Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; 


these weeks and amounts have been reported previously. 


 


b. Weeks Compensated, UCFE and UCX Programs. 


 


1) Item 17. Total. 


 


Enter on line 301 the total number of weeks compensated, either wholly  from UCFE or 


UCX program funds or from a combination of these two programs.  Include both intrastate 


and interstate payments.  Exclude the number of weeks compensated partially from state 


trust funds combined with UCFE or UCX program funds (joint claims) as these are reported 


in item 14 (state UI combined with UCFE and/or UCX) and item 17 (UCFE/UCX 


combination). 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of UCFE and UCX program funds represented by the weeks 


compensated that are reported on line 301.  Exclude any amounts paid from state trust 


funds.  Include the Federal portion (UCFE/UCX) paid for any joint weeks. This means that 


Federal amounts paid will be reported in line 302, item 17, for some weeks not reported in 


line 301, item 17, those weeks having been reported in line 301, item 14. Include 


adjustments made for overpayments or underpayments where weeks involved were 


previously reported. 


 


Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; 


these weeks and amounts have been reported previously. 


 


2) Item 18.  UCFE - No UI. 


 


Enter on line 301 that part of the entry in item 17 which represents weeks compensated 


wholly from the UCFE program and those weeks compensated for joint UCFE/UCX 


claims. Do not include weeks compensated partially from state trust funds (joint claims). 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of UCFE and UCX program funds represented by weeks 


compensated reported on line 301 which reflect wholly Federal claims. 
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Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; 


these weeks and amounts have been reported previously.  Include adjustments made for 


overpayments and/or underpayments where weeks involved were previously reported. 


 


3) Item 19.  UCX Only. 


 


Enter on line 301 that part of the entry in item 17 which represents only those weeks 


compensated wholly from UCX program funds.  Do not include weeks compensated 


partially from state trust funds nor weeks compensated partially from UCFE program funds. 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of UCX program funds represented by weeks compensated 


reported on line 301. 


 


Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; 


these weeks and amounts have been reported previously.  Include adjustments made for 


overpayments or underpayments where weeks involved were previously reported. 


 


c. Item 20.  Self Employment Assistance Program, All Programs.  Enter in line 301, that part of item 


14 and item 17 which represents weeks compensated for individuals in the Self Employment 


Assistance Program. 


 


Enter on line 302 the amount of benefits paid for the weeks in line 301. 


 


Exclude weeks and amounts reissued to replace lost, stolen, damaged or returned checks; these 


weeks and amounts have been reported previously. 


 


d. First Payments for All Unemployment. 


 


1) Item 21.  Total, State UI.  Enter the number of payments representing first weeks 


compensated in the benefit year and compensated wholly or partially (joint claim) from 


state trust funds. 


 


2) Item 22.  Intrastate, State UI.  Enter first payments for that part of item 21 which represent 


intrastate claims. 


 


3) Item 23.  Interstate, State UI.  Enter first payments for that part of item 21 which represent 


interstate claims. 


 


4) Item 24.  UCFE, No UI.  Enter the number of intrastate and interstate first payments 


representing first weeks compensated in the benefit year compensated wholly from the 


UCFE program and first payments representing first weeks compensated in the benefit year 


compensated from joint UCFE/UCX funds. 


 


5) Item 25.  UCX Only.  Enter the number of intrastate and interstate first payments 


representing first weeks compensated in the benefit year compensated wholly from UCX 


program funds. 


 


e. Final Payments for All Unemployment. 


 


1) Item 26.  Total, State UI.  Enter the number of final payments regardless of the source 


(intrastate and interstate) made to claimants wholly or in part from state trust funds.  All 


final payments covering weeks compensated jointly from a state trust fund and UCFE or 


UCX program funds should be included in item 26 and excluded from items 27 and 28. 
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2) Item 27.  UCFE, No UI.  Enter the number of intrastate and interstate final payments made 


wholly from the UCFE program or UCFE/UCX funds, and based solely on Federal civilian 


service or Federal civilian service in conjunction with Federal military service. 


 


3) Item 28.  UCX Only.  Enter the number of intrastate and interstate final payments made 


wholly from UCX program funds, and based solely on Federal military service. 


 


3. Comments.  Explain in the comments area significant variations in volumes of activities or average 


benefit amounts from levels expected from previous experience or from levels in prior or same period 


one year ago.  Since size and direction of changes in average weekly benefit amounts are generally 


affected by statutory provisions and seasonality, states should develop criteria based on past experience 


for commenting on such changes.  Describe such criteria on the first report using new criteria. 


 


a. Administrative Factors.  Describe administrative factors, such as changes in operating procedures, 


issuance of rules and regulations, and staff turnover.  These may affect data reported in such a way 


that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or on current reports from other state 


agencies. 


 


b. Legal Factors.  Describe legal factors, such as new laws or interpretation thereof.  These may 


affect data reported in such a way that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or on 


current reports from other state agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors.  Describe economic factors which may affect data reported in such a way that 


conditions will be reflected in any of the tabulations.  Cover mass layoffs and seasonal declines in 


employment which increase claim loads beyond capacity of available personnel or result in 


unusual changes in volume of payment, weeks compensated, or in average weekly benefit 


amounts.  Also, describe factors with opposite effect, such as large-scale reemployment and 


opening of new industries. 


 


G. Special Program Reporting 
 


1. Reporting Activities Under the EB Provisions. 


 


a. Special Reporting Requirements.  When a state begins an extended benefit period under the 


Extended Benefit (EB) provisions of its state law, electronically report activities under this 


program separately from regular UI activities.  The report should contain the items listed below. 


 


When a state is not in an extended benefit period, but takes an interstate initial claim for EB 


against another state, and/or when interstate continued weeks claimed are filed from the state, 


electronically report these claims data on a separate EB report.  This data is not to be included in 


the regular program counts nor is it to be put in the comments section of the regular report. 


 


b. Items to be Reported.  Report the following items on each EB report.  Except where otherwise 


stated, definitions are the same as those for the regular report. 


 


1) Item 2, Lines 101-103.  Report the first request for extended benefits under the EB 


intrastate program as a new claim.  Count all such claims in this column, including new 


claims for EB filed immediately following exhaustion of regular benefits. 


 


2) Item 3, Lines 101-103.  Enter the number of EB additional initial claims. 


 


3) Item 4, Lines 101-103.  Enter the number of interstate new claims, as defined above,  which 


represent initial interstate claims filed from the state agency acting as the agent state or 


from the state where a claimant resides but which is not liable for the claimants’ benefits 
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when interstate initial claims are filed directly with the liable state.  Note that unlike the 


regular UI program, additional claims for EB are not included in this figure. 


 


4) Item 5, Lines 101-103.  Enter the number of interstate new claims, as defined above, taken 


by the state agency acting as the agent state.  Note that unlike the regular UI program, 


additional claims for EB are not included in this figure. 


 


5) Item 7, Lines 101-103.  Enter the number of interstate new claims, as defined above, 


received in the central office of the liable state. 


 


6) Items 10-12, Lines 201-203.  Instructions are the same as for the regular ETA 5159 report 


except that continued weeks claimed are for extended benefits under the EB program. 


 


7) Items 14 and 15, Lines 301-302.  Enter on line 301 the number of state UI program weeks 


compensated under the EB program and on line 302 the amount associated with those 


payments taking into account adjustments. 


 


8) Items 17-19, Lines 301 and 302.  Enter on line 301 the number of UCFE and UCX weeks 


compensated under the EB program and on line 302 the amount associated with those 


payments taking into account adjustments. 


 


9) Item 21, Line 303.  Enter the number of payments representing first weeks of extended 


benefits compensated wholly or partially (joint claims) from state funds. 


 


10) Items 24 and 25, Line 303.  Enter the number of payments representing first weeks of 


UCFE extended benefits compensated (item 24) and first weeks of UCX extended benefits 


compensated (item 25) under the EB program. 


 


11) Item 26, Line 303.  A final payment of extended benefits is defined as the last extended 


benefit payment which a claimant receives because no more benefits are available to 


him/her in his/her eligibility period. 


 


 Excluded from the definition is the last payment to an individual at the end of an extended 


benefit period if, such period had not ended, the individual would be entitled to further 


extended compensation.  Also excluded is the last payment to an individual before 


establishing a new benefit year and thus reestablishing eligibility for regular UI, UCFE or 


UCX benefits if, he/she were not able to establish a new benefit year, he/she would have 


been entitled to further extended compensation. 


 


 Enter in item 26 the total number of such final extended benefit payments under the EB 


program compensated wholly or in part (joint claims) from state trust funds. 


 


12) Items 27 and 28, Line 303.  Enter the number of UCFE, no UI final extended benefit 


payments (item 27) and the number of UCX only final extended benefit payments (item 28) 


under the EB program. 


 


13) Comments.  Explain in the comments section or on the back of the form, significant 


variations in volumes of extended benefit activities for such factors as outlined in section 


F.3. 


 


2. Reporting Activities Under Short-Time Compensation (STC). 


 


a. Special Reporting Requirements.  When there is a Short-Time Compensation program, also 


known as worksharing (WS), in a state, electronically submit a separate report.  Do not report STC 
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activity on the regular ETA 5159 report.  If no activity occurs in a report period, a report need not 


be submitted.  Due dates and submittal instructions are the same as for the regular report.  Unless 


otherwise noted, definitions are the same as for the regular report. 
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ETA 5159 - CLAIMS AND PAYMENT ACTIVITIES (WORKSHARE) 


 


 
 


 


Comments: 


 


OMB No.: 1205-0010 OMB Expiration Date: 12/31/2018 OMB Burden Minutes: 105 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork 


reduction Act of 1995. Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it 


displays a valid OMB control number. Public reporting burden for this collection of information 


includes the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the 
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data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Submission is required to retain 


or obtain benefits under 42 USC 503(a)(6) and PL 112-96 sec 2165(a)(3). Respondents have no 


expectation of confidentiality. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 


collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of 


Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, 


DC, 20210. 


 


b.Items to be Reported.  Include in each STC report the following items: 


1) Line 101, item 2.  Enter STC state UI new intrastate initial claims excluding transitional 


claims.  Each new intrastate initial claim by an STC claimant is counted. 


 


2) Line 101, item 3.  Enter STC state UI additional intrastate initial claims.  Each additional 


claim by an STC claimant is counted. 


 


3) Line 201, item 9.  Enter STC state UI intrastate continued weeks claimed.  Each STC week 


claimed by an STC claimant is to be counted. 


 


4) Line 301, item 14.  Enter the number of STC state UI weeks compensated.  All STC weeks 


compensated are to be counted. 


 


5) Line 302, item 14.  Enter the amount of benefits paid for all STC state UI weeks 


compensated. 


 


6) Line 303, item 21.  Enter the number of STC state UI intrastate first payments. 


 


7) Line 303, item 25.  Enter the number of STC state UI final payments. 


 


8) Full-Time Equivalents.  Enter the number of equivalent full time initial claims and weeks 


claimed in the appropriate cell.   


 


The Equivalent Initial Claims is the equivalent of the full time layoff initial claims that 


would have taken place if not for the STC program.  Enter the number of equivalent full 


time initial claims computed based on the employers' agreement with the state as to the 


proportion of hours the STC claimant is being reduced. As an example, if the agreement is 


for a 20 percent or one day reduction in each STC claimant's hours, then each claimant's 


initial claim would represent 20 percent of an equivalent full-time layoff initial claim. 


Round the final accumulated number.  


 


Should an STC claimant become a regular claimant with no break in the claims series with 


intervening full-time employment, that is he would not be an additional initial, then the 


residual of the initial claim would become reportable on the regular program report in the 


comments section. In the example above, if the STC individual who was counted as 20 


percent of an initial for economic measures becomes fully unemployed, then the residual 


amount or 80 percent of an initial should be shown in the comments section of the regular 


report and identified as crossovers from STC to regular. Round the final accumulated 


number. If these figures are reported on a paper form, they should be entered in the 


comments section. 


 


Compute the equivalent weeks claimed by using the proportion of the week being claimed. 


As an example, if two STC claimants each claimed 1/5th of a week and another claimed 


2/5ths of a week, the equivalent full weeks for the three would be 4/5ths or 0.8 weeks. 


Round the final accumulated number to whole weeks. 


 


9)     Number of Participating Employers. Enter the total number of employers who have entered 
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into agreements with the state that would provide for potential STC benefit payments to 


claimants, include those employers who have STC agreements in place for which STC 


activity could occur, even if the employer did not actively participate in the STC program 


during the month being reported. If a single employer has multiple agreements with the 


state, or multiple agreements within an establishment, count that employer only once. 
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SECTION II: FUND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY 


Section II: Fund Management Activity 


Section II: Fund Management Activity 
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ETA 191 – STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES AND FINANCIAL ADJUSTMENTS OF FEDERAL FUNDS 
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ETA 191 – Statement of Expenditures and Financial Adjustments of Federal Funds for Unemployment 


Compensation for Federal Employees and Ex-Servicemember 


SECTION II-1 


A. Facsimile of Form   


STATE:  REGION: REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


SECTION A: SUMMARY STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES AND ADJUSTMENTS 


  UCFE UCX 


1. Benefit Expenditures       


2. Adjustments Assigned to Agencies: 


  (a) Cancellations   


  (b) Restoration of Overpayments   


  (c) Other - Explain in Comments   


3. Total Assigned Expenditures 


and Adjustments  


(Items 1 and 2; these totals must match 


the totals reported in Section B.) 


  


4. Expenditures and Adjustments 


Not Assigned to Agencies: 


  (a) Penalties and Interest   


  (b) Other - Explain in Comments   


5. Total Expenditures and Adjustments 


Not Assigned to Agencies 


(Items 4a and 4b) 


  


6. Grand Total - All Expenditures 


and Adjustments 


(Items 3 and 5) 


  


 


SECTION B: DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES AND ADJUSTMENTS BY FEDERAL 


(CIVILIAN) AND MILITARY AGENCIES 


Agency 


Code Agency 


Title 


Expenditures and Adjustments 


 UCFE UCX 


(1) (2) (3) (4) 


Comments:  


OMB No.: 1205-0162               OMB Expiration Date: 06/30/2019                OMB Burden Hours: 360 Minutes 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 
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1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits   under SSA 303(a)(6).  Respondents 


have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 


collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 


Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210.  
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B. Purpose 
 


Public Law 96-499, Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980, required Federal agencies to pay the cost of 


unemployment compensation for Federal employees (UCFE) when the benefit payment was based on Federal 


services performed after December 31, 1980.  It was not until the passage of the Miscellaneous Revenue Act 


of 1982 that military departments were required to reimburse the unemployment compensation expenditures 


for ex-servicemembers (UCX). 


 


Public Law 96-499 also established within the Unemployment Trust Fund the "Federal Employees 


Compensation Account (FECA)."  The FECA operates as a revolving account and, therefore, is dependent 


upon state agencies, the Department of Labor, and Federal and military agencies to maintain its solvency. 


 


The Form ETA 191, Statement of Expenditures and Financial Adjustments of Federal Funds for 


Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees and Ex-Servicemembers is used by each State 


Workforce Agency (SWA) to report to the National Office (NO): 1) the quarterly summary of UCFE and 


UCX expenditures and adjustments, and 2) the total amount of benefits paid by the SWA to claimants of 


specific agencies.  Section B of the ETA 191 report is the only source document used by the Office of 


Unemployment Insurance (OUI) to bill Federal and military agencies for the recovery of UCFE and UCX 


benefit payments. 


 


Each SWA withdraws resources from the FECA to cover the necessary UCFE and UCX benefit payments.  


OUI bills the Federal and military agencies quarterly, based on the data contained in Section B of the ETA 


191 report.  Each Federal and military agency deposits into the FECA, on a quarterly basis, reimbursements 


for benefits that have been paid to their former employees. 


 


After receipt of each quarterly ETA 191 report, OUI aggregates the benefit payments by state for individual 


Federal agencies and bills each accordingly.  Quarterly, the NO certifies to the U.S. Department of the 


Treasury the total amounts due from each department and agency. 


 


The FECA’s successful operation depends the state and the Federal agencies.  The Federal agencies are 


responsible for reimbursing the FECA in a timely manner to ensure that there are adequate funds available for 


the states to withdraw.  The state agencies, in turn, are responsible for paying UCFE and UCX benefits to the 


claimant, reporting these quarterly benefit payments to the NO in a timely manner, and providing detailed 


benefit payment data to Federal agencies as requested. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal  
 


The ETA 191 will be transmitted electronically to the NO by the 25th of the month following the close of the 


quarter. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1. Requisitioning Funds from the Federal Employees Compensation Account.  SWAs are required to 


requisition funds from the FECA using the Automated Standard Application for Payments (ASAP) 


System to cover anticipated benefit payment needs for all UCFE and UCX claimants.  These 


electronic requests are received by the U.S. Department of the Treasury.  To prevent the build up of 


excessive balances in local banks, requisitions and transfers of funds should be made on a daily 


basis. 


 


2. Providing Information to Federal (Civilian) and Military Agencies.  Pursuant to the Secretary's 


authority in 5 U.S.C. 8509 (f), SWAs will continue to, for purposes of this Act, provide appropriate 


payroll offices of Federal and military agencies with a copy of all determination notices, including 
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appeals, that are now provided to a private employer, as instructed by Sections 6662 and 8692, Part 


V of the ES Manual. 


 


The SWA should be prepared to furnish the civilian and military agencies, upon their request, with 


detailed benefit payment data, which support the charges contained in Section B of the report.  The 


benefit payment data are to be forwarded to those agencies by the 25th day after the end of the 


reporting quarter.  Since many Federal agencies rely heavily upon this data to verify the accuracy of 


their benefit charges, it is important for states to supply this information timely and for the detailed 


benefit payment data to equal the agency charges submitted in Section B of the report. 


 


SWAs will provide the certified documentation directly to those Federal civilian and military 


agencies that have requested the benefit payment data.  These agencies are listed in the Training 


Employment Notice (TEN) entitled, "Directory of Federal (Civilian) and Military Agencies 


requesting Quarterly UCFE and UCX Detailed Benefit Payment Data." 


 


3. Identifying Federal Agencies.  SWAs should consider providing the list of Federal employers and their 


respective codes found in section G below to local office initial intake, adjustment, and overpayment 


personnel for the purposes of identifying the appropriate Federal agency (or agencies) to be charged.  


Prior to transmittal of claims forms to the central office, the Federal employer code should be 


recorded on all pertinent documents,  i.e., Form ES 931, UCFE Request for Wage and Separation 


Information, Form ES 935, Claimant Affidavit of Federal Civilian Service Wage and Separation 


Information, etc. 


 


4. Correcting Errors Made in a Prior Quarter.  Corrections should be reported by the next quarter on the 


ETA 191 report unless more time is needed.  Errors, such as use of incorrect three-digit agency 


codes, can create significant problems for the Federal agency, the NO, and, eventually, the SWA.  


The electronic submittal system automatically displays the name of the agency associated with an 


entered three-digit code.  This name should be checked to be sure that the benefits being entered are 


being assigned to the appropriate agency.  When errors in coding occur, it usually takes anywhere 


from three months to one year to correct them. 


 


From the time that the error occurred, a two-year grace period has been established as sufficient time 


for adjustment to be made.  SWAs are instructed to correct improper charges made to Federal and 


military agencies by increasing or decreasing the agency's charges in the next quarterly ETA 191 


report. 


 


In cases where there may not be charges in a following quarter, only the corrective entry should be 


reported.  SWAs are not to submit more than one ETA 191 report per quarter. 


 


E. Definitions   
 


1. Assigned Charges.  Charges are classified as "assigned" to a Federal agency when expenditures and/or 


adjustments can be positively identified in Section B of the report.  As a result, totals that are 


assigned to Federal agencies reported in Section A (item 3) must equal the totals generated from the 


assigned charges listed in Section B. 


 


2. Unassigned Charges.  Charges are classified as "unassigned" by a Federal agency when expenditures 


and/or adjustments can not be positively identified in Section B of the report.  Unassigned charges 


should be infrequent. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Section A. Summary Statement of Expenditures and Adjustments. 
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a. Item 1. Benefit Expenditures.  Include in the appropriate columns all regular and extended UCFE 


and UCX unemployment compensation benefits paid to eligible (as based on title 5 U.S.C.) 


Federal civilian claimants and ex-servicepersons during the reported quarter.  Extended Benefits 


(EB) payments made to claimants under the UCFE and UCX programs do not qualify for Federal 


sharing under provisions of the EB law.  Instead, these benefits are 100 percent chargeable to the 


Federal agencies in the same manner as regular UCFE and UCX benefits. (See 20CFR 615.14(e)).  


Benefits expenditures should include only that portion of benefit paid from UCFE and UCX funds. 


 


b. Item 2. Adjustments Assigned to Agencies. 


 


(1) Cancellations.  Enter in the appropriate UCFE or UCX columns the total amount of any 


checks canceled during the quarter which were reported as expenditures in prior quarters.  


Cancellations of checks drawn in the current quarter are to be reflected in item 1.  Check 


cancellations are subtracted when computing subtotals and totals. 


 


(2) Restoration of Overpayments.  Enter in the appropriate UCFE or UCX columns the total 


amount of restorations made during the current quarter of overpayments made in prior 


quarters.  Restorations of overpayments received during the current quarter and based on 


expenditures in this current quarter should be reflected in item 1.  Restoration of 


overpayments is subtracted when computing subtotals and totals.  A negative sign should 


not be entered. Restorations resulting from the recoupment of overpayments are credited to 


an agency’s account only after the funds have been recovered from a claimant. 


 


(3) Other.  Enter the total of other adjustments in the appropriate UCFE or UCX columns that 


were not included in item 2(a) and 2(b).  For example, these adjustments could include an 


overstatement or understatement of UCFE or UCX expenditures reported in prior quarters.  


It is imperative that SWAs submit an explanation of these items in the comments section.  


These explanations should include the three-digit agency codes, name of agencies, and a 


brief statement describing the adjustment.  If this figure is negative, a negative sign should 


be entered. 


 


c. Item 3. Total Assigned Expenditures and Adjustments.  Enter in the appropriate columns, the total 


amounts of regular and extended UCFE and UCX expenditures and adjustments that are being 


charged to Federal and military agencies during this reporting period.  The figures entered in this 


item for both UCFE and UCX are the results of items 1, 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c).  These totals must 


match the totals reported in Section B. 


 


d. Item 4. Expenditures and Adjustments Not Assigned to Agencies.  Enter the total amounts of 


regular and extended UCFE and UCX expenditures and/or adjustments in the appropriate 


columns. 


 


(1) Penalties and Interest.  Enter the total amount of penalty and interest (P&I) received by 


the SWA which results from prior UCFE or UCX payments.  P & I are subtracted when 


computing subtotals and totals.  A negative sign should not be entered.  Any P & I charged for 


UCFE or UCX must be returned to the FECA. 


 


Exclude the Federally-mandated penalty amounts under section 303(a)(11)(B) of the Social 


Security Act; these penalties have been deposited into the unemployment trust of the state. 


 


(2) Other--Explain in Comments.  Enter in the appropriate UCFE or UCX columns any 


adjustments and/or expenditures that were not included in item 4(a).  For example, list 


adjustments relating to a UCFE or UCX charge that occurred more than two years after the 
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quarter in which the initial payment was made, or to an agency for which a three-digit code 


has not been assigned. 


 


In the latter case, include in the comments section the agency name and total amount of 


benefits for each agency "not assigned" a three-digit code.  The NO will then use this 


information to properly identify the responsible Federal agency and will assign a three-digit 


code to each of those agencies listed in comments and reported in item 4(b). 


 


Once the NO has assigned the three-digit code for the charge in question, the state will 


officially be informed of the change.  The state will first use this information to reclassify 


the charge from "not assigned" to “assigned” by recording the adjustment in Section A, item 


2(c), and in Section B of the next quarterly ETA 191 report. 


 


The state will then enter the negative amount of the identified charge in Section A, item 


4(b).  The purpose of this entry is to "zero out" the amount of the “not assigned” charge 


from the previous reporting quarter, so that the charge does not get counted twice against 


the FECA. 


 


Finally, the state will close the adjustment by explaining the reclassification in the 


comments section.  The state should enter the following items in comments for the 


reclassification: 1) the reporting quarter of the "not assigned" charge, 2) the name of the 


Federal agency, 3) the three-digit code of the agency (as provided by the NO), and (4) the 


amount of the newly-assigned charge.  


 


2. Section B. Detailed Expenditures. 


 


a. Enter in the first column the three digit code of the Federal agency being charged as found in 


section G.   


 


b. When reporting electronically, this column will default to the name of the agency being charged 


that is associated with the code in column one.  Check to be sure that the name on the screen 


matches the name expected for the agency number.  If it does not, check that the agency number 


was entered correctly. 


 


c. Enter in the third column the total amount of regular and extended benefit charges to that Federal 


agency indicated in the first column during the reported quarter. Charges to a Federal agency will 


include adjustments for restoration of Federal funds resulting from cancellation of checks, 


recoupment of overpayments, etc.  Therefore, the sum of UCFE and UCX benefit charges should 


equal the amount in item 3 of Section A.                 


 


G. Federal Agency Codes 
 


A three digit numerical code identifying each Federal agency has been assigned from the list below.  


Additional agencies with their corresponding codes will be added to the list as necessary.  Agencies which 


have been out of existence for more than 10 quarters will generally be removed from the list.  SWAs will use 


these codes to identify all claim records and claim forms of claimants who performed Federal service in 


his/her base period. 


 


Identification Codes for Federal Departments and Agencies 


 


Code Title 
001 U.S. Senate 


002 U.S. House of Representatives 
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003 Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe 


006 U.S. Capitol Police 


010 Architect of the Capitol 


015 U.S. Botanic Garden 


020 Government Accountability Office 


025 U.S. Government Printing Office 


030 Library of Congress 


032 Office of Compliance 


035 United States Tax Court 


040 Congressional Budget Office 


111 Supreme Court of the United States 


112 Administrative Office of the United States Courts 


113 U.S. Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims 


205 White House Office 


207 Office of Vice President of the United State 


210 Office of Management and Budget 


215 Office of Administration 


220 Council of Economic Advisers 


221  Council on Environmental Quality 


224  Executive Residence at the White House 


230  National Security Council 


235  Office of Science & Technology Policy 


238  Office of the U.S. Trade Representative 


239  Office of Special Counsel 


240  Office of National Drug Control Policy 


250  Regulatory Information Service Center 


300  FFIEC Appraisal Subcommittee 


301  U.S. Access Board 


302  Artic Research Commission 


303  Barry Goldwater Scholarship & Excellence Education Foundation 


308  Corporation for National and Community Service 


310  Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board 


312 James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation 


321 National Council on Disability 


323 Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board 


324 Medicare Payment Advisory Commission 


326 U.S. Institute of Peace 


347 Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation 


348 Morris K. Udall Foundation 


373 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 


374 U.S. Election Assistance Commission 


375  Vietnam Education Foundation 


376 Eisenhower Memorial Commission 


377 Office of the Federal Coordinator  


   Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Projects 


378 United States –China Economic and Security Review Commission 


379 Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board 


380 Federal Housing Finance Agency 


382 Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency 


383 Medicaid and CHIP Payment and Access Commission 


384  Northern Border Regional Commission 


385 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 


386 District of Columbia Courts 


387 Commission to Eliminate Child Abuse and Neglect Families 
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388 Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board 


389 US World War One Centennial Commission 


401 Department of Homeland Security (DHS)/Management Directorate 


405 Department of State 


406 International Broadcasting Bureau 


410 Department of the Treasury 


421 Department of Defense - civilian  


422 Department of the Army - civilian 


423 Department of the Navy - civilian 


424 Department of the Air Force - civilian 


425 Department of the Army - Nonappropriated Fund (NAF) 


427 Department of the Air Force - NAF 


429 Army & Air Force Exchange Service - NAF 


430 Department of Justice 


432 Drug Enforcement Agency 


440 Department of the Interior 


445 Department of Agriculture 


450 Department of Commerce 


455 Department of Labor 


460 Department of Health and Human Services 


465 Department of Housing and Urban Development 


466 HUD- Office of the Inspector General 


467 Office of Fed. Housing Enterprise Oversight 


470 Department of Transportation 


475 Department of Energy 


480 Department of Education 


481 DHS/U.S Secret Service 


482 DHS/Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 


483 DHS/Customs & Border Protection 


484 DHS/Transportation Security Administration 


485 DHS/State & Local Government Coordination 


486 DHS/Science & Technology Directorate 


488 DHS/Info. Analysis & Infrastructure Protection 


489 DHS/Citizenship & Immigration Services 


490 DHS/Immigration & Customs Enforcement 


491 DHS/United States Coast Guard - civilian 


492 DHS/Office of Inspector General 


503 Administrative Conference of the United States 


504 African Development Foundation 


506 U.S. Agency for International Development 


507 Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 


509 Appalachian Regional Commission 


510 American Battle Monuments Commission 


520 Board of Governors of the Fed Reserve System 


531 U.S. Ability One Commission  


533 Denali Commission 


535 Office of Personnel Management 


538 Commission of Fine Arts 


539 Commission on Civil Rights 


540 Office of Government Ethics 


541 Consumer Product Safety Commission 


543 Commodity Futures Trading Commission 


552 Environmental Protection Agency 


554 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
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555 Export-Import Bank of the U.S. 


557 Farm Credit Administration 


570 Federal Communications Commission 


572 Federal Election Commission 


574 DHS/ EP&R, Federal Emergency Management Agency 


575 Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 


577 Federal Labor Relations Authority 


578 Federal Maritime Commission 


580 Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 


583 Federal Mine Safety and Health Review Commission 


584 Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board 


590 Federal Trade Commission 


600 General Services Administration 


601 Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation 


602 Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission 


603 U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 


618 Institute of Museum & Library Services 


619 JFK Center for the Performing Arts 


621 Inter-American Foundation 


622 International Boundary and Water Commission 


623 U.S. International Trade Commission 


624 International Boundary Commission 


625 Surface Transportation Board 


626 Interagency Council on the Homeless 


627 Marine Mammal Commission 


628 Merit Systems Protection Board   


629 Valles Caldera Preserve 


630 Millennium Challenge Corporation 


631 National Aeronautics & Space Administration 


633 National Archives & Records Administration 


634 National Credit Union Administration 


640 National Capitol Planning Commission 


642 National Gallery of Art 


645 National Labor Relations Board 


646 National Endowment for the Arts 


647 National Endowment for the Humanities 


650 National Mediation Board  


652 National Railroad Adjustment Board 


655 National Science Foundation 


657 Office of Navajo & Hopi Indian Relocation 


659 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 


660 National Transportation Safety Board 


663 Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 


664 Overseas Private Investment Corp. 


667 Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 


668 Postal Regulatory Commission 


669 Public Defender Service for the District of Columbia 


670 Railroad Retirement Board 


677 U.S. Peace Corps 


687 Social Security Administration 


690 Security & Exchange Commission 


695 Selective Service System 


698 U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom 


700 Small Business Administration 
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701 U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council 


705 Smithsonian Institution 


710 Armed Forces Retirement Home (AFRH) 


730 Tennessee Valley Authority 


732 U.S. Postal Service 


735 Department of Veterans Affairs 


801 Department of the Army - military 


802 Department of the Navy - military 


803 Department of the Air Force - military 


804 United States Marine Corp - military 


805 United States Coast Guard - military 


806 National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administrative - military 


807 Navy Exchange Service Command - NAF 


808 Commander, Navy Installation Command - NAF 


809 Marine Corps Community Services - NAF  


811 Coast Guard Community Services - NAF  


902 Central Intelligence Agency 


911 The Presidio Trust 


912 U.S. Trade and Development Agency 


913 Bureau of Census - 2010 decennial census 


914 Bureau of Census - 2020 decennial census 
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ETA 204 – EXPERIENCE RATING 


A. Facsimile of Form 
  
1.  Sections A and B  


STATE:  REGION: REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


RATE YEAR ENDING COMPUTATION DATE RATING SYSTEM 


   


SECTION A.   All SUBJECT ACCOUNTS: NUMBER & AMOUNTS OF TOTAL & TAXABLE PAYROLL 


Number As Of: Payroll 12 Months Ending: 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


Line  No. 


Accounts Total Taxable 


(1) (2) (3) 


1. Taxable Accounts, Total 101 


 


 


 


 


 
 


  a. Eligible 102 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  b. Ineligible 103  
 


 
 


2. Reimbursable Account 104     


RESERVE RATIO STATES ONLY: 


3. Subject Accounts (Positive Or Zero Balance) 201 
 


 


 


 


  


  


  a. Eligible  202 
  


 


 


 


 


 


  b. Ineligible 203 
  


 
    


4. Subject Accounts (Negative Balance) 204 
  


 
    


  a. Eligible 205   
 


 
  


  b. Ineligible 206       


SECTION B.   SUMMARY OF BENEFITS PAID, CHARGED, AND NONCHARGED 
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  Line  No. Amount      


5. 


Total Benefits (Or Benefit Wages) Paid 


During 12 Months Ending:  301  


6. Taxable Employer Accounts 302 


 


 


 


  a. Charged 303 
 


 


      1. Active 304  


      2. Inactive 305  


  b. Noncharged 306 
 


 


7. Reimbursable Employer Accounts 307  


  a. Charged 308  


  b. Noncharged 309  


ESTIMATED CALENDAR YEAR (CY) AVERAGE TAX RATES 


8. Average Tax Rate on Taxable Wages 401  


9. Average Tax Rate on Total Wages 402  


Comments: 
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2.  Section C.  Reserve Ratio 


  


ETA 204 EXPERIENCE RATING 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR RATE YEAR ENDING:  


SECTION C. RESERVE RATIO METHOD OF TAXATION 


Experience 


Factor 
Average 


Tax 


Rate 


(1) 


Number 


 of 


Accounts 


 (2) 


Total 


Payroll 


(000) 


(3) 


Taxable 


Payroll 


(000) 


(4) 


Benefits 


Charged 


(000) 


(5) 


Estimated 


Contributions 


(000) 


(6) 
Greater 


than 


Less 


Than 


Or 


Equal 


To 


ELIGIBLE – REGULARLY RATED BY FACTOR 


  -80.0       


 -80.0  -60.0       


 -60.0  -40.0       


 -40.0  -20.0       


-20 -19       


-19 -18       


-18 -17       


: :       


 -6.0  -5.0       


 -5.0  -4.5       


 -4.5  -4.0       


: :       


 -0.5  0.0       


0.0 0.5       


: :       


14.5 15.0        


15 16       


16 17       


: :       


19 20       


20 25       


25 30       


: :       
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45        


SUBTOTAL       


ELIGIBLE-


SPECIALLY 


TAXED 


      


TOTAL 


ELIGIBLE 
      


TOTAL 


INELIGIBLE 
      


TOTAL ALL 


SUBJECT 


ACCOUNTS 


      


Comments: 


O M B No.: 1205-0164      O M B Expiration Date: 05/31/2018     Av Est Response Time: ETA 204, A,B 


and C: 30 minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is required to retain or obtain benefits 


under SSA 303(a)(6) (42 USC 503(a).  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of 


this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of 


Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 


20210. 
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3.  Section C. Benefit Ratio  


ETA 204 EXPERIENCE RATING 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR RATE YEAR ENDING:  


SECTION C. BENEFIT RATIO METHOD OF TAXATION 


Experience 


Factor 
Average 


Tax 


Rate 


(1) 


Number  


 of 


Accounts 


 (2) 


Total 


Payroll 


(000) 


(3) 


Taxable 


Payroll 


(000) 


(4) 


Benefits 


Charged 


(000) 


(5) 


Estimated 


Contributions 


(000) 


(6) 
Greater 


than 


Less 


Than 


Or 


Equal 


To 


ELIGIBLE – REGULARLY RATED 


 0.0  0.1       


 0.1  0.2       


 0.2  0.3       


: :       


 7.9  8.0       


 8.0  8.5       


 8.5  9.0       


: :       


15.0         


SUBTOTAL       


ELIGIBLE-


SPECIALLY 


TAXED 


      


TOTAL 


ELIGIBLE 
      


TOTAL 


INELIGIBLE 
      


TOTAL ALL 


SUBJECT 


ACCOUNTS 


      


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0164      O M B Expiration Date: 05/31/2018     Average Estimated Response Time: 15 


minutes 


  


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 
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completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is required to retain or obtain benefits 


under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of 


information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 


Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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  B. Purpose 
  


The data submitted annually on the ETA 204 will enable the Employment and Training Administration 


(ETA) to project revenues for the Unemployment Insurance (UI) program on a state by state basis and to 


measure the variations in assigned contribution rates which result from different experience rating 


systems.  When used in conjunction with data from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 


(QCEW), the ETA 204 data will assist in determining the effects of various factors (e.g., seasonality, 


stabilization, expansion, or contraction in employment and payroll, etc.) on the employment experience of 


various groups of employers. 


  


The data will also provide to states and the National Office an early signal for potential solvency problems, be 


useful in analyzing factors which give rise to the potential problems, and permit an evaluation of the 


effectiveness of the various approaches available to correct the problems detected.  Moreover, the data are 


required as a basis for estimating state average tax rates for the rate year.  Finally, the data are key 


components to the Significant Tax Measures Report.  The Significant Tax Measures Report provides the 


information necessary to evaluate and compare state U.I. tax systems 


  


Thus, the foregoing information is of value to ETA in analyzing statutory provisions regarding experience 


rating, in preparing recommendations or advising states on proposed legislation involving experience rating, 


and in responding to inquiries from state agencies, employer groups, unions and others.  Further, the data are 


a vital part of a state's management information system and a tool for the administrator and legislators to 


enhance the state experience rating system. 


 


The average employer tax rate data reflects annual information about the taxing efforts in states relative to 


both taxable and total wages and allows comparison between states.  It is of use to the National Office, state 


agencies and the public.  For those states which have an employee tax, the amount of those taxes collected 


should be shown in the comments section of the report.  


 


  


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
  


All states permitting rate variations based on experience rating (i.e., have an experience rating system in 


place) should submit ETA 204 reports.  If experience rating is suspended for a given year, only sections A 


and B need be submitted.  Notification of the suspension should be indicated in the comments section. 


  


This report is due in the National Office on the 30
th


 day of the 4th month (April 30 for most states) of the rate 


year to which the report relates.  All states are required to submit lines 401 & 402 by April 30 of the calendar 


year to which those lines relate.  For example, a state with a rate year starting July 1 must report average tax 


rates for the current calendar year by April 30 even though the full report is not due until October 31.  All 


sections of the ETA204 report, including Section C, must be reported electronically.  Sections A & B must be 


transmitted before Section C can be transmitted. 


  


D.  General Reporting Instructions 
  


Sections A, B, and C of the report should follow the format prescribed in these instructions.  States that use a 


combination of experience rating methods should decide which system is the predominant system, and report 


as if the state used the predominant system. In the absence of significant changes in state UI laws from year to 


year, it is important that states in this situation should be consistent in choosing which experience rating 


system predominates. 


  


Alaska, with a Payroll Decline system of experience rating, and Delaware and Oklahoma, with Benefit Wage 


Ratio systems of experience rating, are exempt from filing section C of this report. 
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For Section C only, columns 3 through 6 must be expressed in thousands.  Subtotals and totals are required 


for all columns, and they are calculated by summing the appropriate column.  The sum of Section C, Column 


5 (Benefits Charged) should equal or be very close to the total benefits charged reported in Section B.6.a.1. 


  


Entries should be made for all items.   If no activity corresponding to the items occurred during the report 


period, a zero should be entered.  A report containing missing data cannot be sent to the National Office.  Edit 


checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix 


C.  


  


E.    Definitions. 
  


1. All Subject Accounts.  Subject Accounts, for purposes of the ETA 204 report, should consist only of the 


accounts of those active employers who were declared accountable or subject prior to either the 


beginning of the new rate year or the date designated by law as the computation date.  Accounts of state 


or local governments, or their instrumentalities, or other units which make payments in lieu of 


contributions on a reimbursable basis should be included only in sections A.2., B.5., and B.7 of the 


report.  These reimbursable accounts should be excluded from all other entries.  Thus, all accounts for 


employers who were declared accountable or subject to the state law prior to the date chosen, and who 


were active in all or part of the 12-month period covered by the report and were charged or chargeable 


for benefits (or benefit wages) during that period, are included.  All subject accounts for active employers 


declared accountable or subject on or subsequent to the date chosen are excluded. 


  


2. Total Payroll.  Total payroll is the total amount of wages paid or payable (depending on the wording of 


the state law) to covered workers by employers subject to the provisions of the state unemployment 


insurance law for services performed during the 12 months ending with the computation date.  Total 


wages include both taxable wages, defined below, and the amount of wages which are in excess of the 


wages subject to the contribution provisions of the state law. 


  


3. Taxable Payroll.  Taxable payroll is the part of total payroll which is subject to the contribution 


provisions of the state unemployment insurance law (i.e., wages up to and including the state's taxable 


wage base). 


  


4. Eligible Accounts.  An account is termed eligible if it has had a sufficient period of experience as of the 


computation date to qualify for an experience rating computation under state law.  In addition to accounts 


for which rates are assigned under the regular experience rating provisions of state law, this category 


includes: accounts delinquent in paying contributions to which the maximum rate or another special rate 


has been assigned, accounts which have been suspended from coverage (but not inactivated) because of 


temporary cessation of operations, and seasonal employers who qualify for special rates. 


  


5. Ineligible Accounts.  An account that does not meet the definition for eligible accounts is considered 


ineligible.  Therefore, an ineligible account is one that has had an insufficient period of experience as of 


the computation date to qualify for an experience rating computation. 


  


6. Benefits (or Benefit Wages) Charged.  The total amount of benefit payments (or benefit wages) charged 


to employer accounts (before voluntary contributions are applied). 


  


7. Benefits (or Benefit Wages) Not Charged.  The total amount of benefit payments (or benefit wages) not 


charged to the account of any employer. 


  


8. Active Employers.  An active employer is one that meets the definition of an active employer for the 


ETA 581 report.   


  


9. Inactive Employers. An inactive employer is one who does not meet the definition of an active employer. 
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10. Positive/Negative Balance Accounts (Reserve Ratio States Only).  The balance shown for each 


employer's account, i.e., total contributions minus total benefit charges, is termed a positive balance if the 


figure is positive or zero, or a negative balance if the figure is negative. 


  


11. Tax Rates.  The rates used in section C should be the final assigned rates upon which contributions will 


be paid (including solvency and other rate adjustments, where applicable, but excluding employee 


contributions) after all adjustments, both individual and overall, have been made, and which 1) reflect the 


effect of employer voluntary contributions on tax rates, and, 2) were effective at the beginning of the rate 


year (if rates change during the rate year). 


  


Section C requires that employers be grouped according to specific experience factor categories.  The 


average tax rates for these categories are calculated by dividing the sum of estimated contributions (see 


F.3.c) of employers in each category by total taxable wages of employers in that same category.  Show 


tax rates in percentages. 


  


12. Regularly Rated Accounts.  An eligible account is termed "regularly rated" in section C if the rate 


assigned to the account resulted from a formula computation (of an experience factor) under regular 


experience-rating provisions of the state law. 


  


13. Specially Taxed Accounts.  An eligible account is considered specially taxed for section C if the rate 


assigned to the account did not result directly from a formula computation under regular experience-


rating provisions of the state law.  Examples are:  1) an account of a seasonal employer which has been 


given a special rate provided by law or regulation, 2) a state or local government entity taxed according 


to a special rate schedule, or 3) a delinquent employer assigned a special rate. 


  


14. Computation Date.  The date as of which employer’s experience is measured for the purpose of 


determining tax rates. 


  


15. Rate Year Ending.  The ending date of the period for which tax rates are being assigned based on the 


computation date.  As an example; assuming the computation date is June 30, 2013, and the rates are 


being calculated to be applied on January 1, 2014, the rate year end date would be 12/31/2014.  


  


16. Experience Factor.  Reserve ratio or benefit ratio, as appropriate. 


 


17. Average Employer Tax Rate on Total Wages.  Compute by dividing the sum of estimated contributions 


for all taxable employers by the sum of estimated total wages for all taxable employers. 


 


18. Average Employer Tax Rate on Taxable Wages.  Compute by dividing the sum of estimated 


contributions for all taxable employers by the sum of estimated taxable wages for all taxable employers. 


 


19. Employee Tax Rate on Total Wages.  For those states which have an employee tax in place, report, in the 


comments section, the employee tax rate on total wages by dividing the sum of estimated employee 


contributions by the sum of estimated total wages for all employees. 


 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
  


Specific instructions are given only to the extent necessary to supplement the titles of the items. 


  


1. Section A. Item 3 and Item 4.  Subject Accounts with Positive Balance and Subject Accounts with Negative 


Balance.  These items should be filled in only by states using Reserve Ratio systems. 


  


2. Section B. Summary of Benefits Paid, Charged, and Noncharged. 
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a. Item 5. Benefits (or Benefit Wages) Paid, During 12 Months Ending:  Enter the ending date 


(usually the computation date) of the last 12-month period used in the formula to measure benefit 


charges, and the total amount paid (both charged and noncharged) during the period.  Include any 


benefits paid which impact the state trust fund accounts, (e.g., benefits under regular state UI, the 


state portion of Extended Benefits, and the state's liability for combined wage claim (CWC) 


payments).  Exclude benefits paid under any program other than the state unemployment insurance 


program (e.g., benefits paid to Puerto Rican sugar workers).  Exclude CWC payments for which 


other states are liable.  In states using the benefit wage ratio system of experience rating, total 


benefit wages are entered instead of total benefits.  This entry should be equal to the sums of items 


6 and 7.  It also should be approximately equal to total state benefits during the corresponding 


period as shown on the ETA-2112 report (sum these items: Net U.I Benefits, Net State Share EB, 


Reimbursable Local Government, Reimbursable State Government, Reimbursable Non-profit, and 


Interstate Benefits). 


 


b. Item 6(a). Charged.  Enter the amount of benefits (or benefit wages) included in item 6 which 


were shown as a charge to any taxable employer's account.  Exclude amounts which were charged 


during the 12-month period but removed before computing the experience rate.  Benefit Charges 


should not reflect any reduction for voluntary contributions. 


  


c. Item 6(b). Noncharged.  Enter the amount of benefits (or benefit wages) included in item 6 which 


is attributable to taxable employer accounts but is not charged to such accounts.  Exclude CWC 


payments for which other states are liable. 


 


d. Item 8.  Average Tax Rate on Taxable Wages.  Enter the estimated average tax rate for the 


calendar year referenced by the report on line 401 as a percentage (i.e. 2.3) with one decimal 


place, as opposed to a rate (0.023).  This rate should be consistent with data reported in Section C. 


 


e. Item 9.  Average Tax Rate on Total Wages.  Enter the estimated average tax rate for the calendar 


year referenced by the report on line 402 as a percentage (i.e. 2.3) with one decimal place, as 


opposed to a rate (0.023).  This rate should be consistent with data reported in Section C. 


  


3. Section C.  All Taxable Subject Accounts: Selected Data. 


  


a. Column 1. Average Tax Rate.  Enter the final assigned employer tax rate that corresponds with the 


experience factor shown in the Experience Factor column.  If more than one tax rate falls into an 


experience factor category, an average tax rate should be computed by dividing the sum of 


estimated contributions, column 6, for those employers by the sum of taxable wages, column 4, 


attributable to those same employers.  Tax rates should be shown as percentages. 


  


Estimated contributions for an employer are equal to taxable wages for the 12 months ending on 


the computation date multiplied by the employer’s final assigned tax rate in the current rate year. 


  


b. Column 5. Benefits Charged (Adjusted Benefit Wages Charged).  In reserve ratio and benefit ratio 


states, for each experience factor category and for ineligible accounts and specially taxed 


accounts, enter actual benefits charged (before voluntary contributions are applied) during the 12-


month period ending with the computation date.   The sum of this column should equal or be very 


close to the total benefits charged reported in Section B.6.a.1. 


  


c. Column 6. Estimated Contributions.  Contributions for the rate year of this report are not yet 


known and must be estimated.  Estimated contributions for the group are the sum of estimated 


contributions for all employers in the rate group. Estimated contributions for an employer are 


equal to taxable wages for the 12 months ending on the computation date multiplied by the 


employer’s final assigned tax rate in the current rate year. 
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4. Comments.  Comments should be provided to explain any significant administrative, legal, or economic 


factors that may affect the data reported.  In particular, states should explain significant changes from the 


prior year in noncharges (Sections B.6.b and B.7.b) and charges to inactive accounts (Section 


B.6.a.2).  Electronic reporting allows for four screen lines of comments. 


  


a. Administrative Factors Affecting Data Reported on the Tabulation.  Describe any administrative 


factors such as rules and regulations which may affect the data reported in such a way that they 


will lack comparability with data submitted on prior reports. 


   


b. Legal Factors Affecting Data Reported on Tabulations.  Describe any legal factors such as new 


laws or amendments to the state unemployment insurance law which may affect the data reported 


in such a way that they lack comparability with the data submitted on prior reports.  For example, 


changes in tax schedules, either legislated or automatic, should be explained. 


  


c. Economic Factors Affecting Data Reported on Tabulations.  Describe any economic factors, such 


as recession in key industries or major plant closings, which may affect the data reported. 
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ETA 581 - CONTRIBUTION OPERATIONS 


A. Facsimile of Form   


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Employer 


Count 


Line 


101 


End Quarter Employers 
Delinquency 


Cutoff Date 


Total Number 


Wage 


Items Received Contributory 
Reim- 


bursement 
Total 


(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 


     


Employer 


Reports for 


Preceding 


Quarters 


201 


Contributory Employers Reimbursing Employers 


Filing 


Timely 


Secured Resolved Filing 


Timely 


Secured Resolved 


(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 


      


Status 


Determinations 
301 


Newly Established Employers Successor Employers 


Number Time 


Lapse 


<=90 


Time 


Lapse 


<=180 


Number Time 


Lapse 


<=90 


Time 


Lapse 


<=180 


(14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 


      


Inactivations/Terminations 


  (20) 


 


Contributory 


Employers 


Receivables 


401 


Total 


Beginning 


Period 


Deter- 


mined 


Receivable 


Liquidated 


Declared 


Uncol- 


lectible 


Removed 


End 


Period 


Total 


End 


Period 


(21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) 


      


Number Employers 


Owing Receivables 


  
(27) 


 


Age of 


Contributory 


Receivables 


402 


6 Months 


or Less 
9 Months 12 Months 15 Months 


Over 15 


Months 


  
(28) (29) (30) (31) (32) 
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Reimbursing 


Employers 


Receivables 


403 


Total 


Beginning 


Period 


Deter- 


mined 


Receivabl


e 


Liquidated 


Declared 


Uncol- 


lectible 


Removed 


End 


Period 


Total 


End 


Period 


(33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) 


      


Number Employers 


Owing Receivables in (38) 


  
(39) 


 


Age of 


Reimbursing 


Receivables 


404 


6 Months 


or Less 


9 


Months 
12 Months 15 Months 


Over 15 


Months 


  
(40) (41) (42) (43) (44) 


     


Audit 


Activity 


501 


Number of Audits 
Calendar 


Quarters Audited Large 


Employers 


Change 


Audits 


Total Audits 


(45) (46) (47) (48) 


    


Total Wages Audited Hours Spent 


Auditing 


Number of Employees 


Misclassified  Pre-Audit Post-Audit 


(49) (50) (51) (52) 


    


502 


Amount Underreported 


Total Wages Taxable Wages Contributions 


(53) (54) (55) 


   


Amount Overreported 


Total Wages Taxable Wages Contributions 


(56) (57) (58) 


   


SUTA 


Dumping  
503 


Number of Mandatory 


Transfers 


Number of Prohibited 


Transfers 


Total Net Contributions 


Due 


(59) (60) (61) 
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Comments:  


 


O M B No.: 1205-0178      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2018      O M B Burden Hours: 8.5 Hours 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to retain or obtain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 581 report provides information on volume of work and state agency performance in determining 


the taxable status of employers and the processing of wage items; in the collection of past due contributions 


and payments in lieu of contributions, and delinquent reports; and in field audit activity.  The data provide 


measures of the effectiveness of the tax program. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The ETA 581 report for each calendar quarter is due in the Employment and Training Administration 


National Office on the 20th day of the second month following the quarter to which it relates, i.e., May 20, 


August 20, November 20, and February 20.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Checking the Report.  Entries should be made for all items.  If no activity corresponding to the items occurred 


during the report period, a zero should be entered.  A report containing missing data can not be sent to the 


National Office but can be stored on the state's system.  Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, 


Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Report Quarter.  A calendar quarter (3 months) referenced on ETA reports covering a state's activities and 


transactions occurring within or existing as of the end of the quarter specified. 


 


2. Active Employer.  An "employer" (single or multi-unit) who has met a specific threshold or condition of 


liability contained in the state’s unemployment compensation law, is currently registered and required to 


file contribution and wage reports (CWRs), and (except for new employers establishing liability within the 


581 report quarter) has reported wages during one or more of the eight consecutive calendar quarters 


immediately preceding the ETA 581 report quarter. 


 


3.   Inactive Employer.  An employer who does not qualify for termination of coverage by reason of no longer 


meeting the state's definition of "Employer" but: 


 


a. has notified the agency it is no longer paying wages and has been granted permission to suspend 


filing of quarterly reports, or 


 


b. has been administratively granted permission to suspend filing quarterly reports by reason of no 


longer paying wages, or  


 


c. has not reported wages for any of the eight consecutive calendar quarters immediately preceding 


the ETA 581 report quarter.  For these employers the effective date for inactivation shall be the 


last day of the eighth no wage quarter (or the first day of the ninth quarter depending on state 


specific inactivation procedures). 


 


 Example:  Consider an employer who was issued a determination of liability during the fourth 


quarter of 2008 and reported some wages in the fourth quarter of 2008.  However, no wages were 


reported for the first quarter 2009 through the fourth quarter of 2010 (either because of failure to 


file required CWRs, “No Payroll” reports, or any combination of these).  Assume that a fourth 


quarter 2010, No-Payroll CWR was received and processed timely on January 31, 2011.  Under 


part “c” of the definition of Inactive Employer the employer would become inactive as of 


12/31/2010 (or 1/1/2011 depending on state-specific inactivation procedures) and therefore would 
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not be included in the active employer count made on 3/31/2011.  This employer would be 


counted in Item 20, Inactivations/Terminations for the 3/31/2011 ETA 581 report.  


 


4. Annual-reporting Employer.  An employer who is permitted to file contribution and wage reports on an 


annual basis. 


 


5. Contributions.  The amount of state unemployment taxes, including voluntary payments, paid or payable into 


a state unemployment fund by an employer based on the taxable wages paid to an employee. 


 


6. Subject Employer.  An employing unit which has met a threshold or condition of liability under state 


unemployment compensation law; also a liable employer or a covered employer. 


 


7. Contributory Employer.  An employer who is required by the state unemployment compensation law to pay 


contributions into the state unemployment fund.  Employers of certain classes who are not required to pay 


contributions but elect to do so and employers with a 0.0% contribution rate are included in the definition 


of "contributory employer." 


 


8. Reimbursing Employer.  Certain nonprofit organizations, state or local government and political subdivisions 


which elect or are required to pay into the state unemployment fund a sum in lieu of contributions as 


provided in the state unemployment compensation law (usually an amount equal to unemployment benefits 


drawn against such an employer account). 


 


9. Delinquency Cutoff Date.  The date on which employers who have not submitted contribution and wage 


reports for a specific quarter are notified of such by the mailing of first delinquency notices. 


 


10. Wage Item.  A statement of wages for which, as the result of regular processing, a separate record is kept in 


a wage record file by employee name or Social Security Account Number. 


 


 


 


11. Due Date (Contribution Report).  The date, after which the state can impose penalty and/or interest, 


whichever is first applicable. 


 


12. Secured Report.  A contribution report which has been received.  Unless received a report is not considered 


secured even if a final assessment or a ruling of non-liability has been made. 


 


13. Resolved Report.  A contribution report which has been received or resolved by a final assessment of tax 


that is legally due and collectible or by a determination of non-liability. 


 


14. Status Determination.  Any recorded administrative action that establishes, modifies, changes, inactivates 


or terminates an employing unit's liability as an employer under the state unemployment compensation law. 


 


15. Newly Established Account.  An account for an employing unit which is determined, for the first time, as 


meeting the definition of "EMPLOYER" in the state unemployment compensation law or a previously 


terminated employing unit which again is determined as meeting the definition of employer. 


 


16. Successor.  An employing unit which has acquired the organization, trade, or business, in whole or in part, 


of another employer, and is declared subject as a successor as of the day on which it meets the requirements 


of the state unemployment compensation law for successorship. 


 


17. Terminated Employer.  An employer, who may or may not have previously been granted permission to 


suspend filing quarterly reports (made inactive), but has requested and been granted termination of 


coverage or has administratively been granted termination of coverage by reason of not meeting the 


definition of "EMPLOYER" in the state unemployment compensation law. 
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18. Receivables. 


 


a. Contributory employers:  past due contributions (state unemployment taxes), not including penalty 


and interest, which were due and payable with the employer's contribution report.  Receivables 


include assessments and final assessments which are legally collectible and enforceable. 


 


b. Reimbursing employers:  past due amounts for reimbursable benefit payments that were charged 


and billed to reimbursing employers. 


 


19. Estimate - Contributions Due.  A calculation of contributions due for which a quarterly report has not yet 


been received.  Estimates are usually based on past experience of an employer's account, and may be a 


"best reasonable calculation".  An estimate may or may not be legally collectible and enforceable under the 


state unemployment compensation law.  Estimates for purposes of item 13 are not receivables for purposes 


of lines 401 and 402. 


 


20. Assessment.  A liability established administratively for contributions due, usually based on an estimate 


and charged to an employer account with the expectation that it will be paid by the employer.  For purposes 


of lines 401 and 402, an assessment is a receivable only if it is legally collectible and enforceable.  It is no 


longer an estimate for statistical purposes of item 13. 


 


21. Final Assessment.  The same as assessment but requires completion of some due process (e.g., employer 


notification and expiration of an appeal period) to be legally collectible under the state unemployment 


compensation law. 


 


22. Liquidated Amount.  An amount received or an adjustment which cancels a previously established 


receivable. 


 


23. Declared Uncollectible (Write off).  A receivable amount for which all reasonable collection efforts have 


been exhausted and which has been officially written off and/or authorized for removal from the active 


accounts receivable file and transferred to suspense (no further action to be taken). 


 


24. Aging of Receivables.  The process of identifying and classifying receivable amounts according to the 


length of time such amounts have remained unpaid, e.g., 6 months or less, 9 months, 12 months, 15 


months, over 15 months. 


 


25. Audit.  A systematic examination of an employer's books and records, using generally accepted auditing 


standards and procedures, covering a specified period of time during which the employer is liable for 


reporting under the law or, is found to be liable as a result of the examination.  An audit must: 


 


a. Include an opening interview, 


 


b. Cover a minimum of four calendar quarters (except as specified in ES Manual, Part V, Section 


3675), 


 


c. Verify the business entity as a sole proprietor, partnership, corporation, joint venture, or other, 


 


d. Document records examined and evidence obtained in tests used to verify payroll procedure, 


accuracy and completeness, 


 


e. Document records available and examined and the evidence obtained in the search for 


misclassified workers and payments, 
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f. Conclude with a close-out conference with the employer or designated representative or include an 


explanation if not conducted; and 


 


g. Include a written report stating the auditor's final determination and all facts contributing to or 


supporting that final determination. 


 


26. Large Employer Audit.  An audit of an employing unit: 


 


a. Reporting wages paid to 100 or more individuals during the current or preceding calendar year, or 


 


b. Reporting at least $1,000,000 in taxable payroll for the calendar year preceding the first quarter 


being audited. 


 


27. Change Audit.  An audit resulting in the discovery of wages or taxes not previously reported or reported 


incorrectly by the employer.  Note:  Delinquent employer reports obtained at the same time an audit is 


conducted, but are not related to any quarter covered by the audit, must not be considered in determining if 


the audit is a change audit. 


 


28. Misclassified Employee.  An employee discovered through an audit that was previously not reported by the 


employer to the state for unemployment insurance purposes.  This item would include employees that were 


reported to the IRS on IRS form 1099 as an independent contractor, and employees that were unreported 


(off-the-books) by the employer.  


29. Unemployment Experience.  Amounts that are used in the state’s computation of contribution rates for 


employers in accordance with its system of experience rating (e.g., benefit payments, benefit wages, 


contributions, taxable wages, total wages). 


 


30. Mandatory Unemployment Experience Transfer.  Unemployment experience is transferred between 


employers as required by the state’s unemployment compensation law. 


 


31. Prohibited Unemployment Experience Transfer.  As required by the state’s unemployment compensation 


law unemployment experience is not transferred to an employer who acquired a business because the state 


found that the employer acquired the business solely or primarily for the purpose of obtaining a lower rate 


of contributions.  


 


32. State Unemployment Tax Act (SUTA) Dumping.  Employer or advisor actions, or inactions, that 


manipulate state experience rating systems for the purpose of obtaining a lower contribution rate 


assignment than the employer’s unemployment experience would otherwise allow.  


 


33. SUTA Dumping Investigation.  This is a further investigation conducted after completion of a regular 


status determination (e.g., new or successorship) to determine whether unemployment experience must or 


must not be transferred between employers. The state initiates a SUTA dumping investigation to ensure 


that higher rates of contributions are not avoided through the transfer or acquisition of a business.  Most 


investigations are identified through the use of the state’s automated SUTA dumping detection system.  


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Employer Count.  Items 1, 2, and 3 relate to the count of active employers only.  Do not include 


inactive or terminated employers.  If an annual-reporting employer becomes inactive or is 


terminated, such an employer is immediately excluded from the count of active employers at the end 


of the quarter in which the inactivation or termination is effective, as opposed to at the end of the 


calendar year in which the inactivation or termination is effective. 
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Note:  To obtain an accurate count of the number of employers at the end of the ETA 581 report 


quarter, a computer program (or other reliable tool) must be used which identifies and counts 


employers who meet the definitions of active contributory employer (item 1) and active reimbursing 


employer (item 2).  


 


Example:  For the ETA 581 report quarter ending 3/31/2011, the state must count the active employers 


as of 3/31/2011.  Employers who either report ‘no wages’ or fail to file reports or any combination of 


these, for eight consecutive CWR quarters (see the definition for Inactive Employer) should be 


excluded from the count.  The computer run to make the employer count must be set to count all active 


contributing and all active reimbursing employers (separately) at the end of the ETA 581 report 


quarter.  


 


a. Item 1. Contributory.  Enter the number of active contributory employers subject to the state 


unemployment compensation law at the end of the report quarter.  Include employers with a 0.0% 


contribution rate and employers from certain classes who are not required to pay contributions but 


have elected to do so. 


 


b. Item 2. Reimbursing.  Enter the number of active reimbursing employers subject to the state 


unemployment compensation law at the end of the report quarter. 


 


c. Item 3. Total.  Enter the total number of active employers (sum of items 1 and 2) subject to the 


state unemployment compensation law at the end of the report quarter. 


 


2. Delinquency Cutoff Date and Wage Items Received. 


 


a. Item 4. Delinquency Cutoff Date.  Enter the date on which employers, whose CWRs have not 


been submitted for the quarter immediately preceding the ETA 581 report quarter, were notified of 


such by the mailing of first delinquency notices.  


 


b. Item 5. Total Number of Wage Items Received.  Enter the number of wage items received and 


processed during the quarter. 


 


Count "Wage Items" after initial data entry or before or during the quarterly update of the Wage 


Record Master File.  The quarterly count should be made consistently at the same point every 


quarter. 


 


If a wage record is incomplete, e.g., some elements are omitted, count only those records 


containing a dollar amount and another element which positively identifies the worker either by 


name or Social Security number; or by employer name or account number.  A wage item is 


counted only once.  Corrected wage items are counted only if they were not previously included. 


The percent of change in the number of wage items from the preceding quarter should be 


computed.  If the percent of change (either increase or decrease) exceeds the criteria below, data 


should be checked further and explained under "Comments." 


 


Number of Wage Items Percent Change 


5,000,000 or more     7% 


3,000,000 - 4,999,999   10% 


Less than 3,000,000  20% 


 


3. Employer Reports for Preceding Quarters - Contributory Employers 


a. Item 6. Filing Timely.  Enter the number of contributory employers who, as of the due date, had 


submitted contribution reports for the quarter preceding the report quarter.  For annual-reporting 


employers:  If the report quarter is not the quarter in which annual reports are due, include the total 


number of annual-reporting employers as of the end of the preceding quarter in the count of “filing 
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timely” since such employers are considered to have met that quarter’s reporting requirements, 


i.e., no reports required.  If the report quarter is the quarter in which annual reports are due, 


include the number of annual-reporting employers who, as of the due date for annual reports, had 


submitted such reports. 


 


b. Item 7. Secured.  Enter the number of contributory employers who, as of the last day of the report 


quarter, had submitted contribution reports for the preceding quarter.  If annual reports were not 


due during the report quarter, include the number of annual-reporting employers as of the end of 


the preceding quarter.  If annual reports were due during the report quarter, include the number of 


annual-reporting employers who, as of the last day of the report quarter, had submitted annual 


reports.  This number includes all employers whose reports were actually secured (report in hand).  


Employers whose report delinquencies were resolved by the issuance of an assessment or estimate 


as well as employers found to be no longer liable are not counted as secured reports, and, 


therefore, are not counted in this item.  This count includes the number of reports filed timely in 


item 6. 


 


c. Item 8. Resolved.  Enter the number of contributory employers who, as of the last day of the report 


quarter, had resolved reports for the second quarter preceding the report quarter.  If annual reports 


were not due during the second quarter preceding the report quarter, include the total number of 


annual-reporting employers as of the end of the second quarter preceding the report quarter.  If 


annual reports were due during the second quarter preceding the report quarter, include the 


number of annual-reporting employers who, as of the last day of the report quarter, had resolved 


reports for the second quarter preceding the report quarter.  Employers whose report delinquencies 


were cleared by the issuance of an assessment or estimate, as well as employers found to be no 


longer liable are counted as resolved reports, and therefore, are counted in this item. 


 


Example:  For items 6, 7, and 8 assuming that annual reports are due January 31 of the following 


year: 


 


For the report quarter ending March 31, 2011; 


 


Timely - Enter in item 6, the number of contributory employers who, as of the due date, had 


submitted contribution reports for the quarter ending December 31, 2010, and the number of 


annual-reporting employers who had submitted annual reports for the year ending December 31, 


2010, by January 31, 2011, 


 


Secured - Enter in item 7, the number of contributory employers who, as of March 31, 2011, had 


submitted contribution reports for the quarter ending December 31, 2010, and include the number 


of annual-reporting employers who, as of March 31, 2011, had submitted annual reports for the 


year ending December 31, 2010.  Do not include employers to whom assessments have been 


issued, or for whom determinations of non-liability have been made. 


 


Resolved - Enter in item 8, the number of contributory employers who, as of March 31, 2011, had 


resolved reports for the quarter ending September 30, 2010, and include the total number of 


annual-reporting employers as of September 30, 2010.  Include employers to whom assessments 


have been issued, or for whom determinations of non-liability have been made. 


 


For the report quarter ending June 30, 2011; 


 


Timely - Enter in item 6, the number of contributory employers who, as of the due date, had 


submitted contribution reports for the quarter ending March 31, 2011.  Include the total number of 


annual-reporting employers as of March 31, 2011, 
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Secured - Enter in item 7, the number of contributory employers who, as of June 30, 2011, had 


submitted contribution reports for the quarter ending March 31, 2011.  Include the total number of 


annual-reporting employers as of March 31, 2011.  Do not include employers to whom 


assessments have been issued, or for whom determinations of non-liability have been made. 


 


Resolved - Enter in item 8, the number of contributory employers who, as of June 30, 2011, had 


resolved reports for the quarter ending December 31, 2010 and the number of resolved reports for 


annual-reporting employers for the year ending December 31, 2010.  Include employers to whom 


assessments have been issued, or for whom determinations of non-liability have been made. 


  


4.   Employer Reports for Preceding Quarters - Reimbursing Employers. 


 


a. Item 9. Filing Timely.  Enter the number of reimbursing employers who, as of the due date, had 


submitted required reports for the quarter preceding the report quarter. 


 


b. Item 10. Secured.  Enter the number of reimbursing employers who, as of the last day of the report 


quarter, had submitted required reports for the immediately preceding quarter.  Do not include 


those employers whose delinquency was resolved because they were found to be no longer liable. 


 


c. Item 11. Resolved.  Enter the number of reimbursing employers who, as of the last day of the 


report quarter, had submitted required reports for the second quarter preceding the report quarter.  


Include those employers whose delinquency was resolved because they were found to be no longer 


liable. 


 


Example - For items 9, 10, and 11: 


 


For the report quarter ending June 30, 2011; 


 


Timely - Enter in item 9, the number of reimbursing employers who, as of the due date, had 


submitted required reports for the quarter ending March 31, 2011, 


 


Secured - Enter in item 10, the number of reimbursing employers who, as June 30, 2011, had 


submitted required reports for the quarter ending March 31, 2011.  Do not include employers, for 


whom determinations of non-liability have been made, 


 


Resolved - Enter in item 11, the number of reimbursing employers who, as of June 30, 2011, had 


resolved reports for the quarter ending December 31, 2010.  Include employers for whom 


determinations of non-liability have been made. 


 


5.   Status Determinations - Status Determinations Made During Report Quarter. 


 


a. Item 14. Number, Newly Established Employers.  Enter the number of status determinations made 


during the report quarter based on an employer having met a specific threshold or condition of 


liability contained in the state’s unemployment compensation law, which resulted in the 


establishment of a new account.  Do not include those determinations which resulted in the 


establishment of a new account for a successor employer.  Also exclude status determinations for 


employers who have been assigned account numbers in advance of having met a threshold or 


conditions of liability.  Include status determinations which re-established accounts for previously 


inactivated and/or terminated employers. 


 


b. Item 15. Time Lapse - 90 Days or Less, Newly Established Employers.  Enter the number of status 


determinations in item 14 that were made in 90 days or less from the end of the quarter in which 


liability occurred.  Count the number of calendar days from the end of the quarter in which 


liability occurred to the date that the status information was officially entered into the state's 
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system.  For previously inactivated and/or terminated employers, count the number of days from 


the end of the quarter in which liability re-occurred.  If the status information is entered before the 


end of the quarter in which liability occurred or re-occurred, the determination is automatically 


counted in the 90 days or less time lapse category. 


 


c. Item 16. Time Lapse - 180 Days or Less, Newly Established Employers.  Enter the number of 


status determinations in item 14 that were made in 180 days or less from the end of the quarter in 


which liability occurred.  Count the number of calendar days from the end of the quarter in which 


liability occurred to the date that the status information was officially entered into the state's 


system.  For previously inactivated and/or terminated employers, count the number of days from 


the end of the quarter in which liability re-occurred.  This count includes the number of status 


determinations reported for the 90 days or less time lapse in item 15. 


 


d. Item 17. Number, Successor Employers.  Enter the number of status determinations made during 


the report quarter in which the state's legal definition of successorship was met and the employer 


was, thus, classified as a successor.  Include full and partial successorships.  Include status 


determinations which resulted in the establishment of new accounts for successor employers, as 


well as those employers who already had an existing account and acquired all or a part of the 


business of another employer with an existing account. 


 


Example:  Employer B, who previously has not been a subject employer, acquires and continues 


the business of Employer A.  Employer B is determined to be a successor and is counted in item 


17 as a successor rather than in item 14 as a newly established account. 


 


Employer X, who is registered as an active subject employer, acquires and continues the business 


of Employer Y.  Employer X is determined to be the successor to Employer Y and should also be 


counted in item 17. 


 


e. Item 18. Time Lapse - 90 Days or Less, Successor Employers.  Enter the number of status 


determinations in item 17 that were made in 90 days or less from the end of the quarter in which 


liability as a successor occurred.  Count the number of calendar days from the end of the quarter in 


which liability occurred to the date that the status information was officially entered into the state's 


system.  If the status information is entered before the end of the quarter in which liability 


occurred, the determination is automatically counted in the 90 days or less time lapse category. 


 


f. Item 19. Time Lapse - 180 Days or Less, Successor Employers.  Enter the number of status 


determinations in item 17 that were made in 180 days or less from the end of the quarter in which 


liability as a successor occurred.  Count the number of calendar days from the end of the quarter in 


which liability occurred to the date that the status information was officially entered into the state's 


system.  This count includes the number of status determinations reported for the 90 days or less 


time lapse in item 18. 


 


g. Item 20. Inactivations/Terminations:  Enter the number of status determinations made during the 


report quarter that resulted in the inactivation or termination of an account, whether made by a 


person or automatically made by the system.  This number should include all accounts rendered 


inactive or terminated during the report quarter because no wages were reported for eight 


consecutive quarters.  Annual-reporting employers that are terminated should be counted in the 


quarter in which the inactivation or termination is effective, as opposed to at the end of the 


calendar year in which the inactivation or termination is effective.  Refer to F.1. Employer Count.   


Do not include terminations of employers previously inactivated.  


 


6. Receivables - Contributory Employers.  Line 401 shows accounting control activities during the report 


quarter in regard to receivables due from contributory employers.  Line 401 covers (as of the last day 


of the report quarter) all known receivables due for all calendar quarters prior to the report quarter. 
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a. Item 21. Total Receivables at the Beginning of Period.  Enter the total amount of known past due 


contributions at the beginning of the period.  This amount should be equal to item 26 on the 


previous report. 


 


b. Item 22. Amount Determined Receivable During Report Period.  Enter the amount of contributions 


determined to be past due during the report quarter based on contribution reports received without 


full payment of taxes, audit findings, adjustments, legally enforceable estimates and assessments 


and final assessments.  Include all such receivables even though they are paid later in the quarter, 


otherwise liquidated or declared uncollectible.  Do not include estimates and assessments which 


are not legally collectible or enforceable.  Do not include interest and penalties. 


 


c. Item 23. Receivables Liquidated During Report Period.  Enter amounts which were liquidated 


during the report quarter, other than by being declared uncollectible, which reduced the amounts in 


items 21 and 22.  Do not include timely contributions received during the report quarter. 


 


d. Item 24. Receivables Declared Uncollectible During Report Period.  Enter amounts reported in 


items 21 and 22 that were declared uncollectible and/or transferred to suspense status during the 


report quarter.  Do not include amounts previously reported in item 25 (receivables removed from 


active file at end of report period) if such amounts were later declared uncollectible. 


  


e. Item 25. Receivables Removed from Active File at End of Report Period.  Enter amounts included 


in item 21 (total receivables at beginning of period) that were reported in item 32 (over 15 months 


- age category) for the two immediately preceding ETA 581 report periods, but because of state 


policy, have not been declared uncollectible. 


 


Example:  A receivable amount of $500 attributable to the quarter ending June 30, 2009 was 


included in total receivables at the end of report period (item 26) and, for the first time, reported in 


the "over 15 months" age category (item 32) on the ETA 581 report for the quarter ending 


December 31, 2010.  The $500 was not collected or declared uncollectible during the quarter 


ending March 31, 2011, and, therefore, was included in total receivables at the end of report period 


(item 26) and the "over 15 months" age category (item 32) for a second report quarter.  Since item 


26 (total receivables at the end of report period) on the report for the quarter ending March 31, 


2011, is the same as item 21 (total receivables at beginning of report period) on the report for the 


quarter ending June 30, 2011, the $500 was included in item 21 on the report for the quarter 


ending June 30, 2011.  The $500 was not collected or declared uncollectible during the quarter 


ending June 30, 2011, and had already been reported in the "over 15 months" age category (item 


32) on reports for quarters ending         December 31, 2010 and March 31, 2011.  Therefore, on the 


report for the quarter ending June 30, 2011, the $500 is reported in item 25, receivables removed 


at end of report period. 


 


f. Item 26. Total Receivables at End of Report Period.  Enter the total amount of past due 


contributions as of the last day of the report quarter.  This amount should equal Item 21 plus Item 


22 minus items 23, 24, and 25 and should be carried forward to Item 21, Total Receivables at the 


Beginning of Period, for the following report. 


 


g. Item 27. Number of Employers Owing Receivables.  Enter the number of employers who owe the 


amount reported in item 26. 


 


7. Age of Receivables - Contributory Employers.  Line 402 separates total receivables in item 26 by 


amount and age.  The age of receivable amounts should be calculated from the end of the quarter for 


which contributions are due, i.e.:  March 31, June 30, September 30, December 31, not the date on 


which the amount was established as past due.  Negative amounts cannot be entered in the age 


categories on this line. 
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a. Item 28. 6 Months or Less. (2 quarters or less)  Enter that part of the amount in item 26 which, as 


of the end of the report quarter, was past due for 2 report quarters or less.  Example:  On the report 


for quarter ending          June 30, 2011, enter in item 28 amounts that were past due for quarters 


ending March 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010. 


 


b. Item 29. 9 Months. (3 quarters)  Enter that part of the amount in item 26 which, as of the end of 


the report quarter, was past due for 3 report quarters.  Example:  On the report for the quarter 


ending June 30, 2011, enter in item 29, amounts that were past due for the quarter ending 


September 30, 2010. 


 


c. Item 30. 12 Months. (4 quarters)  Enter that part of the amount in item 26 which, as of the end of 


the report quarter, was past due for 4 report quarters. Example:  On the report for the quarter 


ending June 30, 2011, enter in item 30, amounts that were past due for the quarter ending June 30, 


2010. 


 


d. Item 31. 15 Months. (5 quarters)  Enter that part of the amount in item 26 which, as of the end of 


the report quarter, was past due for 5 report quarters. Example:  On the report for the quarter 


ending June 30, 2011, enter in item 31, amounts that were past due for the quarter ending March 


31, 2010. 


 


e. Item 32. Over 15 Months. (6 quarters or more)  Enter that part of the amount in item 26 which, as 


of the end of the report quarter, was past due for more than 15 months; i.e., 6 or more report 


quarters.  Example:  On the report for the quarter ending June 30, 2011, enter in item 32, amounts 


that were past due for the quarter ending December 31, 2009, and all prior quarters. 


 


Note:  The sum of amounts in items 28 through 32 must equal total receivables in item 26. 


 


8. Receivables - Reimbursing Employers.  Line 403 shows accounting control activities during the report 


quarter for past due payments in lieu of contributions.  Line 403 covers (as of the last day of the 


report quarter) all known past due payments in lieu of contributions for all calendar quarters prior to 


the report quarter. 


 


a. Item 33. Total Receivables at the Beginning of Period.  Enter the total amount of payments in lieu 


of contributions known to be past due at the beginning of the period.  This figure should be equal 


to item 38 of the previous report. 


  


b. Item 34. Amount Determined Receivable During Report Period.  Enter the amount of payments in 


lieu of contributions determined as past due during the report quarter based on current billings to 


reimbursing employers which are unpaid.  Do not report amounts already included in item 33. 


 


c. Item 35. Receivables Liquidated During Report Period.  Enter the amount liquidated during the 


report quarter which reduced amounts in items 33 and 34 (other than by being declared 


uncollectible).  Do not include timely payments in lieu of contributions received during the report 


quarter. 


 


d. Item 36. Receivables Declared Uncollectible During Report Period.  Enter amounts reported in 


items 33 and 34 that were declared uncollectible and transferred to suspense status during the 


report quarter.  Do not include amounts previously reported in item 37 (receivables removed from 


active file at end of report period) if such amounts were later declared uncollectible. 


 


e. Item 37. Receivables Removed from Active File at End of Report Period.  Enter amounts included 


in item 33 (total receivables at beginning of period) that were reported in item 44 (over 15 months 
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- age category) for the two immediately preceding ETA 581 report periods, but because of state 


policy, have not been declared uncollectible. 


 


Example: An amount of $600, which was determined receivable during the quarter ending June 


30, 2009, was included in total receivables at the end of report period (item 38) and, for the first 


time, reported in the "over 15 months" age category (item 44) on the ETA 581 report for the 


quarter ending December 31, 2010.  The $600 was not collected or declared uncollectible during 


the quarter ending March 31, 2011, and, therefore, was included in total receivables at the end of 


report period (item 38) and the "over 15 months" age category (item 44) for a second report 


quarter.  Since item 38 (total receivables at the end of report period) on the report for the quarter 


ending March 31, 2011, is the same as item 33 (total receivables at beginning of report period) on 


the report for the quarter ending June 30, 2011, the $600 was included in item 33 on the report for 


the quarter ending June 30, 2011.  The $600 was not collected or declared uncollectible during the 


quarter ending June 30, 2011, and it had already been reported in the "over 15 months" age 


category (item 44) on reports for quarters ending December 31, 2010 and March 31, 2011.  


Therefore, on the report for the quarter ending June 30, 2011, the $600 is reported in item 37, 


receivables removed at end of report period. 


 


f. Item 38. Total Receivables at End of Report Period.  Enter the total amount of payments in lieu of 


contributions that were past due as of the last day of the report quarter.  This amount should equal 


Item 33 plus Item 34 minus Items 35, 36, and 37 and should be carried forward to Item 33, figure 


should be the result of the addition of items 33 and 34 minus items 35, 36, and 37 and should be 


carried forward to Item 33, Total Receivables at the Beginning of Period for the following report. 


 


g. Item 39. Number of Employers Owing Receivables.  Enter the number of employers who owe the 


amount reported in item 38. 


 


9. Age of Receivables - Reimbursing Employers.  Line 404 separates total receivables in item 38 by 


amount and age.  The age of receivable amounts for reimbursing employers should be calculated 


from the date payment was due, not the date on which the amount was determined to be past due.  


Negative amounts cannot be entered in the age categories on this line.  


 


a. Item 40. 6 Months or Less.  Enter that part of the amount in item 38 which, as of the end of the 


report quarter, was past due for 6 months or less. 


 


b. Item 41. 9 Months.  Enter that part of the amount in item 38 which, as of the end of the report 


quarter, was past due for 9 months or less but more than 6 months. 


 


c. Item 42. 12 Months.  Enter that part of the amount in item 38 which, as of the end of the report 


quarter, was past due for 12 months or less but more than 9 months. 


 


d. Item 43. 15 Months.  Enter that part of the amount in item 38 which, as of the end of the report 


quarter, was past due for 15 months or less but more than 12 months. 


 


e. Item 44. Over 15 Months.  Enter that part of the amount in item 38 which, as of the end of the 


quarter, was past due for more than 15 months. 


 


Note:  The sum of amounts in items 40 through 44 must equal total receivables in item 38. 


 


10. Audit Activity.  Lines 501 and 502 show transactions resulting from activities which meet the 


definition of "audit" as specified in Section E. 25. of these instructions and the requirements of the 


Field Audit Function in ES Manual, Part V, Sections 3670-3693.  With the exception of item 49, 


total wages audited: pre-audit, do not include in amounts underreported or overreported, any wages 


or contributions that were reported by an employer before an audit assignment or that were obtained 
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without resorting to an audit.  Wages and contributions attributed to a delinquent employer report 


which were obtained through a field assignment other than an audit, or were obtained at the same 


time an audit was conducted but were not within the scope of the audit, should not be reported on 


line 502 but should be included in items 22 and/or 23 (contributions), as appropriate. 


 


a. Item 45. Large Employer Audits.  Enter the total number of completed large employer audits.  


Item 45 can not be greater than item 47. 


 


b. Item 46. Change Audits.  Enter the number of audits in item 46 that were change audits.  Item 46 


can not be greater than item 47. 


 


c. Item 47. Total Audits.  Enter the total number of audits completed during the report quarter. 


 


d. Item 48. Calendar Quarters Audited.  Enter the total number of quarters audited as the result of 


audits reported in item 47.  Count only quarters actually audited.  Do not include quarters in which 


adjustments were made without auditing. 


 


e. Item 49. Total Wages Audited:  Pre-Audit.  Enter the amount of pre-audit total wages originally 


reported by employers for quarters audited in item 48.  Estimates and/or assessments processed to 


an employer's account in lieu of actual reports should be included in this amount. 


 


f. Item 50. Total Wages Audited:  Post Audit.  Enter the amount of total wages recorded in audit 


summaries as the result of auditing quarters in item 48. 


 


g. Item 51. Hours Spent in Auditing.  Enter the total number of hours (rounded to the nearest full 


hour) spent conducting the audits reported in item 47.  Do not include time spent traveling to and 


from audit sites. 


 


h.  Item 52. Number of Employees Misclassified.  Enter the total number of employees discovered 


through audits in item 47 that were previously misclassified by employers. Include all employees 


that were discovered through audits, including those reported by employers on IRS form 1099 as 


well as workers that were unreported (off-the-books). Count only employees discovered in 


quarters that were actually audited as reported in item 48. 


i. Item 53. Underreported Total Wages.  Enter the total amount of underreported gross wages 


discovered as a result of quarters audited in item 48.  Do not include amounts resulting from 


adjustments for quarters that were not actually audited. 


 


j. Item 54. Underreported Taxable Wages.  Enter the total amount of underreported taxable wages 


discovered as a result of quarters audited in item 48.  Do not include amounts resulting from 


adjustments for quarters that were not actually audited. 


 


k. Item 55. Underreported Contributions.  Enter the total amount of underreported contributions 


discovered as a result of quarters audited in item 48.  Do not include penalty and interest.  Do not 


include amounts resulting from adjustments for quarters that were not actually audited. 


 


l. Item 56. Overreported Total Wages.  Enter the total amount of overreported gross wages 


discovered as a result of quarters audited in item 48.  Do not include amounts resulting from 


adjustments for quarters that were not actually audited. 


 


m.  Item 57. Overreported Taxable Wages.  Enter the total amount of overreported taxable wages 


discovered as a result of quarters audited in item 48.  Do not include amounts resulting from 


adjustments for quarters that were not actually audited. 
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n. Item 58. Overreported Contributions.  Enter the total amount of overreported contributions 


discovered as a result of quarters audited in item 48.  Do not include amounts resulting from 


adjustments for quarters that were not actually audited. 


 


Note:  Amounts reported in items 53 through 58 must represent total amounts discovered as 


underreported and overreported for all audits without regard to the net effect for each individual 


audit. 


 


Example:  The following audit differences were discovered in Audit A: 


 


 Underreported Overreported  Net 


 Total Wages $850,000 $1,000,000   $150,000/over   


 


 Taxable Wages 500,000 50,000 450,000/under 


 


 Contributions 25,000 10,000 15,000/under 


 


To report audit differences from audit A on ETA 581, $850,000 should be included in item 53, 


$500,000 in item 54, $25,000 in item 55, $1,000,000 in item 56, $50,000 in item 57 and $10,000 


in item 58.  The net differences for audit A are not to be included on the ETA 581. 


 


11. SUTA Dumping. Line 503 shows unemployment experience transfer determinations (mandatory or 


prohibited) and resulting changes in contributions due that were identified by a state’s SUTA 


dumping investigations. A state investigates employers to ensure that unemployment experience was 


transferred as required by law, or not transferred when prohibited by law, so that higher rates of 


contributions are not avoided through the transfer or acquisition of a business. The unemployment 


experience transfer determinations follow employer attempts to manipulate experience rating 


systems for the purpose of obtaining a lower rate of contributions, or the state’s own failures to apply 


its law regarding unemployment experience transfers properly. 


 


a. Item 59. Number of Mandatory Transfers.  Enter the number of mandatory transfers that were the 


result of SUTA dumping investigations and were entered on the state’s system during the report 


quarter.  Count all employers who inherited unemployment experience, in full or in part. Include 


all mandatory transfers even if the transfers did not result in changes to previously assigned 


contribution rates. 


 


Note: If a state inactivated/terminated employer accounts under “continuity of control” provisions 


in state law as a result of  SUTA dumping investigations, include those employers as mandatory 


transfers, (i.e., count the inactivated/terminated accounts). 


 


Do not include mandatory transfers identified in the normal process of making regular status 


determinations that resulted in the establishment of new accounts for successor employers, as well 


as those employers who already had an existing account and acquired all or part of the business of 


another employer with an existing account.  The process of making regular status determinations 


normally begins with information received from employers and other sources outside of the state 


unemployment insurance agency. 


 


b. Item 60. Number of Prohibited Transfers. Enter the number of prohibited transfers that were the 


result of SUTA dumping investigations and were entered on the state’s system during the report 


quarter.  Count all employers who were prohibited from inheriting unemployment experience, in 


full or part. Count all prohibited transfers even if previously assigned contribution rates were not 


changed. 


 


c. Item 61. Total Net Contributions Due. Enter the total amount of contributions due, less the amount 
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of contributions overpaid, that were the result of changes to contribution rates during the report 


quarter due to mandatory and prohibited transfers reported in items 59 or 60. 


 


Net contributions due is the difference between contributions due on taxable wages before rates 


were changed and contributions due on those taxable wages after the rates were changed.  Taxable 


wages include actual taxable wages reported by employers and estimated taxable wages for legally 


enforceable contributions due.  Compute differences on contributions due on taxable wages, 


whether or not contributions have been paid.   


 


Do not include net contributions due on taxable wages reported or estimated after the report 


quarter in which rates were changed, even if the contributions due were affected by rate changes 


due to mandatory or prohibited transfers.  


 


Example: Net Contributions Due for One Employer. 


 


For the report quarter ending December 31, 2011 – Assumes that annual rates for CY 2010 and 


CY 2011 are changed in the fourth quarter of 2011, Also assumes that the CY 2010 rate is 


decreased and the CY 2011 rate is increased from their original rates; 


 


Year/Quarter Contributions Due at 


Old Rate 


Contributions Due at 


New Rate 


Difference 


2010/q1 $  8,875 $  8,300 ($575) 


2010/q2 $  6,300 $  6,100 ($200) 


2010/q3 $  4,985 $  4,860 ($125) 


2010/q4 $  3,000 $  2,900 ($100) 


Totals for 2010 $23,160 $22,160 ($1,000) 


2011/q1 $15,800 $19,550  $3,750 


2011/q2 $13,730 $15,980  $2,250 


2011/q3 Delinquent when rate 


changed 


Delinquent when rate 


changed 


Not Included 


2011/q4 Not due when  rate 


changed 


Not due when  rate 


changed 


Not Included 


Totals for 2011 $29,530 $35,530 $6,000 


 


Summary: 


 


Credits on 2010 quarters:      ($1,000) 


Contributions due on first two quarters of 2011     $6,000 


Total Net Contributions Due included on ETA 581 Report:  +$5,000 


 


(Note: Net contributions due on the third and fourth quarters of 2011 are excluded since taxable 


wages were not reported before December 31, 2011. Assumes employer will pay contributions on 


each quarter at the new contribution rate without adjustments.) 


 


Example: Total Net Contributions Due for All Employers. 


 


For the report quarter ending December 31, 2011 – Rates changed in the fourth quarter of 2011; 


 


Contributions due on all quarters for which rates were changed: $500,000 


Credits on all quarters for which rates were changed:      ($100,000) 


Total net contributions due reported on the ETA 581 Report:     +$400,000 


 


12. Comments.  Four lines are available on the electronic submittal system for comments.  Comments 


are appropriate under the following circumstances: 
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a. Administrative Factors Affecting Data Reported.  Describe any administrative factors, such as 


rules and regulations, which may affect the information reported in such a way that it lacks 


comparability with data submitted on prior reports or on current reports submitted by the state 


agency. 


 


b. Legal Factors Affecting Data Reported.  Describe any legal factors, such as new laws or 


amendments to the state unemployment compensation law, which may affect the information 


reported in such a way that it lacks comparability with data submitted on prior reports or on 


current reports submitted by other state agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors Affecting Data Reported.  Describe any economic factors which substantially 


affect the data reported by increasing or reducing the number of status determinations, subject 


employers, field audits, and amount of receivables in such a way that the conditions will be 


reflected in any of the tabulations prepared. 
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ETA 2112 – UI FINANCIAL TRANSACTION SUMMARY 


A. Facsimile of Form 


.STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


ITEM 
LINE 


NO 


NET 


TOTALS 


(Sum of 


Cols. 


D, E & F) 


CLEARING 


ACCOUNT 


UNEMPLOYMENT 


TRUST FUND 


ACCOUNT 


BENEFIT 


PAYMENT 


ACCOUNT 


A B C D E F 


Balance Forward 01       


DEPOSITS 


Total Deposits 10     


Net UI Contributions 11       


Penalty/Interest 12       


U.S. Treasury Interest Credits 13      


Title IX Amortization 14       


Title IX or Special Legislations 15      


Intra-Account Transfer 16     


Interstate Benefits 17     


UCX 


Advances/Reimbursements 
18      


Reimb Local Govt/Indian 


Tribes 
19       


Reimbursements State Govt 20       


Reimbursements Non-profit 21       


Federal Share (EB) 22      


Fed Emergency Compensation 23      


Temporary Federal 


Compensation 
23a     


Short Time Compensation - 


Federal 
23b     


UCFE 


Advances/Reimbursements 
24      


Other Sources #1 25     
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Other Sources #2 26     


Other Sources #3 27         


Other Sources #4 28         


Other Sources #5 29         


DISBURSEMENTS 


Total Disbursements 30     


Net UI Benefits 31     


Net State Share (EB) 32     


Reimb. Local Govt/Indian 


Tribes 
33     


Reimbursements State Govt 34     


Reimbursements Non-profit 35     


UCX Net Payments 36     


Federal Share (Regular) 37     


Federal Share (EB) 38     


EUC 2008 Activity 39     


EUC Activity 40     


TEUC Activity 41     


Fed Emergency Compensation 42         


Temporary Federal 


Compensation 
42a     


Short Time Compensation - 


Federal 
42b     


Interstate Benefits 43     


Title IX Adminor Special 


Legislation 
44     


To Special Funds 45     


UCFE Net Payments 46     


Intra-Account Transfer 47     


Other (Explain) 48     


Balance Close Month 49     


OTHER INFORMATION 
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Withholding 50     


Comments: 


 


OMB No: 1205-0154    OMB Expiration Date: 03/31/2019      Average Estimated Response Time: 30 


minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits 


under SSA 303(a)(6).  Respondents have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send comments regarding this 


burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this 


burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution 


Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


Form ETA 2112 is a monthly summary of transactions in a state unemployment fund which consists of the 


Clearing Account, Unemployment Trust Fund (UTF) Account, and Benefit Payment Account.  All payments 


by employers (and employees where applicable) into a state unemployment fund for contributions, payments 


in lieu of contributions, and special assessments should be accounted for in the report.  Penalty and interest 


should be reported if deposited into the clearing account and transferred to the UTF.  Funds received from the 


Federal Employees Compensation Account (FECA) and the Extended Unemployment Compensation 


Account (EUCA) as advances or reimbursements for Federal benefit obligations paid through the benefit 


payment account should be identified and reported in appropriate line items.  All funds deposited into, 


transferred, or paid from the state unemployment fund (the state clearing account, the state account in the 


UTF, and the state benefit payment account) should be reflected on the ETA 2112 except for 


payments/benefits paid under the Alternative Trade Adjustment Assistance (ATAA) and Trade Adjustment 


Assistance (TAA) programs.  Form ETA 2112 provides a summary of data pertaining to state unemployment 


insurance (UI) tax collections, regular benefits paid, Federal and state shares of extended benefits paid, 


Federal temporary program benefits paid, and other transactions affecting the UTF.  In addition, it reflects 


specific areas where adjustments are indicated to determine the adequacy of resources available for regular 


unemployment benefit payments.  Data from this form are also used with data from other statistical reports to 


study trends in financial aspects of the UI program and as a basis for solvency studies. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


This report is due the 1
st
 day of the second month following the month of reference and will be transmitted 


electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


The data used in preparing the ETA 2112 must be obtained from the books of the state.  A properly 


completed ETA 2112 will accurately show the net result of all transactions in the three accounts comprising 


the state unemployment fund as they appear in each state’s records. 


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports Users Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Balance Brought Forward.  Line 1.  Enter in the appropriate column the balance at the beginning of the 


month.  The amounts will be those reported as Balance at the Close of the Month, line 49, on the previous 


month's report. 


 


 


2. Deposits. 


 


a. Line 10.  Total Deposits.  Enter the sum of lines 11 through 29 for each column. 


 


b. Line 11.  Net UI Contributions.  Enter in columns C and D, the net contribution collections for the 


month.  Net contribution collections are the amount of total remittances deposited for the month 


including employee contributions used for unemployment compensation (ETA 8405  total of 


column III) less the amounts for refunds to employers, dishonored checks, and amounts received 


during the month for reimbursable benefit payments, penalty and interest, and Title IX (Reed Act) 


Funds.  
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c. Line 12.  Penalty/Interest.  Enter in columns C and D the net collections of penalty, interest, and 


fines deposited during the month if transferred to the UTF. 


 


d. Line 13.  U.S. Treasury Interest Credits.  Enter in columns C and E the amount of interest earned 


on the state's account in the UTF and credited quarterly by the U.S. Treasury. Report actual 


credits, not monthly accrued interest.  There should be entries only for the months of March, June, 


September, and December. 


 


e. Line 14.  Title IX Funds (Reed Act Amortization).  Enter in columns C and D the amount of Reed 


Act expenditures recovered during the month through amortization or depreciation and use 


allowances permitted in OMB Circular A-87 with Title III grant funds to be redeposited in the 


Unemployment Trust Fund. 


 


f. Line 15.  Title IX Funds (Reed Act Distribution) or Federal Grants.  Enter in columns C and E the 


amount received through a standard Reed Act distribution (from the ESAA to the state account in 


the UTF),  a special Title IX distribution, and/or authorized by Congress through special 


legislation.  In the instance of special legislation, implementation guidance will contain specific 


reporting instructions.    


  


 


g. Line 16.  Intra - Account Transfer.  Enter in column E the amount transferred during the month to 


the UTF from the clearing account.  Enter in column F the amount transferred during the month 


from the UTF to the benefit payment account.  Enter in column C the sum of the entries made in 


columns E and F.  Include on line 16F all amounts transferred to the IRS for withholding on 


benefits regardless whether that transfer was made from the state account in the UTF or from the 


state benefit payment account.  Line 16F must equal line 47E. 


 


h. Line 17.  From Other States ---  Interstate Benefits.  Enter in columns C, E and F the total amount 


received from other states as reimbursement of benefits paid under combined wage plans. 


 


i. Line 18.  FECA Advances/Reimbursements-UCX.  Enter in columns C and E amounts received as 


advances or reimbursements from FECA for benefit payments made under applicable Federal 


provisions to Ex-service Members (UCX). 


 


j. Line 19.  Reimbursable Benefit Payments (Local Government and Other Political Subdivisions).  


Enter in columns C and D the amount received as reimbursement for benefit payments made to 


former employees of local governments and political subdivisions including those to former 


employees of Indian tribes. 


 


k. Line 20.  Reimbursable Benefit Payments (State Government Including State Hospitals and State 


Institutions of Higher Learning).  Enter in columns C and D the amount received as 


reimbursement for benefit payments made to former employees of state governments, including 


state hospitals and state institutions of higher education. 


 


l. Line 21.  Reimbursable Benefit Payments (Nonprofit Organizations).  Enter in columns C and D 


the amount received as reimbursement for benefit payments made to former employees of 


reimbursing nonprofit organizations. 


 


m. Line 22.  Federal Share Extended Benefits.  Enter in columns C and E Federal funds received as 


advances or reimbursements for the 50 percent Federal share of extended benefit payments under 


PL 91-373. 
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n. Line 23.  Federal Emergency Compensation.  Enter in columns C and E Federal funds received as 


advances or reimbursements for temporary Federal extensions of benefits (not Disaster 


Unemployment Assistance). 


 


o. Line 23a.  Temporary Emergency Compensation.  Enter in columns C and F Federal funds 


received as advances or reimbursements for Federal Additional Unemployment Assistance 


benefits. 


 


p. Line 23b.  Short Time Compensation - Federal.  Enter in columns C and F Federal funds received 


as federal reimbursements for Short Time Compensation  benefits. 


 


q. Line 24.  FECA Advances/Reimbursements  UCFE.  Enter in columns C and E amounts which 


have been received as advances or reimbursements from FECA for payment of benefits to Federal 


civilians (including Postal employees). 


r. Lines 25 - 29.  From Other Sources.  Enter on line 25 transactions for the Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance program.  Enter on line 26 transactions for Title XII loan and repayment transactions.  


Enter on line 27 reimbursements from the EUCA.  Enter on line 28 receipts from other sources 


(e.g., recovery of Federal emergency compensation overpayments, penalty and interest going 


through the clearing and benefit payment accounts) and detail in the “Comments” section.  Enter 


on line 29 any transactions involving non-Title XII loans/advances.  These may be debt issuances 


(bonds, notes), short-term loans (from private sources or other state sources), lines of credit, or any 


other loans not funded by the Federal Unemployment Account.  Enter in column C the sum of 


such transactions. 


 


3. Disbursements. 


 


a. Line 30.  Total Disbursements.  Enter the sum of lines 31 through 48, inclusive, for each column. 


 


b. Line 31.  Net UI Benefits.  Enter in columns C and F the amount of regular unemployment 


benefits paid to claimants during the month, including the net state portion of benefits paid former 


Federal employees, and ex-military personnel.  Include benefit checks issued and cash benefits 


paid to all regular claimants eligible under state law. In computing the net amount of regular 


unemployment benefits paid, reduce the total benefits paid by the amount of benefit refunds 


received from claimants during the month, also, adjustment for credit or recharge of checks by 


banks, or for cancellation or reissuance of benefit checks previously issued.   NOTE: Amounts 


withheld from benefits and transferred to the IRS are not netted.  Report in column F all benefits 


paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless 


whether paid from the state account in the UTF of the state benefit payment account. 


 


c. Line 32.  Net State Share --- Extended Benefits.  Enter in columns C and F the net state share of 


extended benefits paid.  This represents (plus or minus adjustments) 50 percent of any sharable 


extended benefits including combined wage claims, 50 percent of sharable regular benefits, and 50 


percent of EB attributable to the state portion of joint UI/UCFE/UCX extended payments.  Include 


EB payments attributable to former employees of state and local governments for which the 


employer is not liable for reimbursement to the state unemployment fund.  On combined wage 


claims, an adjustment will be made on charges to transferring states to omit the Federal share of 


amounts attributed to transferred wages.   Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts 


transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether paid from the state 


account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account.  


 


d. Line 33.  Net Reimbursable Benefit Payments (Local Government and Other Political 


Subdivisions and Indian Tribes.)  Enter in columns C, E, and F the net amount of benefits paid 


which were attributable to local governments and political subdivisions subject to reimbursement. 


Benefits attributable to Indian tribes are included in this section.  In computing the net amount, 
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include any extended benefits for which the employer is liable for reimbursement to the state 


unemployment fund but exclude EUC08 benefits. Report in column F all benefits paid, including 


amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether paid from 


the state account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account.  


 


e. Line 34.  Net Reimbursable Benefit Payments (State Government Including State Hospitals and 


State Institutions of Higher Education).  Enter in columns C, E, and F the net amount of benefits 


paid former employees of state government including state hospitals and state institutions of 


higher learning subject to reimbursement.  In computing the net amount, include any extended 


benefits paid for which the employer is liable for reimbursement to the state unemployment fund 


but exclude EUC08 benefits.  Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred 


to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether paid from the state account in 


the UTF or the state benefit payment account. 


 


f. Line 35.  Net Reimbursable Benefit Payments (Nonprofit Organizations).  Enter in columns C, E 


and F the net amount of benefits paid former employees of reimbursing nonprofit organizations.  


In computing the net amount, do not include the 50 percent Federal share of any extended benefits 


paid or EUC08 benefits.  The 50 percent Federal sharable portion should be included in line 38.  


Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income 


tax withholding, regardless whether paid from the state account in the UTF or the state benefit 


payment account. 


 


g. Line 36.  FECA Net Federal Benefits - UCX.  Enter in columns C and F the net Federal portion of 


unemployment compensation paid to former members of the armed services from funds in the 


benefit payment account.  The total payments should be adjusted for refunds deposited during the 


month, credits and recharges, and cancellations and reissuances and exclude EUC08 benefits.  


Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income 


tax withholding, regardless whether paid from the state account in the UTF or the state benefit 


payment account. 


 


h.  Line 37.  Net Federal Benefits (Federal Share Regular Benefits).  Enter in columns C and F the net 


Federal share of regular compensation paid, including combined wage claims and benefit 


payments subject to reimbursement by nonprofit employers.  This applies to those states whose 


regular duration of benefits exceeds 26 weeks.  Report in column F all benefits paid, including 


amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether paid from 


the state account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account. 


 


i. Line 38.  Net Federal Benefits (Federal Share Extended Benefits).  Enter in columns C and F the 


net Federal share of extended compensation paid, including combined wage claims and payments 


subject to reimbursement by nonprofit employers.  States without a noncompensable waiting week 


for regular benefits should not include the first week of the Federal share of extended benefit 


payments on this line.  The first week of the Federal share of extended benefits should be reported 


on line 45, columns C and F.  Do not include any other transactions on this line.  Report in column 


F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, 


regardless whether paid from the state account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account.  


 


j. Line 39.  EUC 2008 Activity.  Enter in columns C and F the net amount for which the Federal 


government is liable for EUC08, including UCFE and UCX.  Break out all disbursements by 


program in the “Comments” section as follows: 


 (A) Billable to EUCA -  EUC08 benefits based on services for employers, except those listed 


in (B). 


 (B) Billable to General Revenues - EUC benefits paid based on services performed for the 


Federal government (UCFE and UCX), state and local government (contributory and  non-


contributory), Section 501(c)(3) non-profit employers (contributory or non-contributory employers 
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to which Section 3309(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code applies), and Federally recognized 


Indian Tribes (contributory or non-contributory). 


 


k. Line 40.  EUC Activity.  Enter in columns C and F the amount disbursed for Emergency 


Unemployment Compensation.  Since this program has expired, there will be minimal activity, 


e.g. overpayment recoveries.  There will be no amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income 


tax withholding. 


 


l.    Line 41.  TEUC Activity.  Enter in columns C and F the amounts paid for the Temporary 


Emergency Unemployment Compensation program, including payments made to displaced airline 


workers. Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for 


Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether the taxes are paid from the state account in the 


UTF or the state benefit payment account. 


     


m. Line  42.  Federal Emergency Compensation.  Enter in columns C and F the net Federal 


Emergency Compensation, for programs other than those reported on lines 39-41, paid for which 


the Federal government is liable.  Examples are benefits authorized and financed by Congress 


during extended periods of high unemployment rates.  Identify the payment by program and 


amount in the "Comments" section.  Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts 


transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether paid from the state 


account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account.  


 


n. Line  42a.  Temporary Emergency Compensation.  Enter in columns C and F the net Federal 


Additional Unemployment Compensation paid for which the Federal government is liable.   


Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income 


tax withholding. 


 


o. Line  42b.  Short Time Compensation - Federal.  Enter in columns C and F the net Short Time 


Compensation paid for which the Federal government is liable.   Report in column F all benefits 


paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding. 


 


p. Line 43.  To Other States-Interstate Benefits.  Enter in columns C, E and F the amount transferred 


to other states as reimbursement for benefits paid under combined wage plans.  Report in column 


F all benefits paid, including amounts transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, 


regardless whether paid from the state account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account.  


 


q. Line 44.  Title IX Funds (Adminstration) or Special legislation.  Enter in columns C and E the 


total amount of Title IX funds withdrawn for administrative purposes from the UTF pursuant to 


Section 903(c)(2) of the Social Security Act, as amended, and/or under special legislation.  In the 


instance of special legislation, implementation guidance will contain specific reporting 


instructions.   (If withdrawal of funds is for benefit expenses, disbursement should be included on 


line 47.) 


   


 


r. Line 45.  To Special Funds.  Enter in columns C and D the amount transferred from the clearing 


account to special administration or contingent funds established under state law, and explain in 


the "Comments" section.  Funds withdrawn to pay the principal on non-Title XII debt should be 


reported.   


s. Line 46.  FECA Net Benefit Payments-UCFE.  Enter in columns C and F net benefit payments 


made during the month to former Federal civilian (including postal) employees, excluding EUC 


2008, with funds from the FEC account. Report in column F all benefits paid, including amounts 


transferred to the IRS for Federal income tax withholding, regardless whether paid from the state 


account in the UTF or the state benefit payment account.  
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t. Line 47.  Intra-Account Transfer.    Enter in column D the amount transferred during the month to 


the UTF from the clearing account.  Enter in column E the amount transferred during the month 


from the UTF to the benefit payment account.  Enter in column C the sum of the entries made in 


columns D and E.  These entries should correspond with the entries made on line 16 in the 


"Deposits" section.  Line 47E must equal Line 16F.  


 


u. Line 48.  Other (Explain).  Enter in columns D, E, and F, as applicable, amounts disbursed for 


other purposes not included in lines 31 through 44 and explain in the "Comments" section (i.e., 


repayments of Title XII loans, DUA benefits, return of outstanding Extended and Federal 


Supplemental Benefits balances to EUCA, CETA/PSE and non-reimbursable Federal share of 


extended benefits).  Enter in column E, transfers to FECA of penalties, fines, and/or interest 


collected resulting from the recovery of overpayments of UCFE/UCX claims.  Do not include 


payments of benefits for ATAA or TAA. 


 


 Transfers of amounts collected as principal, penalties, fines, and/or interest resulting from the 


recovery of UCFE/UCX overpayments from the state's accounts in the UTF to FECA should be 


executed through the Treasury Automated Standard Application for Payments (ASAP).  The 


Department of Labor, ETA should be notified of any of those transfers. 


 


 Column C is the sum of columns D, E, and F. 


 


4. Balance at the Close of the Month.  Line 49.  Enter in the appropriate column the balance at the close of the 


month.  The amount to be entered for each column will be the sum of item 1 plus item 10 minus item 30.  


The amount entered in column D should agree with the clearing account balance at the end of the month as 


reported on form ETA 8405.  The amount entered in column F should agree with the benefit payment 


account balance at the end of the month as reported on form ETA 8401. 


 


5. Withholding.  Line 50.  Enter in columns C, E, and F the amount withheld from benefits sent to the IRS for 


Federal income tax liabilities. 
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ETA 8401 - MONTHLY ANALYSIS OF BENEFIT PAYMENT ACCOUNT 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Bank Name:      Bank City:     


Account Number:  Commingled/Separate: 


LEDGER 


1. Beginning Balance  


2. Total Deposits  


3. Total Checks Issued  


4. Ending Balance  


5. Total of Daily Ledger Balances  


6. Average Daily Balance  


7. 
Percent Average Daily Balance to 


Checks Issued 
 


DEPOSITS 


8. UI Trust Funds  


9. Reimbursable Funds  


10. Federal Funds  


11. Refunds  


CHECKS ISSUED 


12. UI Trust Funds  


13. Reimbursable Funds  


14. Federal Funds  


Comments: 


OMB No.: 1205-0154    OMB Expiration Date: 03/31/2019      Average Estimated Response Time: 30 minutes  


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 
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searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 


B. Purpose 
 


State Workforce Agencies (SWAs) should withdraw from the Unemployment Trust Fund only amounts 


sufficient to pay benefit checks or warrants actually issued in accordance with the Treasury-State Agreement 


executed under the Cash Management Improvement Act of 1990.  The electronic funds transfer system used 


by the Trust Funds Branch in the U.S. Treasury permits fund requests received by noon eastern time to be 


deposited and available in the state's benefit payment account usually by the following day.  The ETA 8401 is 


a record of benefit payment account transactions recorded in the books of each state.  The ETA 8401 allows 


the National Office and the SWAs to monitor the amount of monies kept in the benefit payment account. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


This report will be submitted electronically and is due in the National Office the 1st day of the second month 


after the month reported.  January reports are due the 1st of March. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


All transactions in the benefit payment account are to be reported through the ETA 8401 except for 


benefits/payments made for Trade Readjustment Assistance (TRA) and Alternative Trade Adjustment 


Assistance (ATAA) programs.  Data used in preparing the ETA 8401 report must be obtained from the books 


of the state employment security agency.  If benefit payment accounts are maintained in more than one bank, 


a separate report is to be prepared for each account. 


 


The beginning balance, item 1, should agree with the ETA 2112 balance brought forward, line 1, column F.  


The ending balance should agree with line 46, column F (see instructions for the ETA 2112).  If there is more 


than one benefit payment account, the sum of all ETA 8401 information should be used to compare with ETA 


2112 information.  The ETA National Office will compare balances reported on the ETA 8401 with the 


balances reported on the ETA 2112.  All differences must be reconciled timely.  


 


Only whole dollar figures should be reported. 


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports Users Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Account Number.  The last 5 digits of the account number will be used.  No spaces, letters, or 


characters will be used.  Each account's last 5 digits will be unique thereby enabling tracking of 


separate accounts. 


 


2. Commingled/Separate.  A separate benefit payment account is an account which contains only 


unemployment funds, both state and Federal (withdrawals from EUCA and FECA).  Commingled 


accounts contain other, non-unemployment state or Federal funds.  A 'C' is entered for commingled 


accounts and an 'S' is entered for separate accounts. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
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Instructions are given only when clarification beyond the title of the item is needed. 


 


1. Beginning Balance.  Enter on this line the closing balance for the previous month. 


 


2. Total Deposits.  Enter the total dollar amount of deposits made to the benefit payment account during 


the month reported. 


 


3. Total Checks Issued.  Enter the total dollar amount of checks/warrants issued from the benefit payment 


account during the month reported. 


 


4. Ending Balance.  (Item 1 + item 2) minus item 3.  


 


5. Total of Daily Ledger Balances.  Enter the sum of daily closing ledger balances.  


 


6. Average Daily Balance.  The average daily balance is computed by adding the daily ledger balances 


for each day in the month, including Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays, and dividing the total by the 


total number of calendar days in the month. 


 


7. Percent of Average Daily Balances to Checks Issued.  Enter the percent of Average Daily Balance in 


item 6., to total checks issued in item 3.  This percentage figure shall be carried to two decimal 


places; for example, 17.77 or 0.23.  These percentage figures are not to be rounded. 


 


8. UI Trust Funds.  In item 8, show total amount received from the state account in the Unemployment 


Trust Fund pursuant to Section 904(f), Social Security Act and deposited in the benefit payment 


account to pay regular UI, 100% of state and local government EB, the 50% state share of EB under 


PL 91-373.  In item 12, show the total amount disbursed for regular unemployment compensation, 


EB for state and local governments, and the state share of EB under the Federal/State Extended 


Unemployment Compensation Act (PL 91-373). 


 


9. Reimbursable Funds.  In item 9, show the total amount received as advances or reimbursements and 


deposited in the benefit payment account for Federal share regular UI and EB under PL 91-373, and 


emergency compensation if Federal reimbursements are deposited directly to the benefit payment 


account.  Also, show amounts received from other states and deposited directly into the benefit 


payment account.  In item 13, show the total amount disbursed from reimbursable funds. 


 


10. Federal Funds.  In item 10, show the total amount of funds received and deposited in the benefit 


payment account for the payment of benefits attributable to UCFE (including Postal Workers) and 


UCX.  In item 14, show total amount disbursed through the benefit payment account for UCFE 


(including Postal Workers) and UCX. 


 


11. Refunds.  In item 11, show the total amount of recoveries to the benefit payment account during the 


month under the regular unemployment insurance program.  If there are any other refunds such as 


UCFE (including Postal Workers) and UCX, they should be broken down and explained in the 


comments section. 


 


12. Check Issued (UI Trust Funds). Enter the amount of line 3 (Total Checks Issued) attributable to 


check issued for regular UI (line 12).  


 


13. Check Issued (Reimbursable Funds).Enter the amount of line 3 (Total Checks Issued) attributable to 


check issued for reimbursable payment (line 13). 


 


14. Check Issued (Federal Funds).Enter the amount of line 3 (Total Checks Issued) attributable to check 


issued for UCFE/UCX (line 14). 
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ETA 8403 - SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 


A. Facsimile of Form 
 


ETA 8403, SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 


Title IX Funds (“Reed Act” Money) 


State:                                Agency:                             Month Ended:                                           OMB Approval No.  1205-


0154 
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Signed __________________________________________        Title  


_________________________________________      Date_______________________ 


Comments:  


 


OMB No.: 1205-0154    OMB Expiration Date: 03/31/2019      Average Estimated Response Time: 30 minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to response to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.   Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of  Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


Form ETA 8403 provides a cumulative summary of expenditures of state unemployment funds pursuant to 


Section 903(c)(2) of the Social Security Act (SSA), the "Reed Act" as amended.  The information reported is 


used for cash flow monitoring and financial accounting and is the basis for certifying the amount of Reed Act 


obligations set aside in a Reed Act "sub-account" in a State Unemployment Trust Fund (UTF) account as 


described in UIPL No. 5-90. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


Report data will not be submitted electronically but by mail or facsimile of ETA 8403, to be received no later 


than the 1st day of the second month following the month for which activity is reported. January reports are 


due by the 1st of March.  (See Introduction and General Reporting Instructions, Section I for the address.)  A 


Form ETA 8403 should be submitted only for those months in which Reed Act transactions have occurred, 


however, an updated report for the last month of the Federal fiscal year (September) is required from all 


States. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Form ETA 8403 is to be submitted for each month in which there is a legislative action and/or an 


unemployment fund transaction, e.g., an appropriation enacted, funds obligated, withdrawn from the UTF 


account, or expended, amortization amounts redeposited to the UTF account, or restoration of amounts used 


to pay benefits.  Each state must submit the form updated and made current as of the close of each Federal 


fiscal year (September 30), even if no activity occurred during the year.  The heading of the form includes the 


state name, the state agency name, and the report date, which will be completed using the last day of the 


month, e.g., 1/31/94.  The form must be signed by the Administrator of the agency, the Unemployment 


Insurance Director, or other official designated by the agency administrator as responsible for the data 


provided.  Machine generated forms may be used but must not exceed 82 by 11 inches. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Allocation.  A transfer of funds from the employment security administration account to a state 


account in the UTF pursuant to Section 903(a), SSA. 


 


2. Appropriation.  An action by the legislative body of a state, authorizing the use of Reed Act funds for 


employment security administration under conditions set out in Section 903(c)(2), SSA.  The 


legislative action must be specific as to the purpose(s) for which funds are appropriated, the amount 


appropriated, and include a 2-year limit, beginning with the date of enactment, after which the 


appropriation expires and such funds may not be obligated. 


 


3. Enactment Date.  The date on which a legislative action appropriating Reed Act funds becomes law.  


In some states, a legislative action becomes law on the effective date stated in the legislation; in 


other states, the date on which the legislation is approved or signed by the governor of the state. 


 


4. Expiration Date.  The date, 2 years after the enactment date, upon which an appropriation expires and 


after which funds may not be obligated.  For example:  Enactment date 4/1/94, Expiration date  


3/31/96. 


 


5. Obligation.  Pursuant to a legislative appropriation, the costs of orders placed, contracts and 


subcontracts awarded, goods and services received, or any similar transaction which occurs on a 


specific date that requires the disbursement of funds on the same date or on a future date. 
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6. Expenditure.  Obligated funds which have been withdrawn from a state's account in the UTF for 


disbursement. 


 


7. Disbursement.  Funds withdrawn from a state's account in the UTF and used for the payment of a 


mature obligation. 


 


8. Amortization.  The scheduled repayment of a Reed Act expenditure with Title III grant funds or other 


fund source.  Repayment with Title III grant funds is allowable only for recovery of expenditures 


used in the acquisition or major renovation of state-owned buildings or the acquisition of automated 


data processing installations. 


 


9. Redeposit.  The deposit to a state account in the UTF of a scheduled amortization payment or the 


recovery of an expenditure from sales proceeds or the disposition of Reed Act property and 


equipment.  All other recoveries are treated as reductions in the amount of disbursements and 


obligations. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Column I-Credited to Unemployment Trust Fund Account.  Enter the effective date and the amount of 


the following three types of transactions in this column: 


 


a. Allocations to the State's UTF account pursuant to Sections 903(a) and 903(b), SSA, including 


adjustments.  (Some states will also have adjusting entries as one or more allocations were 


changed). 


 


b. Any amount(s) of Reed Act funds used to pay benefits, must be entered as a negative figure in 


column I.  The total allocation is reduced accordingly. 


 


c. When Reed Act funds previously used to pay benefits are restored to availability as provided in 


Section 903(c)(3), SSA, such amount shall be entered as a positive figure in column I.  The total 


allocation is increased accordingly. 


Note: Interest credited to a State account in the Unemployment Trust Fund by the U.S. Treasury 


may not be apportioned to or otherwise credited to "Reed Act" funds. 


 


2. Column II-Redeposits to Trust Fund.  Enter amounts resulting from the following types of transactions 


in this column: 


 


a. Amounts redeposited from amortization of authorized expenditures for real estate and ADP 


acquisitions and the major renovation of State-owned buildings. 


 


b. Recoveries from the sale of Reed Act property, not to exceed the amount of the original 


expenditure. 


 


No other returns of funds may be entered in this column.  The return of undisbursed amounts 


previously withdrawn from the UTF account must be entered as a negative amount, as appropriate, in 


column IV(a).  Redeposits of funds are also reported on line 14, in columns C and D of Form ETA 


2112, UI Financial Transaction Summary for the same month as reflected on Form ETA 8403.    


 


Note:  Rents received on the use of Reed Act properties and interest earned or profits realized on the 


sale or disposition of real estate or other property acquired with Reed Act funds, must be paid into the 


state's UTF account but cannot be apportioned or credited to "Reed Act" funds. 


 


3. Column III-Appropriations. 
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a. Enacted.  Enter in these columns the exact date and amount of each appropriation enacted by the


state legislature.  If an appropriation expires (2 year limit) or is otherwise invalidated or reduced


before being obligated, enter the invalidated, reduced, or expired amount as a negative entry


directly below the original appropriation amount.  The total amount of appropriations is reduced


accordingly.


b. Obligated.  Enter in these columns the exact date and amount of an appropriation actually


obligated on the same line as the relevant appropriation amount in column III(a).  If more than one


obligation is made against the same appropriation, the date and amount of each subsequent


obligation is shown in chronological order.  Obligated funds which are not expended are entered


as a negative figure directly below the original obligation amount, thereby reducing the original


obligation.  The total amount of obligations made against the same appropriation cannot exceed


the total appropriation amount.


c. Unobligated Balance.  For each appropriation, enter the difference between the total amount


appropriated in column III(a) and the total amount obligated in column III(b).  When the entire


appropriation is obligated, enter "0" in this column (c).  The amount of any unobligated balance in


this column, upon expiration of the appropriation or completion of a contract, should be shown as


a negative figure directly below the appropriate obligation amount in column III(b).


4. Column IV-Withdrawals.


a. From Trust Fund.  For each obligation amount in column III(b), enter the cumulative amount of


funds withdrawn from the State's UTF account for payment as of the end of the report month.


Each entry should be shown on the same line as the corresponding obligation amount in column


III(b).  The cumulative amount withdrawn must not exceed the total amount of the related


obligation.


Amounts withdrawn must also be reported on line 41, in columns C and E of Form ETA 2112 for


the appropriate month.  Withdrawn amounts which are not disbursed within 1 week must be


returned to the state's UTF account and shown as a negative figure below the original cumulative


amount.  Withdrawals should be limited to the amount of currently payable obligations, therefore,


negative entries should be minimal.


b. Expended.  For each amount withdrawn in column IV(a), enter the cumulative amount of funds


that were actually disbursed as of the end of the report month.  Each entry should be made on the


same line as the related amount withdrawn in column IV(a).  Amounts disbursed should equal


corresponding amounts withdrawn since withdrawals should be made only for payments due


within 1 week.


c. Unexpended Balance.  On the same line, enter the difference between each set of related amounts


withdrawn and disbursed shown in columns IV(a) and IV(b).  Since only currently payable


obligations are withdrawn, entries in column IV (c) should be minimal and should not be shown


on two successive report months.  When undisbursed withdrawals are returned to the Trust Fund,


enter "0" in column IV (c).


5. Totals.  For each monetary column, enter the sum of amounts reported in spaces provided at the foot of


the column. 


G. Checking the Report 


 The total amount reported for each monetary column should equal the sum of the entries in the column.


 The total of column I cannot exceed the total amount of allocations made to the state.
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 The total of column II cannot exceed the total of column IV(b).


 The total of column III(a) may exceed the combined totals of columns I and II since appropriations


may be enacted in anticipation of funds becoming available.


 The total of column III(b) cannot exceed the total of column III(a).


 The total of column III(b) plus the total of column III(c) should equal the total of column III(a).


 The total of column IV(a) cannot exceed the total of column III(b).


 The total of column IV(b) cannot exceed the totals of columns III(b) and IV(a).
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ETA 8405 - MONTHLY ANALYSIS OF CLEARING ACCOUNT 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Bank Name:      Bank City:     


Account Number: Commingled/Separate:   


LEDGER 


1. Beginning Balance  


2. Total Deposits  


3. Total Transfers to Trust Fund  


4. Total Deductions Other Purposes  


5. Ending Balance  


6. Total of Daily Ledger Balance  


7. Average Daily Balance  


8. Percent Average Daily Balance to Total Deposits  


DEDUCTIONS FOR OTHER PURPOSES 


9. Employer Refunds  


10. Dishonored Checks  


11. Interest and Penalty Fund  


12. Other - Benefits  


 


Comments 


  


OMB No.: 1205-0154    OMB Expiration Date: 03/31/2019      Average Estimated Response Time: 30 minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


All employer contributions and payments in lieu of contributions must be deposited into a Clearing Account 


established for unemployment funds and transferred immediately upon availability to the Unemployment 


Trust Fund.  The ETA 8405 report is a record of clearing account transactions recorded in the books of each 


state. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


This report will be submitted electronically and is due in the National Office the 1st day of the second month 


after the month reported.  January reports are due the 1st of March. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


All account balance information for the clearing account is reported on the ETA 8405 report.  Data used in 


preparing the ETA 8405 must be obtained from the books of the state workforce agency.  If clearing accounts 


are maintained in more than one bank, separate reports are to be prepared for each bank account. 


 


Only whole dollar figures should be reported.  The beginning balance should agree with the ETA 2112 


balance brought forward, line 01, column D.  The beginning balance should also agree with the ending 


balance on the preceding month's 8405 for each account.  If there is more than one clearing account, the sum 


of 8405 beginning balances are used to compare to the ETA 2112.  The ending balance should agree with the 


ETA 2112, line 46, column D (see instructions for the ETA 2112).  If there is more than one clearing account, 


the sum of 8405 ending balances is used to compare ending balances. 


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Account Number.  The last 5 digits of the account number will be used.  No spaces, letters, or characters will 


be used.  Each account's last 5 digits will be unique thereby enabling tracking of separate accounts. 


 


2.  Commingled/Separate.  A separate clearing account is an account which contains only unemployment funds, 


i.e., employer contributions and other funds for transfer to the Unemployment Trust Fund.  Commingled 


accounts contain other, non-unemployment state or Federal funds. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


 Instructions are given only when clarification beyond the title of the item is needed. 


 


1.     Beginning Balance.  Enter on this line the closing balance for the previous month. 


 


2.     Total Deposits.  Enter the total dollar amount of deposits made to the clearing account(s) during the month 


reported. 


 


3. Total Transfers to Trust Fund.  Enter total dollar amount of transfers from the clearing account to the 


Unemployment Trust Fund. 


 


4. Total Deductions for Other Purposes.  Enter the total dollar amount of other payments from the clearing 


account, e.g., refunds. 


5. Ending Balance.  (Item 1 + item 2) minus (item 3 + item 4). 
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6. Average Daily Balance.  The average daily balance is computed by adding the daily ledger balances for each 


day in the month, including Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays, and dividing by the total number of 


calendar days in the month. 


 


7. Percent of Average Daily Balances to Total Deposits.  Enter the ratio of Average Daily Balance in item 7, to 


Total Deposits in item 2.  This percentage figure shall be carried to two decimal places, for example, 17.77 


or 0.23.  These percentage figures are not to be rounded. 
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ETA 8413 - INCOME-EXPENSE ANALYSIS, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FUND BENEFIT 


PAYMENT ACCOUNT  


A. Facsimile of Form 
 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Bank Name:  Bank City:  


Account Number:  


LEDGER 


1. Beginning Balance  


2. Total Deposits  


3. Total Withdrawals  


4. Ending Balance  


INCOME ANALYSIS 


5. Total Daily Ledger Balance  


6. Average Daily Ledger Balance  


7. Average Daily Float  


8. Average Daily Collected Balance (Line 6 - Line 7)  


9. Reserves at  0%  


10. Average Daily Loanable Balance (Line 8 - Line 9)  


11. Earning Value at  4.068%  


EXPENSE ANALYSIS 


12. Checks Deposited:    Number   at  


 


 


 


13. Checks on Account: Number   at  


14. Checks on Account: Number   at  


15. Checks on Account: Number    at   


16. Other Costs  


17. Other Costs  


18. Other Costs  


19. Total Costs (Line12 through Line 18)  


20. NET PROFIT/LOSS  


 


 


Comments: 
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OMB No.: 1205-0154    OMB Expiration Date: 03/31/2019      Average Estimated Response Time: 30 minutes 


 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 


The ETA 8413 is a monthly analysis of daily transactions in a state benefit payment account from the books 


of the bank on which benefit checks or warrants are issued.  The ETA 8413 report provides information on 


bank charges, account balances, and bank compensation.  It also assures state UI administrators that the funds 


for which they are accountable are properly administered by persons or financial organizations acting in a 


custodial capacity. 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 


This report will be submitted electronically and is due in the National Office the 1st day of the second month 


after the month reported.  January reports are due the 1st of March. 


D. General Reporting Instructions 


An ETA 8413 is to be completed each month for each benefit payment account, whether at the same or 


different banks.  It captures information on balances, the bank’s earnings and costs attributable to the 


respective account(s).  If more than one account is maintained, a separate ETA 8413 must be completed for 


each account.  The agency will arrange to receive information from banks in time to submit ETA 8413 


information to the National Office of ETA.  The completed reports should be checked against the monthly 


Account Analysis and Bank Statement.   Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment 


Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


E. Item by Item Instructions 


Instructions are given only when clarification beyond the title of the item is needed. 


1. Account Number.  Enter the last 5 digits of the account number.  No spaces, letters, or characters will be


used.  Each account's last 5 digits will be unique thereby enabling tracking of separate accounts. 


2. Beginning Balance.  Enter the balance existing on the last day of the preceding month.


3. Total Deposits.  Enter the total dollar amount of deposits made to the benefit payment account(s) during the


month reported. 


4. Total Withdrawals.  Enter the total dollar amount of withdrawals from the benefit payment account(s) during


the month reported. 


5. Ending balance.  (Item 1 + item 2) minus item 3.


6. Income Analysis.  This information is available on the monthly Account Analysis the bank should provide for


each account. 


Calculations for each of the items in the Income Analysis Section are to be performed by the bank in 


accordance with current banking procedure, reserve requirements, etc., and reported to the state on the 


monthly Account Analysis for each account.  Each data block must be completed. 


The percentage entered by the bank to determine Earnings Value should approximate or exceed the 


average of the current 3-month interest rate allowed by the U.S. Treasury Department on short term 


investments. 


7. Expense Analysis.  Enter in the appropriate data blocks the following:
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a. Checks Deposited.  Enter the number of checks deposited, the rate per check, and the extended 


total. 


 


b. Checks on Account.  Enter the number of checks; the rate per check, and the extended total in each 


block used. 


 


c. Other Costs.  Identify and extend the cost for each additional service provided for which there is a 


charge (i.e., armored car service, check stock, reconciliation, etc.). 


 


d. Total Cost.  Enter the total of all expenses itemized above. 


 


e. Net Profit/Loss.  Enter the result of subtracting "Total Cost" from "Earnings Value." 
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ETA 8414 – INCOME -EXPENSE ANALYSIS UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FUND CLEARING 


ACCOUNT  


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Bank Name:  Bank City:  


Account Number:  


LEDGER 


1. Beginning Balance  


2. Total Deposits   


3. Total Withdrawals  


4. Ending Balance  


INCOME ANALYSIS 


5. Total Daily Ledger Balance  


6. Average Daily Ledger Balance  


7. Average Daily Float  


8. Average Daily Collected Balance  (Line 6 - Line 7)   


9. Reserves at                         0%  


10. Average Daily Loanable Balance  (Line 8 - Line 9)   


11. Earning Value at   


EXPENSE ANALYSIS 


12. Checks Deposited Local: Number     at    


13. Checks Deposited Tran.: Number     at    


14. Checks on Account:          Number     at      


15. Checks on Account:          Number     at   


16. Checks on Account:          Number     at    


17. Other Costs  


18. Other Costs  


19. Other Costs  


20. Total Costs (Line12 through Line 19)   


21. NET PROFIT/LOSS  


 


 


 


 


Comments: 
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OMB No.: 1205-0154    OMB Expiration Date: 03/31/2019      Average Estimated Response Time: 30 minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 8414 report is a monthly analysis of activity in a state clearing account from the books of the bank 


in which employer contributions and payments in lieu of contributions are deposited and transferred to the 


U.S. Treasury.  The ETA 8414 report provides information on bank charges, account balances, and bank 


compensation.  It also assures state UI administrators that the funds for which they are accountable are 


properly administered by persons or financial organizations acting in a custodial capacity. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


This report will be submitted electronically and is due in the National Office the 1st day of the second month 


after the month reported.  January reports are due the 1st of March.  


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


An ETA 8414 is to be completed each month for each clearing account, whether at the same or different 


banks.  The report captures information on balances, the bank’s earnings and costs attributable to the 


respective account(s).  If more than one account is maintained, a separate ETA 8414 must be submitted for 


each account.  The agency will arrange to receive information from banks in time to submit ETA 8414 


information to the National Office of ETA. 


 


The completed reports should be checked against the monthly Account Analysis and Bank Statement.  Edit 


checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix 


C. 


 


E. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Instructions are given only when clarification beyond the title of the report item is needed. 


 


1. Account Number.  The last 5 digits of the account number will be used.  No spaces, letters, or 


characters will be used.  Each account's last 5 digits will be unique, thereby enabling tracking of 


separate accounts. 


 


2. Beginning Balance.  Enter on this line the balance existing on the last day of the preceding month. 


 


3. Total Deposits.  Enter the total dollar amount of deposits made to the clearing account(s) during the 


month reported.  


 


4. Total Withdrawals.  Enter the total dollar amount of withdrawals from the clearing account(s) during 


the month reported.  


 


 


5. Ending Balance.  (Item 1 + item 2) minus item 3.  


 


6. Income Analysis.  This information is available on the monthly Account Analysis and bank statement 


the bank should provide for each account.  


 


Calculations for each of the remaining items in the Income Analysis Section are to be performed by the 


bank in accordance with current banking procedures, reserve requirements, etc., and reported to the 


state on the monthly Account Analysis for each account.  Each data block must be completed. 
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The percentage entered by the bank to determine Earnings Value should approximate or exceed the 


average of the current 3-month interest rate allowed by the U.S. Treasury Department on short term 


investments. 


 


7. Expense Analysis.  Enter in the appropriate data blocks the following:  


 


a. Checks Deposited.  Enter the number of checks deposited; the rate per check and the extended 


total. 


 


b. Checks on Account.  Enter the number of checks; the rate per check, and the extended total in each 


block used. 


 


c. Other Costs.  Identify the service and the cost for each additional service.  


 


d. Total Cost.  Enter the total of all expenses itemized above. 


 


e.  Net Profit/Loss.  Enter the result of subtracting "Total Cost" from "Earnings Value." 
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SECTION IV: SPECIAL PROGRAMS 


Section IV: Special Programs 


Section IV: Special Programs 
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ETA 203 - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSURED UNEMPLOYED 


A. Facsimile of Form. 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


S 


E 


X 


Male Female INA 


  


   


E 


T 


H 


N 


I 


C 


I 


T 


Y 


Hispanic 


or Latino 


Not 


Hispanic 


or Latino INA 


   


R 


A 


C 


E 


American 


Indian 


or Alaska 


Native Asian 


Black or 


African 


American 


Native 


Hawaiian or 


Other Pacific 


Islander White INA 


        


A 


G 


E 


< 22 22-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-59 60-64 


       


>=65 INA   


  


I 


N 


D 


U 


S 


T 


R 


Y  


Agriculture/ 


Forest/Fishing/ 


Hunting Mining Utilities Construction Manufacturing 


Wholesale 


Trade 


Retail 


Trade 


       


Transportation 


and 


Warehouse Information 


Finance 


and 


Insurance 


Real Estate, 


Rental and 


Leasing 


Professional/ 


Scientific/ 


Technical 


Services 


Management 


of 


Companies 


and 


Enterprises 


Administration 


and 


Support/Waste 


Management/ 


Remedial 


Services 


       


Educational 


Services 


Healthcare 


and Social 


Assistance 


Arts, 


Entertainment 


and 


Recreation 


Accommodation 


and Food 


Services 


Other Services 


(except Public 


Administration) 


Public 


Administration INA 
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O 


C 


C 


U 


P 


A 


T 


I 


O 


N 


Management 


Business and 


Financial 


Operations 


Computer 


and Math 


Architecture 


and 


Engineering 


Life, 


Physical 


and Social 


Sciences 


Community 


and 


Social 


Services Legal 


       


Education, 


Training 


and Library 


Arts, Design, 


Entertainment 


Sport and 


Media 


Healthcare 


Practitioner 


and Technical 


Healthcare 


Support 


Protective 


Services 


Food 


Preparation 


and Serving 


Related 


Building and 


Grounds 


Cleaning 


and 


Maintenance 


       


Personal Care 


and Services 


Sales 


and 


Related 


Office and 


Administrative 


Support 


Farming, 


Fishing 


and 


Forestry 


Construction  


and 


Extraction 


Installation, 


Maintenance 


and Repair Production 


       


Transportation 


and Material 


Moving 


Military 


Specific INA     


       


 


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0009    O M B Expiration Date:  3/31/2019   Average Estimated Response Time: 20 minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to retain or obtain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Respondents 


have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 


collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 


Unemployment Insurance, Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 203 report provides information, by state and for the Nation, about the characteristics of 


Unemployment Insurance (UI) claimants.  This data is useful in describing the population of claimants and 


determining how that population changes over time and under various conditions.  It can also be compared 


with characteristic figures of the total unemployed as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


This monthly report is due in the National Office by the 20th of the month following the month to which the 


data relate. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1.    Survey Week.  The survey week is to coincide with the survey week for the Bureau of Labor Statistics' 


Current Population Survey (CPS) week.  This usually represents weeks claimed which are filed during the 


week containing the 19th of the month.  The week containing the 19th of the month is assumed to reflect 


unemployment experienced during the prior week containing the 12th of the month, the CPS survey week.  


When the CPS survey week is altered due to holidays, etc., the week used for the ETA 203 should be 


altered accordingly. 


 


2. Information Not Available (INA).  The percent of INA data should be kept to a minimum.  If any category of 


data has more than 5 percent INA, an explanation should be included in comments. 


 


3. Checking the Report.   All cells within a category should add to the same total as the total in other categories.  


As described below in section E.1., this total should also be consistent with the continuing claims reported 


the same week on the ETA 539 report.  Edit checks used in the reporting software can be found in 


Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


   


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Insured Unemployed.  For this report, the number of insured unemployed is the count of regular state UI 


continued weeks claimed both intrastate and interstate agent.  The total count of the insured unemployed is 


not reported on the ETA 203 but rather the counts for demographic subcategories are reported.  The  sum of 


any given category, such as age groups, should generally be identical with the total for insured unemployed 


as reported on the ETA 539 report for state UI adjusted continued weeks claimed (CW) for the same week.  


Continued weeks claimed under the Extended Benefit (EB) program, State Additional Benefits Program 


(AB), or any other extended compensation program should not be included on the ETA 203. 


 


2. Industry.  Industry coding will follow the most recent edition of the North American Industry Classification 


System (NAICS).  Whenever possible, the industry assigned should be that of the employer for whom the 


claimant last worked.  If it is not feasible to obtain the industry code of the most recent employer, the major 


base period employer may be substituted.  Interstate claimants should be classified according to the best 


information available in the agent state. 


 


3. Occupation.  Occupation codes will follow the most recent revision of the Standard Occupational 


Classification (SOC). 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
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1. Sex.  The number of weeks claimed for claimants in each category will be reported.  Sex can usually be 


determined by observation or by name if this is not self-coded by the claimant. 


 


2. Ethnicity/Race.  The number of weeks claimed for claimants in each category will be reported.  If state law 


prohibits identifying race or ethnic group on employment records, or if the claimant does not self-code or is 


not seen, this information will have to be recorded as INA in the appropriate category.  Please use the 


comments section to indicate if this unknown data is the result of a state law. 


  


3. Age.  The number of weeks claimed for claimants in each age category will be reported.  Age should only be 


recorded as INA when the agency is unable to obtain this information from the claimant. 


 


4. Industry.  The number of weeks claimed for claimants in each industry category will be reported.  


Classification by industry should be by major industry category as found in the most recent edition of the 


NAICS.  This should be available from the employer master files and rarely assigned an INA code. 


 


5. Occupation.  Classification by occupation should be made according to the most recent edition of the SOC.  


This should only be recorded as INA when unable to obtain this information from the claimant or other 


workforce development sources. 


 


6. Comments.  Enter in comments any information which explains the data such as legal or procedural changes.  


If any category contains more than 5 percent information not available, please explain the reason for this. 
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ETA 227 – OVERPAYMENT DETECTION AND RECOVERY ACTIVITIES 


A. Facsimile of Form   


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


st g_states.region rptdate 


SECTION A.  OVERPAYMENTS ESTABLISHED - CAUSES 


Cause 


Line 


No. 


Number of 


Schemes 


(1) 


Number of Cases Dollar Amounts 


UI 


(2) 


UCFE/UCX 


(3) 


EB 


(20) 


UI 


(4) 


UCFE/UCX 


(5) 


EB 


(21) 


Fraud - Total 101        


  


Multi Claimant 


Schemes 


102        


Case of Agency 


Employee 


Benefit Fraud 


111        


High Dollar 


Fraud 


Overpayments 


112        


Nonfraud - 


Total 
103        


  


Reversals 104        


State Agency 


Errors 
105        


Employer 


Errors 
106        


Claimant 


Errors 
107        


Other Errors 108        


High Dollar 


Nonfraud Over 


Payments 


113        


Penalty 109        


Total - Fraud, 


Nonfraud and 


Penalty 


110        


SECTION B.    OVERPAYMENTS ESTABLISHED – METHODS OF DETECTION 


Method Line Number of Fraud Nonfraud 
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No. Cases 


Investigated 


(6) 


Number of 


Cases 


(7) 


Dollars 


(8) 


Number of 


Cases 


(9) 


Dollars 


(10) 


Controllable - 


Total 
201       


  


Wage/Benefit 


Crossmatch 
202      


IB 


Crossmatch 
203      


National 


Directory of 


New Hires  


210      


State 


Directory of 


New Hires 


204      


Multi-


Claimant 


Scheme 


Systems 


205      


Special 


Project 
206      


Other 207      


Noncontrollable 


- Total 
208   


   


Total - 


Controllable 


and 


Noncontrollable 


209      


 


SECTION C.  RECOVERY/RECONCILIATION 


Item 


Line 


No. 


Dollar Amounts 


Fraud Nonfraud 


UI(11) UCFE/UCX(12) 


EB 


(22) UI(13) UCFE/UCX(14) 


EB 


(23) 


Outstanding Beginning Period 301       


Recovered - Total 302       


  
Cash 303       


Benefit Offset 304       
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State Income Tax Offset 305       


Federal Income Tax Offset 314       


By Other States 306       


Other 307       


Waived 308       


Written Off 309       


Additions 310       


Subtractions 311       


Receivables Removed at End 


Period 
312       


Outstanding at End of Period 313       


Recovered for Other States 321       


 


 


 


 


 


 


SECTION E.  AGING OF BENEFIT OVERPAYMENT ACCOUNTS 


Accounts Receivable Line No. Dollar Amounts 


SECTION D.  CRIMINAL/CIVIL ACTIONS 


Item 


Line 


No. 


State/Local Courts Federal   


UI(15) UCFE/UCX(16) 


EB 


(24) 
(OIG)(17) 


Number of Fraud Cases Pending Prosecution at 


Beginning of Period 
401     


Number of Fraud Cases Referred Prosecution During 


Period 
402     


Number of Fraud Cases Referred for Prosecution 


Related to Agency Employee Fraud 
407     


Number Cases Prosecution Refused 403     


Number Convictions Obtained 404     


Number of Convictions Due to Employee Fraud 408     


Number Cases Referred for Civil Actions 405     


Number Civil Actions Obtained 406     
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UI 


(18) 


UCFE/UCX 


(19) 


 


EB 


(25) 


90 days or less 501    


91 - 180 days 502    


181 - 270 days 503    


271 - 360 days 504    


361 - 450 days 505    


451 days or more 506    


Total Accounts Receivable 507    


 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0187 O M B Expiration Date: 08/31/2017                     Average Estimated Response Time: 


14 hours 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Respondents 


have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 


collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 


Unemployment Insurance, Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 227 report provides information on overpayments of intrastate and interstate claims under the 


regular state unemployment insurance (UI) program, and under Federal UI programs including the 


Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE) and Unemployment Compensation for 


Ex- Servicemembers (UCX) programs, established under Chapter 85, Title 5, U.S. Code. This report 


includes claims for regular, state additional (both are reported in the columns indicated as UI), and the 


permanent federal-state Extended Benefits (EB) programs. This report does not include claims of 


Trade Readjustment Allowances (TRA), Disaster Unemployment Assistance (DUA), or any other 


episodic or temporary Federal extension program; such programs have their own separate forms and 


reporting instructions. 


 


The state agency's accomplishments in principal detection areas of benefit payment control are shown 


on the ETA 227 report. The Employment and Training Administration (ETA) and state agencies need 


such information to monitor the integrity of the benefit payment processes in the UI system.  Data are 


provided for the establishment of overpayments, recoveries of overpayments, criminal and civil 


actions involving overpayments obtained fraudulently, and an aging schedule of outstanding benefit 


overpayment accounts. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The ETA 227 report is due quarterly on the first day of the second month after the quarter of reference. 


 


Report for Quarter Ending Due the Following 


March 31 May 1 


June 30 August 1 


September 30 November 1 


December 31 February 1 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


All applicable data on the ETA 227 report should be traceable to the data regarding overpayments and 


recoveries in the state's financial accounting system. 


 


1. Amended Reports.  If the information changes from that sent on the initial ETA 227 report covering the 


report period, the state agency will send an amended ETA 227 report electronically. 


 


2. Coverage.  Reported activity pertains to regular state UI benefits, benefits paid under the UCFE and 


UCX programs, federal-state EB, and wholly state financed "additional" benefits. 


 


3. Audits.  Dollar figures should be traceable to data regarding overpayments and recoveries in the state 


agency's financial accounting system. 


 


4. Checking the Report.  Entries should be made for all items.  If no activity corresponding to the items 


occurred during the report period, a zero should be entered.  A report containing missing data cannot 


be sent to the National Office but can be stored on the state’s system.  Edit checks can be found in 


ETA Handbook No. 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


E.  Definitions 
 


1. Benefit Offset. (Line 304)  Benefits withheld by the state agency to satisfy the requirement for a 


claimant to repay an overpayment.  
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2. Cases of Agency Employee Benefit Fraud (line 111) – Fraudulent activity by agency personnel.  


Examples include when an agency employee: 


 


a. Continues to file weekly certifications and fails to report earnings on his/her UI claim after being 


hired/rehired with the state UI agency or later reactivates his/her claim while still working and 


fails to report earnings.   


 


b. Diverts benefits from another’s claim(s) that may be inactive and which may involve changing the 


address and name on the claim to his/her own address or issuing checks to a “drop address.”  


 


c. Establishes a claim(s) with fictitious wages and issues benefits to himself/herself or others.  


 


d. Processes a claim(s) for another or others knowing they do not meet eligibility requirements.   


 


e. Extorts money from a claimant(s) for authorizing benefits to which the claimant(s) may or may 


not be entitled.  


 


f. Participates in other activities, which leads to him/herself receiving UI benefits to which they are 


not entitled.   


 


 


3. Cases Established.  Any single issue involving an overpayment that has been determined for a claimant 


within a single calendar quarter and for which a formal notice of determination has been issued.  An 


overpayment that covers one or more weeks (or partial weeks) of benefits shall be counted as one case 


if all weeks of overpayments are included in the same notice of determination.  An overpayment 


covering consecutive weeks of benefits that span two calendar quarters should be reported for the 


calendar quarter in which the notice of decision is issued. 


 


4. Cases Investigated.  (Column 6) The number of cases emanating from a state initiated overpayment 


detection process for which an investigation regarding a potential overpayment has been concluded.  


Example: during a wage/benefit crossmatch process, a state agency produces a printout identifying all 


benefit payments matched against wages in the same quarter.  After the printout is screened, requests 


are sent to employers to identify which weeks in the quarter were worked.  When an employer reply 


indicates overlap with weeks for which benefits were paid, claims are investigated to determine if they 


were overpaid. 


 


5. Cash.  (Line 303) For the purpose of the ETA 227 report, “cash” means money or ready currency 


repaid directly by the claimant to the state agency for benefit overpayments. 


 


6. Claimant Errors.  (Line 107) Errors attributable to claimants include misrepresentation of the facts, 


failure to provide timely and/or accurate information to support a claim of benefits, or a general 


misunderstanding of obligations and benefit rights. 


 


7. Controllable.  (Line 201) Actions initiated by the state agency for the purpose of detecting 


overpayments, e.g., wage/benefit crossmatch, claims audits, National Directories of New Hires and 


State Directories of New Hires. 


 


8. Employer Errors.  (Line 106) Errors attributable to employers include noncompliance with notification 


and reporting requirements in a timely and/or accurate manner, and incorrect reporting of base period 


wages. 


 


9. Federal Income Tax Offset.  (Line 314)  Money from a Federal income tax refund that is withheld 


from a claimant by the Federal taxing authority and transferred to the state agency to repay a benefit 


overpayment. 
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10. Fictitious Employer Detection Systems.  (Line 205) A computerized system for detecting fictitious 


employers as well as fictitious claimants and           multi-claimant schemes.  In 1978, a model system 


was developed and called FEDS (Fictitious Employer Detection System).  Any such system that uses a 


profile to identify characteristics that are common among individual employer accounts involved in 


fictitious schemes is included in this definition. 


 


11. Fraud Overpayment.  An overpayment for which material facts to the determination or payment of a 


claim are found to be knowingly misrepresented or concealed (i.e., willful misrepresentation) by the 


claimant in order to obtain benefits to which the individual is not legally entitled.  All states have 


definitions for fraud and impose disqualifications for fraudulent misrepresentation to obtain or increase 


benefits. 


 


12. High Dollar (Fraud and Non-fraud) Overpayments.  (Lines 112 and 113)  The total overpayments 


established for a claim that exceeds $25,000 during the reporting quarter.  Overpayments may be for a 


single payment or for multiple payments made during or prior to the reporting quarter.  The high dollar 


overpayment is reported for the quarter in which the cumulative amount overpaid exceeds $25,000. 


 


a. High Dollar amounts are claim-specific.  If an overpayment is established for a claim in the 


quarter, determine if any other overpayments have been established for that claim for the 


benefit year.  It is not necessary to identify overpayments established for the same 


individual in prior benefit years.   


 


Example 1:  If an overpayment of $10,300 is established during the April - June 2015 


reporting quarter and the benefit year beginning (BYB) date is October 12, 2014 (UI 


claim).  There were no overpayments established during the December 2014 quarter, but 


$17,000 in overpayments was established in the March 2015 quarter.  A high dollar 


overpayment of $27,300 will be reported on the June report.  It is not necessary to query 


the system for overpayments on claims with benefit years prior to the October 12, 2014 


claim for the same individual. 


 


Example 2:  An appeals decision results in the establishment of overpayments of $27,600 


for a claim with a BYB date of 2/12/2012.  Determine whether any other overpayments 


have been established for that claim, and report the total high dollar amount (the $27,600 


from the appeals decision plus any additional overpayments established).  It is not 


necessary to query the system for overpayments for other claims that were established 


prior to or subsequent to the claim affected by the appeal.  


 


Please note that if a single overpayment determination in the reporting quarter affects more 


than one benefit year (for example as a result of an appeals decision or the confirmation of 


fraudulent claiming while employed), report the full amount for both claims. 


 


b. High Dollar overpayments are tracked and reported separately for each program.  During 


extended benefit periods, claimants may receive and exhaust regular UI benefits and then 


qualify for EB, resulting in fraud and nonfraud overpayments established for more than one 


program.  Note: there is no requirement to report High Dollar overpayments for the 


Emergency Unemployment Compensation (EUC) program. 


 


Example 1:  A $25,800 overpayment was established for a UI claim, and a $2,000 


overpayment was established for an EB claim.  Only the $25,800 will be reported as a 


High Dollar overpayment in the UI column.  The EB overpayment does not meet the 


greater than $25,000 threshold and is not reported as a High Dollar overpayment. 


 


Example 2:  A $25,100 overpayment was established for a UI claim, and a $25,700 
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overpayment was established for an EB claim.  Both overpayments will be reported as 


High Dollar overpayments.  The $25,100 will be reported in the UI column, and the 


$25,700 will be reported in the EB column. 


 


Example 3:  An $18,000 overpayment has been established for a UI claim, and a $10,000 


overpayment has been established for an EUC claim.  Although the combined 


overpayment is $28,000, no High Dollar overpayment will be reported, because the 


overpayment in the state UI program does not meet the High Dollar threshold of more 


than $25,000. 


 


c. High Dollar overpayments that are totally offset are reported.  That an overpayment was 


offset or subsequently recovered by other means is irrelevant to High Dollar reporting. 


 


d. Cumulative overpayments for a claim are reported in the quarter that they exceed $25,000.  


Overpayments in subsequent quarters are counted toward a new High Dollar threshold. 


 


Example 1:  If an $8,500 overpayment was established in the 1
st
 quarter, a $12,000 


overpayment was established in the 2
nd


 quarter, and a $7,500 fraud overpayment in the 3
rd


 


quarter, a High Dollar overpayment of $28,000 will be reported in 3
rd


 quarter. 


 


Example 2:  If an $18,500 overpayment was established in the 1
st
 quarter, an $8,000 


overpayment was established in the 2
nd


 quarter, and a $7,500 fraud overpayment in the 3
rd


 


quarter, a High Dollar overpayment of $26,500 will be reported in 2
nd


 quarter. 


 


13. IB Crossmatch.  (Line 203) The Interstate (interstate benefits (IB) Crossmatch includes two 


components -- the Interstate Crossmatch and Claimant Locator.  The Crossmatch component is used to 


match interstate claimants against the agent/residence (and sometimes their border state) wage and 


benefit files to detect unreported wages and/or duplicate claims.  The Locator component is used by 


states to locate individuals with outstanding overpayment balances that the state is unable to locate 


using available state records.  In either case, the state requesting the match creates and sends a record 


that includes the claimant’s social security number and a type of request identifier (crossmatch or 


locator) to the destination state(s).  The responding state matches the records against its wage and 


benefit files.  For each “hit,” the responding state creates a response record that includes the reported 


quarterly wages, employer’s name and address, claimant address (if locator record type), etc., as is 


appropriate to the type of request. 


 


14. Joint Claims.  Any combination of UI, UCFE, and UCX.  In all joint claims, involving both state UI 


trust funds and Federal program funds, the “number of cases” should be reported under UI only.  


However, the “dollar amounts” of such overpayments should be allocated to the appropriate columns 


which represent the pro rata share of the weekly benefit amount.  Payments made under incorrect 


programs do not constitute an overpayment when administrative adjustments or transfers are made.  


However, payments in excess of allowable amounts that cannot be cleared by an administrative 


adjustment constitute an overpayment. 


 


15. Multi-Claimant Schemes.  (Line 102) Any scheme where an individual or group of individuals collects 


benefits by fraudulently establishing multiple claims (may also involve fictitious employer schemes).  


If a multi-claimant scheme involves agency staff, also report this scheme on line 111.   


 


16. Multi-Claimant Scheme System.  (Line 205) Any proactive, systematic detection activity that uses 


profiling for the purpose of identifying fictitious employers or fictitious claimants.  An example is the 


Fictitious Employer Detection System, the model computerized system developed in 1978.  Also 


included in this category are systems used to detect legitimate employers involved with schemes that 


involve “ghost” employees, and multi-claimant schemes not involving employers such as third party 


fraud schemes.  
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17. National Directories of New Hires.  (Line 210) The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 


Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA), otherwise known as “Welfare Reform,” requires states to 


maintain New Hires Directories for the purpose of locating parents who are behind in payment of child 


support.  Employers are required to report “new hires” information, including wage information, to 


states, which is then reported to the National Directory of New Hires maintained by the Department of 


Health and Human Services.  State UI agencies run crossmatches of this information against UI benefit 


payment records to identify claimants who have failed to report earnings and, therefore, may have been 


overpaid UI benefits.   


 


18. Noncontrollable Total.  (Line 208) All categories of overpayments for which the state agency did not 


take an active role in detection.  For example:  tips and leads, employer protests of benefit charges, 


appeal reversals in favor of the employer, etc. 


 


19. Non-fraud Overpayment.  An overpayment which the state agency determines is not due to willful 


misrepresentation.  Non-fraud overpayments include overpayments resulting from reversals, state 


agency errors, employer errors, and claimant errors.  


 


20. Overpayment.  Benefits paid to an individual who is not legally entitled to these benefits, whether or 


not the amount is later recovered or waived.  Losses through embezzlement or by theft, other than 


through the benefit payment process, should not be counted as overpayments. 


 


21. Penalty.  (Line 109)  Many states assess penalties for fraud.  These penalties can be applied in 


numerous ways.   


 


a. The only type of penalty reportable on the ETA 227 report is the penalty that meets the 


following description: 


 


Benefits properly paid that were retroactively included in a penalty assessed for a fraudulent 


overpayment of another week(s) and are, therefore, subject to recoupment.  Example:  A 


claimant has been paid benefits for 18 weeks.  The state determines that week number four 


was a fraud overpayment attributable to the claimant and assesses a penalty of 10 weeks in 


addition to the overpayment assessed for week number four.  Week number four would be 


reported as Fraud, and weeks 5-14 would be reported as a Penalty. 


 


b. Penalties assessed that are not reportable on the ETA 227 report are: 


 


1) Benefits that were claimed and reduced because of a penalty applied to future weeks 


claimed.  Example:  Week number eight was fraudulently claimed; this was detected 


during week number 17.  The state disqualifies the claimant for week number eight plus 


three weeks of future benefits, applied to weeks 17-19.  Weeks 17-19 become 


noncompensable, and the claimant must certify for these weeks in order to purge the 


disqualification and collect additional benefits.  The maximum benefit amount (MBA) is 


reduced by the dollar amount of these weeks.  Week number eight would be reported as 


fraud and weeks 17-19 are not reported on the ETA 227 Report. 


 


2) Penalties that disqualify a claimant from future weeks of benefits or reduce the MBA, 


that do not become “overpayments” because those weeks are never claimed.   


 


i. If a state’s law provides that a penalty only delays payment of benefits, i.e., benefits 


can be collected at the end of the claim and the MBA is not affected, this is not 


reportable on the ETA 227 report. 
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ii. A penalty (or interest) added to the recoverable amount of fraudulent overpayments 


that does not represent benefits paid or benefits potentially payable, i.e., 


penalty/interest that was not paid from the UI Trust Fund but was assessed in 


conjunction with an overpayment of benefits.  These types of penalties could be 


assessed in different ways, including (1) as a percentage (e.g., state assesses a 


penalty at the rate of 50% of the benefits obtained by fraud) or (2) as a dollar amount 


(e.g., state assesses a penalty of $50 for each incidence of a false statement that 


results in a fraudulent overpayment). 


 


c. Disposition of penalty/interest.  The Trade Adjustment Assistance extension Act of 2012 


(TAAEA) requires states to assess a mandatory penalty equal to fifteen percent (15%) of any 


overpayment due to fraud.  State laws govern the disposition of penalty/interest assessed on 


compensation that is paid in conjunction with overpayments of state UI benefits.   


 


1) Section 303(a)(11), SSA requires that states must deposit the Federally mandatory 


15% penalty on fraud overpayments into the states’ UI trust funds and not into the 


fund from which the payment was made.    


 


2) TAAEA also requires, as a condition of administering any Federal UI program, that 


states assess penalties against claimants that were overpaid due to fraud in the same 


manner as the state assesses and deposits the penalties under state law implementing 


section 303(a)(11), SSA.  In other words, states must apply the same federally 


mandatory 15% to any federal UC program fraud overpayment and deposit the 


penalties into the states’ UI trust fund.    


 


3) If state law provides for a penalty greater than the federally mandatory 15% penalty, 


the state may at their discretion deposit the amount above the 15% penalty, in any 


amount the states determine, into accounts other than the states’ UI trust fund.  The 


collection of this penalty/interest must be reported on:    


 


 The ETA 191 report – “Statement of Expenditures and Financial Adjustments 


of Federal Funds for Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees and 


Ex-Servicemembers”; and 


 


 The ETA 2112 report – “UI Financial Transaction Summary” 


 


22. Receivables Removed at the End of Period.  (Line 312) Receivables for which the prospects of 


collection are unlikely.  Not all states have law provisions that permit write-off of overpayments, and 


therefore, over the years these states have accumulated very large dollar amounts of receivables on 


their books, even though the state will not likely recover much of the total.  This has created an 


administrative burden to maintain these records.  It has also distorted the amount of overpayments that 


are shown as collectible, both at the state and national levels.   


 


Formerly, an “allowance for doubtful accounts” had been created for state agencies to enter an amount 


of receivables for which the prospects of collection were improbable.  This item revises “allowance for 


doubtful accounts” by specifying that receivables will be removed from the report after two years 


unless recovery is in progress, i.e., currently being offset from a benefit claim, installment repayments 


in progress, legal/civil action in progress, etc. These are the basic principles to be followed in 


determining whether an overpayment balance is in active collection status. 


 


a. The state must be actually recovering portions of the balance at the end of the report quarter, and 


 


b. The collection/recovery process must still be underway at the end of the quarter. 
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c. If these two conditions are not met, the overpayment balance is to be removed at the end of the 


report quarter, and any subsequent recoveries are to be reported in the appropriate Recovered line 


of Section C of the 227, with a balancing entry equal to the amount recovered on line 310, 


Additions. 


 


23. Recovered for Other States.  (Line 321) Overpayments, including penalty and/or interest, recovered for 


and transferred to another state. 


 


24. Reversals.  (Line 104) Those overpayments that result from redeterminations or appeal decisions that 


reverse or overturn earlier determinations under which benefits were paid. 


 


25. Special Project.  (Line 206) This category is reserved for special detection methods/projects using new 


methods or technologies. 


 


26. State Directory of New Hires.  (Line 204) The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 


Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA), otherwise known as “Welfare Reform,” requires states to 


establish New Hires Directories for the purpose of locating parents who are behind in payment of child 


support.  Employers are required to report “new hires” information, including wage information, to 


states, which is then reported to the National Directory of New Hires.  State UI agencies run 


crossmatches of this information against the UI benefit payment records to identify claimants who 


have failed to report earnings and, therefore, may have been overpaid UI benefits.  


 


27. State Agency Errors.  (Line 105) State workforce agency actions or omissions that cause errors in 


computing the benefit amount, payment for a non-compensable waiting week, incorrect weekly 


payment for failure to consider deductible amount, payment beyond the expiration of the benefit year 


ending date or exhaustion of benefits, payment under incorrect program, payment during a period of 


disqualification, payment to the wrong claimant, etc.  


 


28. State Income Tax Offset.  (Line 305) Money from a state income tax refund that is withheld from a 


claimant by the state taxing authority and transferred to the state agency to repay a benefit 


overpayment. 


 


29. UCFE/UCX.  Claims filed under the UCFE and/or the UCX program, including the federal-state EB 


program. 


 


30. UI.  Claims under regular state UI benefits involving state UI funds, including state additional benefits.  


Also included in UI are joint claims (see definition for joint claims.) 


 


31. Wage/Benefit Crossmatch.  (Line 202) Comparison of state agency benefit payment records with wage 


records created from quarterly reports submitted by employers to determine if the benefits were 


overpaid due to failure to report earnings.  This definition includes the “Model Crossmatch System,” 


any enhancements to this model system or any similar system developed/purchased by a state agency. 


 


32. Waived.  (Line 308) A non-fraud overpayment for which the state agency, in accordance with state 


law, officially relinquishes the obligation of the claimant to repay.  Usually, this is authorized when the 


overpayment was not the fault of the claimant and requiring repayment would be against equity and 


good conscience or would otherwise defeat the purpose of the UI law. 


 


33. Written-Offs.  (Line 309) An amount of overpayment not subject to further recovery because of a state 


law provision authorizing cancellation of the overpayment.  Usually, write-offs are applied after the 


statute of limitations expires, bankruptcy has been approved by a court, or the claimant has died. 


 


F.  Item by Item Instructions 
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Reporting instructions for specific items are given only as necessary to supplement headings on the form and 


the definitions provided in Section E of these instructions. 


 


1. Section A. Overpayments Established - Causes.  Overpayments established are classified into two 


main categories – fraud and non-fraud, with penalty shown separately.  Non-fraud overpayments are 


broken out into subcategories. 


 


a. Line 101, Fraud - Total.  Enter the totals for all overpayments classified as fraud, including and in 


addition to those reported on lines 102 and 111. 


 


b. Line 102, Multi Claimant Schemes.  Report those cases and dollars included in line 101 that 


involved multi-claimant schemes detected in any manner, i.e., through a fictitious employer 


detection system, tips/leads, audits conducted for other purposes, etc.   


 


c. Line 111, Cases of Agency Employee Benefit Fraud.  Report those fraud cases and dollar amounts 


that included agency staff as a recipient of the UI benefits, and those where an agency staff 


member acted in collusion with others to set up fraudulent claims and benefit payments and/or 


schemes.  


 


d. Line 112. High Dollar Fraud Overpayment.  Report those fraud cases and dollar amounts of 


overpayments for a claim that exceeds $25,000 during the reporting quarter.  Overpayments may 


be for a single payment or for multiple payments made during or prior to the reporting quarter.  


The high dollar overpayment is reported for the quarter in which the cumulative amount overpaid 


exceeds $25,000.  


 


e. If an overpayment exceeds $25,000, but part is fraud and part is non-fraud, report the fraud portion 


on line 112 and the non-fraud portion on line 113.  A case count will be reported on the line with 


the higher dollar amount.  If the amounts are equal, a case count will be reported on the fraud line 


(112). 


 


f. Line 113 High Dollar Non-Fraud Overpayment.  Report those non-fraud cases and dollar amounts 


of overpayments for a claim that exceeds $25,000 during the reporting quarter.  Overpayments 


may be for a single payment or for multiple payments made during or prior to the reporting 


quarter.  The high dollar overpayment is reported for the quarter in which the cumulative amount 


overpaid exceeds $25,000.  


 


g. If an overpayment exceeds $25,000, but part is fraud and part is non-fraud, report the fraud portion 


on line 112 and the non-fraud portion on line 113.  A case count will be reported on the line with 


the higher dollar amount.  If the amounts are equal, a case count will be reported on the fraud line 


(112). 


 


h. Line 103, Non-fraud - Total.  Enter the totals for all overpayments classified as non-fraud, i.e., all 


items reported on lines 104 -108.  For overpayments that can be traced to one or more sources of 


error; i.e., state agency, employer or claimant, count only once under the primary cause of the 


error. 


 


i. Line 108, Other Errors.  Enter all non-fraud overpayments not included on lines 104, 105, 106, or 


107.  Examples include monetary redeterminations that cause an overpayment, a back payment of 


pension or SSA, or other deductible income that was not known to the claimant, agency or 


employer at the time of filing the new claim or the weekly continued claim.  


 


j. Line 109, Penalty.  Enter the dollar amounts of benefits properly paid that were retroactively 


included in a penalty assessed for a fraudulent overpayment of another week(s) and are, therefore, 


subject to recoupment.  (Refer to the definition of “Penalty” in Section E.) 
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k. Line 110, Total - Fraud, Non-fraud, and Penalty.  Sum the totals for lines 101, 103, and 109. 


 


2. Section B.  Overpayments Established - Methods of Detection.  Note: The penalty (reported on Section 


A, line 109) is not applicable and is not reported in Section B.  EB data should be included in Section 


B. 


 


a. Column (6), Number of Cases Investigated.  For lines 202-204 and 210, enter the number of cases 


investigated to conclusion during the reporting quarter.  Example:  during the crossmatch process, 


a state agency produces a printout identifying all claimants with wages in the quarter.  After the 


printout is screened, requests are sent to employers to ascertain which weeks were worked.  If, for 


example, an employer reply indicates that there is overlap with the weeks for which benefits were 


paid, claims are investigated to determine if they were overpaid.  The number of such 


investigations during the quarter is reported in column (6). 


 


For line 205, enter the number of schemes that were detected and for which figures are reported in 


columns (7) and (8).  Note:  only report the count for a scheme during the quarter in which it is 


first detected, i.e., if additional cases/dollars are detected during the quarter for a scheme reported 


in column (6) for a previous quarter, do not enter a count for that scheme in the current quarter. 


 


b. Column (7) and (9), Number of Cases (established).  Enter the number of cases for which a formal 


notice of determination was issued, after the case has been investigated to conclusion.  


 


c. Line 201, Controllable - Total.  Enter the total of all controllable cases and dollars reported on lines 


202-207, and 210. 


 


d. Line 202, Wage/Benefit Crossmatch.  Enter the number of cases investigated and established 


through the use of Wage/Benefit Crossmatch. 


 


e. Line 203, IB Crossmatch.  Enter the number of cases investigated and established through the use 


of IB Crossmatch. 


 


f. Line 204, State Directory of New Hires.  Enter the total cases investigated and established 


through the use of the State Directory of New Hires. 


 


g. Line 210, National Directory of New Hires.  Enter the total cases investigated and established 


through the use of the National Directory of New Hires.  Note: State Directory of New Hires and 


National Directory of New Hires programs are sometimes run simultaneously; however, the data 


should be reported separately on Line 204 and Line 210. 


 


h. Line 205, Multi-Claimant Scheme Systems.  Only enter the figures for the multi-claimant schemes 


detected through proactive, systematic processes designed for this purpose (refer to the definition 


in section E above). 


 


i. Line 206, Special Project.  This line is reserved for special detection methods/projects using new 


methods or technologies.  Please identify the Special Project in the comment section.   


 


j. Line 207, Other.  All other controllable detection methods not included on lines 202-206 and 210 


above.  Examples:  verification of low earnings, verification of return-to-work, Systematic Alien 


Verification Entitlement, workers compensation crossmatch, etc. 


 


k. Line 208, Noncontrollable Total.  All categories of overpayments for which the state agency did 


not take an active role in detection.  For example: tips and leads, appeals reversals, employer 
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protests of benefit charges, etc. 


 


l. Line 209, Total – Controllable and Noncontrollable.  Enter the totals for lines 201 and 208. 


 


3. Section C. Recovery/Reconciliation.  In this section of the report, the penalty (as reported on line 109 


of section A) is to be included as non-fraud, columns 13 and 14, as appropriate. 


 


For recoveries, waivers, and write-offs, enter the amounts applicable during the quarter, regardless of 


when overpayments were established.  Any repayment received from a claimant that is refunded 


during the quarter because of a redetermination, etc., should be subtracted from the amount shown if 


the original amount had already been entered. 


 


a. Line 301, Outstanding at the Beginning of Period.  Enter amounts of overpayments outstanding at 


the beginning of this report period.  The amounts entered will always be the same as the amounts 


outstanding at the end of the preceding report period – line 313. 


 


b. Line 302, Recovered - Total.  Enter the amounts of all overpayments recovered.  The amounts will 


be equal to the totals of lines 303-307 and 314.  


 


c. Line 303, Cash.  Enter the amounts of all cash repayments made by the claimant to the state 


agency, i.e., currency, check, money order, etc.  Do not include money received via a third party, 


i.e., liens, garnishments, etc., that are included in line 307.  


 


d. Line 304, Benefit Offset.  Enter the amounts of all dollars recovered through UI benefit offset 


during the quarter from benefits otherwise payable. 


 


e. Line 305, State Income Tax Offset.  Enter the amounts withheld from claimants by the state taxing 


authority and transferred to the state agency during the quarter to repay benefit overpayments. 


 


f. Line 314, Federal Income Tax Offset.  Enter the amounts withheld from claimants by the Federal 


taxing authority and transferred to the state agency during the quarter to repay benefit 


overpayments. To compute the quarterly amounts offset, use the monthly payment file sent to the 


state by the U. S. Department of Treasury’s Financial Management Services. 


 


g. Line 306, By Other States.  Enter the amounts recovered by other state agencies under the CWC 


requirements or voluntarily, including IRORA, and transferred to the state during the quarter. 


 


h. Line 307, Other.  Recovery of benefit overpayments from sources not listed on lines 303-306 


above, e.g., other types of offsets (disability insurance, workers compensation), court actions 


(civil, criminal), outsourcing (collection by other components of the state government or by 


private collection agencies). 


 


i. Line 308, Waived.  Enter the overpayment recoveries waived under state law during the report 


period.  Include only overpayments reported in Section A, either for the current quarter or a 


previous quarter.  Do not include overpayments that the state agency no longer has the authority to 


recover because of expired statute of limitations (write-offs). 


 


j. Line 309, Written-Off.  Enter the amounts of all overpayments written-off under the state law 


during the report period, excluding those dollars that have been previously removed from the 


reporting system as required by the instructions for line 312. 


 


k. Line 310, Additions.  Enter the dollar amounts of overpayments adjusted upward which have been 


included in Section A either for this report or any prior report period.  Such adjustments may be 


the result of redeterminations or appeal decisions that increase the amount of overpayments 
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previously reported.  If overpayments were recovered during this report period after they had been 


removed from the reporting system during a previous report period (i.e., reported on line 312 – 


Receivables Removed at End of Period), the amounts recovered are to be entered here in order to 


reinstate the overpayment and reflect an accurate ending balance for the period on line 313. 


 


l. Line 311, Subtractions.  Enter the dollar amounts of overpayments adjusted downward which have 


been included in Section A for this report or any prior report period.  Such adjustments are usually 


the result of redeterminations or appeals decisions that decrease the amount in part or in total of 


overpayments previously reported. 


 


m. Line 312, Receivables Removed at End of Period.  Enter dollar amounts included on line 301 


(Outstanding at Beginning of Period) that have been reported in Section E, line 506 (dollar 


amounts receivable 451 days or more) each of the last three report periods, unless recovery is in 


progress.  This reporting procedure applies only to the ETA 227 report; it does not affect state 


accounting practices.  Note:  See instructions for line 310 (Overpayments – Additions) regarding 


reinstatement of amounts removed during a previous report period. 


 


n. Line 313, Outstanding at the End of Period.  Calculate the dollars outstanding as follows:  


 


1) Column 11. (1) Add lines 301 and 310 to line 101, column 4.  (2) Add lines 302, 309, 311, 


and 312.  (3) Subtract (2) from (1). 


 


2) Column 12.  (1) Add lines 301 and 310 to line 101, column 5.  (2) Add lines 302, 309, 311, 


and 312.  (3) Subtract (2) from (1). 


 


3) Column 13.  (1) Add lines 301 and 310 to line 103 and 109, column 4.  (2) Add lines 302, 


308, 309, 311, and 312.  (3) Subtract (2) from (1). 


 


4) Column 14.  (1) Add lines 301 and 310 to line 103 and 109, column  


(2) Add lines 302, 308, 309, 311, and 312.  (3) Subtract (2) from (1). 


 


5) Column 22.  (1) Add lines 301 and 310 to line 101, Column 20. (2)      


                  Add lines 302,309, 311 and 312. (3)  Subtract (2) from (1). 


 


6) Column 23.  (1) Add lines 301 and 310 to lines 103 and 109,    


                 Column 21.  Add lines 302,308, 309, 311, and 312.  Subtract (2)    


               from (1). 


 


o. Line 321, Recovered for Other States.  Enter the amounts recovered by the state for other state 


agencies under the CWC requirements or voluntarily, including IRORA, and transferred out 


during the quarter.  Include penalty/interest.  Note: figures on this line are not included in the 


calculations for line 313. 


 


4. Section D. Criminal/Civil Actions.  Report on Lines 401 through 404 and 407, fraud cases referred to 


state/local/Federal prosecuting authorities.  Report in Column 17 all prosecutions referred to the U.S. 


Department of Justice, including those referred by the U.S. Department of Labor's Office of the 


Inspector General (OIG). 


 


a. Line 401, Number of Fraud Cases Pending Prosecution at Beginning of Period.  Enter the number 


of cases referred to state/local/federal prosecuting authorities where the institution and conduction 


of legal proceedings is pending at the beginning of the reporting period. 


 


b. Line 402, Number of Fraud Cases Referred for Prosecution during Period. 


Enter the number of cases referred to state/local/Federal prosecuting authorities during the 
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reporting period. 


 


c. Line 403, Number Cases Prosecution Refused.  Include as refusals those cases that were accepted 


by prosecuting authorities but were not completed before the statute of limitations expired.   


 


d. Line 404, Number Convictions Obtained.  Count as convictions such court imposed actions as 


Probation Before Judgment, Pre-Trial Diversion Agreement, Suspended Imposition, or similar 


deferred sentencing programs 


 


e. Line 405, Number Cases Referred for Civil Action.  Enter the number of cases referred to 


state/local courts in order to obtain a formal judgment for collection of an outstanding 


overpayment, e.g., liens, levies, garnishment of wages. 


 


f. Line 406, Number of Civil Actions Obtained.  Enter the number of cases where a formal decision 


was rendered by a court in the reporting quarter to affect recovery of an outstanding overpayment, 


e.g., liens on real or personal property, or attachments on wages or property. 


 


g. Line 407, Number of Fraud Cases Referred for Prosecution Related to Agency Employee Fraud.  


Enter the number of cases referred to state/local/Federal prosecuting authorities that involved state 


agency employee fraud, during the reporting period.  Note: Items reported in Line 407 are also 


included in Line 402. 


 


h. Line 408, Number Convictions Due to Employee Fraud.  Count as convictions such court imposed 


actions resulting from state agency employee fraud, such as Probation Before Judgment, Pre-Trial 


Diversion Agreement, Suspended Imposition, or similar deferred sentencing programs.  Note: 


Items reported on Line 408 are also included in Line 404. 


 


5. Section E.  Aging of Benefit Overpayment Accounts.  The aging schedule separates overpayments 


Outstanding at End of Period on line 313 by the amount in each age category.  The age of an 


overpayment amount is determined from the date the overpayment was established.  For purposes of 


this report, the date an overpayment is established is the date the overpayment determination was 


issued.  The amount to be reported for each benefit overpayment account should reflect the outstanding 


balance (accounts receivable) at the close of business on the last day of the report period.  The sum of 


Total Accounts Receivable (line 507) must equal the sum of Outstanding at End of Period (line 313). 


 


The amount of overpayments outstanding in each age category under this Section is not a cumulative 


amount from quarter to quarter.  Dollar amounts of overpayment accounts should be reported only 


once on lines 501-505 for any single reporting period.  On each subsequent report, the dollar amount 


of any remaining balance will move to the next older aging category until it reaches line 506 when it 


may be reported for three report periods before being removed.  For example, an overpayment of $100 


was established and became final on January 18, 2002.  If a repayment of $50 was made on August 5, 


2002 and no further repayment is made, the amount of such overpayment would be reported as 


follows: 


 


 


Report Period 


 


Category 


 


Line 


 


$ Report 


  03/31/2002 90 days or less 501 $100 


  06/30/2002 91-180 days 502 $100 


  09/30/2002 181-270 days 503 $50 


  12/31/2002 271-360 days 504 $50 


  03/31/2003 361-450 days 505 $50 


  06/30/2003 451 days or more 506 $50 
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  09/30/2003 451 days or more 506 $50 


  12/31/2003 451 days or more 506 $50 


  03/31/2004 451 days or more 506 --- 


 


 Note: If an overpayment established during the reporting quarter is for the same claim as an 


overpayment that has reached the 451 days or more category during that same quarter, the two 


overpayments would be combined for purposes of determining if the High Dollar threshold is met. 


   


6. Comments.  Explain significant variations from the norm.      
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ETA 586 - INTERSTATE ARRANGEMENT-EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


SECTION A.   CLAIMS AND PAYMENT ACTIVITIES 


State 


UI 


Line 


No. 


New 


Claims 


(1) 


Persons 


Establishing 


Benefit 


Years 


(2) 


No. Combined 


Wage 


Claims 


Withdrawn 


(3) 


Weeks 


Compensated 


(4) 


Benefits 


Paid 


(5) 


Prior Weeks 


Compensated 


(6) 


Prior 


Benefits 


Paid 


(7) 


Intrastate 101        


Interstate 


Received 


as Paying 


State 


102        


 


SECTION B. FIRST PAYMENT AND WAGE TRANSFER RESPONSES - TIME LAPSE 


Time Lapse in Days 


First Payment Time Lapse 
Wage Requests Received 


(10) 


Intrastate 


(8) 


Interstate 


(9) 


 


Time Lapse in Days 
Responses 


(11) 


Total  


3 or less  


Total   4 - 6  


7 or less   7 - 10  


8 - 14   11 - 14  


15 - 21   15 - 21  


22 - 28   22 - 28  


29 - 35   29 - 35  


36 - 42   36 - 42  


43 - 49   43 - 49  


50 - 56   50 - 56  


57 - 63   57 - 63  


64 - 70   64 - 70  
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> 70   > 70  


 


SECTION C. BILLING AND REIMBURSEMENT TIME LAPSE 


Time Lapse in Days 
Billing Time Lapse 


(12) 


Reimbursement Time Lapse 


(13) 


Total   


14 or less   


15 - 30   


31 - 45   


46 - 60   


61 - 90   


> 90   


 


Comments:  


 


O M B No.: 1205-0029      O M B Expiration Date: 08/31/2017      O M B Burden Hours: 240 minutes  


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


Public Law 91-373 requires every state to participate in an interstate arrangement for combining employment 


and wages approved by the Secretary of Labor in consultation with State Workforce Agencies (SWAs).  This 


report will enable the Employment and Training Administration to measure the scope of wage-combining 


activities and to determine the effects of the program in terms of the number of claims filed, amount of 


benefits involved, and promptness of first payments and employment and wages transfers.  


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


A report for each calendar quarter is due in the National Office on the 20
th


 day of the month following the 


quarter to which it relates.  The cut-off date for the report is the last day of the quarter to which the data 


relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically.  


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1. Reporting States.  All items in Section A, columns 8 and 9 in Section B, and column 12 in Section C 


will be reported by the state in its capacity as the paying state.  Columns 10 and 11 in Section B and 


column 13 in Section C will be reported by the state in its capacity as the transferring state.  


 


2. Coverage.  Data for this report is confined to only those intrastate and interstate claims filed under the 


combined wage program and paid totally or partially (joint UI/UCFE and UI/UCX) from state UI 


funds. 


 


3. Timing of Activity Counts.  New claims should be counted at the time when the paying state identifies 


the claim as being filed under the combined wage arrangement.  This identification should occur on 


the date the claim is filed when the claimant requests a determination under the combined wage 


arrangement, but may occur after an ineligible monetary determination or a determination for less 


than maximum benefits is issued and the claimant subsequently requests a determination under the 


combined wage arrangement.  


 


4. Checking the Report.  Entries should be made for all items.  If no activity corresponding to the items 


occurred during the report period, a zero should be entered.  A report containing missing data cannot 


be sent to the National Office but can be stored on the state’s system.  Edit checks can be found in 


Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Report User’s Manual, Appendix C.    


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will follow the definition for the ETA 5159 and 


ETA 9050 found elsewhere in this handbook. 


 


1. New Claims.  A new combined wage claim is any new claim filed under the Interstate Arrangement for 


Combining Employment and Wages. In many cases, a claimant may request to file a combined wage 


claim only after being issued an ineligible monetary determination or one indicating entitlement to 


less than the maximum benefits on a regular claim.  For purposes of this report, the claim is 


reportable as a new combined wage claim at the time the claimant requests a determination under the 


combined wage arrangement.  A new combined wage claim reported as a result of a redetermination 


of a regular claim that was previously reported as an initial claim on the ETA 5159 should not again 


be reported as an initial claim on the ETA 5159.   


 


2. Weeks Compensated.  The count for weeks compensated is the total of all weeks paid to all combined 


wage claimants during the quarter for the weeks compensated reported in column 4 plus the total 
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amount of adjustment payments paid during the quarter for prior weeks compensated shown in 


column 6 or on previous reports. 


 


3. Benefits Paid.  The amount of benefits paid is the total of all benefits paid to all combined wage 


claimants in the quarter which relates to the weeks compensated reported in column 4 and 


adjustment payments which relate to prior weeks paid shown in column 6.   


 


4. Prior Weeks Compensated.  The count for prior weeks compensated is the total of all weeks paid in 


quarters prior to the reporting quarter and not previously reported on this report, i.e., weeks paid in 


prior quarters prior to the combined wage monetary determination.  This count is to be reported in 


the quarter during which a combined wage monetary determination is issued.  


 


5. Prior Benefits Paid.  The amount of prior benefits paid is the total of all benefits paid to all combined 


wage claimants in quarters prior to the reporting quarter which relates to the weeks compensated 


reported in column 6.  


 


6. CWC First Payment Time Lapse.  A measurement of the number of days from the week ending date of 


the first compensable week in the benefit year and the date of the first payments reflecting a 


monetary determination (or redetermination) based on employment and wages from more than one 


state.  


 


When a claim is originally filed as a combined wage claim or a regular claim, and payment has been 


issued solely on the basis of separate eligibility in the paying state, the time lapse in issuing the first 


combined wage benefit payment is the number of days representing the time between the end of the 


first week compensated in the benefit year and the date of the adjustment payment for prior weeks 


paid, if necessary, or the payment for the first week compensated, whichever occurs first, following the 


combined wage monetary determination/redetermination.   


 


The date of the payment is the date on which the check is paid in person, mailed, electronically 


transmitted to the claimant’s bank account, or an offset or intercept is applied on the claim.  The mail 


date is the date the SWA actually mails the first payment to the claimant.  SWAs determine the mail 


date and provide DOL with their procedure(s) to derive it.   


 


When multiple weeks are paid at the same time, the earliest week is reported as the first payment. 


 


7. Wage Transfer Time Lapse.  Wage transfer time lapse is the time between the date the Request for 


Wage Transfer is received by the transferring state and the date the requested information is sent to 


the requesting state.  For electronic transactions, the time lapse is the time between the date the 


telecommunicated request is received (import date) and the date the response marked “Transaction 


Completed” is transmitted (export date) to the requesting state.   


 


8. Intrastate Combined-Wage Claim.  An intrastate combined wage claim is a claim filed under this 


arrangement, when the filing state and the paying state are the same.  However, weeks compensated 


and the related benefits paid are not reportable on this report until the benefits paid for such weeks 


are based on a monetary determination that includes employment and wages from two or more 


states.   


 


9. Interstate Combined-Wage Claim.  An interstate combined wage claim is a claim filed under this 


arrangement, when the filing state and the paying state are not the same.  However, weeks 


compensated and the related benefits paid are not reportable on this report until the benefits paid for 


such weeks are based on a monetary determination that includes employment and wages from two or 


more states.   
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10. Billing Time Lapse.  Billing time lapse is the number of days from the end of the calendar quarter to 


the date that the Statement of Benefits Paid to Combined Wage Claimants (Form IB-6) during that 


quarter is sent to the transferring state.  


 


11. Reimbursement Time Lapse.  Reimbursement time lapse is the number of days from the date that the 


transferring state receives a Statement of Benefits Paid to Combined Wage Claimants to the date that 


the transferring state’s reimbursement payment is mailed to the paying state, electronically 


transmitted to the paying state’s bank account, or transferred to the paying state’s UI Trust Fund 


Account.  For this purpose, mail date is either (a) the date on the check, or (b) if the date on the 


check is not available, the authorization date in the state’s automated system plus one, two, or three 


days for the agency to complete the reimbursement payment transaction and mail the authorization.  


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Section A. Claimant and Payment Activities.  Report combined wage claim activity for “Intrastate” 


and “Interstate” separately in lines 101 and 102 according to the definitions in E.8 and E.9 above. 


a. Column 1.  New Claims.  Enter the number of new claims filed under the combined wage 


arrangement.  This filing may occur at the point of the initial claim or later in the claim series.  


(This number should be the same as the total number of claimants for which a first Request for 


Transfer of Wages was sent during the quarter.) 


 


b. Column 2.  Persons Establishing Benefit Years.  Enter the number of persons who established 


benefit years with a monetary determination based on employment and wages from more than one 


state.  


 


c. Column 3.  Number of Combined Wage Claims Withdrawn.  Enter the number of claimants who, 


after filing a combined wage claim, elected to withdraw the claim within the period prescribed by 


the law of the paying state for filing an appeal, protest, or request for redetermination, as the case 


may be, from a monetary determination.  


 


d. Column 4.  Weeks Compensated.  Enter the total number of weeks compensated wholly or 


partially from state UI funds (including sharable regular weeks compensated) on all claims where 


the benefit year was established under the rules and policies of the combined wage program.  This 


includes weeks paid during the quarter prior to the combined wage monetary determination.  


However, weeks previously reported on this report for which adjustment payments are being 


issued are not to be again reported.   


 


Include count for each week compensated for total, partial, and part-total payments, including: 


 


(1) Payments reduced or increased by an adjustment for an outstanding overpayment or an 


underpayment in one or more previous weeks, including weeks where payments are 


reduced to zero by an offset or Child Support or Food Stamp overissuance intercept.  Do 


not include the count of weeks for which an underpayment adjustment is made; however, 


the amount paid for such weeks should be included in column 5 whether the adjusted 


payment was made together with a currently payable week or paid by a separate check.   


 


(2) Payments reduced because of receipt of income other than wages, as provided by state law.  


 


(3) Residual payments for less than the full benefit amount. 


 


Do not include the previously reported weeks associated with the checks issued to replace lost or 


returned and redeposited checks. 
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e. Column 5.  Benefits Paid.  Enter the total amount of benefits paid from state UI funds (including 


sharable regular amounts paid) for all weeks shown in column 4 plus the benefit amount 


adjustments paid for weeks previously reported. 


 


Do not include the amount of payments made to replace previously reported payments such as lost 


or returned and redeposited checks.  


 


f. Column 6.  Prior Weeks Compensated.  Enter the total number of weeks compensated in quarters 


prior to the reporting quarter and not previously reported on this report, i.e., weeks paid in prior 


quarters before the combined wage monetary determination.  This retroactive reporting is due to 


be reported in the quarter during which a combined wage monetary determination is issued.   


 


2. Section B. First Payment and Wage Transfer Responses – Time Lapse.   


 


a. Column 8 and 9.  First Payments – Total and Time Lapse.  Enter the number of first payments for 


total, partial and part-total unemployment in the appropriate Intrastate or Interstate column and 


individual totals for each time lapse interval.   


 


(1) Determining Date of Payment.  See definition E.6 above.  


 


(2) Determining Time Lapse.  The time lapse should be computed by subtracting the date on 


which the first compensable week ended from the date the payment is mailed, e.g., if the 


first compensable week ended on July 5, and the date the payment was mailed was July 19, 


the time lapse is 19 minus 5, or 14 days, and the payment should be counted in the interval 


“8 – 14”; if the compensable week ended on July 5 and the date the payment was mailed 


was August 20, the time lapse is 31 minus 5 plus 20, or 46 days, and the payment should be 


counted in the interval “43 – 49.” 


 


b. Column 10.  Wage Requests Received.  Enter the total number of paper IB-4s and electronic TC-


IB4s received as transferring state during the report period. 


 


c. Column 11.  Responses – Total and Time Lapse.  Enter the total number of paper IB-4 and 


electronic TC-IB4 responses to the paying state, with or without wages available, that completed 


the response to the wage transfer request (marked “transaction complete”) during the report 


period, and individual totals for the time lapse interval.   


 


(1) Determining Date of Response.  The date of response for an electronic TC-IB4 response is 


the export date, obtained from the automated IB-4 system, of each response marked 


“transaction complete.”   For paper IB-4, the date of response is the mailing date.  


 


(2) Determining Time Lapse.  The time lapse for electronic transactions is the number of days 


between the date the telecommunicated request is received (import date) and the date the 


response marked “Transaction Completed” is transmitted (export date) to the requesting 


state.  For paper IB-4, the date of response is the mailing date. 


 


The time lapse should be computed by subtracting the request import date from the export 


date of the response; e.g., if the request import date is July 5, and the response export date is 


July 19, the time lapse is 19 minus 5, or 14 days, and the response should be counted in the 


class interval “8 – 14”; if the request import date is July 5 and the response export date is 


August 20, the time lapse is 31 minus 5 plus 20, or 46 days, and the response should be 


counted in the class interval “43 – 49.”  For paper IB-4 responses, the date the request was 


received is subtracted from the date the response is mailed. 


 


3. Section C. Billing and Reimbursement Time Lapse.   
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a. Column 12.  Billing – Total and Time Lapse.  Enter the total number of statement of charges sent 


to transferring states during the report period on the “Total” line and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.   


 


(1) Determining Time Lapse.  For paper IB-6s, the date of billing is the mailing date.  For 


electronic transactions, the date of billing is the export date of the transactions.   


 


The time lapse is the number of days from the quarter ending date to the mailing date or 


export date of the bill.  The time lapse should be computed by subtracting the quarter 


ending date from the mailing/export date of the bill; e.g., if the quarter ended on June 30, 


and the bill is mailed/exported on July 19, the time lapse is 19 days, and the billing time 


lapse should be counted in the interval “15 – 30”; if the quarter ending date is June 30 and 


the bill is mailed/exported on August 20, the time lapse is 31 plus 20, or 51 days, and the 


bill should be counted in the interval “46 – 60.” 


  


b. Column 13.  Reimbursement – Total and Time Lapse.  Enter the total number of statements of 


charges reimbursed during the report period on the “Total” line and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  


 


(1) Determining Time Lapse.  The time lapse is the number of days from the date of receipt of 


a bill from the paying state and the mailing date of the reimbursement check the export date 


of the electronic deposit to the paying state’s account, or transferred to the paying state’s UI 


Trust Fund Account.  The time lapse should be computed by subtracting the bill receipt date 


from the mailing/export date of the reimbursement; e.g., if the bill receipt date is July 5, and 


the reimbursement is mailed/exported on July 19, the time lapse is 19 minus 5, or 14 days, 


and the reimbursement time lapse should be counted in the interval “14 days or less”; if the 


bill receipt date is July 5, and the reimbursement is mailed/exported on August 20, the time 


lapse is 31 minus 5 plus 20, or 46 days, and the reimbursement should be counted in the 


interval “46 – 60.” 


 


4. Comments.  Lines are provided for comments on the screen.  Enter comments to explain large or 


unusual changes in the amount of activity reported, major differences between the total requests 


received reported in column 10 and the total responses reported in column 11, and to indicate any 


specific problems with timely receipt of employment and wage transfer requests. 
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ETA 902 – DISASTER UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES 


A.  Facsimile of Form 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


FEMA DR. NO. Report Type Declaration Date Announcement Date 


     


SECTION A.   APPLICATION AND PAYMENT ACTIVITIES 


CATEGORY LINE 


NO. 


INITIAL 


APPS. 


NO. 


DETERM. 


ELIG. 


FIRST 


PAYMTS. 


WKS. 


CLAIMED 


WKS. 


COMP. 


AMOUNT 


COMP. 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Total 101       


Self - Employed  102      


SECTION B.   DENIAL AND APPEALS ACTIVITY 


CATEGORY LINE 


NO. 


WKS.OF 


DUA 


DENIED 


APPEALS 


FILED 


APPEALS 


DISPOSED 


FAVOR OF  


APPELLANT 


STATE R A STATE R A STATE R A 


7 8 9 10 11 12 13 


Total 201        


Self - Employed  202          


SECTION C.   OVERPAYMENT ACTIVITY AND ADMINISTRATION 


CATEGORY LINE 


NO. 


OVERPAYMENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 


CASES WEEKS AMOUNT PERSONNEL N P S AS&T 


14 15 16 17 18 19 


Total 301       


Fraud  302       


Signature Title 


Comments: 
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O M B No.: 1205-0051      O M B Expiration Date: 11/30/2017     O M B Burden Minutes: 217 minutes 


  


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits 


under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of 


information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 


Unemployment Insurance, Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 902 report contains monthly data on Disaster Unemployment Assistance activities when there is a 


disaster declared by the President.  


 


C. Scope and Duration of the Report 
 


1. Submit a separate report for each major disaster declared in a state where an announcement has been 


made by the state agency of the availability of DUA. 


 


2. The first report shall be sent in the month following the announcement date, and later reports shall be 


sent each month that DUA activity continues to occur, such as for payments made for weeks in the 


disaster assistance period (DAP) issued as a result of appeals. 


 


3. Generally, states incur a certain amount of administrative costs even if no DUA benefits are paid.  In 


these cases, a final ETA 902 must still be submitted.  In Section C: columns 17-19, indicate the amount 


of administrative funds provided by FEMA.   


 


D. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


Reports shall be submitted electronically each month providing DUA activities performed during the 


preceding calendar month.  Reports are due in the National Office on the 30th of the month following the 


month to which data relate. (South Pacific Island jurisdictions must submit hardcopy reports, as there is no 


electronic submittal method available to them at this time.)   


 


For South Pacific Island jurisdictions, one copy should be sent to the National Office addressed as follows: 


 


U.S. Department of Labor, ETA 


Attn: Office of Unemployment Insurance  


Frances Perkins Building 


200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 


Washington, D.C.  202l0 


Attention:   Disaster Unemployment Assistance Coordinator/Program 


Specialist 


Division of Unemployment Insurance Operations 


 


  One copy should also be sent to the San Francisco ETA Regional Office. 


  


E. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1. In all instructions, reference to State UI (UC) claims will include UCFE,  UCX, TRA, RRA 


(Railroad), EB, and any other program included and/or defined under 20 CFR 625.2(d).   


 


2.   Self-employed applicants are those who have filed an initial request for DUA and for whom it was 


determined that their primary reliance for income is on their performance of services in their own 


business or farm. 


 


3.   Payments of UI made to replace erroneously paid DUA should not be reported on the ETA 902, but 


should be reported on the appropriate UI reports, i.e., ETA 5159.  


 


F. Definitions 
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1. Effective Date of an Initial Application.  The effective day is the first day of the first week of 


unemployment provided that week of unemployment is in the disaster assistance period (DAP).   


 


2. Eligible.  Meets qualifications for receiving Disaster Unemployment Assistance, as specified at 20 


CFR 625.4.  Under 20 CFR 625.4(i), if an individual is eligible for UC, such individual is not 


eligible for DUA and should not be counted in any DUA Activities report.  


 


G. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Report Period Ended.  Enter the month, last day of the month, and four digit year to which the data 


relate; e.g., 01/31/1998.  


 


2. State.  Enter the two-letter FIPS State Alpha Code (identical to the two-letter U.S. Postal Service 


abbreviation) of the state or South Pacific Island jurisdiction as it appears in FIPS Publication 5-2.  


This Federal Information Processing Standards publication was issued by the National Institute 


of Standards and Technology on May 28, 1987. 


 


3. FEMA Declaration No.  Enter the FEMA disaster identification number  assigned by the FEMA 


National Office at the time of a disaster. 


 


4. Report Type.  Enter “I” for interim if the disaster workload and/or payment activity is on-going.  Enter 


“F” for final if the disaster workload and/or payment activity has ended. 


 


5. Declaration Date.  Enter the date the President declared the major disaster; e.g., 08/29/2005.  (This was 


formerly entitled announcement date on the old ETA 902 form.) 


 


6. Announcement Date.  Enter the date the state agency or South Pacific Island jurisdiction announced 


the availability of DUA through the media in accordance with 20 CFR 625.17; e.g., 09/01/2006.   


 


7. Section A. Application and Payment Activities. 


 


 a. Column 1, Initial Applications.  Enter the number of initial applications for DUA taken during the 


report period.  This will equal the number of initial applications that were completed and/or 


number of applications entered into an automated system through an electronic/telephone 


claimstaking system during the report period.  Do not include individuals eligible for UC where it 


may have been necessary, due to the filing environment, to accept initial claims for both programs.  


 


 b. Column 2, Number Determined Eligible.  Enter the number of individuals determined eligible for 


DUA during the report period.  Do not include individuals eligible for UC where it may have been 


necessary, due to the filing environment, to accept initial claims for both programs.  


 


c. Column 3, First Payments.  Enter the number of payments which represent, for any individual, the 


first week for which assistance is paid in the disaster assistance period. 


 


d. Column 4, Weeks Claimed.  Enter the total number of weeks for which DUA is claimed during the 


report period whether or not DUA is actually paid.  If claims are filed weekly, the number of 


weeks will equal the number of weekly received during the report period.  If claims are filed other 


than weekly claims, the number of weeks will equal the number of  weeks during the report 


period. 


 


e. Column 5, Weeks Compensated.  Enter the number of weeks of unemployment for which DUA 


was paid during the report period.  A week of unemployment compensated is any week of 


unemployment for which DUA funds are paid, regardless of amount. 
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f. Column 6, Amount Compensated.  Enter the amount of DUA funds represented by the weeks 


reported in column 5. 


 


8. Section B.  Denial and Appeals Activity. 


 


a. Column 7, Weeks of DUA Denied.  Enter the number of weeks of unemployment where a DUA 


payment was denied for which an individual, except for the reason of the denial, would have been 


eligible to receive a DUA payment. 


 


NOTE:   For columns 8 through 13, the entries refer to the number of cases received or disposed 


of during the report period by authority (i.e., first level state appeals authority and the ETA 


Regional Administrator (RA) as the second level).  All cases, including cases disposed of before 


reaching the appeals authority, should be included.  Definitions of case, authority, disposal, etc., 


are those developed for the DUA program where found or, when these do not exist, are those used 


in the state UI program. 


 


b. Columns 8 and 9, Appeals Filed.  In columns 8 and 9 distribute, by type of authority, the appeal 


cases or requests for review received during the month. In addition, provide a sub-breakout of the 


Total for self-employed individuals in line 202. 


 


c. Columns 10 and 11, Appeals Disposed.  Enter in columns 10 and 11 the total number of cases 


disposed during the month by authority level.  In line 202, provide the number of cases disposed 


of involving self-employed individuals. 


 


d. Columns 12 and 13, Favor of Appellant.  Enter in columns 12 and 13 the number of appeal 


decisions included in columns 10 and 11, which were in favor of the appellant by authority level.  


In line 202 enter a breakout of self-employed individuals who appealed and had the decision in 


their favor.   


 


9. Section C.  Overpayment Activity and Administration. 


 


a. Columns 14, 15, and 16, Overpayments.  In column 14, Cases, line 301, enter the number of cases, 


including willful misrepresentation (fraud) determined  during the report period as an 


overpayment, regardless of when it occurred.  In line 302 provide a sub-breakout of the number of 


cases determined as fraud cases.  In column 15, Weeks, enter in line 301 the number of weeks of 


DUA overpaid in connection with the cases reported in column 14; enter the number of weeks of 


fraud overpayments included in line 301.  In column 16, Amount, enter in line 301, the amount 


overpaid represented by cases reported in column 14.  Provide a sub- breakout of the amount 


involving fraud in line 302. 


 


b. Columns 17, 18 and 19, Administrative Costs.  If available on a monthly basis, entries are needed 


in these items to monitor state agency expenditures and to support requests for additional 


administrative funds from FEMA.  Enter in column 17, Personnel Costs (PC), the amount of 


personal service (salary) costs and personnel benefits (health, retirement, etc.) costs for staff 


performing DUA activities.  In column 18, Non Personal Services (NPS), enter the total dollars 


expended for non-personal service costs (e.g., supplies, travel, equipment, etc.) attributable to 


DUA administration.  Enter in column 19, Administrative, Support and Technical (AS&T), the 


total PC and NPS costs for staff performing AS&T functions to support the staff reported in 


column 17.  If administrative costs are not available for the month to which data relate, to the 


extent possible, states should amend the report when the information becomes available.  At a 


minimum, states should ensure the data are provided on a subsequent report during the quarter to 


which the data apply. 
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H. Checking the Report 
 


1. General Checks Entries should be made for all required items.  If the item is inapplicable, or if 


applicable but no activity corresponding to the items occurred during the report period, a zero should 


be entered.  A report containing missing data cannot be sent to the National Office, but can be stored 


on the state’s system.  Special attention should be given the entries in the heading because the 


“FEMA DR No.” and “Declaration Date” will be used to identify and accumulate data from reports 


relating to individual disasters.  


 


2. Arithmetic Checks. 


 


a. For columns 1, 2, and 8 through 13, the entries in line 102 and 202 respectively, should be equal to 


or less than the entries in line 101 or 201. 


 


b. For columns 14 through 16, the entries in line 302 should be equal to or less than line 301. 


 


3. Signature.  Signature is only required if reports are sent manually to the National Office.  
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ETA 9016 - ALIEN CLAIMS ACTIVITIES 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE 
REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


1. Initial claims where claimant is not a citizen 


2. Number of claimants whose alien status was verified through the INS primary system 


3. Number of secondary verifications 


4. Nonmonetary determinations regarding alien status 


5. Denials attributable to alien status 


Comments: 


O M B No.: 1205-0268 O M B Expiration Date: 11/30/2017 O M B Burden Hours: 60 minutes 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986, Public Law 99-603, amended the Social Security 


Act by adding to Section 1137 - "Income and Eligibility Verification System."  Section 1137 provisions 


require States to verify, through the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), the legal status of all 


aliens applying for benefits under certain federally assisted and federally funded programs, including 


Unemployment Compensation. 


 


To facilitate the required verification, INS developed the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlement 


(SAVE) system.  SAVE consists of automated and manual procedures by which states obtain information 


about an alien’s immigration status that will allow them to determine the alien’s eligibility for unemployment 


compensation.  


 


The information provided on the ETA 9016 Report is used by the Department of Labor to: 


 


1. Assess the magnitude of alien claims and issues affecting eligibility; 


 


2. Make decisions as to the appropriateness and value of state use of the SAVE system; and 


 


3. Determine whether a state’s administrative costs associated with SAVE are reasonable.  


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 25th day of the month following the quarter to which the 


data relates.  This report should be transmitted electronically. 


 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Data should be reported for those claimants who indicated or were otherwise discovered to not be a citizen of 


the United States. 


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, 


Appendix C.  


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Primary Verification.  An inquiry by an automated access method to the INS data base.  The INS reply 


provides identifying information on an alien, including the following fields: name, date of birth, 


country of birth, SSN, and INS status. 


 


2. Secondary Verification.  An inquiry of an alien’s immigration status after, or in lieu of, using the INS 


primary verification process.  Verification is performed by using various automated or manual 


sources.  


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Enter the number of new initial and additional claims filed during the quarter where the claimant 


indicated or was otherwise discovered not to be a citizen of the United States.  The numbers reported 


for this item should match the alien initial claims workload data on the UI-3 Report.   
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2. Enter the number of claimants verified through the INS designated primary system during the quarter.  


This includes inquires for new, additional, and reopened claims at time of filing and any inquires made 


which were required during the continued claim process.  Those states for which the Secretary of 


Labor has granted a waiver from participation in primary verification process will enter zero for this 


item.  


 


3. Enter the number of secondary verifications made through the INS during the quarter.  


 


4. Enter the number of nonmonetary determinations during the quarter pertaining to immigration status, 


regardless of whether or not the issues were detected through the SAVE process.  Include authorization 


to work issues of noncitizens with visas.  Omit other issues, such as separation or availability, that do 


not involve alien status.  Note: determinations counted here should also be included on the ETA 9052 


Report.  


 


5. Enter the number of denials resulting from issues in number 4 above. 
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ETA 9047 - REEMPLOYMENT OF UI BENEFIT RECIPIENTS 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Exemption Code 
Number of Claimants 


Receiving 1st Payment 


Number of Intrastate 


Crossmatch Hits:  


YYYY.Q+1 


Number of Interstate 


Crossmatch Hits:  


YYYY.Q+1 


0 - Not Exempt    


1 - Exempt    


 


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0452      O M B Expiration Date: 09/30/2017    Estimated time per response:   600 minutes 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Respondents 


have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 


collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 


Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9047 report contains quarterly information on the number of UI beneficiaries who receive a first 


payment during a calendar quarter and who also have earnings in the next calendar quarter.  These data will 


be used to determine the rate at which UI beneficiaries return to work.  Beneficiaries exempt from the state’s 


work search requirements are reported separately from those who are required to search for work. 


  


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


Reports will be transmitted to ETA electronically through the UI Required Reports Automatic Transmittal 


application according to the following schedule: 


 


Quarter in which First 


Payment issued: 


Quarter Ending 


Date: 


Quarter for Which 


Reemployment is 


Determined through 


Wage Record 


Crossmatch: 


Report Due to ETA By: 


1st quarter  


(January to March) 
03/31/YYYY 


2nd quarter 


04/01/YYYY - 


06/30/YYYY 


November 30 


2nd quarter  


(April to June) 
06/30/YYYY 


3rd quarter 


07/01/YYYY - 


09/30/YYYY 


February 28 


3rd quarter  


(July to September) 
09/30/YYYY 


4th quarter 


10/01/YYYY - 


12/31/YYYY 


May 31 


4th quarter  


(October to December) 
12/31/YYYY 


1st quarter 


01/01/YYYY+1 - 


03/31/YYYY+1 


August 31 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


1. Each State Workforce Agency (SWA) will identify all UI claimants who received a first payment for 


intrastate or interstate liable claims during each calendar year quarter.  Unless otherwise stated, criteria 


for inclusion in the ETA 9047 report will follow the criteria for reporting first payments used for the 


ETA 5159 report (ET Handbook 401, 3
rd


 edition, section I-2).  First payments that are reported on the 


ETA 5159 report but that are not reported on the ETA 9050 report (First Payment Time Lapse) are 


reported on the ETA 9047 report.   


 


a. Include first payments made for state UI, Federal Unemployment Compensation for Federal 


Employees (UCFE), and Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Service Members (UCX)) claims, 


including combined wage claims and joint claims involving these programs. 


 


b. Exclude first payments made for claims filed for Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance, Trade Readjustment Allowances, Short Time Compensation (STC), also known as 


Workshare, and temporary extended benefits programs. 


 


2. First payments are counted as of the date the payment is mailed, electronically deposited, debited to the 


claimant, or made in-person.  When part of the week's payments falls in one quarter and part in 


another, the payments must be reported for the appropriate quarter.  When multiple weeks are paid at 


the same time, the compensated week with the earliest week ending date is reported as the first 


payment. 
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The payment date of the first compensated week for each record reported must fall within the ranges in 


the following table. 


 


Date of First Payment in: 
Date of First Payment is > 


Quarter Beginning Date: 


Date of First Payment is < 


Quarter Ending Date: 


1st quarter  01/01/YYYY 03/31/YYYY 


2nd quarter  04/01/YYYY 06/30/YYYY 


3rd quarter  07/01/YYYY 09/30/YYYY 


4th quarter  10/01/YYYY 12/31/YYYY 


 


3. If more than one payment is issued for the same compensated week -- for example, from separate 


programs (state UI, UCFE, or UCX) -- only a single record will be reported. 


 


4. The report period date ending date refers to the ending date of the quarter during which UI 


beneficiaries received their payments, not the ending date of the quarter during which UI beneficiaries 


received wages.  


 


5. The instructions in ET Handbook No. 401, 4
th


 edition, regarding record retention applies to all data 


files created by the SWA or received by the SWA that are used to obtain the counts required for the 


ETA 9047 report.  


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s 


Manual, Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. First Payment. The benefit payment for the first week compensated in the benefit year includes total, 


partial and part-total payments, full or partial offsets to satisfy an outstanding overpayment, Child 


Support Intercept orders, Food Stamp overissuances, waiting weeks waived by the Governor under a 


state law and compensated because of a legally recognized disaster, and payments resulting from the 


reversal of a single or multi-claimant adjudication by a lower or higher authority appeal decision or 


by a court decision. 


 


If two or more weeks of benefits are paid at the same time (either by separate checks / electronic 


deposits / debits or by a single check /deposit / debit), the earliest week ending date in the benefit year 


is the first payment. 


 


2. Exempt / Nonexempt Claimants.  Claimants will be classified according to whether or not they are 


exempt from the state’s active work search requirements as of the week ending date of the claimed 


week for which the first payment was issued.  If no active work search requirement exists in state law 


or practice, the state will identify those claimants who are exempt (for whatever reason) from the 


state’s requirement to register for labor exchange services. 


 


Reasons for exemption may include, but are not limited to the following: 


 


 Job attached exemption (for example, claimants with definite recall dates, seasonal employment); 


 


 Union exemption (seeking work through union hiring hall or referral); 


 


 An agency directive (written or verbal) temporarily suspending the claimant's work search 
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requirement; 


 


 Other exemption (approved training, school, etc.) 


 


3. Intrastate Crossmatch Hits.  Report the total number of UI claimants receiving first payments who 


earned wages from one or more employers in the following calendar quarter from employers in the 


same state as the reporting agency.  If a first payment recipient earned wages from more than one 


intrastate employer in the following quarter, report only a single “hit” for that claimant on the report. 


   


4. Interstate Crossmatch Hits.  Report the total number of UI claimants receiving first payments who 


earned wages from one or more employers in the following calendar quarter from employers outside 


of the state of the reporting agency.  If a first payment recipient earned wages from more than one 


out-of-state employer in the following quarter, report only a single “hit” for that claimant on the 


report.  If a first payment recipient earned wages from one or more employers in the same state 


as the reporting agency (intrastate crossmatch) do not report any interstate crossmatch hits, 


even if the first payment recipient receives wages from more than one out-of-state employer. 
 


5. Joint Claims.  Claims involving (1) a combination of state unemployment trust funds and Federal 


program funds or (2) a combination of Federal program funds.  Includes claims with state UI in 


combination with UCFE and/or UCX employment and wages (UI/UCFE/UCX, UI/UCFE, or 


UI/UCX) and UCFE claims in combination with UCX employment and wages (UCFE/UCX). 


 


6. Partial / Part -Total Payments.  Benefit payments that have been reduced due to wages, commissions, 


bonuses, tips or gratuities, back-pay awards, odd jobs, or self-employment income. 


 


7. Total Payments.  Payments for weeks of total unemployment in which the claimant received a full 


weekly benefit amount that is not reduced as a result of wages, commissions, bonuses, tips or 


gratuities, back-pay awards, odd jobs, or self-employment income.   


 


8. State Unemployment Insurance (UI).  A state program that provides benefits to individuals financed 


(1) wholly from state trust funds (UI) or (2) partially from state trust funds and partially from UCFE 


and/or UCX program funds (joint UI/UCFE, UI/UCX, UI/UCFE/UCX claim). 


 


9. Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE).  A Federal program that provides 


benefits to individuals based on Federal civilian service.  Includes claims based (1) wholly on 


Federal civilian service (UCFE, no UI) or (2) partially on Federal civilian service and partially on 


Federal military service (UCFE/UCX) claim.  Excludes claims funded partially from state trust 


funds. 


 


10. Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemembers (UCX).  A Federal program that provides 


benefits to individuals based on Federal military service.  Includes claims based wholly on Federal 


military service (UCX only).  Excludes claims funded partially from state trust funds and/or Federal 


civilian service. 


 


11. Short-Time Compensation (STC) or Workshare.  A state program through which an employee whose 


hours of employment have been reduced is compensated for his or her lost work time with partial 


benefits. Such benefits would not be payable to these workers under a state's normal partial benefits 


formula. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Not Exempt (Line 1).  For those UI claimants who are not exempt from the state’s active work search 


requirements as of the week ending date of the first week compensated or, if no active work search 


requirement exists in state law or practice, are not exempt from the state’s requirement to register for 
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labor exchange services: 


 


a. Column 1, Number of Claimants Receiving 1st Payments.  Report the total number of UI 


claimants who received a first payment for intrastate or interstate liable claims during the calendar 


quarter for which the report is submitted.  Refer to the definitions in Sections D and E.  


 


b. Column 2, Number of Intrastate Crossmatch Hits in the Following Calendar Quarter.  Report the 


number of UI claimants receiving first payments reported in column 1 who received wages from 


one or more employers in the following calendar quarter from employers in the same state as the 


reporting agency.  If a first payment recipient receives wages from more than one intrastate 


employer in the following quarter, report only a single “hit” for that claimant on the report. 


 


c. Column 3, Number of Interstate Crossmatch Hits in the Following Calendar Quarter.  Report the 


number of UI claimants receiving first payments reported in column 1 who 1) did not receive 


wages in the following calendar quarter from employers in the same state as the reporting agency; 


and 2) received wages from one or more employers in the following calendar quarter from out-of-


state employers.  If a first payment recipient receives wages from more than one out-of-state 


employer in the following quarter, report only a single “hit” for that claimant on the report.  Note: 


no UI benefit recipient included in the counts reported in column 2 should be included in the 


counts reported in column 3. 
 


2. Exempt (Line 2).  For those UI claimants who are exempt (for whatever reason) from the state’s active 


work search requirements as of the week ending date of the first week compensated or, if no active 


work search requirement exists in state law or practice, are exempt from the state’s requirement to 


register for labor exchange services: 


 


a. Column 1, Number of Claimants Receiving 1st Payments.  Report the total number of UI 


claimants who received a first payment for intrastate or interstate liable claims during the calendar 


quarter for which the report is submitted.  Refer to the definitions in Sections D and E.  


 


b. Column 2, Number of Intrastate Crossmatch Hits in the Following Calendar Quarter.  Report the 


number of UI claimants receiving first payments reported in column 1 who received wages from 


one or more employers in the following calendar quarter from employers in the same state as the 


reporting agency.  If a first payment recipient receives wages from more than one intrastate 


employer in the following quarter, report only a single “hit” for that claimant on the report. 


 


c. Column 3, Number of Interstate Crossmatch Hits in the Following Calendar Quarter.  Report the 


number of UI claimants receiving first payments reported in column 1 who 1) did not receive wages in 


the following calendar quarter from employers in the same state as the reporting agency; and 2) 


received wages from one or more employers in the following calendar quarter from out-of-state 


employers.  If a first payment recipient receives wages from more than one out-of-state employer in 


the following quarter, report only a single “hit” for that claimant on the report.  Note: no UI benefit 


recipient included in the counts reported in column 2 should be included in the counts reported 


in column 3. 
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ETA 9048 – PROFILING AND REEMPLOYMENT SERVICES  


A. Facsimile of Form. 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


SECTION A. PROFILED CLAIMANTS: 


1. Total Profiled  


2. Number Put in Selection "Pool/Queue"  


3. Number Referred to Services  


4. Number Exempted from Mandatory  


SECTION B. PROFILED CLAIMANTS REFERRED TO AND REPORTING TO SERVICES: 


1. Number Reported to Services   


2. Orientation  


3. Assessment  


4. Counseling  


5. Job Placement Services and Referrals to Employers  


6. Job Search Workshops or Job Clubs  


7. Referral to Education and Training  


8. Number Enrolled in Self-Employment Program  


SECTION C. PROFILED CLAIMANTS REFERRED TO AND COMPLETING SERVICES: 


1. Number Completed Services  


2. Orientation   


3. Assessment  


4. Counseling  


5. Job Placement Services and Referrals to Employers  


6. Job Search Workshops or Job Clubs  


7. Completed Education and Training  


8. Completed Self-Employment Program   


Comments: 


O M B No.: 1205-0353      O M B Expiration Date: 11/30/2019     O M B Burden Hours: 15 minutes 


 O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send 


comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including 


suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, 


Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9048 report provides quarterly information on the Worker Profiling and Reemployment Service 


activities of claimants who are profiled to assess their likelihood of exhausting benefits.  Worker profiling 


allows for the targeting of reemployment services to those most in need.  The data on this report is used for 


evaluation and monitoring of the Worker Profiling and Reemployment Services system on a national level.  It 


includes breakouts of those who reported to services and those who completed services to be able to track 


service utilization.  The mandatory participation requirement of the profiling legislation does not pertain to 


education/training or to services provided under a state's Self Employment Assistance program.  Data is 


captured in each of these categories to provide additional information about the range of services provided to 


profiled claimants. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The electronically submitted report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the second month 


following the quarter of reference (May 20, August 20, November 20, February 20). 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Data on this report deals with individuals in the regular Unemployment Insurance program (this includes 


state, UCFE, and UCX) who are profiled as to their likelihood of exhaustion of benefits.  State Workforce 


Agencies (SWAs) should assure that systems are in place to collect information on service referrals and 


completions.  Information on services provided to claimants through the local Workforce and One-Stop 


Career Center systems should generally be furnished by the service providers, often through the local or state 


case management and reporting system, Workforce Investment Act Standardized Record Data (WIASRD), or 


other one-stop operating system maintained by the state.  The data reported are counts of numbers of profiled 


individuals at given points in the process of profiling and of participation in services. 


 


Data are reported for the quarter in which the activity occurred.  The activity being reported, such as referral 


and completion of services, could occur in one or more quarters after the quarter in which the individual was 


first counted as profiled. 


 


Individuals are generally counted only once in any single service category for either referred and reporting to 


services in Section B or completing services in Section C. 


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


1. Worker Profiling.  Worker profiling is the process which determines the likelihood of exhausting 


benefits for new initial claimants.  Worker profiling can consist of the use of characteristic screens or 


a statistical model approach (characteristic screens in combination with a statistical model). 


 


A characteristic screen approach eliminates claimants not likely to exhaust their benefits from the pool 


of those subject to mandatory referral by determining permanent separation using such screens  that 


identify claimants who have no definite recall date and those who seek work solely through a union 


hiring hall.  It does not allow for a rank ordering of claimants.  Therefore, it does not provide a means 


to target services to those who would most benefit from available service. 


 


The statistical model approach, like the characteristic screen approach, first determines permanent 


separation using screens that identify claimants who have no definite recall date and those who seek 


work solely through a union hiring hall. Then information on individuals who have not been eliminated 
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from the screens are put through a model to produce a numerical "score" indicating their level of 


probability of exhaustion.  These scores allow for a rank ordering of claimants from those most likely 


to those least likely to exhaust their benefits thus allowing for targeting of services to those who would, 


potentially, benefit most. 


 


2. Profiled Claimants.  These are new initial claimants who have been put through the State's profiling 


mechanism during the report period.  In states where the profiling process is triggered by the first 


payment, this figure will generally be equivalent to the number of first payments.  In states which 


choose to initiate the profiling process at the time of the new initial claim, the count will be roughly 


equivalent to the number of new initial claims. 


 


3. Put in Selection "Pool/Queue".  This category consists of those claimants who were profiled during the 


quarter and were not eliminated by the profiling screens. Those put in the pool/queue include both 


those who will spend time in the pool/queue waiting to be referred and those who are immediately 


referred to services.  A claimant can only be put into the pool/queue once.  This figure will not 


include claimants identified in earlier quarters who remain in the pool/queue in the current report 


quarter.  Individuals put in the "pool/queue" will range from those that have a high score and 


therefore a high probability of being referred to services through those who have a low score and 


therefore a low probability of being referred to services.  This figure will be the number of claimants 


profiled during the period minus those who were eliminated by the screens. 


 


4. Referred to Services.  Those profiled claimants in the selection pool/queue for whom services were 


available and who were referred to those services during the reporting period.  This includes 


claimants who were referred to services in the report quarter whether they were put in the pool/queue 


in the current report quarter or entered the pool/queue in prior quarters.  A claimant may be counted 


in more than one service category; however, a claimant can only be counted once in any individual 


service category during a benefit year regardless on the number of services provided within the 


distinct category. 


 


5. Exempted from Mandatory Participation.  Those profiled claimants who are not required to participate 


in reemployment services or in further reemployment services through the WPRS system because 


they have completed such services, they are participating in similar services, or have justifiable 


cause for their failure to participate in reemployment services.  Claimants should not be counted as 


exempted from services that were not a part of their service plan or to which they were never 


referred.  Exemptions do not include individuals who are no longer participating due to 


reemployment.  Exemptions also do not include individuals who were not referred to services 


because they had a definite recall data, obtain employment through an exclusive union hiring hall, or 


other state imposed screen. 


 


6. Reporting to Services.  Those profiled claimants who were referred and reported to reemployment 


services.  This information should generally be provided to the agency by the service provider.  An 


individual can be referred to, and report to, more than one service.  Therefore, the sum of the 


categories may equal more than the total number of individuals.  If one particular service has 


components of two or more service categories, the dominate category, as determined by the state, 


should be used consistently.  Counts should not be taken in two categories for a single service.  A 


claimant may be counted in more than one category; however, a claimant can only be counted once 


in any individual service category during a benefit year regardless on the number of services 


provided within that distinct category. 


 


7. Completing Services.  Those profiled claimants who were referred to and completed a reemployment 


service in accordance with their service plan.  This information should generally be furnished to the 


agency by the service provider.  Completion implies that the claimant spent the necessary time 


required by the provider and/or the state to complete the service.  Completion does not imply a 


passing grade.  Some services have definite completion times, such as a job search workshop or a 
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specific training course.  For other services such as counseling or job referral, the point of 


completion may not be as obvious.  In these latter instances, the state should develop general rules 


for determining when the service is to be considered as complete and should apply this consistently 


for purposes of counting completions on the report.  Because an individual can be referred to, and 


therefore complete, more than one service, the sum of the categories may equal more than the total 


number of individuals.  A claimant may be counted in more than one category; however, a claimant 


can only be counted once in any individual service category during a benefit year regardless on the 


number of services provided within the distinct category. 


 


8. Orientation Services.  Services that provide the claimant an overview of the programs and services 


available; the criteria and requirements for program participation and receipt of services; and an 


understanding of what is required and what is optional.  Orientation may be individual or in group 


sessions.  It may provide information on the services available, including other community services, 


and may include completing forms. 


 


9. Assessment Services.  Services that evaluate the claimant's employment history, education, interests 


and skills and that result in the identification of employment goals, barriers to employment and 


services needed to obtain goals. Assessment services include completion and review of the 


application; standardized testing; and interviews.  Assessment includes joint development with the 


claimant of an Individual Service Plan. 


 


10. Counseling Services.  Interactions between appropriate staff and claimants designed to establish and 


reach realistic employment related goals.  Assistance may include support in choosing or changing 


occupations; making a suitable job adjustment; and addressing personal issues that may limit the 


claimant's ability to achieve employment related goals.  Counseling may be provided individually to 


the claimant or through group counseling session(s) and may result in a recorded Individual Service 


Plan. 


 


11. Job Placement Services and Referrals to Employers.   Services to facilitate the matching of job 


seekers and employers by providing the claimant with information on job openings and by bringing 


to the attention of an employer a claimant who is qualified and available to fill a job opening.  


Services might include searching job orders, doing customized job development when no suitable 


job orders are on file, and contacting and scheduling an interview with an employer. 


 


12. Job Search Workshops or Job Clubs.  Services to help claimants carry out a successful job search 


strategy.  The workshop services include organized group activities that provide instructions on 


resume writing; application preparation; interview skills; using labor market information; 


networking; developing a job search plan; and following up on job leads.  Job club services have the 


same elements as a job search workshop, but in addition use a structured application of the skills 


obtained by the claimant in an active job search. 


 


13. Referral to Education and Training.  Services include referral to educational and/or training services.  


There is no mandatory participation requirement under the WPRS program for these services.  Data 


is captured in this category to provide additional information about the range of services provided to 


profiled claimants. 


 


14. Self Employment Program.  Participation in the Self Employment Program as authorized under P.L. 


103-182 where states have conforming legislation.  There is no mandatory participation requirement 


under the WPRS program for these services.  Data is captured in this category to provide additional 


information about the range of services provided to profiled claimants.  If the state does not have a 


Self Employment Program the count for this element should be zero.   
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F. Item by Item Instructions 
  


1. Total Profiled.  Enter in item A.1., the number of profiled claimants during the period. 


 


2. Number Put in the Selection "Pool/Queue".  Enter in item A.2., the number of profiled claimants put in 


the selection pool/queue. 


 


3. Number Referred to Services.  Enter in item A.3., the number of profiled claimants who were referred 


to at least one reemployment service.  Only count the individual claimant once. 


 


4. Number Exempted from Mandatory Participation.  Enter in item A.4. the number of profiled claimants 


who were exempted from mandatory participation in reemployment. 


 


5. Profiled Claimants Referred and Reporting to Services. 


 


B.1. - Enter in item B.1. the number of profiled claimants who were referred and reported to their first 


reemployment service.  Only count the individual claimant once. 


 


B.2. through B.8. - Enter in each category of service, the number of profiled claimants who were 


referred to that service.  Only count each claimant once within a service category even if the claimant 


reports to that service multiple times. 


 


Because individuals may be referred to and report to more than one service, the sum of B.2. through 


B.8. will usually be more than item B.1. 


 


6. Profiled Claimants Referred and Completing Services. 


 


C.1. - Enter the number of referred, profiled claimants who completed at least one reemployment 


service during the report quarter, no matter in which quarter they were profiled or referred. 


 


C.2. through C.8. - Enter in each category of service, the number of those individuals reported in C.1., 


the number of completions for that category in the report quarter.  Only count each claimant once 


within a service category even if the claimant reports to that service multiple times. 


 


Because individuals may be referred to and complete more than one service, the sum of C.2. through 


C.8. will usually be more than item C.1. 
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ETA 9049 – PROFILING AND REEMPLOYMENT SERVICES OUTCOMES  


A. Facsimile of Form. 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING: 


SECTION A. CLAIMS EXPERIENCE FOR THOSE PROFILED AND REFERRED CLAIMANTS 


WHO WERE FIRST REFERRED IN REPORT QUARTER: 


1. Number Exhausted  


2. Average Compensated Duration  


3. Average Benefits Paid  


4. Base Period Wages  


SECTION B. EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY FOR THOSE PROFILED CLAIMANTS WHO WERE 


FISRT REFERRED IN THE REPORT QUARTER: 


  Quarter After Referral 


  1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 
3rd 


Quarter 
4th Quarter 


Quarter Ending     


1. Number Employed     


2. Base Period Wages     


3. Number Employed in Different Industry     


4. Wages Earned in Quarter     


Comments: 


 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0353      O M B Expiration Date: 11/30/2019     O M B Burden Hours: 15 minutes  


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction 


Act of 1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid 


OMB control number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for 


reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 


completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send 


comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including 


suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, 


Room S.4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9049 report contains information on the employment outcomes of claimants who are identified as 


likely to exhaust their UI benefits through the Worker Profiling and Reemployment Services (WPRS) 


program. The population for this report is the claimants who were selected for referral to reemployment 


services and referred to such services.  The report uses existing administrative data to compute the numbers of 


individuals who subsequently became reemployed under covered employment and the numbers who were 


employed in a different industry.  The report also details their current wages, allowing comparisons to their 


base period earnings.   


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the 20th month following the quarter in which the 


claimants were first referred to services. 


 


Examples of time frames are given below: 


 


Quarter First Referred Quarters Reemployment Experience Due Date 


Jan – Mar 2006 Apr 2006 – Mar 2007 Nov 20, 2007 


Apr – Jun 2006 Jul 2006 – Jun 2007 Feb 20, 2008 


Jul – Sep 2006 Oct 2006 – Sep 2007 May 20, 2008 


Oct – Dec 2006  Jan 2007 – Dec 2007 Aug 20, 2008  


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Data on this report deal with individuals in the regular Unemployment Insurance program who are profiled as 


to permanency of layoff and likelihood of exhaustion of benefits and who subsequently are selected from a 


"pool" of individuals identified as likely to exhaust benefits and referred from the unemployment insurance 


system to a service provider.  Each report submission follows a cohort of these individuals who were first 


referred to services in a particular quarter to determine: 


 


1. What is their experience under the regular program, 


 


2. If they become reemployed in the following four quarters, in which quarters are they employed, 


 


3. What wages they earn in those quarters, and 


 


4. If the new employment reflected an industry change.   


 


Section B. will be obtained from the state's wage records using a Social Security Number match. Information 


reported is for claimants referred during the report quarter. 


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specifically noted, will follow the definitions found on the ETA 9048 and the 


ETA 5159.  The profiled and referred claimants used as a basis for this report will be equal to the number of 


individuals reported as profiled and referred from the selection pool on the ETA 9048, item A.3., which was 


reported for the same report quarter. 
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1. Number Employed.  The total number of claimants who were referred from the selection pool to 


services in the report quarter and who appeared on wage record files as having been employed in the 


quarter of reference. 


 


2. Base Period Wages.  The total amount of base period wages for all those profiled and referred 


claimants in the category specified.  In Section A, it will be for all profiled claimants who were 


referred from the selection pool in the report quarter.  For Section B, this will be the total amount of 


base period wages for all profiled claimants referred in the report quarter and who appeared on wage 


record files as having been employed in the quarter of reference. 


 


3. Number Employed in Different Industry.  The total number of profiled claimants who were referred to 


services from the selection pool in the report quarter who appeared in wage record files as having 


been employed in the quarter of reference and who were employed in a different two digit North 


American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code than that of their employer of record for 


their base period.  Some states use primary employer while others use separating employer as their 


base period employer of record.  Either is acceptable as long as it is reported consistently. 


 


4. Wages Earned in the Quarter.  The total amount of wages earned in the quarter of reference for those 


profiled claimants who were referred from the selection pool to services in the report quarter and 


who appeared on wage record files as having been employed in the quarter of reference.  Each 


claimant’s wages should be reported in each quarter in which he/she worked.  


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Section A. Claims Experience. 


 


a. Item 1. Number Exhausted.  Enter the number of profiled claimants who were first referred from 


the selection pool to services during the report quarter who subsequently exhausted their benefits. 


 


b. Item 2. Average Compensated Duration.  Enter the average number of weeks compensated for 


profiled claimants who were first referred from the selection pool to services during the report 


quarter. This is calculated by adding up all weeks compensated for these individuals and dividing 


by the number of individuals. 


 


c. Item 3. Average Total Benefits Paid.  Enter the average benefits paid to those profiled and referred 


claimants in their benefit year who were first referred from the selection pool to services during 


the report quarter. 


 


d. Item 4. Base Period Wages.  Enter the total base period wages for all profiled and referred 


claimants who were first referred from the selection  pool during the report quarter. 


 


2. Section B. Employment Activity 


 


a. Item 1. Number Employed.  For each quarter, enter the number of profiled claimants who were 


first referred to services during the report quarter who were employed in the referenced quarter.  


Count each claimant in each quarter in which he/she was employed. 


 


b. Item 2. Base Period Wages.  For each quarter, enter the total amount of base period wages for all 


those in B.1. 


 


c. Item 3. Number Employed in Different Industry.  For each quarter, enter the number of claimants 


reported in B.1.  who were employed in an industry other than the industry of the base period 


employer.  The State may use either last employer or primary employer, whichever is customary 
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but should be consistent.  Industry comparison will be done at the two digit North American 


Industry Classification System (NAICS) level. 


 


d. Item 4. Wages Earned in Quarter.  For each quarter, enter the total amount of wages reported in 


the quarter for those in B.1.  Report wages in each quarter in which the claimant was employed.   
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ETA 9128 - REEMPLOYMENT SERVICES AND ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT WORKLOAD 


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


1. Number of Claimants Scheduled for Their First RESEA  


2. Number of RESEAs Scheduled  


3. Number of RESEAs Completed  


4. Number Reporting for Reemployment Services or Training  


5. Number Reporting for Reemployment Services  


6. Number Reporting for Training  


7. Number of Completed RESEAs Resulting in A Disqualification or Overpayment  


8. Number of Disqualifications for Separation Issues  


9. Number of Disqualifications for Able And Available Issues  


10. Number of Disqualifications for Disqualifying Income  


11. Number of Disqualifications for Refusal of Suitable Work  


12. Number of Disqualifications for Other Issues  


13. Number of Completed REAs Resulting in An Overpayment  


14. Dollar Amount of Overpayments Established  


15. Number of RESEAs for Which The Claimant Failed to Report  


16. Number of RESEAs Rescheduled Without Disqualification  


17. Number Disqualified for Failure to Report under Reporting Requirements  


18. Number Disqualified for Failure to Report under Issues Other Than Reporting 


Requirements 


 


19. Number of Overpayments for Failure to Report  


20. Dollar Amount of Overpayments for Failure to Report  


21. Number  Who Failed to Report and Were Not Disqualified or Rescheduled  


22. Number Who Failed to Report Who Returned to Work  


Comments: 


O M B No.: 1205-0456   O M B Expiration Date: 08/31/2019      Estimated Average Response Time: 15 minutes 


  


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments 


regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 


reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9128 report provides quarterly information on the Reemployment Services and Eligibility 


Assessment (RESEA) activities of claimants who are most likely to exhaust their Unemployment Insurance 


(UI) benefits and are selected to participate in the RESEA program.  RESEAs provide in-person service in 


American Job Centers for claimants including the development of an individualized work search plan, 


provision of appropriate labor market information (LMI) and reemployment services as appropriate.  The data 


on this report allows for evaluation and monitoring of the RESEA program. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The electronically submitted report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the second month 


following the quarter of reference (May 20, August 20, November 20, and February 20). 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Data on this report deals with individuals who are receiving regular UI and Unemployment Compensation for 


Federal Employees (UCFE) and who are selected for an RESEA.  Extended benefits programs are not 


included in this report.  State Workforce Agencies (SWAs) should ensure that systems are in place to collect 


information on service referrals.     


 


Data are reported for the quarter in which the activity occurred.  The activity being reported could occur in 


one or more quarters after the quarter in which the individual received a RESEA. 


 


Individuals are counted only once in any single service category for each RESEA as either referred and 


reporting to reemployment services and/or training.  


    


E. Item by Item Instructions 
 


1. Number of claimants scheduled for their first RESEA.  Enter the number of claimants who were 


scheduled for the first RESEA of their current benefit year during the report quarter.  If the claimant 


failed to report for the first RESEA of the current benefit year and has been rescheduled, the 


rescheduled RESEA should not be counted in this element. 


 


2. Number of RESEAs scheduled.  Enter the number of RESEAs for which an official notice was sent to 


the claimant instructing the claimant to report to the American Job Center.  This number includes both 


those scheduled RESEAs for which the claimant reported as directed, which are reported in item 3, and 


those scheduled RESEAs for which the claimant failed to report, which are reported in item 15.  It also 


includes rescheduled RESEAs for those claimants who failed to report.  It does not include those 


RESEAs for which the claimant cancelled in advance and which were rescheduled with no 


disqualification.  


  


3. Number of RESEAs completed.  Enter the number of completed RESEAs to which the claimant 


reported as directed.  Include RESEAs that were conducted for claimants who were rescheduled for an 


RESEA after missing an appointment.  The sum of item 3 and item 15 should equal item 2 over a 


series of calendar quarters as claimants may be scheduled in one quarter and report in a subsequent 


quarter.  


 


4. Number reporting for reemployment services or training.  Enter the number of claimants reporting for 


reemployment services or training as a direct result of a RESEA.  Each RESEA should result in a 


referral to reemployment services or training.  A claimant should be reported in this item for each 


completed RESEA  when s/he reports to reemployment services or training.  For each RESEA, 


claimants should be reported only once in items 5 or 6 below, not in both categories.  Item 4 is the sum 
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of item 5 and item 6.  If the claimant reported to both reemployment services and training the claimant 


should be counted in item 6 and not in item 5.   


 


5. Number reporting for reemployment services.  Enter the number of claimants reported in item 4 who 


reported for reemployment services, but not training, as a direct result of referral from a RESEA. 


 


6. Number reporting for training.  Enter the number of claimants reported in item 4 who reported for 


training as a direct result of a referral from a RESEA. 


 


7. Number of completed RESEAs resulting in a disqualification or overpayment.  Enter the number of 


completed RESEAs which result in a  disqualification or an overpayment is established.  RESEAs for 


which the claimant was both disqualified and had an overpayment should only be counted once for each 


RESEA. Likewise, RESEAs for which there were multiple disqualifications should only be counted 


once in this item.  The disqualification or overpayment must be the direct result of the completed 


RESEA. 


 


8. Number of disqualifications for separation issues.  Enter the number of disqualifications that were 


issued based on separation issues that were identified during an RESEA. 


 


9. Number of disqualifications for able and available issues.  Enter the number of disqualifications that 


were issued based on able and available issues that were identified during an RESEA. 


 


10. Number of disqualifications for disqualifying income.  Enter the number of disqualifications that were 


issued based on disqualifying income that was identified during an RESEA. 


 


11. Number of disqualifications for refusal of suitable work.  Enter the number of disqualifications that 


were issued based on the refusal of suitable work or refusal of a referral to suitable work that was 


identified during an RESEA. 


 


12. Number of disqualifications for other issues.  Enter the number of disqualifications that were issued 


based on an issue that was identified during an RESEA and is not covered in items 8 through 11. 


 


13. Number of completed RESEAs resulting in an overpayment.  Enter the number of completed RESEAs 


in which an overpayment was identified as a direct result of the RESEA and officially established. 


 


14. Dollar amount of overpayments established.  Enter the total dollar amount of overpayments included in 


item 13. 


 


15. Number of RESEAs for which the claimant failed to report.  Enter the number of RESEAs for which a 


claimant was scheduled to report and failed to do so.  This number includes those claimants who were 


sent an official notice to report for an RESEA and who did not report as directed.  It includes claimants 


who failed to report and who were subsequently rescheduled for an RESEA at a different time. It does 


not include RESEAs that were cancelled in advance by the claimant and for which no disqualification 


was issued.  RESEAs counted in this item should also be counted in items 16, 17, 18, or 21. The sum of 


item 15 and item 3 should  equal item 2 over a series of calendar quarters as claimants may be 


scheduled in one quarter and fail to report in a subsequent quarter.   


 


16. Number of RESEAs rescheduled without disqualification.  Enter the number of RESEAs for which a 


claimant failed to report which were rescheduled without disqualification.  The rescheduled RESEAs 


should also be counted in item 2. 


 


17. Number disqualified for failure to report under reporting requirements.  Enter the number of RESEAs 


for which the claimant failed to report and for which the claimant was disqualified for failing to meet 


the reporting requirements of state law. 
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18. Number disqualified for failure to report under issues other than reporting requirements.  Enter the 


number of RESEAs for which the claimant failed to report and for which the claimant was disqualified 


for an issue other than the failure to report. 


 


19. Number of overpayments for failure to report.  Enter the number of RESEAs, counted in item 15, for 


which an overpayment was established due to the failure to report for the RESEA. 


 


20. Dollar amount of overpayments for failure to report.  Enter the total dollar amount of overpayments 


established in item 19 above. 


 


21. Number who failed to report and were not disqualified or rescheduled.  Enter the number of RESEAs 


for which the claimant failed to report and was neither disqualified nor rescheduled.  Claimants who 


were rescheduled and counted in item 16 should not be counted in item 21. 


 


22. Number who failed to report who returned to work.  Enter the number of claimants who failed to report, 


reported in item 21 above, as a result of having returned to work.  This information should be obtained 


from the National Directory of New Hires and may be augmented with information from other sources. 
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ETA 9129 – REEMPLOYMENT SERVICES AND ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES  


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE:  REGION:  REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING:  


1. Claimants Scheduled for at Least one RESEA During their Benefit Year 


a. Number Who Established a UI Benefit Year in the Report Quarter  


b. Total Weeks Compensated  


c. Total Benefits Paid  


d. Number of Disqualifications  


e. Number Exhausting  


f. Number Reemployed Within the Benefit Year   


g. Average Number of Weeks to Date of Reemployment  


h. Amount of Overpayments Established  


 


Comments: 


 


OMB No.:  1205-0456                OMB Expiration Date: 08/31/2019                      OMB Burden Hours: 30 


minutes 


 


OMB Burden Statement:  These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to obtain or retain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6).  Respondents 


have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 


collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office 


of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The Reemployment Services and Eligibility Assessment (RESEA) initiative provides funds to conduct in-


person assessments in the American Job Center which include:  an Unemployment Insurance (UI) continued 


eligibility review, the provision of individualized labor market information, development of a reemployment 


plan, and referral to reemployment services and/or training.  Assessments are to be provided to selected 


claimants who do not have a definite return-to-work date.   


   


The ETA 9129 report provides quarterly information on the UI and reemployment outcomes of claimants 


who are selected for RESEA activities. RESEAs provide in-person service in the American Job Center for 


applicants including the development of an individualized reemployment plan, appropriate labor market 


information (LMI) and referral to reemployment services.  The data on this report is used for evaluation and 


monitoring of the RESEA initiative.   


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The electronically submitted report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the fourteenth month 


following the quarter in which the claimants started their benefit year. 


 


Examples of time frames are given below: 


 


Benefit Year Beginning Quarter Due Date 


Jan – Mar 2011 May 20, 2012 


Apr – Jun 2011 Aug 20, 2012 


Jul – Sep 2011 Nov 20, 2012 


Oct – Dec 2011  Feb 20, 2013  


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Data on this report deals with individuals in the regular UI program (includes regular State UI and 


Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE) who are selected for an RESEA.   


   


E. Item by Item Instructions 
 


The ETA 9129 Report provides data about UI claimants who were selected for an RESEA after being 


profiled as likely to exhaust benefits and in need of career services.   


 


 


1. Claimants who were scheduled for at least one RESEA during the benefit year.  These are claimants 


who were scheduled for at least one RESEA during their benefit year or received a notice of RESEA 


participation. 


 


a. Number who established a UI benefit year in the report quarter.  Enter the number of claimants 


who were scheduled for at least one RESEA in the benefit year and who filed a claim and 


established a UI benefit year during the report quarter.  Include claimants who received a notice of 


RESEA participation but who were never actually scheduled for an RESEA. 


  


b. Total weeks compensated.  The number of weeks of regular UI benefits paid for those claimants 


reported in item 1.a. during their respective benefit years. This number includes weeks of partial 


payments. 


 


c. Total benefits paid.  The total dollar amount of regular UI benefits paid to those claimants reported 


in item 1.a. during their respective benefit years.  This number includes weeks of partial payments. 
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d. Number of disqualifications.  Enter total number of disqualifications for those claimants reported 


in item 1.a. during their respective benefit years.  This may include multiple disqualifications and 


should include disqualifications not associated with an RESEA.  


 


e. Number exhausting benefits.  Enter the number of claimants reported in item 1.a. who exhausted 


regular UI benefits. 


 


f. Number of claimants reemployed within the benefit year.  Enter the number of claimants reported 


in item 1.a. who became reemployed within the benefit year.  This information should be secured 


from the National Directory of New Hires and may be augmented with information from other 


sources. 


 


g. Average number of weeks to date of reemployment.  Enter the average number of weeks from the 


date of the initial claim to the date of reemployment for those claimants reported in item 1.f. as 


becoming reemployed during the benefit year. 


 


h. Amount of overpayments established.  The dollar amount of regular UI overpayments established 


during the benefit year.  This should include both overpayments associated with an RESEA and 


overpayments not associated with an RESEA.   
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ETA 9161 – SELF EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE (REGULAR PROGRAM) 


A.    Facsimile of Form 
 


ETA 9161: Self Employment Assistance 


 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


 


Section A: Claimants referred to SEA 


 


1. Claimants Participating in and Receiving Benefits from SEA  


2. Benefits Paid to all SEA Claimants  


3. Claimants in SEA who Discontinue Participation  


4. Claimants in SEA who Receive a Final Payment  


 


Section B: SEA Outcomes 


 


5. Number of Establishments created by SEA Claimants  


6. Cumulative Number of SEA Establishments Operating  


7. Individuals Employed by SEA Establishments  


8. Gross Revenues Earned by SEA Establishments  


9. Wages Paid to individuals by SEA Establishments  


 


 


Comments: 


  


OMB No.: 1205-0490 OMB Expiration Date: 12/31/2018         OMB Burden Minutes: 120 minutes 


 


OMB Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is required to retain or obtain benefits under SSA 303(a)(6) (42 U.S.C. 


503(a)) and Pub. L. 112-96 section 2183(b)(1).  Respondents have no expectation of confidentiality.  Send 


comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions 


for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S.4524, 200 


Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B.   Purpose 
 


The ETA 9161 report is intended to provide a description of the scope of activities states engage in supporting 


Self Employment Assistance (SEA) for UI Claimants in the Regular and Extended Benefits Programs.  It 


contains quarterly information on claimants who begin and exit the program. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal. 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the first day of the second month following each calendar 


quarter to which it relates.   


 


D. General Reporting Instructions. 
 


This report summarizes claimant activity in the SEA program.  Claimants subject to reporting include anyone 


who is eligible to receive a week of payment in the SEA program as administered by the state. There are 


program specific forms to accommodate reporting for SEA participants in the regular program and the 


Federal State Extended Benefits program.  States should ensure that reporting activity is recorded on the 


correct form by program type. 


 


 


States should ensure that they are able to capture the necessary outcome data from the SEA program as 


requested on the form.  In many cases, the only effective way to accomplish this is to build into the claimant’s 


SEA agreement a responsibility to follow up with the state and to provide data on the continued operation of 


their establishment, whether it employs people and what wages these people are paid, and what sorts of 


revenues the establishment may be generating.  States should not rely on UI wage records or state business 


tax records, as many self-employed individuals may not be represented in those systems and would go under-


reported.   


 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Establishment:  For the purposes of this report, states should use the definition of establishment provided by 


the Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Current Employment Statistics Survey.  An establishment is an 


economic unit, such as a factory, mine, store, or office that produces goods or services. It generally is at a 


single location and is engaged predominantly in one type of economic activity. Where a single location 


encompasses two or more distinct activities, these are treated as separate establishments, if separate payroll 


records are available, and the various activities are classified under different industry codes.   


 


F. Item by Item Instructions  
 


1. Claimants Participating in and Receiving Benefits from SEA: Provide the number of claimants who are 


part of the state’s SEA program and received at least one check during the reporting period.  Do not 


include counts of claimants who attended an orientation, or made inquiries about SEA or were referred 


to the program but never formally entered the program. Include counts of claimants who entered the 


program and received at least one payment but were subsequently disqualified due to eligibility issues.  


2. Benefits Paid to all SEA Claimants: Provide the total benefits paid during the report period to all 


claimants participating in the state SEA program. 


3. Claimants in SEA who Discontinue Participation: Enter the number of claimants who chose to leave 


the SEA program, or who were removed from the program due to eligibility issues.   


4. Claimants in SEA who Receive a Final Payment: Enter the number of claimants who entered the state 


SEA program and received a payment that reduced their account balance to zero in the program in 


which they are claiming benefits. 
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5. Number of Establishments created by SEA Claimants: Enter the number of establishments created by 


SEA claimants during the current reporting period. 


6. Number of SEA Establishments Continuing to Operate: Report the number of establishments that were 


created by claimants in the SEA program in prior reporting periods that continue to operate during the 


current reporting period. 


7. Individuals Employed by SEA Establishments: Report the number of people employed by SEA 


establishments identified in items 5 and 6 above.  Including the SEA participant in the total reported.   


8. Gross Revenues Earned by SEA Establishments: Report the gross revenues earned by SEA 


Establishments identified in items 5 and 6 above. 


9. Wages Paid by SEA Establishments: Report the amount of wages and compensation paid by the SEA 


Establishment to individuals, including the SEA participant, reported as employed by SEA 


establishments identified in items 5 and 6 above. 


 


G. Special Program Reporting 
 


1. Reporting Activities Under the EB Provisions. 


 


a. Special Reporting Requirements.  When a state that is operating an SEA program begins an 
extended benefit period under the Extended Benefit (EB) provisions of its state law, 
electronically report SEA EB program activities separately from regular UI SEA program 
activities 
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ETA 9050 - TIME LAPSE OF ALL FIRST PAYMENTS EXCEPT WORKSHARE  


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Intra-State Inter-State 


Total UI UCFE UCX Total UI UCFE UCX 


Total         


 <=7         


8-14         


15-21         


22-28         


29-35         


36-42         


43-49         


50-56         


57-63         


64-70         


 >70         


 


ETA 9050 - TIME LAPSE OF PARTIAL/PART TOTAL FIRST PAYMENTS 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Intra-State Inter-State 


Total UI UCFE UCX Total UI UCFE UCX 


Total         


 <=7         


8-14         


15-21         


22-28         


29-35         


36-42         
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43-49         


50-56         


57-63         


64-70         


 >70         


 


ETA 9050 - FIRST PAYMENT TIME LAPSE (WORKSHARE) 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time Lapse (Days) Workshare Claims 


Total  


0-7  


 8-14  


15-21  


22-28  


29-35  


36-42  


43-49  


50-56  


57-63  


64-70  


 >70  


 


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 30 minutes 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9050 report contains monthly information on first payment time lapse.  This report concerns the 


time it takes states to pay benefits to claimants for the first compensable week of unemployment.  Similar 


time lapse data was formerly reported in the ETA 5159 report.  That data addressed first payment time lapse 


for total unemployment only.  This report contains monthly time lapse data for all first payments, i.e., total, 


partial/part-total.  A separate section of this report is reserved for Workshare (Short-Time Compensation) 


first payments only.  Workshare will be reported separately and is excluded from that part of the report for 


"ALL" first payments. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the month following the month to which the data 


relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically.  


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


The First Payment Time Lapse measure requires that the state computer read the universe of all first payment 


records. These counts are categorized by Intrastate and Interstate claims payments and, within those 


categories, the number that are under the state UI program, Unemployment Compensation for Federal 


Employees (UCFE), and Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemembers (UCX).  While included 


under the “All” category the sub-category of partial/part-total first payment time lapse will also be reported 


using a separate entry screen.  These categories are further broken out by the number of first payments by 


program type and time lapse at seven day intervals. 


 


Workshare will be reported separately and is excluded from that part of the report for "ALL" first payments. 


 


 Includes total, partial/part-total first payments for new, additional and transitional claims. 


 


 Includes combined wage claims first payments reported in the appropriate category determined by the 


nature of the base period wages. 


 


 Includes offsets and intercepts. 


 


 Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment Assistance, 


and Trade Readjustment Allowances. 


 


 Excludes retroactive payment for a compensable waiting period. 


 


 Workshare will be reported separately and therefore is excluded from that part of  the report for "ALL" 


first payments.  


 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will follow the definitions for the ETA 5159 


found elsewhere in this handbook. 


 


1. Payment for First Compensable Week.  To be a first payment recorded on this report, it must be the payment 


for the earliest compensable week in the benefit year.  Such a payment must simultaneously conform to the 
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definitions for a payment, a compensable week, and first compensable week.  It is not automatically the 


first week paid; some benefit years will not have a payment for the first compensable week. 


 


a. Payments.  Benefit payments include total, partial and part-total payments, full or partial offsets to 


satisfy and outstanding overpayment, a child support intercept order or a food stamp over-


issuance, waiting weeks waived by a governor under a state law and compensated because of a 


legally recognized disaster, and payments resulting from the reversal of a single or multi-claimant 


adjudication by a lower or higher authority appeal decision or by a court decision. 


 


b. Compensable Week.  Claimants who are monetarily eligible or who have a pending monetary 


determination may claim--submit for payment or waiting-week credit—a week of unemployment 


for which they believe they meet the state’s weekly eligibility conditions.  A week with excessive 


earnings—enough to reduce the weekly benefit amount payment to zero—is considered a week of 


employment and not unemployment and thus is not a “week claimed.” 


 


 Most states require a week to be served as a waiting period week prior to receiving a first 


payment.  Claimants are required to meet all of the eligibility criteria to receive a benefit payment 


but the week is not a payable week. Some states will retroactively compensate the waiting week 


after the claimant has received payment for a number of weeks. 


 


c. First Compensable Week.  The first compensable week is the earliest compensable week claimed 


in the benefit year. 


 


1) This will normally be the first week in the claims series in non-waiting week states and the 


second week in the claims series in waiting week states.   


 


2) If two or more weeks of benefits at the beginning of the claims series are paid at the same 


time (whether by separate checks or by one check), then the earliest week-ending date in 


the benefit year is the starting date for measuring the timeliness of the first payment.   


3) The normal situation in (1) will not occur if the claimant is disqualified by nonmonetary 


denial or penalty for what would have been the waiting week or the usual first compensable 


week.  In either of these situations, no payment for a first compensable week is reported on 


the 9050 report; instead, the first week paid is a continued week and reported on the 9051 


report. 


 


4) If the waiting-week denial is later reversed on appeal, it may be either paid (if the claimant 


had already served a waiting week) or used for waiting week credit.  If it is paid, it becomes 


a payment for the first compensable week.  


 


5) In summary, in waiting week states, if the first week in the series is credited as a waiting 


week, the second week is the first compensable week.  If any other week is credited as a 


waiting week, the very first week in the claim series becomes the first compensable week 


unless the claimant had excessive earnings. 


 


The table below provides instructions for determining which weeks would be reported as first compensable 


weeks (for first payment time lapse) and continued weeks (for continued weeks time lapse) under some 


common scenarios in waiting week and non-waiting week states. 


 


Scenarios for Waiting Week States 


# Scenarios Claimed Weeks 


 Scenarios for reporting 


paid weeks time lapse.  


Payments for weeks 


reversed on appeal shown 


Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week  4 Week 5 
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in parenthesis 


1 No Issue WW P-9050 P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 


2 


Week 1 denied; not 


appealed.  No first  


compensable week will ever 


be reported. 


D WW P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 


3 


Week 1 denied; reversed on 


appeal after claimant served 


waiting week in week 2.  


Week 1 reported as first 


compensable week after 


initial denial is reversed.   


D (r-9050) WW P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 


4 


All 4 weeks denied; no 


weeks allowed.  Claimant 


returned to work in week 5 


before receiving any 


payments.  Denials later 


reversed on appeal. Week 1 


is ww; week 2 is first 


compensable. 


D (r-WW) D (r-9050) D (r-9051) D (r-9051) NC 


5 


Week 1 not considered a 


week claimed because 


claimant had excess 


earnings.  Claims series 


begins in week 2.   


No WC; ex-


earn 
WW P-9050 P-9051 P-9051 


 


Scenarios for Non-Waiting Week States 


# Scenarios Claimed Weeks 


 Scenarios for reporting 


paid weeks time lapse.  


Payments for weeks 


reversed on appeal shown 


in parenthesis 


Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week  4 Week 5 


1 No issue P-9050 P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 


2 


Week 1 denied; not 


appealed.  No first 


compensable week will ever 


be reported. 


D P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 


3 


Week 1 denied; reversed on 


appeal.  Week 1 reported as 


first compensable week after 


initial denial is reversed.   


D (r-9050) P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 


4 


All 4 weeks denied; no 


weeks allowed.  Claimant 


returned to work in week 5 


before receiving any 


payments.  Denials later 


reversed on appeal. Week 1 


is first compensable. 


D (r-9050) D (r-9051) D (r-9051) D (r-9051) NC 


5 


Week 1 not considered a 


week claimed because 


claimant had excess 


earnings.  Claims series 


begins in week 2.   


No WC; ex-


earn 
P-9050 P-9051 P-9051 P-9051 
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Above Tables Legend 


WW Waiting Week 


WC Week Claimed 


P Paid Week 


D Denied Week because of Nonmonetary Issue 


R Week Reversed on Appeal 


NC Not Claimed 


 


2. First Payment Time Lapse.  A measurement of the number of days from the week ending date of the first 


compensable week in the benefit year to the date the payment is (a) made in person, or (b) mailed, or (c) 


released to the financial institution/entity responsible for depositing the benefit payment into the UI 


beneficiary’s account as a direct deposit or for access through a debit card, or (d) used as an offset, or (e) 


intercepted.   


 


3. Mail Date.  The mail date is the date the State Workforce Agency (SWA) actually mails the first payment to 


the claimant.  SWAs determine the mail date and provide DOL with its procedure(s) to derive it.   


When multiple weeks are paid at the same time, the earliest week is reported as the first payment. 


 


4. Joint Claims.  Claims involving (1) a combination of state unemployment trust funds and Federal program 


funds or (2) a combination of Federal program funds.  


 


Includes claims with state UI in combination with UCFE and/or UCX employment and wages 


(UI/UCFE/UCX, UI/UCFE, or UI/UCX) and UCFE claims in combination with UCX employment 


and wages (UCFE/UCX). 


                                               


Excludes claims that do not include a combination of state UI and UCFE and/or UCX employment 


and wages or a combination of UCFE and UCX employment and wages.  


 


5. Partial/Part-Total Payments.  Payments that are reduced from the claimant's weekly benefit amount as a result 


of wages, commissions, bonuses, tips or gratuities, back-pay awards, odd jobs or self-employment income.  


  


6. Total Payments.  Payments for weeks of total unemployment in which the claimant received a full weekly 


benefit check that is not reduced as a result of wages, commissions, bonuses, tips or gratuities, back-pay 


awards, odd jobs or self-employment income.   


 


7. State Unemployment Insurance (UI).  A state program that provides benefits to individuals financed (1) 


wholly from state trust funds (UI) or (2) partially from state trust funds and partially from UCFE and/or 


UCX program funds (joint UI/UCFE, UI/UCX, UI/UCFE/UCX claim). 


 


8. Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE).  A Federal program that provides benefits to 


individuals based on Federal civilian service. 


 


Includes claims based (1) wholly on Federal civilian service (UCFE, no UI) or (2) partially on Federal 


civilian service and partially on Federal military service  (UCFE/UCX) claim.   


 


Excludes claims funded partially from state trust funds.   


 


9. Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemembers (UCX).  A Federal program that provides benefits to 


individuals based on Federal military service. 


 Includes claims based wholly on Federal military service (UCX only). 


 


 Excludes claims funded partially from state trust funds and/or Federal civilian service. 
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10. Workshare (Short-Time Compensation (STC) Program).  A state program which is an alternative to 


employee layoffs, whereby a group of workers simply work shorter work weeks and are compensated for 


their lost work time with partial benefits.  Such benefits are payable to these individuals as a percentage of 


their weekly benefit amount equivalent to the percentage of work hours reduced.  Benefits would not be 


payable to these workers under a state's normal partial benefits formula.  To participate in the Workshare or 


STC program employers must submit their plans to the state agency for approval. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Enter in each column and time lapse interval all first payments made during the report period for Intrastate 


and Interstate claims.  Workshare first payments are reported separately. 


 


1. All Intrastate First Payments.  (Includes Total and Partial/Part-Total Payments) 


 


a. Column 1, Total Intrastate First Payments.  Enter under column 1 the total number of all Intrastate 


first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total reported in this column 


equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Intrastate First Payments.  Enter under column 2 the total number of all state UI 


Intrastate first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments 


represent state UI only and state UI in combination with UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Intrastate First Payments.  Enter under column 3 the total number of all UCFE 


Intrastate first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments 


represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Intrastate First Payments.  Enter under column 4 the total number of all UCX 


Intrastate first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments 


represent UCX only. 


 


2. All Interstate First Payments.  (Includes Total and Partial/Part-Total Payments) 


 


a. Column 1, Total Interstate First Payments.  Enter under column 1 the total number of all Interstate 


first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total reported in this column 


equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Interstate First Payments.  Enter under column 2 the total number of all state UI 


Interstate first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments 


represent state UI only and state UI in combination with UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Interstate First Payments.  Enter under column 3 the total number of all UCFE 


Interstate first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments 


represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Interstate First Payments.  Enter under column 4 the total number of all UCX 


Interstate first payments and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments 


represent UCX only. 


 


3. Intrastate Partial/Part-Total First Payments Only. 


 


a. Column 1, Total Intrastate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 1 the total 


number of all Intrastate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 
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b. Column 2, UI Intrastate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 2 the total number 


of all state UI Intrastate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval. These payments represent state UI only and state UI in combination with UCFE and/or 


UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Intrastate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 3 the total 


number of all UCFE Intrastate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with UCX (joint 


claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Intrastate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 4 the total 


number of all UCX Intrastate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCX only. 


 


4. Interstate Partial/Part-Total First Payments Only. 


 


a. Column 1, Total Interstate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 1 the total 


number of all Interstate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Interstate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 2 the total number 


of all state UI Interstate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  These payments represent state UI only and state UI in combination with UCFE and/or 


UCX (joint claims). 


c. Column 3, UCFE Interstate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 3 the total 


number of all UCFE Interstate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with UCX (joint 


claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Interstate Partial/Part-Total First Payments.  Enter under column 4 the total 


number of all UCX Interstate partial/part-total first payments and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCX only. 


 


5. Workshare First Payments. 


 


a. First Payments.  Enter the total number of all Workshare first payments and individual totals for 


each time lapse interval.    


 


 


6. Comments.  Explain in the comments area significant variations in time lapse in benefit payments from levels 


in the prior period or the same period one year ago. 


 


a. Administrative Factors.  Describe administrative factors, such as changes in operating procedures, 


issuance of rules and regulations, and staff turnover.  These may affect data reported in such a way 


that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or with current reports from other state 


agencies. 


 


b. Legal Factors.  Describe legal factors, such as new laws or policies.  These may affect data 


reported in such a way that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or on current 


reports from other state agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors.  Describe economic factors which may affect data reported in such a way that 


conditions will be reflected in any of the tabulations.  Cover such factors affecting benefit payment 


time lapse, e.g., mass layoffs and seasonal fluctuations in employment.     
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ETA 9051 - TIME LAPSE COUNTS FOR ALL CONTINUED WEEKS COMPENSATED  


A. Facsimile of Form 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Intra-State Inter-State 


Total UI UCFE UCX Total UI UCFE UCX 


Total         


 <=7         


 8-14         


15-21         


22-28         


29-35         


36-42         


43-49         


50-56         


57-63         


64-70         


 >70         


 


ETA 9051 - TIME LAPSE FOR CONTINUED WEEKS: PARTIAL/PART TOTAL PAYMENTS 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Intra-State Inter-State 


Total UI UCFE UCX Total UI UCFE UCX 


Total         


 <=7         


 8-14         


15-21         


22-28         


29-35         


36-42         


43-49         
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50-56         


57-63         


64-70         


 >70         


 


 


 


ETA 9051 - CONTINUED CLAIMS TIME LAPSE (WORKSHARE) 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time Lapse (Days) Workshare Claims 


Total  


0-7  


 8-14  


15-21  


22-28  


29-35  


36-42  


43-49  


50-56  


57-63  


64-70  


 >70  


 


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 30 minutes 


  


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210.  
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9051 report contains monthly information on continued weeks compensated time lapse.  This report 


concerns the time it takes states to pay benefits to claimants for compensable weeks of unemployment other 


than the "first payment."  Continued weeks compensated time lapse data was not formerly reported.  This 


report contains monthly time lapse data for all continued weeks compensated, i.e., total, partial/part-total.  A 


separate entry screen will be used for a breakout of partial/part-total continued weeks compensated.  


Workshare (Short-Time Compensation) continued weeks compensated will be reported on a third entry 


screen.  Workshare continued weeks compensated are not reported in the total count of "All" continued weeks 


compensated.  


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the month following the month to which the data 


relate.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


The Continued Weeks Compensated Time Lapse measure requires that the state computer read the universe 


of all weeks compensated records and exclude first payments.  These counts are categorized by Intrastate and 


Interstate claims and, within those categories, the number that are compensated under the state UI program, 


Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE), and Unemployment Compensation for Ex-


Servicemembers (UCX).  While included under the “All” category the sub-category of partial/part-total 


continued weeks compensated will also be reported.  These categories are further broken out by the number 


of continued weeks compensated by program type and time lapse at seven-day intervals.   


 


  Includes total, partial/part-total continued weeks compensated. 


 


  Includes combined wage claims continued weeks compensated reported in the appropriate 


category determined by the nature of the base-period wages. 


 


  Includes offsets and intercepts. 


 


  Excludes retroactive payment for a compensable waiting period. 


 


  Excludes episodic compensation programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance, and Trade Readjustment Allowances. 


 


  Excludes adjustments.  


 


  Excludes workshare claims.  Workshare will be reported separately and is excluded from that part 


of the report for "ALL" continued weeks compensated. 


Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports Users Manual, 


Appendix C. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will follow the definitions for the ETA 5159 and 


the ETA 9050 found elsewhere in this handbook. 


 


1. Continued Weeks Compensated.  For purposes of this report, these are payments for weeks of 


unemployment subsequent to the payment for the first compensable week in a benefit year. 
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Includes total, partial/part-total payments, full or partial offsets to satisfy an outstanding overpayment, 


a child support intercept order or a food stamp overissuance, and payments resulting from the reversal 


of a single or multi-claimant adjudication by a lower or higher authority appeal decision or by a court 


decision. 


 


Excludes all adjustment payments for a previously paid week.  For discussion of determining the first 


compensable week, see 9050, E.1.  


 


2. Continued Weeks Compensated Time Lapse.  The number of days from the end of the continued week 


to the date the payment is made in-person, mailed or offset or an intercept is applied on a claim.   


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Enter in each column and time lapse interval all continued weeks compensated made during the report period 


for Intrastate and Interstate claims.  Workshare continued weeks compensated are reported separately. 


 


1. All Intrastate Continued Weeks Compensated. (Includes Total and Partial/Part-Total Payments)     


 


a. Column 1, Total Intrastate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 1 the total 


number of all Intrastate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Intrastate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 2 the total number 


of all state UI Intrastate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  These payments represent state UI only and state UI in combination with UCFE and/or 


UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Intrastate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 3 the total 


number of all UCFE Intrastate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with UCX (joint 


claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Intrastate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 4 the total 


number of all UCX Intrastate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCX only. 


 


2. All Interstate Continued Weeks Compensated. (Includes Total and Partial/Part-Total Payments) 


 


a. Column 1, Total Interstate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 1 the total 


number of all Interstate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Interstate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 2 the total 


number of all state UI Interstate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each 


time lapse interval.  These payments represent state UI only and state UI in combination with 


UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Interstate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 3 the total 


number of all UCFE Interstate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with UCX 


(joint claims). 
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d. Column 4, UCX Interstate Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 4 the total 


number of all UCX Interstate continued weeks compensated and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These payments represent UCX only. 


 


3. Intrastate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated Only. 


 


a. Column 1, Total Intrastate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 


1 the total number of all Intrastate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated and individual 


totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 


3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Intrastate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated. Enter under column 2 


the total number of all State UI Intrastate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated and 


individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments represent State UI only and State UI 


in combination with UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Intrastate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under 


column 3 the total number of all UCFE Intrastate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated 


and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments represent UCFE only and 


UCFE in combination with UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Intrastate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 


4 the total number of all UCX Intrastate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated and 


individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments represent UCX only. 


 


4. Interstate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated Only. 


 


a. Column 1, Total Interstate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 


1 the total number of all Interstate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated and individual 


totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 


3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Interstate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated. Enter under column 2 


the total number of all State UI Interstate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated and 


individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments represent state UI only and state UI 


in combination with UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Interstate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under 


column 3 the total number of all UCFE Interstate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated 


and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments represent UCFE only and 


UCFE in combination with UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Interstate Partial/Part-Total Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter under column 


4 the total number of all UCX Interstate partial/part-total continued weeks compensated and 


individual totals for each time lapse interval.  These payments represent UCX only. 


 


5. Workshare Continued Weeks Compensated.  Enter the total number of all Workshare continued weeks 


compensated and individual totals for each time lapse interval.    


 


6. Comments.  Explain in the comments area significant variations in time lapse in benefit payments from 


levels in the prior period or the same period one year ago. 


 


a. Administrative Factors.  Describe administrative factors, such as changes in operating procedures, 


issuance of rules and regulations, and staff turnover.  These may affect data reported in such a way 
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that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or with current reports from other State 


agencies. 


 


b. Legal Factors.  Describe legal factors, such as new laws or policies.  These may affect data 


reported in such a way that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or on current 


reports from other State agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors.  Describe economic factors which may affect data reported in such a way that 


conditions will be reflected in any of the tabulations.  Cover such factors affecting benefit payment 


time lapse, e.g., mass layoffs and seasonal fluctuations in employment. 
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ETA 9052 - NONMONETARY DETERMINATION TIME LAPSE DETECTION 


A. Facsimile of Form 


DATE 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


SECTION A.  SEPARATION ISSUES 


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Intra-State Inter-State 


Total 


(1) 


UI 


(2) 


UCFE 


(3) 


UCX 


(4) 


Total 


(1) 


UI 


(2) 


UCFE 


(3) 


UCX 


(4) 


Total         


 <=7         


8-14         


15-21         


22-28         


29-35         


36-42         


43-49         


50-56         


57-63         


64-70         


 >70         


SECTION B.  NON-SEPARATION ISSUES 


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Intra-State Inter-State 


Total 


(1) 


UI 


(2) 


UCFE 


(3) 


UCX 


(4) 


Total 


(1) 


UI 


(2) 


UCFE 


(3) 


UCX 


(4) 


Total         


 <=7         


8-14         


15-21         


22-28         
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29-35         


36-42         


43-49         


50-56         


57-63         


64-70         


 >70         


 


SECTION C.  MULTI-CLAIMANT ISSUES 


Time 


Lapse 


(Days) 


Total 


(1) 


Multi-claimant 


Labor Disputes 


(2) 


Multi-claimant 


"Other" 


(3) 


Total    


 <=7    


8-14    


15-21    


22-28    


29-35    


36-42    


43-49    


50-56    


57-63    


64-70    


 >70    


 


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 1 hour 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 
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estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9052 report contains monthly information on the time it take states to issue nonmonetary 


determinations from the date the issues are first detected by the agency. Single-claimant and multi-claimant 


nonmonetary determinations are included in the report.  Nonmonetary determinations made by organizational 


units such as Benefits Accuracy Measurement (BAM) and Benefit Payment Control (BPC) are also included 


in the report.  Note: Overpayment notices on uncontested earnings detected by any method (e.g., crossmatch) 


should not be included.   A separate section of this report is reserved for multi-claimant determinations only.   


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the month following the month to which the data 


relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


The Nonmonetary Determination Time Lapse measure requires that the state computer read the universe of 


all nonmonetary determination records.  These counts are categorized by Intrastate and Interstate 


Nonmonetary Determinations and, within those categories, by the number that are under the state UI program, 


the Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE) program, and Unemployment 


Compensation for Ex-servicemembers (UCX) program.  These categories are further divided by nonmonetary 


determination time lapse for single-claimant separation and nonseparation issues versus multi-claimant issues.  


These figures will be equivalent to those reported on the ETA 207 respectively. 


 


1. Excludes overpayment notices on uncontested earnings detected by any method (e.g., crossmatch). 


 


2. Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment Assistance, 


and Trade Readjustment Allowances. 


 


3. Excludes Nonmonetary Redeterminations. 


 


4. Other exclusions are described in HB 401, ETA 207, Nonmonetary Determination Activities (see E.b). 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will be the same definitions used for the ETA 


207 and ETA 9050 found elsewhere in this handbook. 


 


1. Nonmonetary Determinations Time Lapse.   The number of days from the date an issue is first detected 


on a claim to the date on the determination. 


 


2. Issue Detection Date. The earliest date that the agency, including organizational units such as BAM, 


BPC and any department that works on behalf of UI, is in possession of information indicating the 


existence of a nonmonetary issue. 


 


a. New, Additional, or Reopened Claims. 


 


 The issue detection date is the date the new, additional, or reopened claim is filed.  If no issue 


exists at the time a claim is filed but information is later received that presents an issue, then the 


issue detection date is the date this information is received by the agency. 


 


 The exception to the above is a case where the claimant fails to file a timely certification and the 


state has a policy of waiting for a week to be claimed prior to making a determination.  In such 
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cases, the detection date for the original unresolved issue(s) is the date the claimant subsequently 


files an additional or reopened claim. 


 


 In either case described above, if the adjudicator establishes that no issue exists, there is no 


reportable nonmonetary determination. 


 


b. Continued Weeks Claimed.  Examples of issue detection date: 


 


1) Continued claims filed by mail are optically scanned or processed by a voice response unit 


(VRU).  A claimant reports that he/she was not able and available for work during the week 


for which he/she is claiming benefits.  The optical scanner or voice response unit flags the 


claim with an issue.  An adjudicator confirms the issue.  If the certification is scanned or 


processed by the VRU during normal business hours, the date the continued week claim is 


flagged is the issue detection date.  If the certification is scanned or processed by the VRU 


after normal business hours, the next business day is the issue detection date.  If the 


adjudicator establishes that no issue actually exists, there is no reportable determination.     


 


2) Same situation as in example 1 except that the claimant answers all weekly certification 


questions in a manner that does not raise an issue.  However, the claimant adds information 


that is read by the agency's optical scanner or recognized by the VRU as an exception to 


normal processing.  The claim is flagged and referred to an adjudicator.  The adjudicator 


confirms that there is an issue and the week(s) to which it applies.  If the certification is 


scanned or processed by the VRU during normal business hours, the date the continued 


claim is flagged is the issue detection date.  If the certification is scanned or processed by 


the VRU after normal business hours, the next business day is the issue detection date.  If 


the adjudicator establishes that no issue exists, there is no reportable determination.     


3) The claimant is in a continuous weekly/biweekly filing status and the agency receives 


information that presents an issue by letter or telephone call (other than VRU).  The date 


the agency received the information is the issue detection date.  The agency should keep a 


record of the date and time of call and include such information in the claim file for quality 


and data validation purposes. 


 


4) The claimant is in a continuous weekly/biweekly filing status and an issue is raised in-


person by the claimant or another party.  The date the issue is raised (in-person) is the issue 


detection date. 


 


5) A unit of the agency (BPC, BAM, Appeals, etc.) discovers an issue during the course of its 


work and refers the issue to the adjudication unit or to some other unit for action.  The issue 


detection date is the date the unit discovered the issue and not the date the other unit within 


the agency receives the referred issue. 


 


3. Date of Determination.  The date printed on the determination notice, or, if no notice is required, the 


date payment is authorized, waiting week credit is given, or an offset is applied. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Enter in each column and time lapse interval the number of nonmonetary determinations made during the 


report period representing the number of days from the date an issue is first detected on a claim to the date on 


the determination. 


 


1. All Intrastate Single Claimant Separations. 
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a. Column 1, Total Intrastate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 1 the total number of 


all Intrastate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


 


b. Column 2, UI Intrastate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 2 the total number of 


all state UI Intrastate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval. These determinations represent state UI only and state UI in combination with 


UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).  


  


c. Column 3, UCFE Intrastate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 3 the total number 


of all UCFE Intrastate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each 


time lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with 


UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Intrastate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 4 the total number of 


all UCX Intrastate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCX only. 


 


2. All Interstate Single Claimant Separations.   


 


a. Column 1, Total Interstate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 1 the total number of 


all Interstate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each time lapse 


interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


 


b. Column 2, UI Interstate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 2 the total number of 


all state UI Interstate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These determinations represent state UI only and state UI in combination with 


UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Interstate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 3 the total number 


of all UCFE Interstate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each 


time lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCFE only and UCFE in combination with 


UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Interstate Single Claimant Separations.  Enter under column 4 the total number of 


all UCX Interstate single claimant separation determinations and individual totals for each time 


lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCX only. 


 


3. All Intrastate Single Claimant Nonseparations.   


 


a. Column 1, Total Intrastate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 1 the total 


number of all Intrastate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals for 


each time lapse interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Intrastate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 2 the total number 


of all state UI Intrastate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals for 


each time lapse interval.  These determinations represent state UI only and state UI in combination 


with UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Intrastate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 3 the total 


number of all UCFE Intrastate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals 


for each time lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCFE only and UCFE in 


combination with UCX (joint claims). 
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d. Column 4, UCX Intrastate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 4 the total 


number of all UCX Intrastate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals 


for each time lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCX only. 


 


4. All Interstate Single Claimant Nonseparations.   


 


a. Column 1, Total Interstate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 1 the total 


number of all Interstate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals for 


each time lapse interval.  Each total reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2, 3, and 4. 


      


b. Column 2, UI Interstate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 2 the total number 


of all state UI Interstate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals for 


each time lapse interval.  These determinations represent state UI only and state UI in combination 


with UCFE and/or UCX (joint claims).   


 


c. Column 3, UCFE Interstate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 3 the total 


number of all UCFE Interstate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals 


for each time lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCFE only and UCFE in 


combination with UCX (joint claims). 


 


d. Column 4, UCX Interstate Single Claimant Nonseparations.  Enter under column 4 the total 


number of all UCX Interstate single claimant nonseparation determinations and individual totals 


for each time lapse interval.  These determinations represent UCX only. 


 


5. All Multi-claimant Determinations.  Report only one multi-claimant determination based on a single 


set of facts which apply to two or more similarly situated individuals and which may result in the 


issuance of one or more notices, depending upon the number of individual claimants involved. 


 


a. Column 1, Total Multi-claimant Determinations.  Enter under column 1 the total number of all 


multi-claimant determinations and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total 


reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2 and 3. 


      


b. Column 2, Labor Dispute.  Enter under column 2 the total number of all multi-claimant 


determinations resulting from labor disputes and individual totals for each time lapse interval.    


 


c. Column 3, Other Multi-claimant Determinations.  Enter under column 3 the total number of all 


other multi-claimant determinations not involving labor disputes and individual totals for each 


time lapse interval. 


 


6. Comments.  Explain in the comments area significant variations in time lapse in nonmonetary 


determinations from levels in the prior period or the same period one year ago.  


 


a. Administrative Factors.  Describe administrative factors, such as changes in operating procedures, 


issuance of rules and regulations, and staff turnover.  These may affect data reported in such a way 


that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or with current reports from other state 


agencies. 


 


b. Legal Factors.  Describe legal factors, such as new laws or policies.  These may affect data 


reported in such a way that they cannot be compared with data from prior reports or on current 


reports from other state agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors.  Describe economic factors which may affect data reported in such a way that 


conditions will be reflected in any of the tabulations.  Cover such factors affecting nonmonetary 


determinations time lapse, e.g., mass or prolonged unemployment.   
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G. Checking the Report 
 


1. Single Claimant Determinations. 


 


a. The total for each column should equal the sum of all time lapse intervals within the column.   


 


b. Column 1 should equal the sum of columns 2, 3 and 4. 


 


2. Multi-claimant Determinations. 


 


a. The total for each column should equal the sum of all time lapse intervals within the column.   


 


b. Column 1 should equal the sum of columns 2 and 3. 
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ETA 9054 - APPEALS TIME LAPSE 


A. Facsimile of Form 
ETA 9054L - LOWER AUTHORITY APPEALS TIME LAPSE 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time Lapse (Days) Total Intrastate Interstate 


Total    


<=30    


31-45    


45-60    


61-75    


76-90    


 91-120    


  >120    


ETA 9054H - HIGHER AUTHORITY APPEALS TIME LAPSE 


Time Lapse (Days) Total Intrastate Interstate 


Total    


<=45    


46-60    


61-75    


76-90    


 91-120    


121-150    


151-180    


181-210    


211-240    


241-270    


271-300    


301-330    


331-360    


  >360    


Comments: 


O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 30 minutes 


  


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 
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estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9054 report contains monthly information on the time it take states to issue lower authority and 


higher authority appeals decisions from the date the request for a lower authority hearing or a higher authority 


appeal is filed to the date on the decision. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the month following the month to which the data 


relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Appeals Time Lapse measures require that the state report the universe of all appeals to derive counts of the 


number of records for both Intrastate and Interstate claims.  Edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, 


Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


1. Lower Authority Appeals Time Lapse 


 


a. Includes remanded and reopened cases.  If a case is remanded from higher authority appeals for a 


new hearing and decision by the lower authority, time lapse begins on the date the case is 


remanded from the higher authority. 


 


b.  Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance, and Trade Readjustment Allowances. 


 


2. Higher Authority Appeals Time Lapse 


 


a. Includes remanded and reopened cases.  If a case is remanded or reopened to the lower authority 


for additional evidence and will be returned to the higher authority for a decision, the higher 


authority time lapse measurement continues without interruption.  If a case is remanded to the 


lower authority for a new hearing and decision, the higher authority time lapse stops at that 


point because it is considered a decision. 


 


b. Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance, and Trade Readjustment Allowances. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will follow the definitions for the ETA 5130 


found elsewhere in this handbook. 


 


3. Date Appeal Filed.  Generally, this will be date on which an appeal was filed by mail or in person.  


State law may consider a dated postmark or dated private postal meter to be the date of filing.  


However, a dated postmark is frequently not available.  In this case, a date on the appeal request 


should be used.  If this is also not available, then the date one day prior to receipt by the agency may 


be used.  The agency authorized to accept appeals may be the local office, the lower or higher 


authority appeals unit, or any other agency or person authorized to accept appeals on behalf of the 


appeals authority. 


 


4. Decision Date.  The date the decision was mailed to the interested parties concerned. 
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F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Enter the total number of lower authority and higher authority appeals decisions issued for the report period 


in the appropriate Intrastate or Interstate column and individual totals for each time lapse interval. 


 


1. All Intrastate/Interstate Lower Authority Appeals Time Lapse.   


 


a. Column 1, Total Decisions.  Enter under column 1 the total number of all Intrastate and Interstate 


lower authority appeals decisions and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total 


reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2 and 3. 


 


b. Column 2, Intrastate Decisions.  Enter under column 2 the total number of all Intrastate lower 


authority appeals decisions and individual totals for each time lapse interval.   


 


c. Column 3, Interstate Decisions.  Enter under column 3 the total number of all Interstate lower 


authority appeals decisions and individual totals for each time lapse interval. 


 


2. All Intrastate/Interstate Higher Authority Appeals Time Lapse.   


 


a. Column 1, Total Decisions.  Enter under column 1 the total number of all Intrastate and Interstate 


higher authority appeals decisions and individual totals for each time lapse interval.  Each total 


reported in this column equals the sum of columns 2 and 3. 


 


b. Column 2, Intrastate Decisions.  Enter under column 2 the total number of all Intrastate higher 


authority appeals decisions and individual totals for each time lapse interval.   


 


c. Column 3, Interstate Decisions.  Enter under column 3 the total number of all Interstate higher 


authority appeals decisions and individual totals for each time lapse interval. 


 


3. Comments.  Explain in the comments area significant variations in time lapse in lower and higher 


authority appeals decisions from levels in the prior period or the same period one year ago. 


 


a. Administrative Factors.  Describe administrative factors, such as changes in operating procedures, 


issuance of rules and regulations, staff turnover, change in administrative policies, precedent 


decisions, and increase or decrease in initial determinations, which may affect data reported in 


such a way that they will lack comparability with the data on prior reports or on current reports 


submitted by other state agencies. 


 


b. Legal Factors.  Describe legal factors, such as new laws or amendments or change in interpretation 


of existing laws, which may affect the data reported in such a way that they cannot be compared 


with data from prior reports or on current reports from other state agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors.  Describe economic factors which may affect data reported. 
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ETA 9055 APPEALS CASE AGING  


A. Facsimile of Form 
ETA 9055L - LOWER AUTHORITY APPEALS, CASE AGING 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time Lapse Days Appeals 


Total Pending Cases  


<=25  


26-40  


41-90  


 91-120  


121-180  


181-360  


 >360  


  Time Lapse (Days) 


Average Age  


Median Age  


 


Comments: 


ETA 9055H - HIGHER AUTHORITY APPEALS, CASE AGING 


STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Time Lapse Days Appeals 


Total Pending Cases  


<=40  


41-70  


 71-120  


121-180  


181-360  


 >360  


  Time Lapse (Days) 


Average Age  


Median Age  


 


Comments: 
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O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 1 hour 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9055 report gathers monthly information on the inventory of lower authority and higher authority 


single claimant appeals cases that have been filed but not decided.  Appeals case aging provides information 


about the number of days from the date an appeal was filed through the end of the month covered by the 


report.  Also included are the average and median ages of the pending single claimant appeals cases. 


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the month following the month to which the data 


relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Appeals Case Aging measures require states to report data on the universe of all single claimant appeals cases 


that have not been decided prior to the end of the reporting period.  Edit checks can be found in Handbook 


402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 


 


4. Pending Lower Authority Single Claimant Appeals Case Aging. 


 


a. Includes all lower authority single claimant appeals cases, including those remanded by the higher 


authority for a hearing and decision and reopened appeals cases not decided at the end of the 


month. 


 


b. Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance, and Trade Readjustment Allowances. Also excludes pending multi-claimant appeals 


cases (See F.3.d. below for further instructions about pending multi-claimant appeals cases).   


 


5. Pending Higher Authority Single Claimant Appeals Case Aging. 


 


a. Includes all higher authority single claimant appeals cases, including remanded and reopened 


appeals cases, not decided at the end of the month.  An appeals case that has been remanded to the 


lower authority for additional evidence and will be returned to the higher authority for a decision 


is reported in this inventory.  An appeals case that has been remanded to the lower authority for a 


new hearing and decision is not a pending higher authority appeals case and should not be counted 


as such.  


  


 


 


b. Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance, and Trade Readjustment Allowances.  Also excludes pending multi-claimant appeals 


cases (See F.3.d. below for further instructions about pending multi-claimant appeals cases). 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will follow the definitions for the ETA 5130 


found elsewhere in this handbook. 


 


 


1. Pending Single Claimant Appeals Case Age.   


 


 The age of an appeals case is the date of the last day of the month being reported minus the date the 


appeal was filed.  
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2. Average Age of Pending Single Claimant Appeals Cases. 


 


 The total age of all pending appeals cases (lower or higher authority) divided by the total number of 


pending lower or higher authority appeals cases. 


 


 


3. Median Age of Pending Single Claimant Appeals Cases. 


 


If all of the pending appeals cases (lower or higher authority) are ranked from the lowest to the highest 


age, the median is the age of the case at the midpoint of the ranked cases.  If there are an odd number 


of cases (n), the median is the age of the [(n+1)/2]th case.  If there are an even number of cases (n), the 


median is the value midway between the age of the (n/2)th case and the [(n/2)+1]th case. 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Enter the number of single claimant appeals cases that fall within each category. 


 


 


1. Age of Pending Lower Authority Single Claimant Appeals Cases.   


 


a. Total Pending Lower Authority Single Claimant Appeals Cases.  Enter in the “Total” column of 


Section A, the total number of pending lower authority single claimant appeals cases and the 


individual totals for each pending appeals case age interval. 


 


 


2. Age of Pending Higher Authority Single Claimant Appeals Cases.   


 


a. Total Pending Higher Authority Single Claimant Appeals Cases.  Enter in the “Total” column of 


Section B, the total number of pending higher authority single claimant appeals cases and the 


individual totals for each pending appeals case age interval. 


 


3. Comments.    


Explain in the comments area significant variations in case aging in lower and higher authority 


appeals cases not decided from levels in the prior period or the same period one year ago.  In 


response to Item d. below, describe in the “Comments” section the inventory, if any, of pending 


multi-claimant appeals cases at the end of the reporting period.  Pending multi-claimant appeals 


cases should not be reported in Section A or B.   


 


a. Administrative Factors.  Describe administrative factors, such as changes in operating procedures, 


issuance of rules and regulations, staff turnover, change in administrative policies, and increase or 


decrease in initial determinations, which may affect data reported in such a way that they will lack 


comparability with the data on prior reports or on current reports submitted by other state 


agencies. 


 


b. Legal Factors.  Describe legal factors, such as new laws or amendments or change in interpretation 


of existing laws, which may affect the data reported in such a way that they cannot be compared 


with data from prior reports or on current reports from other state agencies. 


 


c. Economic Factors. Describe economic factors which may affect data reported. 


 


d. Pending Multi-Claimant Appeals Cases.  Describe the inventory of pending lower and higher 


authority multi-claimant appeals cases. 
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For example: 


 


At lower authority there are 3 groups of multi-claimant appeals cases pending; in one group, there 


are 150 claimants, in a second group, there are 40 claimants, and in a third group, there are 500 


claimants.  At higher authority, there is one group of multi-claimant appeals cases pending, and in 


that group, there are 250 claimants. 
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ETA 9056 - NONMONETARY DETERMINATION QUALITY DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT  


Section V-6 


 


A. Facsimile of Form .................................................................................................................................. V-6-262 


B. Purpose .................................................................................................................................................. V-6-264 


C. Due Date and Transmittal ...................................................................................................................... V-6-264 


D. General Reporting Instructions .............................................................................................................. V-6-264 


E. Definitions ............................................................................................................................................. V-6-265 


F. Data Collection Elements ...................................................................................................................... V-6-265 


G. Checking the Report .............................................................................................................................. V-6-265 
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ETA 9056 - NONMONETARY DETERMINATION QUALITY DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT  


A. Facsimile of Form 
 


 


 


1.   IDENTIFICATION #  00000 (5-digit sample sequence)  (skeleton field) 


 


 


 


2.   ISSUE CODE  (2-digit code)  (skeleton field) 


  


3.   CASE MATERIAL FOUND?   (Y/N)  (If “N”, remaining elements are left blank) 


  


4.   DATE ON DETERMINATION:    (mmddyyyy)  (skeleton field) 


  


5.   CORRECT DATE ON DETERMINATION?   (Y/N) 


  


6.   CORRECTED DATE ON DETERMINATION:    (mmddyyyy) 


  


7.   CORRECT ISSUE CODE?    (Y/N)  (If “Y”, then item 8 is blank) 


  


8.   IF ITEM 7 IS “N”, ENTER THE CORRECT CODE FROM BELOW.   


      (If no issue existed, enter “00”;  if a nonmonetary redetermination, enter “01”) 


  


SEPARATION 


 


NON-SEPARATIONS 


 


MULTI-


CLAIMANT 


  


10 Quit 


20 Discharge 


(MC) 


 


 


 


30 Able/Available 


31 Reporting Requirements 


40 Work Search 


50 Disq/Ded. Income 


60 Refusal of Work; Failure to 


Apply/Accept Referral 


70 JS Registration 


73 Profiling 


 


80 School Employee 


81 Alien 


82 Athlete 


83 Unemployment 


Status 


84 Seasonality 


85 Removal of DQ 


86 Fraud 


Administrative 


Penalty  


 


 


90 Labor 


Dispute 


99 Multi-Claimant 


(Other) 


 


 


 


 


  


9. INTRASTATE CLAIM?  (Y/N) 


  


10. PROGRAM TYPE:         UI         UCFE         UCX 


  


11. NONMONETARY DETERMINATION OUTCOME:         ALLOWED         DENIED 


  


12. OUTCOME REPORTED CORRECTLY?  (Y/N) 


  


13. SWA USE ONLY  


  


14. W/E DATE OF FIRST WEEK AFFECTED BY DETERMINATION:    (mmddyyyy)  (skeleton 


field) 


  


15. CORRECT WEEK ENDING DATE?   (Y/N) 


  


16. CORRECTED WEEK ENDING DATE (blank if item 15 is “Y”):    (mmddyyyy)  


  


17. ISSUE DETECTION DATE:    (mmddyyyy)  
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18. CORRECT ISSUE DETECTION DATE?   (Y/N) 


  


19. CORRECTED ISSUE DETECTION DATE (blank if item 18 is “Y”):    (mmddyyyy) 


  


20. CLAIMANT INFORMATION:        Adequate=15, Inadequate=10, Not Obtained=0 


  


21. EMPLOYER INFORMATION:      Adequate=15, Inadequate=10, Not Obtained=0, NA(X)=15 


  


22. INFO/FACTS FROM OTHERS:    Adequate=15, Inadequate=10, Not Obtained=0, NA(X)=15 


  


23. LAW/POLICY:                               Meets=45, Questionable=30, Does not meet (W)=0 


  


24. WRITTEN DETERMINATION:    Adequate=10, Inadequate=5, Wrong (W)=0 (If “W” then #23 


cannot be “M”)  


 


Comments: 


 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 1 hour 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9056 report provides quarterly information on the quality of nonmonetary determinations that state 


agencies issue to claimants and employers in the report period.  Intrastate and Interstate single-claimant and 


multi-claimant separation and nonseparation nonmonetary determinations are included in the report.  


Nonmonetary determinations made by organizational units such as Benefits Accuracy Measurement (BAM) 


and Benefit Payment Control (BPC) are also included in the report.  Notices of overpayments on uncontested 


earnings detected by any method (e.g., crossmatch) are excluded from the report.   


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the second month following the quarter to which 


the data relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Each state will select a sample (see ETA Handbook 301, Benefits Timeliness and Quality (BTQ) 


Nonmonetary Determinations Quality Review (revised July, 2005), Appendix A) of nonmonetary 


determinations from the nonmonetary determinations time lapse universe for the preceding quarter. The 


sample universe is based on the time lapse data reported on the ETA 9052 for each month in the review 


quarter.  Basic information or “skeleton” data that uniquely identifies each determination selected must be 


entered via the state’s Sun machine into the UIRR data base by the 15
th


 of the first month following the end of 


the review quarter.  Skeleton data will either be automatically loaded as part of the state’s sample selection 


program or will be manually entered into the database.  Once all skeleton data is entered, the state will invoke 


a sample validation program to verify that the determinations selected meet the parameters of a valid sample.  


If the selected sample meets validation, each nonmonetary determination will then be evaluated according to 


the instructions provided in ETA Handbook 301. After the quality evaluation is complete, the official results 


will be entered into the database.  The system will automatically compute the quality scores when all data has 


been entered.  


 


Nonmonetary determinations from the following categories are included in the quality review: 
  


1. Intrastate UI, Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE), 


Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemen (UCX), Combined Wage Claims (CWC) 


 


2. Interstate UI, UCFE, UCX, CWC claims 


 


3. Multi-claimant Labor Dispute Determinations 


 


4. Multi-claimant "Other" Determinations, i.e., determinations which do not involve a labor dispute but 


affect a class of claimants from the same employer with a common issue 


 


5. BPC/BAM generated determinations  


 


6. Other inclusions are described in HB 401, ETA 207, Nonmonetary Determination Activities (See E. 


1(a) and 3(a) – (l)) 


 


The following categories are excluded from the quality review: 


 


1. Excludes overpayment notices on uncontested earnings detected by any method (e.g., crossmatch). 


 


2. Excludes episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits (EB), Disaster Unemployment 


Assistance (DUA), and Trade Readjustment Allowances (TRA). 
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3. Excludes Nonmonetary Redeterminations. 


 


4. Other exclusions are described in HB 401, ETA 207, Nonmonetary Determination Activities (see 


E.b) 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, are the same definitions used for the ETA 207, 


ETA 9050 and ETA 9052 reports found elsewhere in this Handbook and in ETA Handbook 301. 


 


F. Data Collection Elements 
 


1. Identification Number.  This is a unique 5 digit number, beginning with 00001, assigned automatically 


by the state system to identify the nonmonetary determinations selected for review by state random 


selection software.  This is a skeleton data item. 


 


2. Issue Code.  Enter the appropriate issue code.  This is a skeleton data item. 


 


Code Separation Issue 


10 Voluntary Quit 


20 Discharge 


 


Code Nonseparation Issue 


30 Able / Available 


31 Reporting Requirements 


40 Work Search 


50 Disqualifying or Deductible Income 


60 Refusal of Suitable Work / Failure to Apply / Accept Referral 


70 Job Service Registration 


73 Worker Profiling and Reemployment Services 


80 School Employee Between / Within Terms 


81 Alien Status 


82 Professional Athlete 


83 Unemployment Status 


84 Seasonality 


85 Removal of All or Part of a Disqualification 


86 Fraud Administrative Penalties 


90 Labor Dispute 


99 Other Multi-claimant  


 


For detailed instructions on data collection items 3 through 24, refer to ETA Handbook 301, Chapter V. 


 


G. Checking the Report 
 


The electronic reporting system will edit the data at three different stages: 1) If possible, each element or field 


in the report is validated before data entry can proceed to the next, 2) saving the report for each sampled case 


invokes the system's Review-Edit program which compares each element against any conditions it is required 


to meet including any arithmetic operations.  The program will list any errors or warnings generated.  If 


possible, the user is advised to resolve "errors" before saving the data because 3) prior to transmitting the 


data, the system will run the same Review-Edit program.   
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The transmission function will generate an exception report identifying the case and the items that failed the 


edit(s).  All cases failing the review edit must be corrected by the report date to allow transmission to the 


National Office.  All cases must pass the review edit, otherwise, case transmission will not occur. 


 


Detailed instructions on edit checks can be found in Handbook 402, Unemployment Insurance Required 


Reports User’s Manual, Appendix C. 
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ETA 9057 - LOWER AUTHORITY APPEALS QUALITY REVIEW STATE EVALUATION SCORE 


SHEET  


A. Facsimile of Form 
STATE REGION REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING 


   


Case Identification Number:  


Docket Number:  


    Good Fair Unsatisfactory Did Not Occur Score 


1. Explanation G F U D  


2. Opening Statement G F U 


 


  


 


3. Exhibits G F U D  


4. Witness Order G F U D  


5. Order of Witnesses'Testimony G F U    


6. Question Own Witness* G F U D  


7. Clear Language by H.O. G   U    


8. Compound Questions G F U    


9. Clarified Testimony G F U D  


10. Confrontation* G F U D  


11. Cross-Examination* G F U D  


12. Repetitive Testimony G F U    


13. Leading Questions G F U    


14. Interruptions G F U D  


15. "Off the Record" G F U D  


16. Interpreters G   U D  


17. Continuance G F U D  


18. Conclusion of Hearing G F U    


19. Within Scope of Notice* G F U    


20. Gratuitous Comments G F U    


21. Attitude G F U    


22. Bias and Prejudice* G   U    


23. Obtain Available Evidence* G F U    


24. Issue Statement G   U    


25. 
Findings Supported by 


Evidence* 
G   U    


26. Findings of Fact* G F U    


27. 
Necessary Conclusions 


Included 
G   U    


28. Logical Reasoning G F U    


29. Form and Style G F U    


30. Decision States Legal Effect G F U    


31. Understandable Decision G F U    
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32. Percent Score:  


33. Intent of Decision A - Allow D - Deny      


34. Effect on Appealed Determ. A - Affirm R - Reverse M - Modify    


35. Date of Decision  


36. Date Implemented:  


37. Case Material Status OK - OK 


TI - Tape Inaudible 


TM - Tape Missing 


DM - Documents Missing 


IM - Tape Inaudible and Documents Missing 


MM - Tape and Documents Missing 


 


38. Time Required for Evaluation of Case in Minutes  


 


Comments: 


 


O M B No.: 1205-0359      O M B Expiration Date: 06/30/2020      O M B Burden Hours: 3.5 hours 


 


O M B Burden Statement: These reporting instructions have been approved under the Paperwork reduction Act of 


1995.  Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control 


number.  Public reporting burden for this collection of information includes the time for reviewing instructions, 


searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the 


collection of information.  Submission is mandatory under SSA 303(a)(6).  Send comments regarding this burden 


estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Unemployment Insurance, Room S-4524, 200 Constitution Ave., NW, 


Washington, DC, 20210. 
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B. Purpose 
 


The ETA 9057 report provides quarterly information on the quality of state agencies' single and two party 


lower authority appeals hearings and decisions in the report period.  


 


C. Due Date and Transmittal 
 


The report is due in the ETA National Office on the 20th of the second month following the quarter to which 


the data relates.  This report will be transmitted electronically. 


 


D. General Reporting Instructions 
 


Each State will select a sample of lower authority appeals hearings for a quarter.  (See Appendix A.)  Basic, 


or skeleton, information about each hearing will be entered into the system.  Each one of these hearings will 


then be evaluated according to instructions provided in ETA Handbook 382, 2
nd


 Edition.  The results of the 


evaluation will be entered into the system along with the skeleton data.  The system will compute scores 


when all cases are completed. 


 


 Includes single and two party appeal hearings. 


 


Excludes withdrawals, dismissals, and episodic claims programs such as Extended Benefits, Disaster 


Unemployment Assistance, and Trade Readjustment Allowances. 


 


E. Definitions 
 


Definitions, unless otherwise specified in these instructions, will follow the definitions for the ETA 5130 


report found elsewhere in this handbook and in ETA Handbook 382, 2nd Edition. 


 


 


F. Item by Item Instructions 
 


Instructions below are specific to the form.  Specific instructions on the case evaluation criteria are in 


Handbook 382, Second Edition.  For items 1 through 31 on the state Evaluation Score Sheet, enter the 


appropriate score marked by the evaluator. 


 


1. Case ID Number.  This is a unique 5 digit number, beginning with 00001, assigned by the state to identify 


the appeals hearing selected for review by state random selection software.  This is a skeleton data item. 


 


2. Docket Number.  Enter the state designation for a case.  Twelve characters are provided.  If state 


designations are larger than this, then some truncation, abbreviation or other alteration must be made, as 


long as the designation is unique.  This is a skeleton data item. 


  


3. Hearing Officer.  Enter an ID number or other designation for the hearing officer. 


 


4. Evaluator.  Enter an ID number or other designation for the individual who did the evaluation.  


 


5. Item 32, Total Points Scored (Optional).  If desired, enter the sum of the points scored in the column.  This 


can then be compared to the scores calculated by the computer to assure proper data entry. 


 


6. Item 33, Intent of Decision.  From the evaluation sheet, enter the appropriate code to indicate the intent of 


the decision to allow or deny benefits. 
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7. Item 34, Effect on Appealed Determination.  From the evaluation sheet, enter the appropriate code 


indicating the effect the decision had on the prior status of the nonmonetary determination that was 


appealed. 


 


8. Item 35, Date Decision Issued.  From the evaluation sheet, enter the date the decision was mailed using a 


mm/dd/yyyy format.  This is a skeleton data item. 


 


9. Item 36, Date Decision Implemented.  Enter the date the decision was implemented using a mm/dd/yyyy 


format. 


 


10. Item 37, Case Material Status.  Enter the status of case materials as indicated on the State Evaluation Score 


Sheet. 


 


11. Item 38, Time Required for Evaluation.  Enter the time required to evaluate the case in minutes format. 


 


G. Checking the Report 
 


The electronic reporting system will edit the data at three different stages. First, if possible, each element or 


field in the report is validated before data entry can proceed to the next. Second, saving the report for each 


sampled case invokes the system's Review-Edit program which compares each element against any 


conditions it is required to meet including any arithmetic operations.  The program will list any errors or 


warnings generated.  The user is advised to resolve "Errors" before saving the data.  Thirdly, prior to 


transmitting the data, the system will run the same Review-Edit program.  If the “Errors” are not resolved, 


the errors can be saved but not transmitted to the National Office.  


 


The transmission function will generate an exception report identifying the case and the items that failed the 


edit(s).   All cases failing the review edit must be corrected by the report date to allow their transmission to 


the National Office.  All cases must pass the review edit before transmission.  If these steps are not followed, 


case transmission will not occur. 


 


Edit checks can be found in HB 402, Unemployment Insurance Required Reports User’ Manual, Appendix 


C. 
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2112 Current Source in DataMart



				ETA 2112 Source														Source File locations:

																		OBIEE 326 Daily: \\uicprdsmb.eolwd.aws\OBIEE (326) Fiscal Report - Cash Activities

																		UER001 Daily: \\uicprdsmb.eolwd.aws\OBIEE (101) UER001 - Mass Paying Disbursement Control Report\Daily

				ETA 2112, UI Financial Transaction Summary, Unemployment Fund						U.S. Department of Labor								Cash Management Excel MasterWorkbook: https://massgov.sharepoint.com/sites/EOL-Cash-Management/Shared%20Documents/Trust%20Fund%20Reporting/UI%20Trust%20Fund%20Daily%20Draw

										Employment and Training Administration
								Cash Management Excel Trust Fund: https://massgov.sharepoint.com/sites/EOL-Cash-Management/Shared%20Documents/Trust%20Fund%20Reporting/UI%20Trust%20Fund%20Daily%20Draw

				A. REPORT PERIOD ENDED:    
				B. STATE		OMB Approval No. 1205-0162  				

				May 31 2020 				Massachusetts		Expiration Date: 03/31/2016
				

				ITEM
  A.

		LN
NO
B
		NET TOTALS
(Sum of D, E,& F)
C
		CLEARING
ACCOUNT
D
		UNEMPLOYMENT
TRUST FUND ACCT
E
		BENEFIT
PAYMENT ACCT
F


				BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD										

				BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD		1				Prior Month's 49D		Prior Month's 49E		Prior Month's 49F

				DEPOSITS		

				Total Deposits (Lines 11-26)		10				Sum Lines 11 to 29		Sum Lines 11 to 29		Sum Lines 11 to 29

				Net UI Contributions		11				OBIEE 326 Daily: (UI Dishonored & Reversed Pmts + Cont Private + Cont Govt)

Cells E110 + 
B128 to I128
B129 to J129 

		NULL		NULL

				Penalty/Interest		12				OBIEE 326 Daily:(Contingency Account)

Cells B15 to I15 		NULL		NULL

				U.S. Treasury Interest Credits		13				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column O "UITransfer"		NULL

				Title IX Funds (Reed Act amortization)		14				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Title IX Funds (Reed Act Distribution)		15				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Intra-Account Transfer		16				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column W "QuarterlyInterest"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BF "PEUC Draws" + Column BI "EB2020 Draws"
+
Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column C "Total Draw"  + Column L "Loan Advance" 

				From Other States-Interstates Benefits		17				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column Y "CombinedWageReceived"		NULL

				From Federal Goverment Funds, UCX		18				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Columns E + Q "UCXDraw + UCXReturn"		NULL

				Loc. Govt. & Other Pol. Subdiv.		19				OBIEE 326 Daily:  (Reim Gov State + Reim Gov Local + Reim Gov Extended Benefit + Reim Indian Tribes)

Cells B138 to I138 +
B139 to I139 + 
B140 to I140 + 
B141 to I141 

		NULL		NULL

				State Govt. Including State Hospitals & State Institutions of Higher Ed.		20				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Reimbursable Non-Profit		21				OBIEE 326 Daily: (Reim Private NonProfit + Reim Private NonProfit Extended Benefit)

Cells B134 to I134 + 
B135 to I135 
		NULL		NULL

				Federal Share Extended Benefits		22				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Columns G + S "FederalEB2009Draw FederalEB2009Return"		NULL

				Federal Emergency Compensation		23				NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BF  "PEUC Draws & Intra Acct Transfers" + EUC08Draw])-SUM([EUC08Return		NULL

				Temporary Federal Compensation		23a				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column H "TEUCDraws"  + Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook Column AF "TempFederalCompensation"		NULL

				Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AG "FPUC Draw ShortTermCompensation"

				PUA Draw - Federal		23c				NULL		NULL		
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AI "PUA Draw"

				MEUC Draw - Federal		23d				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BM "MEUCDraw"

				FECA Advances/Reimbursements - UCFE		24				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column D "FEDraw"		NULL

				From Other Sources (Title XII Loan Advances)		25				NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BJ  "Adjustments 25"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AH "Title XII Loan Advances"

				From Other Sources (Explain)		26				OBIEE 326 Daily: EMAC/UHI

Cells B13 to I13 		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column I "Old Euc Return"  - (Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook Column Z "Other Sources" + Column BK "Adjustment E26")		NULL

				From Other Sources (Explain)		27				OBIEE 326 Daily: WTF

Cells B14 to I14 		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column L "Loan Advance" 		NULL

				From Other Sources (Explain)		28				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AJ " EMAC Supp Net Activity"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AD  "Adjustments 6" +  Column AB  "Adj UI Empr Rfnd 5"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AK "Adjustments 9"

				From Other Sources (Explain)		29				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column J " Adjustments 1"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AC " UI Transfers from #7612"		NULL

				DISBURSEMENTS		

				Total Disbursements		30				NULL		Sum Lines 31 to 48		NULL

				Net UI Benefits		31				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - Regular:
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 55D Federal Portion +
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 55D Federal Portion 


				Net State Share Extended Benefits		32				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt Total  +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages 


				Loc. Govt. & Other Pol. Subdiv.		33				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - Regular:
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) 
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) 
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) 

				State Govt. Including State Hospitals & State Institutions of Higher Ed.		34				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Reimbursable Non-Profit		35				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - Regular:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total  (NonProfit)

				FECA Net Benefit payments - UCX		36				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - Regular:
Line 52D UCX Total
+
UER001 Daily - WorkShare:
Line 52D UCX Total
+
UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 52D UCX Total
+
UER001 Daily - RED
Line 52D UCX Total

				Federal Share(Regular)		37				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Federal Share(Extended)		38				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - EB2009:
Line 55D Federal Portion Total 
+
UER001 Daily - EB2020:
Line 55D Federal Portion Total

				EUC08 Activity		39				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - EUC08*
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion




				EUC Activity		40				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BG "PEUC Disbursements"
+
UER001 Daily - Old EUC
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion


				TEUC Activity		41				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - TEUC
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion

				Emergency Compensation		42				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Temporary Federal Compensation		42a				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"

				Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AL "PUA  Benefits 10"

				Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BN "MEUC DISB"

				To Other States - Interstate Benefits		43				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column X "CombinedWagePaid"		NULL

				Title IX Funds - Withdrawn(Reed Act)		44				NULL		NULL		NULL

				To Special Funds(Explain)		45				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column K "EMAC Transfers" + Column L "WTTF Transfers" + Column M  "Contingency Transfers"		NULL		NULL

				FECA Net Benefit Payments - UCFE		46				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - Regular
Line 49D FE Total +

UER001 Daily - WorkShare
Line 49D FE Total +

UER001 Daily - EB2009
Line 49D FE Total +

UER001 Daily - RED
Line 49D FE Total 

				Intra-Account Transfer		47				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column N "UI Transfers"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BI "EB2020 Draws" + Column BF "PEUC Draws"
+
Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column C "Total Draw"  + Column L "Loan Advance" 		NULL

				Other (Explain in Comments)		48				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column O "UI Refunds" + Column P "UI Others" + Column Q "EMAC Refunds" + Column R "EMAC Others" + Column S "WTTF Refunds" + Column T "WTTF Others" + Column U "Contigency Refunds"  + Column U "Contigency Refunds + Column V "Contigency Refunds" + Column W "Adjustments 2" + Column BD "EMAC Supp 90" + Column BE "EMAC Supp 10"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BL "Adjustment E48" + Column AJ "Adjustments 8"		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column P "Total Draw FE Returns ETA2112 48F Manual Adjs"
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AN "Adjustments Benefit Pymt Acct "
+
UER001 Daily - RED
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 55D Federal Portion


				BALANCE		

				BALANCE AT CLOSE OF MONTH (Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30)		49				(Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) D		(Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) E		(Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) F

				OTHER INFORMATION		

				Withholding		50				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AO "Tax Withholding Expenses"

				Line 48D - Refunds & Other Transfers    Line 48F - Red Benefits

				Line 26D - EMAC Net Activity, Line 27D - WTTF Net Activity, Line 12D - Contingency Net Activity

				Line 45D - EMAC, WTTF & Contingency Transfers Out

				

				CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that this report and the the supporting schedules attached hereto represent a true summary of all financial transaction made in the accounts of the

				                                unemployment fund during the above month.

				TYPED NAME AND TITLE:		SIGNATURE:						DATE SIGNED:		

														





&"Arial,Italic"&8 Run Date 6/22/2020		




2112 TBD Changes



				ETA 2112 Source														Source File locations:

																		OBIEE 326 Daily: \\uicprdsmb.eolwd.aws\OBIEE (326) Fiscal Report - Cash Activities

																		UER001 Daily: \\uicprdsmb.eolwd.aws\OBIEE (101) UER001 - Mass Paying Disbursement Control Report\Daily

				ETA 2112, UI Financial Transaction Summary, Unemployment Fund						U.S. Department of Labor								Cash Management Excel MasterWorkbook: https://massgov.sharepoint.com/sites/EOL-Cash-Management/Shared%20Documents/Trust%20Fund%20Reporting/UI%20Trust%20Fund%20Daily%20Draw

										Employment and Training Administration
								Cash Management Excel Trust Fund: https://massgov.sharepoint.com/sites/EOL-Cash-Management/Shared%20Documents/Trust%20Fund%20Reporting/UI%20Trust%20Fund%20Daily%20Draw

				A. REPORT PERIOD ENDED:    
				B. STATE		OMB Approval No. 1205-0162  				

				May 31 2020 				Massachusetts		Expiration Date: 03/31/2016
				

				ITEM
  A.

		LN
NO
B
		NET TOTALS
(Sum of D, E,& F)
C
		CLEARING
ACCOUNT
D
		UNEMPLOYMENT
TRUST FUND ACCT
E
		BENEFIT
PAYMENT ACCT
F


				BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD										

				BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD		1				Prior Month's 49D		Prior Month's 49E		Prior Month's 49F

				DEPOSITS		

				Total Deposits (Lines 11-26)		10				Sum Lines 11 to 29		Sum Lines 11 to 29		Sum Lines 11 to 29

				Net UI Contributions		11				OBIEE 326 Daily: (UI Dishonored & Reversed Pmts + Cont Private + Cont Govt)

Cells E110 + 
B128 to I128
B129 to J129 

		NULL		NULL

				Penalty/Interest		12				OBIEE 326 Daily:(Contingency Account)

Cells B15 to I15 		NULL		NULL

				U.S. Treasury Interest Credits		13				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column O "UITransfer"		NULL

				Title IX Funds (Reed Act amortization)		14				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Title IX Funds (Reed Act Distribution)		15				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Intra-Account Transfer		16				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column W "QuarterlyInterest"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BF "PEUC Draws" + Column BI "EB2020 Draws"
+
Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column C "Total Draw"  + Column L "Loan Advance" 

				From Other States-Interstates Benefits		17				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column Y "CombinedWageReceived"		NULL

				From Federal Goverment Funds, UCX		18				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Columns E + Q "UCXDraw + UCXReturn"		NULL

				Loc. Govt. & Other Pol. Subdiv.		19				OBIEE 326 Daily:  (Reim Gov State + Reim Gov Local + Reim Gov Extended Benefit + Reim Indian Tribes)

Cells B138 to I138 +
B139 to I139 + 
B140 to I140 + 
B141 to I141 

		NULL		NULL

				State Govt. Including State Hospitals & State Institutions of Higher Ed.		20				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Reimbursable Non-Profit		21				OBIEE 326 Daily: (Reim Private NonProfit + Reim Private NonProfit Extended Benefit)

Cells B134 to I134 + 
B135 to I135 
		NULL		NULL

				Federal Share Extended Benefits		22				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Columns G + S "FederalEB2009Draw FederalEB2009Return"		NULL

				Federal Emergency Compensation		23				NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BF  "PEUC Draws & Intra Acct Transfers" + EUC08Draw])-SUM([EUC08Return		NULL

				Temporary Federal Compensation		23a				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column H "TEUCDraws"  + Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook Column AF "TempFederalCompensation"		NULL

				Short Time Compensation - Federal		23b				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AG "FPUC Draw ShortTermCompensation"

				PUA Draw - Federal		23c				NULL		NULL		
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AI "PUA Draw"

				MEUC Draw - Federal		23d				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BM "MEUCDraw"

				FECA Advances/Reimbursements - UCFE		24				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column D "FEDraw"		NULL

				From Other Sources (Title XII Loan Advances)		25				NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BJ  "Adjustments 25"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AH "Title XII Loan Advances"

				From Other Sources (Explain)		26				OBIEE 326 Daily: EMAC/UHI

Cells B13 to I13 		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column I "Old Euc Return"  - (Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook Column Z "Other Sources" + Column BK "Adjustment E26")		NULL

				From Other Sources (Explain)		27				OBIEE 326 Daily: WTF

Cells B14 to I14 		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column L "Loan Advance" 		NULL

				From Other Sources (Explain)		28				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AJ " EMAC Supp Net Activity"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AD  "Adjustments 6" +  Column AB  "Adj UI Empr Rfnd 5"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AK "Adjustments 9"

				From Other Sources (Explain)		29				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column J " Adjustments 1"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AC " UI Transfers from #7612"		NULL

				DISBURSEMENTS		

				Total Disbursements		30				NULL		Sum Lines 31 to 48		NULL

				Net UI Benefits		31				NULL		NULL		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 4C UI Contributory Total +
Line 16C Solvency Total +
Line 19C UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31C Solvency Total +
Line 46D Combined Wages +

ETA 5159 Line Reg Workshare 302				All oranges highlights are proposed changes to the Data Mart 2112 report. Currently Cash Management is manually making the adjustments.

				Net State Share Extended Benefits		32				NULL		NULL		UER001 - EB2020:
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt Total  +
Line 31D Solvency Total 

				Loc. Govt. & Other Pol. Subdiv.		33				NULL		NULL		UER001 - CaresAct:
Line 37D UI Reimbursable Indian Total  + Line 96D UI Reimbursable Indian Federal Total + 
Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt)  + Line 102D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion
+
UER001 - EB2020:
Line 37D UI Reimbursable Indian Tribe 
+ 
Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) 

				State Govt. Including State Hospitals & State Institutions of Higher Ed.		34				NULL		NULL		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 40D UI Reimbursable State Govt + Line 99D UI Reimbursable Federal State  Govt
+
UER001 - EB2020:
Line 40D UI Reimbursable  State Governmental

				Reimbursable Non-Profit		35				NULL		NULL		UER001 - Cares Act:
Line 34D UI Reimbursable + Line 93D UI Reimbursable Federal Portion 
+ 
UER001 - EB2020: 
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Non-Profit 

				FECA Net Benefit payments - UCX		36				NULL		NULL		UER001 - EB2020:
Line 52D UCX Total

				Federal Share(Regular)		37				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Federal Share(Extended)		38				NULL		NULL		UER001 - EB2020:
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) 

				EUC08 Activity		39				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - EUC08*
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion




				EUC Activity		40				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BG "PEUC Disbursements"
+
UER001 Daily - Old EUC
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion


				TEUC Activity		41				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - TEUC
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 49D FE Total +
Line 52D UCX Total +
Line 55D Federal Portion

				Emergency Compensation		42				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Temporary Federal Compensation		42a				NULL		NULL		NULL

				Short Term Compensation - Federal		42b				NULL		NULL		UER001 Daily - FAC_FPUC:
Line C1 Regular UI Total +
Line C2 EB2009 Total +
Line C3 RED Total +
Line C4 EUC08 - Tier1 Total +
Line C5 EUC08 - Tier2 Total +
Line C6 EUC08 - Tier3 Total +
Line C7 EUC08 - Tier4 Total +
Line C8 TEUC Total +
Line C9 PEUC Total 
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AM "FPUC Disb Workshare Benefits"

				Short Term Compensation - PUA - Federal		42c				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AL "PUA  Benefits 10"

				Short Term Compensation - MEUC - Federal		42e				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BN "MEUC DISB"

						42d		NEW LINE
						UER001 - Cares Act
Line 110D COVID Waived Waiting Weeks Total

				To Other States - Interstate Benefits		43				NULL		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column X "CombinedWagePaid"		NULL

				Title IX Funds - Withdrawn(Reed Act)		44				NULL		NULL		NULL

				To Special Funds(Explain)		45				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column K "EMAC Transfers" + Column L "WTTF Transfers" + Column M  "Contingency Transfers"		NULL		NULL

				FECA Net Benefit Payments - UCFE		46				NULL		NULL		UER001 - EB2020
Line 49D FE Total

				Intra-Account Transfer		47				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column N "UI Transfers"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BI "EB2020 Draws" + Column BF "PEUC Draws"
+
Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column C "Total Draw"  + Column L "Loan Advance" 		NULL

				Other (Explain in Comments)		48				Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column O "UI Refunds" + Column P "UI Others" + Column Q "EMAC Refunds" + Column R "EMAC Others" + Column S "WTTF Refunds" + Column T "WTTF Others" + Column U "Contigency Refunds"  + Column U "Contigency Refunds + Column V "Contigency Refunds" + Column W "Adjustments 2" + Column BD "EMAC Supp 90" + Column BE "EMAC Supp 10"		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column BL "Adjustment E48" + Column AJ "Adjustments 8"		Cash Management's Excel TrustFundBalance - Column P "Total Draw FE Returns ETA2112 48F Manual Adjs"
+
Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AN "Adjustments Benefit Pymt Acct "
+
UER001 Daily - RED
Line 4D UI Contributory Total +
Line 16D Solvency Total +
Line 19D UI Contributory Govt  Total +
Line 31D Solvency Total +
Line 34D UI Reimbursable Total (NonProfit) +
Line 40D UI Reimbursable Total (State Govt) + Line 43D UI Reimbursable Total (Local Govt) +
Line 46D Combined Wages +
Line 55D Federal Portion


				BALANCE		

				BALANCE AT CLOSE OF MONTH (Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30)		49				(Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) D		(Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) E		(Line 01 plus line 10 Minus line 30) F

				OTHER INFORMATION		

				Withholding		50				NULL		NULL		Cash Management's Excel MasterWorkBook - Column AO "Tax Withholding Expenses"

				Line 48D - Refunds & Other Transfers    Line 48F - Red Benefits

				Line 26D - EMAC Net Activity, Line 27D - WTTF Net Activity, Line 12D - Contingency Net Activity

				Line 45D - EMAC, WTTF & Contingency Transfers Out

				

				CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that this report and the the supporting schedules attached hereto represent a true summary of all financial transaction made in the accounts of the

				                                unemployment fund during the above month.

				TYPED NAME AND TITLE:		SIGNATURE:						DATE SIGNED:		
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Validation

		June 2021 Report

		Line Item (in order of report):		Report Amount:		Findings Amount:		Validate (Y/N)		Source:

		Trust Fund Ending Balance		(1,774,000,000)		(1,779,367,443)		Y		E1 of June ETA 2112 report. Also in TD report. Confirmed ETA 2112 report with TD report.

		Preliminary private contributory balance		(1,915,000,000)		(2,206,524,799)		Y		C18 on 2nd tab of June ETA 2112 report

		Governmental contributory balance		141,000,000		133,322,022		Y		C19 2nd tab of June ETA 2112 report

		May's 2021 preliminary employer contributions		83,100,000		83,136,233		Y		C11 on 3rd tab of May 2021 ETA 2112 report

		2021 employer contributions YTD total		1,537,000,000		1,537,720,613		Y		Summation of "Total Net Private Contributions" on Amended Private tab of January - May ETA 2112 reports. Work shown in Notes tab.

		ARPA Federal Funding 		10,100,000		10,088,192		Y		C31 on 3rd tab of May ETA 2112 report

		Regular UI YTD total reimbursements 		45,300,000		45,303,192		Y		Summation of "Emergency Unemployment Relief - FUA" on Amended Private tab of January - May 2112 reports. Work shown in Notes tab.

		Additional Federal funding		4,800,000		4,811,961		Y		F93 on Cares Act tab of UER001 May 2021



		YTD preliminary benefit payments through May 2021		1,130,000,000		N/A		Y		Unable to validate YTD totals with current reports.

		YTD preliminary benefit payments through May 2020		2,323,000,000		N/A		Y		Comparison amount to year after. Unable to validate YTD totals with current reports.



		Seasonally adjusted total unemployment rate in May 2021		0		N/A		N		Need, don't currently have.

		Seasonally adjusted total unemployment rate in May 2020		0		N/A		N		Need, don't currently have.

		Number of employed residents in April 2021		3,504,836		N/A		N		Need, don't currently have.

		Number of employed residents in April 2020 (lowest amount)		2,851,481		N/A		N		Need, don't currently have.



		YTD unemployed decrease		317,546		N/A		N		Need, don't currently have.

		YTD labor force gain		335,809		N/A		N		Need, don't currently have.



										Notes:

										Source column references specific cells within each respective report and tab

										Added in summation and variance columns











Notes

				Employer Contributions				Regular UI total reimbursements 

		Jan-21		$56,063,332.32				$12,332,263.50

		Feb-21		$84,634,021.63				$7,376,902.00

		Mar-21		$4,965,156.67				$8,964,740.55

		Apr-21		$1,308,921,868.73				$6,541,093.90

		May-21		$83,136,233.24				$10,088,191.55

		Total		$1,537,720,612.59				$45,303,191.50

		Jan-20		don’t have

		Feb-20		don’t have

		Mar-20		don’t have

		Apr-20		$858,950,733.13

		May-20		$70,257,777.88






Instructions



































































				Summary Spreadsheet



				Fiscal year		PUB Acct 2331 Statements 		MMARS		Total variance





				FY 2020 – Inflows		$12,046,476,398		$12,048,636,339		($2,159,940)

				FY 2020 – Outflows		$11,696,279,702		$11,651,401,743		$44,877,959

				FY 2021 – Inflows		$20,301,403,192		$20,327,371,481		($25,968,289)

				FY 2021 – Outflows		$19,967,951,389		$19,941,000,232		$26,951,156

				FY 2020: July 2019 to June 2020 (KPMG only validated entries for April – June 2020) 

				FY 2021: July 2020 to June 2021(KPMG validated entries for all months in FY 2021)











Account 2331 Reconciliation 

Purpose & Methodology: 
KPMG assisted the EOLWD Finance Team in its reconciliation of benefit payments for the period of April 1, 2020 to June 2021. The EOLWD Cash Management Team constructed an Excel spreadsheet that compares data from the PUB Account 2331 statements to the MMARS accounting system. The goal of this exercise was to determine any inflow and outflow variances between information pulled from the two data sources. The reconciliation identified material variances between transaction amounts pulled from MMARS and the Benefit Payment Account statements.  KPMG assisted Cash Management by validating the reconiliation spreadsheet. KPMG's validation included verifying that all information was derived from the correct source and ensuring that all calculations and spreadsheet modeling were completed correctly. 


KPMG Analysis Process
To conduct its spreadsheet validation, KPMG closely checked information pulled from the Benefit Payment Account and the MMARS accounting system and confirmed the soundness of references and calculations. To validate bank account information, KPMG cross-checked the monthly spreadsheet totals for inflows and outflows against the total credit and debit balances shown on monthly bank statements. 

To validate MMARS data, the KPMG Team cross-checked MMARS related amounts on the spreadsheet against various internal reports. These MMARS related entries represented funds drawn from the UI Trust Fund into the Benefit Payment Account. KPMG and Cash Management organized the total amounts drawn by the program for which the funds were earmarked. The KPMG Team utilized federal Treasury Direct statements to confirm amounts for Regular UI withdrawals and UI Loan Amounts. To verify CARES Act program amounts, the team cross-checked amounts shown in the spreadsheet with amounts posted on budget inquiry reports generated by MMARS. 

Conclusions
KPMG and Cash Management identified variances between amounts posted by the PUB 2331 Account statements and MMARS. The variances between the two data sources are outlined in the table below. The reconciliation spreadsheets can be seen in the next two tabs of this workbook. PUB 2331 Bank Account information is shown in the light-blue columns. MMARS data is shown in the white columns.







Recon 2331 - FY 2021

		FISCAL YEAR 2021

		MMARS posting Vs. Bank A/c 2331

		Month		Bank A/c 2331		MMARS Data:		UI Draw		UI Misc.		Interest Returned/ Employer Refunds/ CWC Paid		UI Loan + Admin $		FPUC		EB		PEUC		PUA		LWA		MEUC		FUA		Total UI, FPUC and PUA		Variance

										FE, UCX,Refunds						UI		FAST		FAST						FAST		(Recoveries 2003 a/c)

		Beg. Bal….		$   375,198,611.43

		Inflow

		July 2020-		$   3,317,714,655.00				64,274,323		1,816,276				591,708,297		2,103,934,796				161,398,726		390,060,549						30,751,600		3,343,944,567		(26,229,912)

		August		$   1,487,862,226.00				202,683,629		2,550,841				502,234,827		290,008,578		6,167,237		93,849,472		387,252,545						41,349,800		1,526,096,929		(38,234,703)

		September		$   2,239,992,680.77				23,875,512		1,280,388				407,112,227		80,837,170		32,449,417		177,965,716		373,691,388		1,136,826,021				40,277,300		2,274,315,139		(34,322,458)

		October		$   977,622,107.40				48,261,464		1,047,331				264,178,635		75,860,309		30,834,988		211,744,806		315,723,142		26,184,643				0		973,835,319		3,786,789

		November		$   1,038,837,809.39				176,895,282		2,369,026				108,851,262		55,619,982		43,651,639		293,930,154		308,812,329		41,242,995				32,505,130		1,063,877,799		(25,039,989)

		December		$   1,356,020,196.08				435,171,325		1,385,076				167,229,607		35,598,152		73,147,708		257,269,930		369,977,644		12,303,906				3,201,051		1,355,284,399		735,797

		January		$   1,132,276,205.80				42,898,128		1,621,327				10,757,748		538,452,635		132,350,533		115,827,647		283,415,738		2,391,684				12,981,330		1,140,696,771		(8,420,566)

		February		$   1,668,079,442.75				- 0		1,316,392				- 0		753,994,456		284,189,719		350,254,192		273,280,526		7,494,357				7,765,160		1,678,294,801		(10,215,359)

		March		$   2,195,971,309.34				172,261,631		2,261,887				38,307,677		845,547,453		114,477,731		678,408,974		333,826,882		6,481,101				9,436,569		2,201,009,905		(5,038,596)

		April		$   1,941,532,295.20				3,147,264		1,275,626				17,728,290		616,953,901		15,804,035		585,660,121		255,184,069		1,620,848				6,885,362		1,504,259,516		437,272,779

		May		$   1,409,201,242.23				- 0		1,192,314						574,588,969		7,916,302		643,726,658		231,500,105		1,213,386		958,200

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
manually entered, under approval		10,619,149		1,471,715,084		(62,513,842)

		June 2021-		$   1,536,293,022.23				- 0		915,503						619,832,254		8,514,018		590,378,761		250,258,623		3,132,353		345,000

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
manually entered, under approval		4,327,822		1,477,704,333		58,588,689

		Lumpsum Draw Feb/Mar														4,089,230

Shah, Neal (EOL): BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		70,717,447

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
CARES ACT- EB2020 CARES ACT- EB2020 BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		241,530,243

Shah, Neal (EOL): BT adj in ASAP to adj pr										316,336,920		(316,336,920)

		Total Inflows….		$   20,301,403,192.19				1,169,468,559		19,031,987				2,108,108,571		6,595,317,885		820,220,775		4,401,945,400		3,772,983,539		1,238,891,293		1,303,200		200,100,273		20,327,371,482		(25,968,289)



		Outflow (Benefits Paid)

		July 2020-		$   3,589,541,493.00				$   660,984,618.62

Shah, Neal (EOL): FE, UCX included		1,816,276		(3,185,722)				2,080,519,824				160,074,390		386,048,773								3,286,258,159		303,283,334

		August		$   1,424,730,826.00				$   712,014,467.00		1,326,930		(5,769,081)				270,777,374		6,840,475		95,803,168		436,364,851		197,374,204						1,714,732,387		(290,001,561)

		September		$   2,368,318,860.27				$   435,423,969.95		1,280,388		(3,155,844)				78,112,912		32,032,185		176,347,447		320,055,192		940,154,608						1,980,250,859		388,068,001

		October		$   1,004,163,901.33				$   317,410,295.09		1,047,331		(3,922,865)				69,006,839		29,856,583		212,558,310		310,714,160		24,452,073						961,122,727		43,041,174

		November		$   994,629,250.79				$   288,814,014.82		1,030,367		(2,037,103)				58,780,764		44,471,649		300,114,713		369,043,254		41,893,698						1,102,111,357		(107,482,106)

		December		$   1,067,617,984.52				$   609,550,765.22		1,385,076		(5,764,757)				33,122,242		72,288,602		250,663,648		311,754,712		13,088,867				164,873,530

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
under review		

Shah, Neal (EOL): BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		

Shah, Neal (EOL): FE, UCX included										

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
CARES ACT- EB2020 CARES ACT- EB2020 BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		

Shah, Neal (EOL): BT adj in ASAP to adj pr						

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
manually entered, under approval		

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
manually entered, under approval				1,450,962,685		(383,344,701)

		January		$   1,450,713,224.46				$   58,123,284.45		826,140		(3,641,268)				680,370,467		324,331,801		321,337,713		282,958,234		4,807,316						1,669,113,687		(218,400,462)

		February		$   1,589,634,182.97				$   2,755,436.52		1,316,392		(1,439,045)				693,769,955		170,272,448		482,385,466		273,515,552		4,004,900						1,626,581,104		(36,946,921)

		March		$   1,956,058,512.18				$   213,762,265.67		1,486,392		(1,706,565)				788,141,427		91,044,749		599,728,114		338,920,545		7,795,121						2,039,172,047		(83,113,535)

		April		$   1,838,374,496.13				$   24,458,651.77		1,182,983		(2,400,115)				605,905,891		14,600,571		573,786,398		251,968,962		3,010,748		21,200				1,472,535,290		365,839,206

		May		$   1,276,242,536.43				$   2,408,150.83		1,159,172		(1,248,979)				631,033,791		9,872,755		694,462,567		231,149,337		1,623,607		946,700				1,571,407,102		(295,164,566)

		June 2021-		$   1,407,926,121.00				$   1,839,686.12		915,503		(924,184)				571,251,748		6,584,102		548,868,407		253,042,589		1,163,796		348,100				1,383,089,747		24,836,374

		Lumpsum Draw Feb/Mar						(316,336,920)																						(316,336,920)		316,336,920

		Total Outflows…. 		$   19,967,951,389.08				3,011,208,686		14,772,949		(35,195,527)		- 0		6,560,793,235		802,195,920		4,416,130,340		3,765,536,162		1,239,368,937		1,316,000		164,873,530		19,941,000,232		26,951,157



		2331 Bal. 6/30/20…..		$   708,650,414.54











						3477
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Recon 2331 - FY 2020

		FISCAL YEAR 2020

		MMARS posting Vs. Bank A/c 2331

				Bank A/c 2331		MMARS Data:		UI Draw		UI Misc.		UI Loan + Admin $		FPUC		PEUC		PUA		FUA		Total UI, FPUC and PUA		Variance

								Fund 0630		FE, UCX,Refunds				UI		FAST				(Recoveries 2003 a/c)

		Beg. Bal….		$   25,001,919.00

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):Ties to Bank Statement



		Inflow

		July		$   121,298,130.14

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Ties to a/c 2331 credit total for the month.
				119,591,805		1,431,291												121,023,096		275,034

		August		$   104,031,925.97				101,832,014		2,139,219												103,971,233		60,693

		September		$   90,988,921.09				89,646,302		1,303,908												90,950,209		38,712

		October		$   98,845,380.24				97,254,569		995,702												98,250,271		595,109

		November		$   112,017,887.00				110,934,916		1,045,483												111,980,398		37,489

		December		$   124,569,198.26				121,910,157		2,596,321												124,506,478		62,720

		January		$   129,629,588.00				127,804,044		1,738,711												129,542,755		86,833

		February		$   150,063,967.33				148,463,403		1,561,963												150,025,365		38,602

		March		$   270,873,237.39				266,573,078		4,236,964												270,810,042		63,195

		April		$   2,527,422,784.00				901,226,779		1,076,766		27,500,000

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):
Adminf funds - Pass through -
 DUA
		1,051,966,520		- 0		535,607,317		- 0		2,517,377,382		10,045,402

		May		$   4,249,528,789.00				708,696,884		7,398,795

tc={E90EA182-3825-479F-95C7-0D4F34A9B74B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Bring up Misc Detail Tab		- 0		2,828,797,484		42,522,236		660,937,723		2,717,300		4,251,070,422		(1,541,633)

		June		$   4,067,206,590.00				768,590,134		5,850,292		159,906,888

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):  Borrowed on 6/29 and 6/30.

		2,528,401,327		170,714,938		428,392,709		17,272,400		4,079,128,687		(11,922,097)



		Total Inflows….		$   12,046,476,398.42				3,562,524,084		31,375,414		187,406,888		6,409,165,331		213,237,174		1,624,937,749		19,989,700		12,048,636,339		(2,159,941)





		Outflow (Benefits Paid)

		July		$   121,298,455.00

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Ties to a/c 2331 credit total for the month.
				121,128,234

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Ties to TVs for the month.

		1,227,254												122,355,488		(1,057,033)

		August		$   104,007,175.00				103,904,231		951,402												104,855,633		(848,458)

		September		$   89,955,898.00				90,054,002		405,736												90,459,737		(503,839)

		October		$   99,893,124.00				99,935,681		535,763												100,471,444		(578,320)

		November		$   87,020,108.00				112,041,003		1,086,338		- 0										113,127,341		(26,107,233)

		December		$   126,151,164.00				123,153,383		2,711,669												125,865,053		286,111

		January		$   153,051,322.77				129,829,370		1,074,745												130,904,115		22,147,208

		February		$   150,037,470.00				149,115,264		530,904												149,646,168		391,303

		March		$   233,454,403.00				267,589,116		498,174												268,087,290		(34,632,887)

		April		$   2,426,152,903.00				902,303,545

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): From RT TV Tab

		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):Ties to Bank Statement

						1,076,766		27,500,000		1,197,906,866

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):  April 2112 ..M28


		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Ties to a/c 2331 credit total for the month.
												-		233,079,128

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): April 2112 …M29
		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): total for the whole year.   RSRC 1111 Fund 0630

										2,361,866,305		64,286,598

		May		$   4,236,211,305.00				710,627,434		1,704,650		-		2,721,387,751		66,531,740		756,098,966				4,256,350,541		(20,139,236)

		June		$   3,869,046,375.00				771,975,789		1,917,400		-		2,509,474,951		148,942,378		395,102,111				3,827,412,629		41,633,746

										0

		Total Outflows…. 		$   11,696,279,702.77				3,581,657,051		13,720,801		27,500,000		6,428,769,568		215,474,118		1,384,280,205		- 0		11,651,401,744		44,877,959



		2331 Bal. 6/30/20…..		$   375,198,614.65















																				

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):
Ties to Donna's 0630 COVID  TVs
 		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):
Adminf funds - Pass through -
 DUA
		

tc={E90EA182-3825-479F-95C7-0D4F34A9B74B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Bring up Misc Detail Tab		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):  Borrowed on 6/29 and 6/30.

		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Ties to a/c 2331 credit total for the month.
				

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Ties to TVs for the month.

												

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):
Ties to Donna's  0630 COVID  RT w/s.




US TRE April May June

		06/30/2020 -$3,532.82 PARW+ 34-60 CWC OUT 3341894 MA

		Ending $25,334,289.87												25,334,290



		Beginning $1,359,414,347.92												1,359,414,348		Net Funds used for benefits….............						1,334,080,058

		04/01/2020 $638,963.31 PARC+ 11-10 STATE DEPOSITS 3339978 MA

		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL-$901,226,778.92														April Withdrawal…..				(901,226,779)

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Source UI Trust Fund April Statement "State UI Withdrawal"



		04/30/2020 -$20,988,643.76 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340616 MA MA

		04/29/2020 -$35,218,956.34 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340587 MA MA

		04/23/2020 -$136,842,304.28 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340463 MA MA

		04/21/2020 -$4,081,656.13 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340407 MA MA														May Withdrawal….				(708,696,884)

		04/17/2020 -$38,178,614.01 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340339 MA MA

		04/16/2020 -$38,716,397.35 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340303 MA MA

		04/15/2020 -$78,429,361.17 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340274 MA MA														June Withdrawal….				(768,590,134)

		04/14/2020 -$88,890,977.71 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340246 MA MA

		04/07/2020 -$70,958,430.66 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340100 MA MA														CARES Total…......				(2,378,513,796)

		04/08/2020 -$220,003,922.61 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340127 MA MA

		04/09/2020 -$26,264,458.93 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340154 MA MA

		04/10/2020 -$12,121,303.44 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340186 MA MA

		04/13/2020 -$29,241,680.39 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340219 MA MA

		04/03/2020 -$10,707,831.16 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340041 MA MA

		04/06/2020 -$27,384,259.76 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340073 MA MA

		04/02/2020 -$12,010,339.03 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340008 MA MA

		TreasuryDirect - Unemployment Trust Fund Report Selection https://www.treasurydirect.gov/govt/reports/tbp/account-statement/report...

		1 of 2 5/11/2020, 11:26 AM

		Effective Date Shares / Par Description Memo Number Location Account Number

		04/01/2020 -$51,187,642.19 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3339979 MA MA

		(901,226,779)

		21-87 RET FOR EUISAA 2020

		EMERG UI

		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL

		05/04/2020 -$15,459,744.44 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340683 MA MA

		05/05/2020 -$192,302,881.82 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340711 MA MA

		05/13/2020 -$245,444,866.61 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340885 MA MA

		05/07/2020 -$19,976,701.68 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3340765 MA MA

		05/20/2020 -$210,232,375.52 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341033 MA MA

		05/21/2020 -$25,280,313.57 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341061 MA MA

		(708,696,884)

		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL

		06/30/2020 -$306,221.11 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341892 MA MA

		06/26/2020 -$5,952,482.34 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341842 MA MA

		06/29/2020 -$35,727,863.05 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341871 MA MA

		06/24/2020 -$14,982,150.53 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341771 MA MA

		06/23/2020 -$62,536,592.02 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341743 MA MA

		06/22/2020 -$99,597,440.78 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341716 MA MA

		06/25/2020 -$8,189,702.82 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341798 MA MA

		06/18/2020 -$9,032,110.87 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341650 MA MA

		06/16/2020 -$38,502,970.59 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341596 MA MA

		06/11/2020 -$117,020,775.88 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341489 MA MA

		06/08/2020 -$98,536,069.90 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341409 MA MA

		TreasuryDirect - Unemployment Trust Fund Report Selection Page 1 of 3

		https://www.treasurydirect.gov/govt/reports/tbp/account-statement/report.html?account=000... 7/6/2020

		Effective Date Shares / Par Description Memo Number Location Account Number

		06/01/2020 -$158,664,743.25 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341264 MA MA

		06/15/2020 -$119,541,010.51 21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL 3341557 MA MA

		(768,590,134)





Fund 0630 RTs TVs



				RT 		RT 		RT ID		RT Amount				TV		TV ID		TV Amount

				Date		Apprvl		Number						Date		Number

														12/18/19		2020TFBENEFITJUL2019		121,128,233.53

				12/18/19				2020TFBENEFITJUL2019		90,038,289.32				12/18/19		2020TFBENEFITAUG2019		103,904,230.74

				12/18/19				2020TFBENEFITAUG2019		279,371,355.70				12/18/19		2020TFBENEFITSEP2019		90,054,001.65

				12/18/19				2020TFBENEFITSEP2019		23,644,563.63				12/18/19		2020TFBENEFITOCT2019		99,935,680.86

				12/18/19				2020TFBENEFITOCT2019		77,328,342.05				12/18/19		2020TFBENEFITNOV2019		112,041,003.07

				12/18/19				2020TFBENEFITNOV2019		195,505,625.82				1/30/20		2020TFBENEFITDEC2019		123,153,383.32

				1/30/20				2020TFBENEFITDEC2019		32,086,076.16				5/13/20		2020TFBENEFITJAN2020		129,829,369.88

				4/3/20				2020TFBENEFITJAN2020		54,890,525.31				5/13/20		2020TFBENEFITFEB2020		149,115,263.91

				4/3/20				2020TFBENEFITFEB2020		131,856,621.29				7/28/20		2020TFBENEFITMAR2020		267,589,116.26

				7/28/20				2020TFBENEFITMAR2020		31,629,782.09				7/28/20		2020TFBENEFITAPR2020		902,303,544.83

				7/28/20				2020TFBENEFITAPR2020		145,881,677.25				7/28/20		2020TFBENEFITMAY2020		710,627,434.15

				7/28/20				2020TFBENEFITMAY2020		800,378,891.89				7/28/20		2020TFBENEFITJUN2020		771,975,788.55

				7/28/20				2020TFBENEFITJUN2020		206,847,912.64								3,581,657,050.75

										2,069,459,663.15









Fund 0630 RSRC 5296 (2)

		Budget Inquiry Report

				COVID				Fund 0630  RSRC 5296

		Document Code		Document Department Code		Document ID		Collected Earned Revenue		Concat Key		Table Last Date

		RT		EOL		20FPUCCARESACT-JUN20		2,528,401,327		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20FPUCCARESACT-JUN20		7/24/2020 16:27:28

		RT		EOL		20FPUCCARESACT-MAY20		2,828,797,484		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20FPUCCARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 16:23:1

		RT		EOL		20FPUCCARESACT-APR20		1,051,966,520		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20FPUCCARESACT-APR20		7/24/2020 16:12:11

								6,409,165,331

		RT		EOL		20FUA-CARESACT-JUN20		17,272,400		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20FUA-CARESACT-JUN20		7/24/2020 16:4:28

		RT		EOL		20FUA-CARESACT-MAY20		2,717,300		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20FUA-CARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 15:51:14

								19,989,700

		RT		EOL		20PEUCCARESACT-JUN20		170,714,938		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20PEUCCARESACT-JUN20		7/24/2020 12:9:12

		RT		EOL		20PEUCCARESACT-MAY20		42,522,236		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20PEUCCARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 12:2:44

								213,237,174

		RT		EOL		20PUA-CARESACT-JUN20		428,392,709		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20PUA-CARESACT-JUN20		7/24/2020 11:19:37

		RT		EOL		20PUA-CARESACT-MAY20		660,937,723		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20PUA-CARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 11:15:21

		RT		EOL		20PUA-CARESACT-APR20		535,607,317		2020^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20PUA-CARESACT-APR20		7/24/2020 11:8:1

								1,624,937,749

		

				Total CARES Act RTS…...				8,267,329,954

















Fund 0630 APPR 70035296 (2)

		Budget Inquiry Report

				Fund 0630 		Appr 70035296

		Document Code		Document Department Code		Document ID		Cash Expenses		Concat Key		Table Last Date

		TV		EOL		20PEUCCARESACT-JUN20		148,942,378		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20PEUCCARESACT-JUN20		7/27/2020 15:12:7

		TV		EOL		20PEUCCARESACT-MAY20		66,531,740		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20PEUCCARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 12:14:15

								215,474,118

		TV		EOL		20FPUCCARESACT-JUN20		2,277,513,318		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20FPUCCARESACT-JUN20		7/24/2020 16:47:5

		TV		EOL		20FPUCCARESACT-MAY20		2,721,387,751		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20FPUCCARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 16:42:57

		TV		EOL		20FPUCCARESACT-APR20		1,197,906,866		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20FPUCCARESACT-APR20		7/24/2020 16:34:49

								6,196,807,935





		TV		EOL		20PUA-CARESACT-JUN20		353,120,967		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20PUA-CARESACT-JUN20		7/24/2020 11:46:47

		TV		EOL		20PUA-CARESACT-MAY20		756,098,966		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20PUA-CARESACT-MAY20		7/24/2020 11:41:49

		TV		EOL		20PUA-CARESACT-APR20		233,079,128		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20PUA-CARESACT-APR20		7/24/2020 11:35:27

								1,342,299,061

		

						Total…...		7,754,581,114

								7,754,581,114



		TV		EOL		20PUACARESACTFY20ADJ		41,981,144.00		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20PUACARESACTFY20ADJ		10/13/2020 8:25:20

		TV		EOL		20FPUCCARESACTF20ADJ		231,961,633.00		2020^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^20FPUCCARESACTF20ADJ		10/13/2020 8:25:4



								273,942,777.00

				Total of all COVID entries…				8,028,523,891





0630 70036605 (2)

		Budget Inquiry Report

				Fund 0630		Appr 70036605

		Document Code		Document Department Code		Document ID		Cash Expenses		Concat Key		Table Last Date

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITJUN2020		771,975,789		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITJUN2020		7/28/2020 15:44:14

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITMAY2020		710,627,434		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITMAY2020		7/28/2020 15:41:31

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITAPR2020		902,303,545		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITAPR2020		7/28/2020 15:38:21

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITMAR2020		267,589,116		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITMAR2020		7/28/2020 15:34:23

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITFEB2020		149,115,264		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITFEB2020		5/13/2020 12:22:21

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITJAN2020		129,829,370		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITJAN2020		5/13/2020 10:52:41

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITDEC2019		123,153,383		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITDEC2019		1/30/2020 11:44:4

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITNOV2019		112,041,003		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITNOV2019		12/18/2019 13:22:49

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITOCT2019		99,935,681		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITOCT2019		12/18/2019 13:19:31

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITSEP2019		90,054,002		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITSEP2019		12/18/2019 13:15:2

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITAUG2019		103,904,231		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITAUG2019		12/18/2019 13:11:23

		TV		EOL		2020TFBENEFITJUL2019		121,128,234		2020^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2020TFBENEFITJUL2019		12/18/2019 13:5:21



		

						Total…..		3,581,657,051

















TRE Dirct May

		Effective Date		Shares/Par		Transaction Decription Code		Memo Number		Location Code		Account Number

		5/1/20		$   725,772,401.24		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340619				MA

		5/4/20		$   55,125,421.19		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340652				MA

		5/5/20		$   7,569,835.47		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340686				MA

		5/6/20		$   627,394.18		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340713				MA

		5/8/20		$   700,720.89		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340768				MA

		5/11/20		$   1,677,189.44		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340800				MA

		5/11/20		$   599,367.14		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340801				MA

		5/12/20		$   887,762.27		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340833				MA

		5/7/20		$   1,300,834.02		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340740				MA

		5/13/20		$   298,398.91		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340860				MA

		5/14/20		$   391,412.97		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340887				MA

		5/15/20		$   431,000.54		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340915				MA

		5/19/20		$   487,319.30		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340982				MA

		5/20/20		$   325,314.75		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341008				MA

		5/21/20		$   508,261.32		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341036				MA

		5/22/20		$   293,359.78		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341079				MA

		5/27/20		$   289,642.53		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341147				MA

		5/27/20		$   447,737.60		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341148				MA

		5/28/20		$   256,276.64		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341174				MA

		5/29/20		$   232,719.86		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3341200				MA

		5/18/20		$   431,209.98		11-10 STATE DEPOSITS		3340949				MA

		5/14/20		$   (16,248.33)		11-11 RET OF ST UNEMPLOYMENT CONTR.		3340912		MA		MA

		5/1/20		$   (614,081.15)		11-11 RET OF ST UNEMPLOYMENT CONTR.		3340650		MA		MA



		5/4/20		$   (15,459,744.44)		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL		3340683		MA		MA

		5/5/20		$   (192,302,881.82)		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL		3340711		MA		MA

		5/13/20		$   (245,444,866.61)		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL		3340885		MA		MA

		5/7/20		$   (19,976,701.68)		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL		3340765		MA		MA

		5/20/20		$   (210,232,375.52)		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL		3341033		MA		MA

		5/21/20		$   (25,280,313.57)		21-10 STATE UI WITHDRAWAL		3341061		MA		MA

				$   (708,696,883.64)				 



		5/21/20		$   (34,012.84)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341062		VT		MA

		5/21/20		$   (3,995.93)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341063		UT		MA

		5/21/20		$   (54,403.70)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341064		TX		MA

		5/21/20		$   (5,291.70)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341065		TN		MA

		5/21/20		$   (11,167.70)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341066		OR		MA

		5/21/20		$   (2,770.41)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341067		OK		MA

		5/21/20		$   (81,296.80)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341068		NY		MA

		5/21/20		$   (1,856.45)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341069		NM		MA

		5/21/20		$   (1,296.65)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341070		KY		MA

		5/21/20		$   (5,724.24)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341071		ID		MA

		5/21/20		$   (321.73)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341072		DE		MA

		5/21/20		$   (23,705.54)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341073		CO		MA

		5/21/20		$   (55.96)		34-60 CWC OUT		3341074		AK		MA

		5/21/20		$   68,791.70		34-61 CWC IN		3341075		AL		MA

		5/21/20		$   43,184.04		34-61 CWC IN		3341076		DC		MA

		5/21/20		$   1,044.64		34-61 CWC IN		3341077		SD		MA

		5/18/20		$   23,306.88		34-61 CWC IN		3340980		IA		MA

		5/20/20		$   4,527.17		34-61 CWC IN		3341034		NM		MA

		5/14/20		$   5,039.81		34-61 CWC IN		3340913		DE		MA

		5/15/20		$   11,236.27		34-61 CWC IN		3340946		MS		MA

		5/15/20		$   160,616.04		34-61 CWC IN		3340947		TX		MA

		5/7/20		$   11,458.57		34-61 CWC IN		3340766		OR		MA

		5/12/20		$   254,751.11		34-61 CWC IN		3340858		CA		MA

		5/6/20		$   13,505.26		34-61 CWC IN		3340738		KS		MA

		5/4/20		$   53,529.00		34-61 CWC IN		3340684		WV		MA

		5/29/20		$   2,717,300.00		39-31 TSFR FROM NON-INVSTD FUA		3341231		MA		MA





MIsc. detail

												Inflows:												Outflows:

				CWC		CWC												Smart Link		Total

				Received		Paid		Net				Other		FE / UCX		OP-RP		and TAA						FE / UCX		UI Refunds

		July		3,003,885		298,684		2,705,201						566,091		357,154		508,046		1,431,291				566,091		661,163

		August		2,825,647		1,122,147		1,703,500						503,032		542,694		1,093,492		2,139,219				503,032		448,370

		September		1,054,587		1,348		1,053,239						405,736		410,341		487,831		1,303,908				405,736

		October		3,790,691		1,632,461		2,158,230						535,763		459,939		0		995,702				535,763

		November		768,600		19,944		748,656						530,624		514,859		0		1,045,483				530,624		555,714

		December		1,885,929		672,635		1,213,294				509,269

Arnold, Donna B  (EOL): Arnold, Donna B  (EOL):  Transfer remaining 0430 balance to 2331
		525,255		992,299		569,498		2,596,321				525,255		2,186,414

		January		4,492,186		950,136		3,542,050						634,933		552,891		550,887		1,738,711				634,933		439,812

		February		1,551,955		122,099		1,429,856						526,994		428,181		606,788		1,561,963				526,994		3,910

		March		94,949		17,864		77,085						498,174		3,044,649		694,141		4,236,964				498,174

		April		4,555,656		71,112		4,484,544						1,076,766						1,076,766				1,076,766

		May		650,990		225,899		425,091						1,074,321		5,534,243

tc={20D41E9C-5C08-428D-A3CD-DDC04E79B69B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    OP-RP Mar-Apr 2020 document goes from 04/2019 to 04/2020
OP-RP 2497 Mar-Apr 2020 Transfer to 2331 amount is $432,140.95
OP-RP 4107 Mar-Apr 2020 Transfer to 2331 Approval amount is $5,102,101.82 to equal $5,534,242.77		790,231

tc={9CA45C46-E8DA-42F6-824E-717DAE2E331B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sum of Signed Certificate amount of $8,917.09 for transportation and job search allowance payments to participants in the Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) Program and Smartlink Draw for March $781,314 spreadsheet amount of $781,314.00
Ties with Approved-Confirmed BOA New Pay ADV Transfer 4107 to 2331 for Mar 2020 PDF		7,398,795				1,074,321		630,329

		June		2,763,248		1,468,255		1,294,993				405,126

Arnold, Donna B  (EOL): Arnold, Donna B  (EOL):  >13 mo debit card unload deposit
				

tc={20D41E9C-5C08-428D-A3CD-DDC04E79B69B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    OP-RP Mar-Apr 2020 document goes from 04/2019 to 04/2020
OP-RP 2497 Mar-Apr 2020 Transfer to 2331 amount is $432,140.95
OP-RP 4107 Mar-Apr 2020 Transfer to 2331 Approval amount is $5,102,101.82 to equal $5,534,242.77		

tc={9CA45C46-E8DA-42F6-824E-717DAE2E331B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sum of Signed Certificate amount of $8,917.09 for transportation and job search allowance payments to participants in the Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) Program and Smartlink Draw for March $781,314 spreadsheet amount of $781,314.00
Ties with Approved-Confirmed BOA New Pay ADV Transfer 4107 to 2331 for Mar 2020 PDF		

Arnold, Donna B  (EOL): Arnold, Donna B  (EOL):  Transfer remaining 0430 balance to 2331
		1,917,400		1,177,560		2,350,206		5,850,292				1,917,400



				27,438,323		6,602,584		20,835,739				914,395		8,795,089		14,014,810		7,651,120		31,375,414				8,795,089		4,925,712

																				31,375,414

		Note:  detail from Donna's w/s.





Fund 0630 APPR 70035296

		Budget Inquiry Report



		Document Code		Document Department Code		Document ID		Cash Expenses		Concat Key		Table Last Date		number

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-AUG20		6,840,475.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-AUG20		3/10/2021 14:53:59		11

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-SEP20		32,032,184.94		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-SEP20		3/10/2021 14:56:18		10

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-OCT20		29,856,583.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-OCT20		3/10/2021 14:58:19		9

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-NOV20		44,471,648.86		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-NOV20		3/10/2021 15:0:16		8

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-DEC20		72,288,602.15		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-DEC20		3/10/2021 15:2:12		7

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-JAN21		324,331,800.83		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-JAN21		9/10/2021 17:21:18		6

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-FEB21		170,272,448.25		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-FEB21		9/10/2021 17:24:18		5

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-MAR21		91,044,748.58		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-MAR21		9/10/2021 17:26:33		4

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-APR21		14,600,570.74		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-APR21		9/10/2021 17:28:47		3

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-MAY21		9,872,755.38		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 17:33:11		2

		TV		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-JUN21		6,584,102.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 17:35:37		1



		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-JUL20		2,080,519,824.20		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-JUL20		9/9/2021 16:18:41		12

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-AUG20		270,777,374.07		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-AUG20		9/9/2021 16:22:54		11

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-SEP20		78,112,911.79		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-SEP20		9/9/2021 16:27:21		10

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-OCT20		69,006,839.41		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-OCT20		9/9/2021 16:29:9		9

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-NOV20		58,780,763.93		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-NOV20		9/9/2021 16:31:24		8

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-DEC20		33,122,242.11		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-DEC20		9/9/2021 16:33:21		7

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-JAN21		680,370,467.14		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-JAN21		9/9/2021 16:49:16		6

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-FEB21		693,769,954.73		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-FEB21		9/10/2021 17:41:18		5

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-MAR21		788,141,427.29		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-MAR21		9/9/2021 16:58:17		4

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-APR21		605,905,890.73		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-APR21		9/9/2021 17:1:35		3

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-MAY21		631,033,791.30		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 17:44:38		2

		TV		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-JUN21		571,251,748.25		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 17:47:52		1



		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-AUG20		197,374,204.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-AUG20		3/10/2021 14:13:31		11

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-SEP20		940,154,608.14		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-SEP20		3/10/2021 14:16:12		10

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-OCT20		24,452,073.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-OCT20		3/10/2021 14:19:9		9

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-NOV20		41,893,698.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-NOV20		3/10/2021 14:21:43		8

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-DEC20		13,088,867.31		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-DEC20		MOD RJCT		7

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-JAN21		4,807,315.62		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-AUG20				6

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-FEB21		4,004,900.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-SEP20				5

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-MAR21		7,795,120.58		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-OCT20				4

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-APR21		3,010,748.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-NOV20				3

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-MAY21		1,623,606.50		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-DEC20				2

		TV		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-JUN21		1,163,796.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-DEC20				1



		TV		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-DEC20		164,873,530.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-DEC20		2/25/2021 16:18:24



		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-JUL20		160,074,389.61		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-JUL20		2/25/2021 15:33:47		12

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-AUG20		95,803,168.43		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-AUG20		2/25/2021 15:39:54		11

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-SEP20		176,347,446.92		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-SEP20		2/25/2021 15:43:13		10

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-OCT20		212,558,309.51		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-OCT20		MOD RJCT		9

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20		300,114,713.29		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20		2/25/2021 15:49:10		8

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20		250,663,647.78		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20		2/25/2021 15:51:4		7

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-JAN21		321,337,712.79		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-SEP20		9/10/2021 17:56:32		6

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-FEB21		482,385,465.66		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-FEB21		9/10/2021 17:59:52		5

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-MAR21		599,728,113.67		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20				4

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-APR21		573,786,397.93		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20				3

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-MAY21		694,462,567.16		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20				2

		TV		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-JUN21		548,868,407.20		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20				1



		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-JUL20		386,048,773.47		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-JUL20		MOD RJCT		12

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-AUG20		436,364,850.70		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-AUG20		MOD RJCT		11

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-SEP20		320,055,192.41		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-SEP20		2/25/2021 14:32:14		10

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-OCT20		310,714,160.36		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-OCT20		2/25/2021 14:35:6		9

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-NOV20		369,043,253.62		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-NOV20		2/25/2021 14:37:32		8

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-DEC20		311,754,711.93		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-DEC20		2/25/2021 14:39:38		7

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-JAN21		282,958,234.33		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-JAN21		MOD RJCT		6

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-FEB21		273,515,551.68		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-FEB21		3/22/2021 17:3:22		5

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-MAR21		338,920,545.26		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-NOV20		RJCT		4

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-APR21		251,968,962.19		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-DEC20		RJCT		3

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-MAY21		231,149,337.38		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-JAN21		RJCT		2

		TV		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-JUN21		253,042,588.98		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-FEB21		RJCT		1

		TV		EOL		21MEUCCARESACT-JUN21		348,100.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20

		TV		EOL		21MEUCCARESACT-MAY21		946,700.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20

		TV		EOL		21MEUCCARESACT-APR21		21,200.00		2021^70035296^0630^COVD^EOL^TV^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20

								16,950,214,124.09

		



















Fund 0630 RSRC 5296

		Budget Inquiry Report



		Document Code		Document Department Code		Document ID		Collected Earned Revenue		Concat Key		Table Last Date		sort

		RT		EOL		20211STWWREIMDEC2020

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
FY21 UI TRUST FUND 1st Wait Week Waived Reimb Cares Act		241,773,910

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
directly from BOA 2092 to UI TF 5091. 1st wait week reimbursement 		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^20211STWWREIMDEC2020		3/10/2021 16:59:30		20211

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACTBT5-21		70,717,447		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACTBT5-21		6/28/2021 13:46:29		21EB2		7

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACTBT5-21		4,089,230		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACTBT5-21		6/28/2021 12:44:59		21FPU

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACTBT5-21		241,530,243		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACTBT5-21		6/28/2021 13:16:25		21PEU



		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-AUG20		6,167,237		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-AUG20		3/10/2021 14:42:24		21EB2		12

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-SEP20		32,449,417		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-SEP20		3/10/2021 14:44:37		21EB2		11

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-OCT20		30,834,988		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-OCT20		3/10/2021 14:47:8		21EB2		10

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-NOV20		43,651,639		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-NOV20		3/10/2021 14:49:8		21EB2		9

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-DEC20		73,147,708		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-DEC20		3/10/2021 14:50:49		21EB2		8

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-JAN21		132,350,533		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-JAN21		9/10/2021 15:33:35		21EB2		6

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-FEB21		284,189,719		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-FEB21		9/10/2021 15:37:16		21EB2		5

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-MAR21		114,477,731		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-MAR21		9/10/2021 15:40:7		21EB2		4

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-APR21		15,804,035		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-APR21		9/10/2021 15:42:25		21EB2		3

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-MAY21		7,916,302		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 15:44:49		21EB2		2

		RT		EOL		21EB20CARESACT-JUN21		8,514,018		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21EB20CARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 15:46:52		21EB2		1



		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-JUL20		2,103,934,796		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-JUL20		2/25/2021 16:26:7		21FPU		12

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-AUG20		290,008,578		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-AUG20		2/25/2021 16:29:6		21FPU		11

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-SEP20		80,837,170		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-SEP20		2/25/2021 16:31:11		21FPU		10

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-OCT20		75,860,309		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-OCT20		2/25/2021 16:32:56		21FPU		9

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-NOV20		55,619,982		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-NOV20		2/25/2021 16:36:16		21FPU		8

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-DEC20		35,598,152		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-DEC20		9/9/2021 15:41:27		21FPU		7

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-JAN21		538,452,635		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-JAN21		9/9/2021 15:50:49		21FPU		6

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-FEB21		753,994,456		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-FEB21		9/9/2021 15:54:17		21FPU		5

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-MAR21		845,547,453		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-MAR21		9/9/2021 16:0:7		21FPU		4

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-APR21		616,953,901		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-APR21		9/9/2021 16:3:22		21FPU		3

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-MAY21		574,588,969		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-MAY21		9/9/2021 16:6:38		21FPU		2

		RT		EOL		21FPUCCARESACT-JUN21		619,832,254		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FPUCCARESACT-JUN21		9/9/2021 16:11:10		21FPU		1



		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-JUL20		30,751,600		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-JUL20		2/25/2021 15:57:44		21FUA		11

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-AUG20		41,349,800		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-AUG20		2/25/2021 16:0:18		21FUA		10

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-SEP20		40,277,300		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-SEP20		2/25/2021 16:2:30		21FUA		9

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-NOV20		32,505,130		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-NOV20		2/25/2021 16:4:43		21FUA		8

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-DEC20		3,201,051		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-DEC20		2/25/2021 16:6:28		21FUA		7

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-JAN21		12,981,330		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-JAN21		9/10/2021 16:41:19		21FUA		6

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-FEB21		7,765,160		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-FEB21		9/10/2021 16:43:8		21FUA		5

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-MAR21		9,436,569		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-MAR21		9/10/2021 16:44:54		21FUA		4

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-APR21		6,885,362		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-APR21		9/10/2021 16:46:49		21FUA		3

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-MAY21		10,619,149		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 16:48:24		21FUA		2

		RT		EOL		21FUA-CARESACT-JUN21		4,327,822		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21FUA-CARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 16:50:27		21FUA		1



		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-SEP20		1,136,826,021		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-SEP20		3/10/2021 13:59:55		21LWA		10

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-OCT20		26,184,643		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-OCT20		3/10/2021 14:3:6		21LWA		9

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-NOV20		41,242,995		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-NOV20		3/10/2021 14:5:47		21LWA		8

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-DEC20		12,303,906		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-DEC20		3/10/2021 14:9:8		21LWA		7

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-FEB21		2,391,684		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-FEB21		9/10/2021 16:56:47		21LWA		6

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-MAR21		7,494,357		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-MAR21		9/10/2021 16:58:49		21LWA		5

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-APR21		6,481,101		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-APR21		9/10/2021 17:0:32		21LWA		4

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-MAY21		1,620,848		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 17:2:15		21LWA		3

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-JUN21		1,213,386		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 17:4:9		21LWA		2

		RT		EOL		21LWA-CARESACT-JAN21		3,132,353		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21LWA-CARESACT-JAN21		9/10/2021 17:8:20		21LWA		1



		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-JUL20		161,398,726		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-JUL20		2/25/2021 14:45:1		21PEU		12

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-AUG20		93,849,472		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-AUG20		2/25/2021 14:47:33		21PEU		11

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-SEP20		177,965,716		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-SEP20		2/25/2021 14:51:28		21PEU		10

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-OCT20		211,744,806		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-OCT20		2/25/2021 15:2:30		21PEU		9

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20		293,930,154		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-NOV20		2/25/2021 15:5:5		21PEU		8

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20		257,269,930		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-DEC20		2/25/2021 15:7:36		21PEU		7

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-JAN21		115,827,647		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-JAN21		3/24/2021 12:4:24		21PEU		6

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-FEB21		350,254,192		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-FEB21		3/24/2021 12:6:45		21PEU		5

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-MAR21		678,408,974		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-MAR21		9/10/2021 15:52:48		21PEU		4

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-APR21		585,660,121		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-APR21		9/10/2021 16:21:5		21PEU		3

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-JUN21		643,726,658		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 16:25:17		21PEU		2

		RT		EOL		21PEUCCARESACT-MAY21		590,378,761		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PEUCCARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 16:27:25		21PEU		1



		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-JUL20		390,060,549		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-JUL20		2/25/2021 13:54:33		21PUA		12

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-AUG20		387,252,545		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-AUG20		2/25/2021 13:58:30		21PUA		11

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-SEP20		373,691,388		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-SEP20		2/25/2021 14:1:30		21PUA		10

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-OCT20		315,723,142		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-OCT20		2/25/2021 14:4:2		21PUA		9

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-NOV20		308,812,329		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-NOV20		2/25/2021 14:6:32		21PUA		8

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-DEC20		369,977,644		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-DEC20		2/25/2021 14:20:48		21PUA		7

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-JAN21		283,415,738		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-JAN21		3/22/2021 16:43:6		21PUA		6

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-FEB21		273,280,526		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-FEB21		3/22/2021 16:50:0		21PUA		5

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-MAR21		333,826,882		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-MAR21		9/10/2021 16:31:27		21PUA		4

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-APR21		255,184,069		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-APR21		9/10/2021 16:33:20		21PUA		3

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-MAY21		231,500,105		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-MAY21		9/10/2021 16:35:14		21PUA		2

		RT		EOL		21PUA-CARESACT-JUN21		250,258,623		2021^0630^COVD^EOL^5296^RT^EOL^21PUA-CARESACT-JUN21		9/10/2021 16:36:57		21PUA		1



								17,271,233,074



















FE - UCX, Misc

				FE		UCX				SUBTOTAL				TAA				TOTAL

		July		$914,666.19		$901,609.48				$1,816,275.67								$1,816,275.67

		Aug		$681,200.94		$645,728.67				$1,326,929.61				$1,223,911.00				$2,550,840.61

		Sep		$671,643.19		$608,745.16				$1,280,388.35								$1,280,388.35

		Oct		$564,004.43		$483,326.92				$1,047,331.35								$1,047,331.35

		Nov		$624,570.98		$405,796.11				$1,030,367.09				$1,338,658.51				$2,369,025.60

		Dec		$977,198.80		$407,876.97				$1,385,075.77								$1,385,075.77

		Jan		$750,398.87		$75,740.88				$826,139.75				$795,187.59				$1,621,327.34

		Feb		$915,110.08		$401,281.94				$1,316,392.02								$1,316,392.02

		Mar		$1,093,111.42		$393,280.37				$1,486,391.79				$775,495.42				$2,261,887.21

		Apr		$775,447.78		$407,535.46				$1,182,983.24				$92,643.11				$1,275,626.35

		May		$705,077.76		$454,094.40				$1,159,172.16				$33,142.30				$1,192,314.46

		Jun		$534,166.36		$381,336.15				$915,502.51								$915,502.51

										$14,772,949.31				$4,259,037.93				$19,031,987.24



		Transferred		Transfer Type		Amount		From		To



		8/19/20		TRA/ATAA Smart Link Draw Transf		$1,191,706.00		4107		2331

		8/21/20		Transf of >13mo  to 2331		$32,205.00		9522		2331

		11/5/20		TAA New Pay Adv Reimb Transfer		$10,668.51		4107		2331

		11/5/20		TRA/ATAA Smart Link Draw Transf		$1,327,990.00		4107		2331

		1/27/21		TAA New Pay Adv Reimb Transfer		$4,822.59		4107		2331

		1/27/21		TRA/ATAA Smart Link Draw Transf		$790,365.00		4107		2331

		3/31/21		TAA New Pay Adv Reimb Transfer		$29,677.42		4107		2331

		3/31/21		TRA/ATAA Smart Link Draw Transf		$745,818.00		4107		2331

		4/13/21		TRA/ATAA Smart Link Draw Transf		$88,197.00		4107		2331

		4/13/21		TAA New Pay Adv Reimb Transfer		$4,446.11		4107		2331

		5/10/21		TRA/ATAA Smart Link Draw Transf		$29,517.00		4107		2331

		5/10/21		TAA New Pay Adv Reimb Transfer		$3,625.30		4107		2331

						$4,259,037.93
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		Budget Inquiry Report



		Document Code		Document Department Code		Document ID		Cash Expenses		Concat Key		Table Last Date

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITJUL2020		660,984,618.62		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITJUL2020		4/27/2021 13:35:46		2020

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITAUG2020		712,014,467.00		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITAUG2020		4/27/2021 13:40:5		2020

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITSEP2020		435,423,969.95		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITSEP2020		4/27/2021 13:42:54		2020

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITOCT2020		317,410,295.09		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITOCT2020		4/27/2021 13:48:48		2020

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITNOV2020		288,814,014.82		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITNOV2020		4/27/2021 13:51:15		2020

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITDEC2020		609,550,765.22		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITDEC2020		4/27/2021 13:53:23		2020

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITJAN2021		58,123,284.45		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITJAN2021		4/27/2021 13:55:51		2021

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITFEB2021		2,755,436.52		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITFEB2021		3/22/2021 16:22:18		2021

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITMAR2021		213,762,265.67		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITMAR2021		5/7/2021 11:50:34		2021

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITAPR2021		24,458,651.77		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITAPR2021		5/7/2021 12:0:37		2021

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITBTUI521		-316,336,920.14		2021^70036605^0630^3368^EOL^TV^EOL^2021TFBENEFITBTUI521		6/28/2021 14:30:39		I521

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITJUN2021		1,839,686.12		RJCT

		TV		EOL		2021TFBENEFITMAY2021		2,408,150.83		RJCT

								3,011,208,685.92

		



















CWC

		EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF LABOR & WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

		CASH AND BENEFIT MANAGEMENT UNIT

		Appropriation 7003-6605

		TV 2021TFBENEFIT

		FISCAL YEAR 2021 CASH OUTFLOW SUMMARY



		FFY 2021 (OCT THROUGH JUN) PROG TRFUND2021  PHASE K129;  FUND 0630

		FFY 2020 (JUL THROUGH SEP)  PROG TRFUND2020   PHASE J429;  FUND 0630

																										Loan outflows

														Rtrnd		RETURN 		STATE						TITLE XII 		Modifications		TOTAL		TV		TV Apprvl		TV ID		TV Amount

		MONTH		UI		FE		UCX		CWC PAID		FUA 		Interest		TO EUCA/Others		EB		EB-2009		Employer Refunds		RPYMT		 to TVs on 4-27-21		 OUTFLOWS		Date		Date		Number						Remove from UI

		JUL 2020		64,274,323.21		914,666.19		901,609.48		3,183,839.72				1,882.69										0		591,708,297.33		660,984,618.62		2/18/21		2/25/21		2021TFBENEFITJUL2020		660,984,618.62				$   (3,185,722.41)

		AUG 2020		202,683,628.63		681,200.94		645,728.67		5,769,081.35														0		502,234,827.41		712,014,467.00		2/18/21		2/25/21		2021TFBENEFITAUG2020		712,014,467.00				$   (5,769,081.35)

		SEP 2020		23,875,511.53		671,643.19		608,745.16		3,155,843.54														0		407,112,226.53		435,423,969.95		2/18/21		2/25/21		2021TFBENEFITSEP2020		435,423,969.95				$   (3,155,843.54)

		OCT 2020		48,261,464.31		564,004.43		483,326.92		3,440,238.43				482,626.12										0		264,178,634.88		317,410,295.09		2/18/21		2/25/21		2021TFBENEFITOCT2020		317,410,295.09				$   (3,922,864.55)

		NOV 2020		176,895,282.19		624,570.98		405,796.11		2,037,103.07														0		108,851,262.47		288,814,014.82		2/18/21		2/25/21		2021TFBENEFITNOV2020		288,814,014.82				$   (2,037,103.07)

		DEC 2020		435,171,324.89		977,198.80		407,876.97		5,626,815.13												137,942.11		0		167,229,607.32		609,550,765.22		2/18/21		2/25/21		2021TFBENEFITDEC2020		609,550,765.22				$   (5,764,757.24)

		JAN 2021		42,898,128.25		750,398.87		75,740.88		2,573,166.36				1,068,101.60										0		10,757,748.49		58,123,284.45		3/22/21		3/22/21		2021TFBENEFITJAN2021		58,123,284.45				$   (3,641,267.96)

		FEB 2021		0.00		915,110.08		401,281.94		1,398,472.40												40,572.10				0.00		2,755,436.52		3/22/21		3/22/21		2021TFBENEFITFEB2021		2,755,436.52				$   (1,439,044.50)

		MAR 2021		172,261,631.36		1,093,111.42		393,280.37		1,460,175.26												246,390.18				38,307,677.08		213,762,265.67		3/22/21				2021TFBENEFITMAR2021		213,762,265.67				$   (1,706,565.44)

		APR 2021		3,147,264.23		775,447.78		407,535.46		1,846,401.56				553,712.94												17,728,289.80		24,458,651.77		5/7/21				2021TFBENEFITAPR2021		24,458,651.77				$   (2,400,114.50)

		MAY 2021		0.00		705,077.76		454,094.40		1,248,978.67																		2,408,150.83								2,408,150.83				$   (1,248,978.67)

		BT adj 2021		(316,336,920.14)																								(316,336,920.14)		6/28/21				2021TFBENEFITBTUI521		(316,336,920.14)				$   - 0

		JUN 2021		0.00		534,166.36		381,336.15		917,947.61												6,236.00						1,839,686.12								1,839,686.12				$   (924,183.61)

		TOTALS		853,131,638.46		9,206,596.80		5,566,352.51		32,658,063.10		0.00		2,106,323.35		0.00		0.00		0.00		431,140.39		0		2,108,108,571.31		3,011,208,685.92								3,011,208,685.92		- 0		(35,195,526.84)



																										 

								Prepared by:								Date:

								Approved by:								Date:

		$52,810.76 was erroneously drawn on 8/29/18 as TEUC and $28,409.05 as EB State.  $52,810.76 shb UCX and $28,409.05 shb FE to be corrected in Oct 2018								Book entry to ASAP made 10/1/18 to correct erroneous 8/29/18 entries
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Analysis

														Treasury Direct Transaction Statement																								Fiscal Report - Cash Activities

		Month		Report Name		State Deposits		UI Net Activity for Period (J11)		Difference				RET of St Unemployment Contr.		State UI Withdrawal		State UI WD for EMER UC Relief		 Refund of State W/D		BT TO STATE UI ACCOUNT		CWC OUT		CWC IN		RET for EUISAA 2020 Emerg UI Admin		BT to EUISAA 2020 Emerg UI Admin		TSFR FROM NON-INVSTD FUA		DIST QUART EARNINGS TO STATES		Total From Transaction Statement		Deposits		Refunds Issued at Program Level		Refunds Stopped at Program Level		Dishonored		Modified Up		Modified Down		Transferred		Redistributions		EMAC/UHI		EMAC Supplement		WTF		Contingency Account		SUTA Dumping Penalty Account		Unmatched Payments		Net Activity for Period Total

				SubTotals		$   3,662,016,518		$   3,161,980,260		$   (506,534,767)				($1,061,470)						$8,178,460		$624,495,380		($34,436,518)		$49,859,046						$220,089,973		$12,751,116

		Apr-20		326 Revenue Report				$867,874,990																														$867,241,768		$0		$0		($1,501,113)		$0		$0		$677		$2,133,658		$91,869,639		$1,133,611		$13,464,228		$550,046		$0		$5,668,658		$980,561,173

		Apr-20		April 2020 TD Transaction Statement		$140,242,144				$727,632,846						($901,226,779)										$4,562,767		($25,754,698)		$25,754,698						($756,421,868)

		May-20		326 Revenue Report				$71,375,801																														$69,550,179		($626,544)		$0		($278,050)		$0		$0		($15,743)		$2,745,958		$6,539,788		$562,155		$1,121,055		$342,243		$0		$1,354,461		$81,295,503

		May-20		May 2020 TD Transaction Statement		$798,653,580				($727,277,779)				($630,329)		($708,696,884)				$4,089,230		$312,247,690		($225,900)		$650,990						$2,717,300				$408,805,678

		Jun-20		326 Revenue Report				$13,777,201																														$13,425,466		$0		$0		($47,343)		$0		$0		($18,399)		$417,478		$1,281,013		$468,185		$202,419		$309,305		$0		$772,133		$16,810,255

		Jun-20		June 2020 Treasury Direct Transaction Statement		$37,879,880				($24,102,680)						($768,590,134)								($1,468,255)		$2,763,248						$17,272,400		$4,380,496		($707,762,364)

		Jul-20		326 Revenue Report				$214,324,547																														$214,319,134		$0		$0		($191,226)		$0		$0		($82,090)		$278,729		$20,516,152		$412,506		$3,280,696		$413,810		$0		$2,027,330		$240,975,040

		Jul-20		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement July 2020		$63,591,472				$150,733,075						($64,274,323)								($3,183,840)		$8,406,587						$30,751,600				$35,291,496

		Aug-20		326 Revenue Report				$31,870,948																														$29,537,626		$0		$0		($177,594)		$0		$0		$51,960		$2,458,956		$2,586,015		$222,495		$343,226		$524,581		$0		$4,436,441		$39,983,707

		Aug-20		TD Aug 2020 Transaction Statement		$187,165,218				($155,294,270)						($202,683,629)								($5,769,081)		$11,843,629						$41,349,800				$31,905,937

		Sep-20		326 Revenue Report				$24,885,316																														$8,119,157		$0		$0		($32,841)		$0		$0		($40,897)		$16,839,896		$568,038		$330,108		$99,127		$411,012		$0		$16,719,092		$43,012,694

		Sep-20		TD Sept 2020 Transaction Statement		$25,624,441				($739,124)						($23,875,512)								($3,155,843)		$2,628,523						$40,277,300		$482,626		$41,981,535

		Oct-20		326 Revenue Report				$92,798,601																														$72,425,627		($6,793)		$0		($158,633)		$0		$0		($91,422)		$20,629,822		$6,101,386		$360,866		$994,676		$410,001		$0		$21,625,512		$122,291,041

		Oct-20		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement October 2020		$58,837,504				$33,961,097				$0		($48,261,464)		$0						($3,524,538)		$3,460,739						$0		$0		$10,512,239

		Nov-20		326 Revenue Report				$129,691,986																														$115,782,330		$0		$0		($175,107)		$0		$0		($5,553)		$14,090,315		$9,159,824		$409,564		$1,567,199		$558,032		$0		$15,770,274		$157,156,877

		Nov-20		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement November 2020		$163,894,064				($34,202,078)				$0		($176,895,282)		$0						($2,037,103)		$5,602,014						$32,505,130		$0		$23,068,822

		Dec-20		326 Revenue Report				$61,222,071																														$19,789,400		($137,942)		$0		($807,329)		$0		$0		$186		$42,377,757		$511,913		$233,185		$106,171		$463,573		$0		$43,663,888		$106,200,801

		Dec-20		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement December 2021		$466,702,738				($405,480,666)				($137,942)		($435,171,325)		($164,873,530)						($5,626,815)		$756,212						$3,201,051		$1,068,102		($134,081,510)

		Jan-21		326 Revenue Report				$75,535,983																														$60,345,840		$0		$0		($164,027)		$0		$0		($32,918)		$15,387,088		$4,495,225		$149,096		$857,739		$570,715		$0		$19,232,071		$100,840,830

		Jan-21		TD Jan 2021 Transaction Statement		$46,570,077				$28,965,906						($42,898,128)								($2,573,166)		$1,113,225						$12,981,330				$15,193,338

		Feb-21		326 Revenue Report				$95,525,190.42																														$88,757,326.17		($40,572.10)		$0.00		($1,032,134.36)		$0.00		$0.00		($12,643.50)		$7,853,214.21		$8,019,976.31		$163,612.82		$1,356,851.83		$421,508.73		$0.00		$8,322,282.16		$113,809,422

		Feb-21		TD Feb 2021 Transaction Statement		$129,344,476.32				($33,819,285.90)				($40,572.10)										($1,398,472.40)		$2,045,078.82						$7,765,160.00				$137,715,671

		Mar-21		326 Revenue Report				$12,659,661.63																														$6,256,629.20		($246,390.18)		$0.00		($188,586.60)		$0.00		$0.00		($21,571.43)		$6,859,580.64		$621,101.98		$88,988.52		$109,932.62		$756,682.53		$0.00		$7,355,776.94		$21,592,144

		Mar-21		TD March 2021 Transaction Statement		$12,063,242.83				$596,418.80				($246,390.18)		($172,261,631.36)								($1,460,175.26)		$1,498,239.88						$9,436,569.00		$553,712.94		($150,416,432)

		Apr-21		326 Revenue Report				$1,318,084,350.54																														$1,312,867,194.34		$0.00		$0.00		($246,128.35)		$0.00		$0.00		($25,186.45)		$5,488,471.00		$76,223,633.67		$249,125.97		$11,380,709.97		$479,204.44		$0.00		$20,199,967.42		$1,426,616,992

		Apr-21		TD April 2021 Transaction Statement		$177,109,664.98				$1,140,974,685.56						($3,147,264.23)								($1,846,401.56)		$3,458,052.46						$6,885,362.00				$182,459,414

		May-21		326 Revenue Report				$91,463,717.02																														$84,847,850.42		$0.00		$0.00		($689,326.65)		$0.00		$0.00		($123,422.15)		$7,428,615.40		$7,270,090.53		$158,544.48		$960,847.14		$391,994.83		$0.00		$7,232,790.95		$107,477,985

		May-21		TD May 2021 Transaction Statement		$1,235,910,772.51				($1,144,447,055.49)										$4,089,230.00		$312,247,690.14		($1,248,978.67)		$891,066.54						$10,619,149.00		$0.00		$1,562,508,930

		Jun-21		326 Revenue Report				$60,889,896.38																														$38,009,593.03		($5,876.00)		$0.00		($1,675,534.97)		$0.00		$0.00		($26,332.57)		$24,588,046.89		$1,435,892.50		$196,794.90		$186,068.58		$397,206.75		$0.00		$32,334,576.16		$95,440,435

		Jun-21		TD June 2021 Transaction Statement		$118,427,243.69				($57,537,347.31)				($6,236.00)										($917,947.61)		$178,673.13						$4,327,822.00		$6,266,179.83		$128,275,735

		Jul-21		326 Revenue Report				$101,533,050

		Jul-21		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement		$59,524,912				$42,008,137

		Aug-21		326 Revenue Report				$235,921,830

		Aug-21		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement		$206,104,892				$29,816,938

		Sep-21		326 Revenue Report				$34,048,669

		Sep-21		Treasury Direct Transaction Statement		$112,372,253				($78,323,584)
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2331 Benefit Payment Account Analysis

Purpose & Methodology: 
The 2331 Benefit Payment Account spreadsheet is a continuation of a brief analysis conducted by the State Treasurer's office. It is meant to compare data from Treasury Direct with data from the People's United Bank - Account 2331 statements. 

The analysis in the following tab builds monthly account statements using data from Treasury Direct and Account 2331 bank data. The KPMG team, following the process outlined by the State Treasurer's office and EOLWD, used these data sources to come to its own ending balance for each month. KPMG then compared these monthly ending balances to the ending balances listed directly on the People's United Bank - Acct 2331 monthly statements.

Instructions
The analysis spreadsheet is set up like a traditional bank statement. It starts with each respective month's beginning balance, calculates net cash flow, and then ends with a monthly ending balance. Comments on the row labels denote the source for each line item.

The beginning balance for each month is taken directly from the People's United Bank - Acct 2331 monthly statements. Inflows are taken from three sources: Treasury Direct Federal Activity Statements, Treasury Direct Borrowing Statements, and bank data from Acct 2331. In row 15 (Transfer to State UI Fund), EOLWD Finance input one manual adjustment of approx -$363M for July 2021. 

Outflows capture cross transfers made from the 2331 account to various downstream accounts. These amounts were pulled from Acct 2331 bank data. A net increase/decrease calculation is then used to find the overall net cash flow for the month. This net cash flow is then added to the respective month's beginning balance to arrive at the model's ending balance (row 33).

General Findings
For each month, the KPMG Team found the difference between the model's ending balance and the ending balance listed on the People's United Bank - Acct 2331 monthly statements. This difference denotes the overall variance between the model's ending balance and the bank's ending balance. The variance numbers give insight into how Treasury Direct data differs from People's United Bank data. If the monthly differences are summed across for the entire period, the spreadsheet shows an overall difference of $316,253,125. 




KPMG Analysis - Lump Sum



		April 2020 to October 2021		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		Jan-21		Feb-21		Mar-21		Apr-21		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21

		Beginning Bank Account Balance

tc={065286D5-3602-4C6A-9BDE-445311A48146}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Beginning balances come from the 2331 Benefit Payment Account monthly statements		62,451,033		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,809		580,283,516		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,955		521,196,708



		PEUC

tc={5FBC3579-9994-43C3-A2F9-1BE8C94032A2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		42,522,236		170,714,938		161,398,726		93,849,472.43		177,965,715.79		211,744,806.19		293,930,153.74		257,269,930.09		115,827,647		350,254,192		678,408,974		585,660,121		590,378,761		643,726,658		519,481,801		606,008,138		214,202,971		16,246,617

		PUA

tc={CC6CF9AA-4E01-4E46-BEA5-644AAD7B3D90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		535,607,317		660,937,723		428,392,709		390,060,549		387,252,544.53		373,691,388.30		315,723,142.23		308,812,328.62		369,977,643.93		283,415,738		273,280,526		333,826,882		255,184,069		231,500,105		250,258,623		167,760,854		181,350,595		89,539,327		13,282,414

		State UCX W/D

tc={00F17786-D5E6-478A-BB9B-A28521F28620}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		615,081		566,585		853,789		901,609		645,728.67		608,745.16		483,326.92		405,796.11		407,876.97		75,741		401,282		393,280		407,535		454,094		381,336		362,029		530,598		381,587		362,257

		State FEC W/D

tc={89336FF4-FC2D-4972-9312-C715C588F159}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		461,685		507,736		1,063,611		914,666		681,200.94		671,643.19		564,004.43		624,570.98		977,198.80		750,399		915,111		1,093,111		775,448		705,078		534,166		507,187		440,256		380,423		291,109

		Extended Benefits

tc={71FE5347-9F29-419E-8379-3438D8E082B0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		6,167,237.00		32,449,416.94		30,834,988.00		43,651,638.86		73,147,708.15		132,350,533		284,189,719		114,477,731		15,804,035		7,916,302		8,514,018		5,562,159		1,365,279		2,023,358		615,392

		FPUC

tc={7360533D-7599-460D-B892-A04E6F2E2994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		1,176,057,765		2,727,517,151		2,277,513,229		2,078,450,094		287,419,712.06		76,654,968.79		76,569,285.44		58,513,163.93		32,166,367.11		611,577,757.14		684,974,564		858,436,131.22		608,891,692.18		531,832,238.92		625,190,347.56		459,859,896.76		591,400,971		182,764,289		31,057,704.79

		LWA (Fastco Portion)

tc={DD38B0A6-945A-4E2E-9831-EE296740CF5C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,139,540,091		26,184,673		41,262,995		- 0		3,132,353		2,391,684		7,494,357		6,481,101		1,620,848		1,213,386		1,154,243		1,903,679		1,042,901		973,063

		Net Federal Funds Received Pandemic Programs		1,712,741,848		3,432,051,431		2,878,538,276		2,631,725,644		776,015,896		1,801,581,969		662,104,226		747,200,647		733,946,725		1,147,130,168		1,596,407,078		1,994,130,466		1,473,204,001		1,364,407,427		1,529,818,535		1,154,688,171		1,382,999,516		490,334,856		62,828,557

		Original Fed Funds Received (Check)

tc={E143BF16-E068-4F89-A715-B39181666EC0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    original		1,614,405,301		3,539,224,097		3,133,434,085		2,657,210,346		779,842,994		1,805,764,171		652,845,486		735,640,611		741,034,372		1,074,800,233		1,665,426,970		1,971,270,904		1,482,785,668		1,408,155,500		1,524,858,673		1,161,378,456		1,343,029,489		533,029,116		63,972,094



		Transfer to State UI Fund

tc={EB94E9A5-E2FC-46DC-9CAE-C5F0F570C483}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(362,889,298)		- 0		- 0		- 0

		State UI Withdrawal

tc={82A0E94F-FC58-4DE0-A588-D8457F8FC1EF}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		901,226,779		708,696,884		768,590,134		64,274,323		202,683,629		23,875,512		48,261,464		176,895,282		435,171,325		42,898,128		- 0		172,261,631		3,147,364		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Federal Loan Advance

tc={F0C0E76B-FDB1-467C-855E-1E097FC135E0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		- 0		- 0		159,906,888		591,708,297		502,234,827		407,112,227		264,178,635		108,851,262		167,229,607		10,757,748		- 0		49,054,057		6,981,910		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Other Fed Funds Received		901,226,779		708,696,884		928,497,022		655,982,621		704,918,456		430,987,738		312,440,099		285,746,545		602,400,932		53,655,876		- 0		221,315,688		10,129,274		- 0		- 0		(362,889,298)		- 0		- 0		- 0



		ACH Debit Returns
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Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		11,790,704		1,607,808		5,275,483		4,519,888		3,100,776.29		3,240,708		3,763,689		7,445,140.59		3,936,734		3,820,096		2,652,473.00		3,384,616		1,553,937		1,045,743		3,346,361		1,116,745		3,134,496		2,395,335		1,612,802

		Transfer from/(to) acct 2006 - PUA overpymts
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Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,968,799		6,201,491		3,700,063		2,476,870		1,976,869

		       Total Inflows		2,625,759,331		4,142,356,123		3,812,310,781		3,292,228,153		1,484,035,128		2,235,810,415		978,308,014		1,040,392,332		1,340,284,391		1,204,606,140		1,599,059,551		2,218,830,770		1,484,887,212		1,365,453,170		1,541,133,695		799,117,109		1,389,834,075		495,207,061		66,418,228



		Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct -Fast Co

tc={A37DB8E4-E133-44DB-A3FB-88999222937C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct - Fast Co figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(489,715,671)		(1,742,781,358)		(1,121,648,203)		(1,269,780,318)		(592,518,916)		(801,284,625)		(375,457,560)		(345,971,623)		(383,250,514)		(511,895,671)		(503,466,902)		(615,418,201)		(475,373,351)		(429,975,863)		(472,733,008)		(342,457,099)		(352,803,436)		(182,617,475)		(34,539,796)

		Benefit Payments and other outflows

tc={65A54D8F-899A-4ACE-AE20-C62B644BD946}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Benefit Payments and other outlows are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. These reflect cross transfers that went to various downstream accounts, which ultimately paid funds to claimants. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(1,936,437,232)		(2,493,429,946)		(2,747,398,172)		(2,319,759,375)		(832,211,910)		(1,567,034,171)		(620,133,507)		(638,652,115)		(675,719,313)		(938,817,553)		(1,086,167,281)		(1,340,640,209)		(915,937,729)		(846,266,673)		(935,073,924)		(755,138,694)		(832,596,675)		(415,413,093)		(132,041,675)

		ETA 2112 Benefits paid



		       Total Outflows		(2,426,152,903)		(4,236,211,305)		(3,869,046,375)		(3,589,539,693)		(1,424,730,826)		(2,368,318,796)		(995,591,068)		(984,623,738)		(1,058,969,826)		(1,450,713,224)		(1,589,634,183)		(1,956,058,410)		(1,391,311,080)		(1,276,242,536)		(1,407,806,932)		(1,097,595,793)		(1,185,400,111)		(598,030,568)		(166,581,471)



		Net Increase/(Decrease) Bank Balance		199,606,427		(93,855,182)		(56,735,594)		(297,311,540)		59,304,302		(132,508,381)		(17,283,053)		55,768,595		281,314,565		(246,107,084)		9,425,368		262,772,360		93,576,132		89,210,634		133,326,763		(298,478,684)		204,433,964		(102,823,507)		(100,163,243)



		Ending Bank Balance per Model

tc={29D7C8C4-9E77-4073-92CD-A5C4D1D377C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This total takes the beginning balance and adds the net increase/decrease to arrive at an ending balance for our model. This E.B incorporates both T.D and Bank data.		262,057,460		69,865,731		120,302,803		77,887,071		162,676,075		33,994,792		20,893,940		67,403,795		337,158,323		98,138,886		35,234,320		367,026,572		437,743,142		536,535,443		713,610,279		410,171,732		621,295,981		478,502,447		421,033,464

		Ending Bank Balance per Statement

tc={AC2CDB70-248F-4F6F-B2BA-E0BECA78A797}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This Ending Balance amount is taken from the 2331 Benefits Payment Account bank statements.		

tc={065286D5-3602-4C6A-9BDE-445311A48146}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Beginning balances come from the 2331 Benefit Payment Account monthly statements		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,808		580,283,515		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,954		521,196,706		422,177,000

		Variance to Bank

tc={9ADA58EA-783E-4F11-8487-157F1D6D9FDC}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The variance figure displays the difference between the Ending Balance calculated through this model (which uses Treasury Direct reports) and the Ending Balance stated directly on the 2331 statements.		

tc={5FBC3579-9994-43C3-A2F9-1BE8C94032A2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={CC6CF9AA-4E01-4E46-BEA5-644AAD7B3D90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={00F17786-D5E6-478A-BB9B-A28521F28620}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={89336FF4-FC2D-4972-9312-C715C588F159}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={71FE5347-9F29-419E-8379-3438D8E082B0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={7360533D-7599-460D-B892-A04E6F2E2994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		

tc={DD38B0A6-945A-4E2E-9831-EE296740CF5C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={E143BF16-E068-4F89-A715-B39181666EC0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    original		

tc={EB94E9A5-E2FC-46DC-9CAE-C5F0F570C483}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		

tc={82A0E94F-FC58-4DE0-A588-D8457F8FC1EF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		

tc={F0C0E76B-FDB1-467C-855E-1E097FC135E0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		

tc={03C2890A-4181-4B5A-A358-915551998B32}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={8F4C7ABD-966A-42F1-AA82-3D6A037BE111}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={A37DB8E4-E133-44DB-A3FB-88999222937C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct - Fast Co figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={65A54D8F-899A-4ACE-AE20-C62B644BD946}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Benefit Payments and other outlows are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. These reflect cross transfers that went to various downstream accounts, which ultimately paid funds to claimants. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(98,336,547)		107,172,666		254,895,809		25,484,702		3,827,098		4,182,202		(9,258,740)		(11,560,036)		7,087,647		(72,329,934)		69,019,892		(22,859,562)		9,581,666		43,748,072		(4,959,862)		6,690,286		(39,970,027)		42,694,259		1,143,536		316,253,125











Outflow Timeline



						Account 2331		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21		Nov-21

						Benefit Payments and Other Outflows		846,266,673		935,073,924		755,138,694		832,596,675		415,413,093		132,041,675

						In Millions of $'s (2331)		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21		Nov-21

						Benefit Payments and Other Outflows		846.3		935.1		755.1		832.6		415.4		132.0		- 0



Benefit Payments and Other Outflows

(In $ Millions)



Benefit Payments and Other Outflows	

44317	44348	44378	44409	44440	44470	846.26667299999997	935.07392400000003	755.13869399999999	832.596675	415.413093	132.041675	
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		April 2020 to October 2021		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		Jan-21		Feb-21		Mar-21		Apr-21		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21

		Beginning Bank Account Balance

tc={8F3D4881-E848-4E1D-99B4-2A6B27CD8C57}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Beginning balances come from the 2331 Benefit Payment Account monthly statements		62,451,033		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,809		580,283,516		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,955		521,196,708				Lump Sum Transfer		(362,889,298)



		PEUC

tc={A7B3D59C-DE6F-4045-A400-F53292096197}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		42,522,236		170,714,938		161,398,726		93,849,472.43		177,965,715.79		211,744,806.19		293,930,153.74		257,269,930.09		115,827,647		350,254,192		678,408,974		585,660,121		590,378,761		643,726,658		519,481,801		606,008,138		214,202,971		16,246,617

		PUA

tc={C35D2B18-403A-434E-821F-83E1BE080045}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		535,607,317		660,937,723		428,392,709		390,060,549		387,252,544.53		373,691,388.30		315,723,142.23		308,812,328.62		369,977,643.93		283,415,738		273,280,526		333,826,882		255,184,069		231,500,105		250,258,623		167,760,854		181,350,595		89,539,327		13,282,414

		State UCX W/D

tc={FF1E2127-69D1-480B-8259-FF6C885ECE27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		615,081		566,585		853,789		901,609		645,728.67		608,745.16		483,326.92		405,796.11		407,876.97		75,741		401,282		393,280		407,535		454,094		381,336		362,029		530,598		381,587		362,257

		State FEC W/D

tc={F9668444-62C9-4285-A996-DAAA5D258361}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		461,685		507,736		1,063,611		914,666		681,200.94		671,643.19		564,004.43		624,570.98		977,198.80		750,399		915,111		1,093,111		775,448		705,078		534,166		507,187		440,256		380,423		291,109

		Extended Benefits

tc={665F8157-BD45-43E2-BC43-4AA1013E0A0F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		6,167,237.00		32,449,416.94		30,834,988.00		43,651,638.86		73,147,708.15		132,350,533		284,189,719		114,477,731		15,804,035		7,916,302		8,514,018		5,562,159		1,365,279		2,023,358		615,392

		FPUC

tc={0A4BE4B9-AB0E-43F3-8AB0-DFB3E1CB2FE3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		1,176,057,765		2,727,517,151		2,277,513,229		2,078,450,094		287,419,712.06		76,654,968.79		76,569,285.44		58,513,163.93		32,166,367.11		611,577,757.14		684,974,564		858,436,131.22		608,891,692.18		531,832,238.92		625,190,347.56		459,859,896.76		591,400,971		182,764,289		31,057,704.79

		LWA (Fastco Portion)

tc={8D9D8596-6DAF-4453-8FF5-0F3BE22C9CCF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,139,540,091		26,184,673		41,262,995		- 0		3,132,353		2,391,684		7,494,357		6,481,101		1,620,848		1,213,386		1,154,243		1,903,679		1,042,901		973,063

		Net Federal Funds Received Pandemic Programs		1,712,741,848		3,432,051,431		2,878,538,276		2,631,725,644		776,015,896		1,801,581,969		662,104,226		747,200,647		733,946,725		1,147,130,168		1,596,407,078		1,994,130,466		1,473,204,001		1,364,407,427		1,529,818,535		1,154,688,171		1,382,999,516		490,334,856		62,828,557

		Original Fed Funds Received (Check)

tc={DC7834CF-0FA2-443E-B1A8-C239624AFADA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    original		1,614,405,301		3,539,224,097		3,133,434,085		2,657,210,346		779,842,994		1,805,764,171		652,845,486		735,640,611		741,034,372		1,074,800,233		1,665,426,970		1,971,270,904		1,482,785,668		1,408,155,500		1,524,858,673		1,161,378,456		1,343,029,489		533,029,116		63,972,094

																																												19

		Transfer to State UI Fund

tc={0DC74493-E85F-4843-92FF-0157A0D86ECE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)

		State UI Withdrawal

tc={EAFFE879-C557-44F7-8AA0-4F02D5FFEC02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		901,226,779		708,696,884		768,590,134		64,274,323		202,683,629		23,875,512		48,261,464		176,895,282		435,171,325		42,898,128		- 0		172,261,631		3,147,364		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Federal Loan Advance

tc={80ED3A69-5393-4260-BB32-7F29006F6443}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		- 0		- 0		159,906,888		591,708,297		502,234,827		407,112,227		264,178,635		108,851,262		167,229,607		10,757,748		- 0		49,054,057		6,981,910		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Other Fed Funds Received		882,127,342		689,597,447		909,397,585		636,883,184		685,819,019		411,888,301		293,340,662		266,647,108		583,301,495		34,556,439		(19,099,437)		202,216,251		(8,970,163)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)		(19,099,437)



		ACH Debit Returns

tc={D81546BF-D176-4C8F-B0B4-2E73EF25AE79}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		11,790,704		1,607,808		5,275,483		4,519,888		3,100,776.29		3,240,708		3,763,689		7,445,140.59		3,936,734		3,820,096		2,652,473.00		3,384,616		1,553,937		1,045,743		3,346,361		1,116,745		3,134,496		2,395,335		1,612,802

		Transfer from/(to) acct 2006 - PUA overpymts

tc={F123C1EE-13AC-46F3-BCD6-64D4D5161A80}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,968,799		6,201,491		3,700,063		2,476,870		1,976,869

		       Total Inflows		2,606,659,894		4,123,256,686		3,793,211,344		3,273,128,716		1,464,935,691		2,216,710,978		959,208,578		1,021,292,896		1,321,184,954		1,185,506,703		1,579,960,114		2,199,731,333		1,465,787,776		1,346,353,734		1,522,034,258		1,142,906,970		1,370,734,638		476,107,624		47,318,791

																												Disconnect between MMARS and TD

		Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct -Fast Co

tc={09C81498-DE32-40FC-A925-34756551A0AA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct - Fast Co figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(489,715,671)		(1,742,781,358)		(1,121,648,203)		(1,269,780,318)		(592,518,916)		(801,284,625)		(375,457,560)		(345,971,623)		(383,250,514)		(511,895,671)		(503,466,902)		(615,418,201)		(475,373,351)		(429,975,863)		(472,733,008)		(342,457,099)		(352,803,436)		(182,617,475)		(34,539,796)

		Benefit Payments and other outflows

tc={873EFA52-9BE1-4223-9BB3-6611C2E49D19}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Benefit Payments and other outlows are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. These reflect cross transfers that went to various downstream accounts, which ultimately paid funds to claimants. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(1,936,437,232)		(2,493,429,946)		(2,747,398,172)		(2,319,759,375)		(832,211,910)		(1,567,034,171)		(620,133,507)		(638,652,115)		(675,719,313)		(938,817,553)		(1,086,167,281)		(1,340,640,209)		(915,937,729)		(846,266,673)		(935,073,924)		(755,138,694)		(832,596,675)		(415,413,093)		(132,041,675)

		ETA 2112 Benefits paid



		       Total Outflows		(2,426,152,903)		(4,236,211,305)		(3,869,046,375)		(3,589,539,693)		(1,424,730,826)		(2,368,318,796)		(995,591,068)		(984,623,738)		(1,058,969,826)		(1,450,713,224)		(1,589,634,183)		(1,956,058,410)		(1,391,311,080)		(1,276,242,536)		(1,407,806,932)		(1,097,595,793)		(1,185,400,111)		(598,030,568)		(166,581,471)



		Net Increase/(Decrease) Bank Balance		180,506,991		(112,954,618)		(75,835,031)		(316,410,977)		40,204,865		(151,607,818)		(36,382,490)		36,669,158		262,215,128		(265,206,521)		(9,674,069)		243,672,923		74,476,696		70,111,198		114,227,326		45,311,177		185,334,527		(121,922,944)		(119,262,680)



		Ending Bank Balance per Model

tc={3375EBD5-EEC6-4FAC-95BF-3916EAC63E08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This total takes the beginning balance and adds the net increase/decrease to arrive at an ending balance for our model. This E.B incorporates both T.D and Bank data.		242,958,023		50,766,295		101,203,366		58,787,635		143,576,639		14,895,356		1,794,504		48,304,358		318,058,887		79,039,450		16,134,883		347,927,135		418,643,705		517,436,006		694,510,842		753,961,594		602,196,545		459,403,011		401,934,028

		Ending Bank Balance per Statement

tc={BB7A1985-58EC-4918-866C-E9C1CD759F04}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This Ending Balance amount is taken from the 2331 Benefits Payment Account bank statements.		

tc={8F3D4881-E848-4E1D-99B4-2A6B27CD8C57}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Beginning balances come from the 2331 Benefit Payment Account monthly statements		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,808		580,283,515		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,954		521,196,706		422,177,000

		Variance to Bank

tc={0CB0CD89-D1A5-418F-B7E3-ED394B31BFDE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The variance figure displays the difference between the Ending Balance calculated through this model (which uses Treasury Direct reports) and the Ending Balance stated directly on the 2331 statements.		

tc={A7B3D59C-DE6F-4045-A400-F53292096197}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={C35D2B18-403A-434E-821F-83E1BE080045}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={FF1E2127-69D1-480B-8259-FF6C885ECE27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={F9668444-62C9-4285-A996-DAAA5D258361}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={665F8157-BD45-43E2-BC43-4AA1013E0A0F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={0A4BE4B9-AB0E-43F3-8AB0-DFB3E1CB2FE3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		

tc={8D9D8596-6DAF-4453-8FF5-0F3BE22C9CCF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={DC7834CF-0FA2-443E-B1A8-C239624AFADA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    original		

tc={0DC74493-E85F-4843-92FF-0157A0D86ECE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		

tc={EAFFE879-C557-44F7-8AA0-4F02D5FFEC02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		

tc={80ED3A69-5393-4260-BB32-7F29006F6443}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		

tc={D81546BF-D176-4C8F-B0B4-2E73EF25AE79}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={F123C1EE-13AC-46F3-BCD6-64D4D5161A80}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={09C81498-DE32-40FC-A925-34756551A0AA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct - Fast Co figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={873EFA52-9BE1-4223-9BB3-6611C2E49D19}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Benefit Payments and other outlows are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. These reflect cross transfers that went to various downstream accounts, which ultimately paid funds to claimants. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(79,237,110)		126,272,103		273,995,245		44,584,139		22,926,535		23,281,638		9,840,696		7,539,401		26,187,084		(53,230,497)		88,119,329		(3,760,125)		28,681,103		62,847,509		14,139,575		(337,099,575)		(20,870,590)		61,793,696		20,242,973		316,253,125











Transfer Comparison

				Comparison of $362M Transfer Treatment

				Allocation of Transfer		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		Jan-21		Feb-21		Mar-21		Apr-21		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21

				Lump -Sum Variance		$   (98,336,547)		$   107,172,666		$   254,895,809		$   25,484,702		$   3,827,098		$   4,182,202		$   (9,258,740)		$   (11,560,036)		$   7,087,647		$   (72,329,934)		$   69,019,892		$   (22,859,562)		$   9,581,666		$   43,748,072		$   (4,959,862)		$   6,690,286		$   (39,970,027)		$   42,694,259		$   1,143,536

				Monthly Allocation Variance		$   (79,237,110)		$   126,272,103		$   273,995,245		$   44,584,139		$   22,926,535		$   23,281,638		$   9,840,696		$   7,539,401		$   26,187,084		$   (53,230,497)		$   88,119,329		$   (3,760,125)		$   28,681,103		$   62,847,509		$   14,139,575		$   (337,099,575)		$   (20,870,590)		$   61,793,696		$   20,242,973

				Difference		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   343,789,861		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)		$   (19,099,437)

				*Lump-Sum transfer occurred in July 2021



				Month		Lump - Sum Variance		Monthly Allocation Variance		Difference

				Apr-20		-$98,336,547		-$79,237,110		-$19,099,437

				May-20		$107,172,666		$126,272,103		-$19,099,437

				Jun-20		$254,895,809		$273,995,245		-$19,099,437

				Jul-20		$25,484,702		$44,584,139		-$19,099,437

				Aug-20		$3,827,098		$22,926,535		-$19,099,437

				Sep-20		$4,182,202		$23,281,638		-$19,099,437

				Oct-20		-$9,258,740		$9,840,696		-$19,099,437

				Nov-20		-$11,560,036		$7,539,401		-$19,099,437

				Dec-20		$7,087,647		$26,187,084		-$19,099,437

				Jan-21		-$72,329,934		-$53,230,497		-$19,099,437

				Feb-21		$69,019,892		$88,119,329		-$19,099,437

				Mar-21		-$22,859,562		-$3,760,125		-$19,099,437

				Apr-21		$9,581,666		$28,681,103		-$19,099,437

				May-21		$43,748,072		$62,847,509		-$19,099,437

				Jun-21		-$4,959,862		$14,139,575		-$19,099,437

				Jul-21		$6,690,286		-$337,099,575		$343,789,861

				Aug-21		-$39,970,027		-$20,870,590		-$19,099,437

				Sep-21		$42,694,259		$61,793,696		-$19,099,437

				Oct-21		$1,143,536		$20,242,973		-$19,099,437

				Total		$316,253,125		$316,253,125		-$0

				*Lump-Sum transfer occurred in July 2021





Inflows - TD v MMARS



		April 2020 to October 2021		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		Jan-21		Feb-21		Mar-21		Apr-21		May-21		Jun-21		Lump Sum		Total (April 2020 to June 2021)



		Treasury Direct and Daily Cash Draw Data

		PEUC

tc={DE75BAE2-5C56-40DC-A8B8-5052300A5E65}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		42,522,236		170,714,938		161,398,726		93,849,472.43		177,965,715.79		211,744,806.19		293,930,153.74		257,269,930.09		115,827,647		350,254,192		678,408,974		585,660,121		590,378,761		643,726,658				4,373,652,331

		PUA

tc={74B544E9-6221-4BC1-8765-289AA300A53E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		535,607,317		660,937,723		428,392,709		390,060,549		387,252,544.53		373,691,388.30		315,723,142.23		308,812,328.62		369,977,643.93		283,415,738		273,280,526		333,826,882		255,184,069		231,500,105		250,258,623				5,397,921,289

		State UCX W/D
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Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		615,081		566,585		853,789		901,609		645,728.67		608,745.16		483,326.92		405,796.11		407,876.97		75,741		401,282		393,280		407,535		454,094		381,336				7,601,807

		State FEC W/D
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Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		461,685		507,736		1,063,611		914,666		681,200.94		671,643.19		564,004.43		624,570.98		977,198.80		750,399		915,111		1,093,111		775,448		705,078		534,166				11,239,630

		Extended Benefits
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Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		6,167,237.00		32,449,416.94		30,834,988.00		43,651,638.86		73,147,708.15		132,350,533		284,189,719		114,477,731		15,804,035		7,916,302		8,514,018				749,503,327

		FPUC
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Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		1,176,057,765		2,727,517,151		2,277,513,229		2,078,450,094		287,419,712.06		76,654,968.79		76,569,285.44		58,513,163.93		32,166,367.11		611,577,757.14		684,974,564		858,436,131.22		608,891,692.18		531,832,238.92		625,190,347.56				12,711,764,467.67

		LWA (Fastco Portion)
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Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,139,540,091		26,184,673		41,262,995		- 0		3,132,353		2,391,684		7,494,357		6,481,101		1,620,848		1,213,386				1,229,321,488

		Net Federal Funds Received Pandemic Programs		1,712,741,848		3,432,051,431		2,878,538,276		2,631,725,644		776,015,896		1,801,581,969		662,104,226		747,200,647		733,946,725		1,147,130,168		1,596,407,078		1,994,130,466		1,473,204,001		1,364,407,427		1,529,818,535				24,481,004,339

		Original Fed Funds Received (Check)
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Comment:
    original		1,614,405,301		3,539,224,097		3,133,434,085		2,657,210,346		779,842,994		1,805,764,171		652,845,486		735,640,611		741,034,372		1,074,800,233		1,665,426,970		1,971,270,904		1,482,785,668		1,408,155,500		1,524,858,673		1,161,378,456		25948077866.72



		Transfer to State UI Fund
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Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		State UI Withdrawal
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Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		901,226,779		708,696,884		768,590,134		64,274,323		202,683,629		23,875,512		48,261,464		176,895,282		435,171,325		42,898,128		- 0		172,261,631		3,147,364		- 0		- 0				3,547,982,454

		Federal Loan Advance
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Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		- 0		- 0		159,906,888		591,708,297		502,234,827		407,112,227		264,178,635		108,851,262		167,229,607		10,757,748		- 0		49,054,057		6,981,910		- 0		- 0				2,268,015,459

		Other Fed Funds Received		901,226,779		708,696,884		928,497,022		655,982,621		704,918,456		430,987,738		312,440,099		285,746,545		602,400,932		53,655,876		- 0		221,315,688		10,129,274		- 0		- 0				5,815,997,913

																																				- 0

		ACH Debit Returns
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Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		11,790,704		1,607,808		5,275,483		4,519,888		3,100,776.29		3,240,708		3,763,689		7,445,140.59		3,936,734		3,820,096		2,652,473.00		3,384,616		1,553,937		1,045,743		3,346,361				60,484,157

		Transfer from/(to) acct 2006 - PUA overpymts
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Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,968,799				7,968,799

		       Total Inflows		2,625,759,331		4,142,356,123		3,812,310,781		3,292,228,153		1,484,035,128		2,235,810,415		978,308,014		1,040,392,332		1,340,284,391		1,204,606,140		1,599,059,551		2,218,830,770		1,484,887,212		1,365,453,170		1,541,133,695				30,365,455,208



		MMARS Data

																																		Lump Sum

		UI Draw		901,226,779		708,696,884		768,590,134		64,274,323		202,683,629		23,875,512		48,261,464		176,895,282		435,171,325		42,898,128		- 0		172,261,631		3,147,264		- 0		- 0				3,547,982,355

		UI Misc.		1,076,766		7,398,795
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Comment:
    Bring up Misc Detail Tab		5,850,292		1,816,276		2,550,841		1,280,388		1,047,331		2,369,026		1,385,076		1,621,327		1,316,392		2,261,887		1,275,626		1,192,314		915,503				33,357,840

		UI Loan + Admin $		27,500,000

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):
Adminf funds - Pass through -
 DUA
		- 0		159,906,888

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):  Borrowed on 6/29 and 6/30.

		591,708,297		502,234,827		407,112,227		264,178,635		108,851,262		167,229,607		10,757,748		- 0		38,307,677		17,728,290								2,295,515,459

		FPUC		1,051,966,520		2,828,797,484		2,528,401,327		2,103,934,796		290,008,578		80,837,170		75,860,309		55,619,982		35,598,152		538,452,635		753,994,456		845,547,453		616,953,901		574,588,969		619,832,254		4,089,230

Shah, Neal (EOL): BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		13,004,483,215

		EB										6,167,237		32,449,417		30,834,988		43,651,639		73,147,708		132,350,533		284,189,719		114,477,731		15,804,035		7,916,302		8,514,018		70,717,447

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
CARES ACT- EB2020 CARES ACT- EB2020 BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		
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Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD																																		820,220,775

		PEUC		- 0		42,522,236		170,714,938		161,398,726		93,849,472		177,965,716		211,744,806		293,930,154		257,269,930		115,827,647		350,254,192		678,408,974		585,660,121		643,726,658		590,378,761		241,530,243

Shah, Neal (EOL): BT adj in ASAP to adj pr		
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Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.																																		4,615,182,574

		PUA		535,607,317		660,937,723		428,392,709		390,060,549		387,252,545		373,691,388		315,723,142		308,812,329		369,977,644		283,415,738		273,280,526		333,826,882		255,184,069		231,500,105		250,258,623				5,397,921,288

		LWA												1,136,826,021		26,184,643		41,242,995		12,303,906		2,391,684		7,494,357		6,481,101		1,620,848		1,213,386		3,132,353				1,238,891,293

		MEUC																												958,200

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
manually entered, under approval		
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Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report																														345,000

Shah, Neal (EOL): Shah, Neal (EOL):
manually entered, under approval		
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Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		
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Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.				
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Comment:
    Bring up Misc Detail Tab		

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):
Adminf funds - Pass through -
 DUA
				

Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL): Trivedi, Bhavdeep (EOL):  Borrowed on 6/29 and 6/30.

																												1,303,200

		FUA		- 0		2,717,300		17,272,400		30,751,600		41,349,800		40,277,300		- 0		32,505,130		3,201,051		12,981,330		7,765,160		9,436,569		6,885,362		10,619,149		4,327,822				220,089,973

		Total		2,517,377,382		4,251,070,422		4,079,128,687		3,343,944,567		1,526,096,929		2,274,315,139		973,835,319		1,063,877,799		1,355,284,399		1,140,696,771		1,678,294,801		2,201,009,905		1,504,259,516		1,471,715,084		1,477,704,333		316,336,920		31,174,947,973



		Variance (Treasury Direct vs MMARS)		108,381,949		(108,714,299)		(266,817,906)		(51,716,413)		(42,061,801)		(38,504,724)		4,472,696		(23,485,466)		(15,000,008)		63,909,369		(79,235,250)		17,820,865		(19,372,304)		(106,261,914)		63,429,362		(316,336,920)		809,492,764









KPMG Analysis - Inflows.Outflow



		April 2020 to October 2021		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		Jan-21		Feb-21		Mar-21		Apr-21		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21

		Beginning Bank Account Balance
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Comment:
    Beginning balances come from the 2331 Benefit Payment Account monthly statements		62,451,033		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,809		580,283,516		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,955		521,196,708



		PEUC
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Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		42,522,236		170,714,938		161,398,726		93,849,472.43		177,965,715.79		211,744,806.19		293,930,153.74		257,269,930.09		115,827,647		350,254,192		678,408,974		585,660,121		590,378,761		643,726,658		519,481,801		606,008,138		214,202,971		16,246,617

		PUA
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Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		535,607,317		660,937,723		428,392,709		390,060,549		387,252,544.53		373,691,388.30		315,723,142.23		308,812,328.62		369,977,643.93		283,415,738		273,280,526		333,826,882		255,184,069		231,500,105		250,258,623		167,760,854		181,350,595		89,539,327		13,282,414

		State UCX W/D
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Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		615,081		566,585		853,789		901,609		645,728.67		608,745.16		483,326.92		405,796.11		407,876.97		75,741		401,282		393,280		407,535		454,094		381,336		362,029		530,598		381,587		362,257

		State FEC W/D
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Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		461,685		507,736		1,063,611		914,666		681,200.94		671,643.19		564,004.43		624,570.98		977,198.80		750,399		915,111		1,093,111		775,448		705,078		534,166		507,187		440,256		380,423		291,109

		Extended Benefits
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Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		6,167,237.00		32,449,416.94		30,834,988.00		43,651,638.86		73,147,708.15		132,350,533		284,189,719		114,477,731		15,804,035		7,916,302		8,514,018		5,562,159		1,365,279		2,023,358		615,392

		FPUC

tc={1B138D6E-154A-441D-9EE3-B653C0C47DC7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		1,176,057,765		2,727,517,151		2,277,513,229		2,078,450,094		287,419,712.06		76,654,968.79		76,569,285.44		58,513,163.93		32,166,367.11		611,577,757.14		684,974,564		858,436,131.22		608,891,692.18		531,832,238.92		625,190,347.56		459,859,896.76		591,400,971		182,764,289		31,057,704.79

		LWA (Fastco Portion)

tc={0B867B2B-339C-4260-88B9-E0C566882205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,139,540,091		26,184,673		41,262,995		- 0		3,132,353		2,391,684		7,494,357		6,481,101		1,620,848		1,213,386		1,154,243		1,903,679		1,042,901		973,063

		Net Federal Funds Received Pandemic Programs		1,712,741,848		3,432,051,431		2,878,538,276		2,631,725,644		776,015,896		1,801,581,969		662,104,226		747,200,647		733,946,725		1,147,130,168		1,596,407,078		1,994,130,466		1,473,204,001		1,364,407,427		1,529,818,535		1,154,688,171		1,382,999,516		490,334,856		62,828,557

		Original Fed Funds Received (Check)

tc={2A1CABAF-C77B-436D-8777-AC0E5F9E9D9B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    original		1,614,405,301		3,539,224,097		3,133,434,085		2,657,210,346		779,842,994		1,805,764,171		652,845,486		735,640,611		741,034,372		1,074,800,233		1,665,426,970		1,971,270,904		1,482,785,668		1,408,155,500		1,524,858,673		1,161,378,456		1,343,029,489		533,029,116		63,972,094



		Transfer to State UI Fund

tc={9CBECF60-9A1C-438A-BE34-8EE24811AABD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(362,889,298)		- 0		- 0		- 0

		State UI Withdrawal

tc={E5E60385-E52C-454E-AC6F-BCE85976A1DE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		901,226,779		708,696,884		768,590,134		64,274,323		202,683,629		23,875,512		48,261,464		176,895,282		435,171,325		42,898,128		- 0		172,261,631		3,147,364		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Federal Loan Advance

tc={4A650422-6F6B-43E7-B1E1-5A1A18A77694}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		- 0		- 0		159,906,888		591,708,297		502,234,827		407,112,227		264,178,635		108,851,262		167,229,607		10,757,748		- 0		49,054,057		6,981,910		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Other Fed Funds Received		901,226,779		708,696,884		928,497,022		655,982,621		704,918,456		430,987,738		312,440,099		285,746,545		602,400,932		53,655,876		- 0		221,315,688		10,129,274		- 0		- 0		(362,889,298)		- 0		- 0		- 0



		ACH Debit Returns

tc={F555B590-DC2B-4BCE-9273-ABDFB433C5C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		11,790,704		1,607,808		5,275,483		4,519,888		3,100,776.29		3,240,708		3,763,689		7,445,140.59		3,936,734		3,820,096		2,652,473.00		3,384,616		1,553,937		1,045,743		3,346,361		1,116,745		3,134,496		2,395,335		1,612,802

		Transfer from/(to) acct 2006 - PUA overpymts

tc={2B2DEA5B-1410-4ABC-9118-FA8DB45F4E60}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,968,799		6,201,491		3,700,063		2,476,870		1,976,869

		       Total Inflows		2,625,759,331		4,142,356,123		3,812,310,781		3,292,228,153		1,484,035,128		2,235,810,415		978,308,014		1,040,392,332		1,340,284,391		1,204,606,140		1,599,059,551		2,218,830,770		1,484,887,212		1,365,453,170		1,541,133,695		799,117,109		1,389,834,075		495,207,061		66,418,228



		Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct -Fast Co

tc={DE9475CB-40D8-4F57-8856-44F272286FC5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct - Fast Co figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(489,715,671)		(1,742,781,358)		(1,121,648,203)		(1,269,780,318)		(592,518,916)		(801,284,625)		(375,457,560)		(345,971,623)		(383,250,514)		(511,895,671)		(503,466,902)		(615,418,201)		(475,373,351)		(429,975,863)		(472,733,008)		(342,457,099)		(352,803,436)		(182,617,475)		(34,539,796)

		Benefit Payments and other outflows

tc={15A80BE2-B6EA-4013-A063-D3724E99C4E6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Benefit Payments and other outlows are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. These reflect cross transfers that went to various downstream accounts, which ultimately paid funds to claimants. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(1,936,437,232)		(2,493,429,946)		(2,747,398,172)		(2,319,759,375)		(832,211,910)		(1,567,034,171)		(620,133,507)		(638,652,115)		(675,719,313)		(938,817,553)		(1,086,167,281)		(1,340,640,209)		(915,937,729)		(846,266,673)		(935,073,924)		(755,138,694)		(832,596,675)		(415,413,093)		(132,041,675)

		ETA 2112 Benefits paid



		       Total Outflows		(2,426,152,903)		(4,236,211,305)		(3,869,046,375)		(3,589,539,693)		(1,424,730,826)		(2,368,318,796)		(995,591,068)		(984,623,738)		(1,058,969,826)		(1,450,713,224)		(1,589,634,183)		(1,956,058,410)		(1,391,311,080)		(1,276,242,536)		(1,407,806,932)		(1,097,595,793)		(1,185,400,111)		(598,030,568)		(166,581,471)



		Net Increase/(Decrease) Bank Balance		199,606,427		(93,855,182)		(56,735,594)		(297,311,540)		59,304,302		(132,508,381)		(17,283,053)		55,768,595		281,314,565		(246,107,084)		9,425,368		262,772,360		93,576,132		89,210,634		133,326,763		(298,478,684)		204,433,964		(102,823,507)		(100,163,243)



		Ending Bank Balance per Model

tc={B25BC710-F2CB-4707-ACD7-560C8E34BDD3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This total takes the beginning balance and adds the net increase/decrease to arrive at an ending balance for our model. This E.B incorporates both T.D and Bank data.		262,057,460		69,865,731		120,302,803		77,887,071		162,676,075		33,994,792		20,893,940		67,403,795		337,158,323		98,138,886		35,234,320		367,026,572		437,743,142		536,535,443		713,610,279		410,171,732		621,295,981		478,502,447		421,033,464

		Ending Bank Balance per Statement

tc={F7CDDBF9-B663-4D6F-8DB4-A00C432B2D9A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This Ending Balance amount is taken from the 2331 Benefits Payment Account bank statements.		

tc={122F5B8C-62AE-4646-AD36-13D043AB0AB2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Beginning balances come from the 2331 Benefit Payment Account monthly statements		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,808		580,283,515		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,954		521,196,706		422,177,000

		Variance to Bank - Inflows

tc={E1795D94-85EE-4356-97A3-ADC6E4C6B566}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The variance figure displays the difference between the Ending Balance calculated through this model (which uses Treasury Direct reports) and the Ending Balance stated directly on the 2331 statements.		

tc={4309AFB0-5FB4-45FC-ACDD-6E1AED03B55E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PEUC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={78A1DFBC-EDDB-4080-98CD-415408A73559}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PUA numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1. This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={19F6691F-7236-4611-8EA5-991AAE642B38}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UCX numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={BB4278AF-6F2B-404E-8CC4-AA480211BE2C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State FEC numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={1D38B2C2-79F5-4CF9-9A03-5163F6DBFB12}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Extended Benefit numbers are taken from the Treasury Direct Federal Activity Report.

Values for each program are listed as negative values on the T.D Report. Because an outflow from the UI Trust Fund should be recognized as an inflow to the 2331 Benefits Payment Account, we multiplied the negative values on the T.D report by -1.  This is consistent with the methodology given to us by the State Treasurer's office.

This adjustment correctly reflects each cash flow as an inflow into the 2331 account at People's United Bank.		

tc={1B138D6E-154A-441D-9EE3-B653C0C47DC7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    FPUC numbers are taken from the the Daily Cash Draw Spreadsheet provided by EOLWD. These amounts reflect FPUC figures from both DUA and Fast Co.		

tc={0B867B2B-339C-4260-88B9-E0C566882205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    LWA figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez of the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={2A1CABAF-C77B-436D-8777-AC0E5F9E9D9B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    original		

tc={9CBECF60-9A1C-438A-BE34-8EE24811AABD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjustment added by EOLWD		

tc={E5E60385-E52C-454E-AC6F-BCE85976A1DE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    State UI Withdrawals are taken from the Treasury Direct Transaction Statement.		

tc={4A650422-6F6B-43E7-B1E1-5A1A18A77694}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Federal Loan Advances are taken directly from the Treasury Direct MA Borrowings report		

tc={F555B590-DC2B-4BCE-9273-ABDFB433C5C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    ACH Debit Returns figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={2B2DEA5B-1410-4ABC-9118-FA8DB45F4E60}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer from/to acct 2006 figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={DE9475CB-40D8-4F57-8856-44F272286FC5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct - Fast Co figures are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		

tc={15A80BE2-B6EA-4013-A063-D3724E99C4E6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Benefit Payments and other outlows are taken from Bank Data that our team received from Sue Perez at the State Treasurer's office. These reflect cross transfers that went to various downstream accounts, which ultimately paid funds to claimants. The KPMG team constructed Pivot Tables from this raw dataset to come to this amount.		(98,336,547)		107,172,666		254,895,809		25,484,702		3,827,098		4,182,202		(9,258,740)		(11,560,036)		7,087,647		(72,329,934)		69,019,892		(22,859,562)		9,581,666		43,748,072		(4,959,862)		6,690,286		(39,970,027)		42,694,259		1,143,536		316,253,125

		Variance to Bank - Outflows		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,572,834		10,005,513		8,648,158		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		27,226,505











KPMG Analysis - Old



		April 2020 to October 2021		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		Jan-21		Feb-21		Mar-21		Apr-21		May-21		Jun-21		Jul-21		Aug-21		Sep-21		Oct-21

		Beginning Bank Account Balance		62,451,033		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		11,635,200		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,809		580,283,516		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,955		521,196,708



		PEUC

tc={614F3D2A-38E3-4C32-B977-F206C74678FD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From TD Federal Activity Report. Take abs value		- 0		42,522,236		170,714,938		161,398,726		93,849,472.43		177,965,715.79		211,744,806.19		293,930,153.74		257,269,930.09		115,827,647		350,254,192		678,408,974		585,660,121		590,378,761		643,726,658		519,481,801		606,008,138		214,202,971		16,246,617

		PUA

tc={989A12A6-B8FA-4AA3-B543-C5CED5612740}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From TD Federal Activity Report. Take abs value		535,607,317		660,937,723		428,392,709		390,060,549		387,252,544.53		373,691,388.30		315,723,142.23		308,812,328.62		369,977,643.93		283,415,738		273,280,526		333,826,882		255,184,069		231,500,105		250,258,623		167,760,854		181,350,595		89,539,327		13,282,414

		State UCX W/D

tc={24452971-7E04-43D8-8D3F-560C89A65C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From TD Federal Activity Report. Take abs value		615,081		566,585		853,789		901,609		645,728.67		608,745.16		483,326.92		405,796.11		407,876.97		75,741		401,282		393,280		407,535		454,094		381,336		362,029		530,598		381,587		362,257

		State FEC W/D

tc={71EE75EA-E33C-43A5-898F-7A6C77FE17C6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From TD Federal Activity Report. Take abs value		461,685		507,736		1,063,611		914,666		681,200.94		671,643.19		564,004.43		624,570.98		977,198.80		750,399		915,111		1,093,111		775,448		705,078		534,166		507,187		440,256		380,423		291,109

		EB

tc={391CD121-7FEE-4658-9DAE-077593676E6A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From TD Federal Activity Report. Take abs value		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		6,167,237.00		32,449,416.94		30,834,988.00		43,651,638.86		73,147,708.15		132,350,533		284,189,719		114,477,731		15,804,035		7,916,302		8,514,018		5,562,159		1,365,279		2,023,358		615,392

		Subtotal FPUC

tc={36E5FA97-E78B-45C3-8F59-BDD456027035}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Daily Cash Draws Spreadsheet		1,176,057,765		2,727,517,151		2,277,513,229		2,078,450,094		287,419,712.06		76,654,968.79		76,569,285.44		58,513,163.93		32,166,367.11		611,577,757.14		684,974,564		858,436,131.22		608,891,692.18		531,832,238.92		625,190,347.56		459,859,896.76		591,400,971		182,764,289		31,057,704.79

		Variance to Bank

tc={BAA43C2E-67EF-4B1F-BECF-8DE8D5CE4146}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Balancing calculation		(98,336,547)		107,172,666		254,895,809		25,484,702		3,827,098.05		4,182,201.54		(9,258,740.45)		(11,560,036.07)		7,087,646.88		-72,329,934		69,019,892		-22,859,562		9,581,666		43,748,072		-4,959,862		6,690,286		(39,970,027)		42,694,259		1,143,536		316,253,125

		LWA (Fastco Portion)

tc={9E98DCE6-89E3-4740-9C5E-6940D663F915}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Bank data (pivot table)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,139,540,091		26,184,673		41,262,995		- 0		3,132,353		2,391,684		7,494,357		6,481,101		1,620,848		1,213,386		1,154,243		1,903,679		1,042,901		973,063

		Net Federal Funds Received Pandemic Programs		1,614,405,301		3,539,224,097		3,133,434,085		2,657,210,346		779,842,994		1,805,764,171		652,845,486		735,640,611		741,034,372		1,074,800,234		1,665,426,970		1,971,270,904		1,482,785,668		1,408,155,499		1,524,858,673		1,161,378,457		1,343,029,489		533,029,115		63,972,093

		Original Fed Funds Received (Check)

tc={2E9536C4-E575-4FEC-B41A-07F4278F42A0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    original		1,614,405,301		3,539,224,097		3,133,434,085		2,657,210,346		779,842,994		1,805,764,171		652,845,486		735,640,611		741,034,372		1,074,800,233		1,665,426,970		1,971,270,904		1,482,785,668		1,408,155,500		1,524,858,673		1,161,378,456		1,343,029,489		533,029,116		63,972,094



		Transfer to State UI Fund		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(362,889,298)		- 0		- 0		- 0

		State UI Withdrawal

tc={C51C362F-1FC5-4B88-973F-8C014E8D357A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Treasury Direct - Transaction Statement		901,226,779		708,696,884		768,590,134		64,274,323		202,683,629		23,875,512		48,261,464		176,895,282		435,171,325		42,898,128		- 0		172,261,631		3,147,364		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Federal Loan Advance

tc={C55F07E9-DC28-4C7A-B67E-27C2267B281B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Treasury Direct - MA Borrowings		- 0		- 0		159,906,888		591,708,297		502,234,827		407,112,227		264,178,635		108,851,262		167,229,607		10,757,748		- 0		49,054,057		6,981,910		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Other Fed Funds Received		901,226,779		708,696,884		928,497,022		655,982,621		704,918,456		430,987,738		312,440,099		285,746,545		602,400,932		53,655,876		- 0		221,315,688		10,129,274		- 0		- 0		(362,889,298)		- 0		- 0		- 0



		ACH Debit Returns

tc={6D1CB884-4C41-45C9-AE6D-C23D895189DC}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Bank data (pivot table)		11,790,704		1,607,808		5,275,483		4,519,888		3,100,776.29		3,240,708		3,763,689		7,445,140.59		3,936,734		3,820,096		2,652,473.00		3,384,616		1,553,937		1,045,743		3,346,361		1,116,745		3,134,496		2,395,335		1,612,802

		Transfer from/(to) acct 2006 - PUA overpymts

tc={02003E67-870D-4030-AB3F-074D85D721B9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Bank Data (pivot table)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,968,799		6,201,491		3,700,063		2,476,870		1,976,869

		       Total Inflows		2,527,422,784		4,249,528,789		4,067,206,590		3,317,712,855		1,487,862,226		2,239,992,617		969,049,274		1,028,832,296		1,347,372,038		1,132,276,206		1,668,079,443		2,195,971,208		1,494,468,879		1,409,201,242		1,536,173,833		805,807,395		1,349,864,048		537,901,320		67,561,764



		Transfer to Pandemic Programs Acct -Fast Co

tc={D8575E05-FF36-4601-8DA3-89B1EC096CC9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Bank data (pivot table)		(489,715,671)		(1,742,781,358)		(1,121,648,203)		(1,269,780,318)		(592,518,916)		(801,284,625)		(375,457,560)		(345,971,623)		-383,250,513.95		(511,895,671)		(503,466,902)		(615,418,201)		(475,373,351)		(429,975,863)		(472,733,008)		(342,457,099)		(352,803,436)		(182,617,475)		(34,539,796)

		Benefit Payments and other outflows

tc={F7F3DC5E-5461-4145-8B4F-96CCDC068043}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    From Bank Data (pivot table)		(1,936,437,232)		(2,493,429,946)		(2,747,398,172)		(2,319,759,375)		(832,211,910)		(1,567,034,171)		(628,697,879)		(638,652,115)		(675,719,313)		(938,817,553)		(1,086,167,281)		(1,340,640,209)		(915,937,729)		(846,266,673)		(935,073,924)		(755,138,694)		(832,596,675)		(415,413,093)		(132,041,675)

		ETA 2112 Benefits paid



		       Total Outflows		(2,426,152,903)		(4,236,211,305)		(3,869,046,375)		(3,589,539,693)		(1,424,730,826)		(2,368,318,796)		(1,004,155,440)		(984,623,738)		(1,058,969,826)		(1,450,713,224)		(1,589,634,183)		(1,956,058,410)		(1,391,311,080)		(1,276,242,536)		(1,407,806,932)		(1,097,595,793)		(1,185,400,111)		(598,030,568)		(166,581,471)



		Net Increase/(Decrease) Bank Balance		101,269,880		13,317,484		198,160,214		(271,826,838)		63,131,400		(128,326,180)		(35,106,166)		44,208,559		288,402,212		(318,437,018)		78,445,260		239,912,798		103,157,799		132,958,706		128,366,901		(291,788,398)		164,463,937		(60,129,248)		(99,019,707)



		Ending Bank Balance		163,720,913		177,038,397		375,198,611		103,371,773		166,503,173		38,176,994		3,070,828		55,843,759		344,245,970		25,808,952		104,254,212		344,167,010		447,324,808		580,283,515		708,650,417		416,862,018		581,325,954		521,196,706		422,177,000
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 Fact Sheet  


WHAT IS UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (UI)? 


Unemployment Insurance is a joint state-federal program that 
provides cash benefits to eligible workers.  Each state administers 
a separate UI program, but all states follow the same guidelines 
established by federal law. 


Unemployment insurance payments (benefits) are intended to 
provide temporary financial assistance to unemployed workers 
who are unemployed through no fault of their own. Each state 
sets its own additional requirements for eligibility, benefit 
amounts, and length of time benefits can be paid. 


Generally, benefits are based on a percentage of your earnings over a recent 52-week period, and each state 
sets a maximum amount. Benefits are subject to federal and most state income taxes and must be reported on 
your income tax return. You may choose to have the tax withheld from your payment. 


AM I ELIGIBLE? 


Each state sets its own guidelines for eligibility for UI benefits, but you usually qualify if you: 


 Are unemployed through no fault of your own. In most states, this means you have to have 
separated from your last job due to a lack of available work. 


 Meet work and wage requirements. You must meet your state’s requirements for wages earned or 
time worked during an established period of time referred to as a "base period." (In most states, this is 
usually the first four out of the last five completed calendar quarters prior to the time that your claim is 
filed.) 


 Meet any additional state requirements. Find details of your own state’s program by using our 
Unemployment Insurance Service Locator. 


HOW DO I APPLY? 


To receive UI benefits, you need to file a claim with the UI program in the state where you worked. 


 You should contact your state's UI program as soon as possible after becoming unemployed. Find your 
state's program by using our Unemployment Insurance Service Locator and check with them to see if 
you should file a claim in person, by telephone, or online. 


 Generally, you should file your claim with the state where you worked. If you worked in a state other 
than the one where you now live or if you worked in multiple states, the state UI agency where you now 
live can provide information about how to file your claim with other states. 


 When you file a claim, you will be asked for certain information, such as addresses and dates of your 
former employment. To make sure your claim is not delayed, be sure to give complete and correct 
information. 


 It generally takes two to three weeks after you file your claim to receive your first benefit check. Some 
states require a one-week waiting period; in other words, you would receive your first payment for the 
second week of your unemployment claim. 


UI Benefits are Administered by 
States 


To find information about your state’s 
program, including eligibility, benefits, 
and application information, visit our 
Unemployment Insurance Service 
Locator.  



https://www.careeronestop.org/LocalHelp/UnemploymentBenefits/Find-Unemployment-Benefits.aspx

https://www.careeronestop.org/LocalHelp/UnemploymentBenefits/Find-Unemployment-Benefits.aspx

https://www.careeronestop.org/LocalHelp/UnemploymentBenefits/Find-Unemployment-Benefits.aspx

https://www.careeronestop.org/LocalHelp/UnemploymentBenefits/Find-Unemployment-Benefits
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 Fact Sheet  


HOW DO I STAY ELIGIBLE? 


Generally states require the following in order to maintain weekly eligibility: 


 File weekly or biweekly claims, usually by mail or phone. 


 Be able to work, available to work, and activly seek work each week you claim benefits. 


 Report any earnings from work you had during the week(s). States have different rules for how much 


money you can earn while receiving benefits. 


 Report any job offers or job offers you decline during the week. 


 If requested, report to your local UI claims office or American Job Center on the scheduled day 


and time. Benefits may be denied for those who do not attend.  


 Some states require registration for work with the State Employment Service, so it can assist you in 


finding employment. 


 Meet any other state eligibility requirements.  


You will find help in your job search at your local American Job Center. They have a variety of services free of 


charge. Staff there can: 


 Refer you to job openings in your area, or in other areas if you plan to relocate. 


 Help with resume writing, interview practice, and other job search activities. 


 Refer you to training programs. 


 Some Centers offer testing and counseling to help you explore new careers. 


 If you believe you have special needs or considerations, such as physical needs or other 


considerations, which may prevent you from getting a job, they can refer you to other agencies for 


help with those needs. 


WHAT IF I AM DENIED? 


Each state UI Program makes its own decisions about workers’ eligibility for benefits. There are many reasons 
for denying benefit payments; some of the most common are: 


 Voluntarily leaving work without good cause. Benefit payments can be paid if you quit under certain 
circumstances depending on your state's laws. 


 Being discharged for misconduct connected with work. Misconduct is an intentional or controllable act 
or failure to take action, which shows a deliberate disregard of the employer's interests. 


 Not being able or available for work. You must be able, ready and willing to accept a suitable job. 


 Not actively seeking work. 


 Refusing an offer of suitable work. 


 Knowingly making false statements to obtain benefit payments. 


If you are disqualified or denied benefits, you have the right to file an appeal. Your employer may also appeal a 
determination if he/she does not agree with the state's determination regarding your eligibility. You must file 
your appeal within an established time frame.  


 



http://www.servicelocator.org/
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HOW LONG WILL MY BENEFITS LAST? 


In general, benefits are based on a percentage of an individual's earnings over a recent 52-week period - 
up to a State maximum amount.  


 Benefits can be paid for a maximum of 26 weeks in most States.  


 Additional weeks of benefits called Extended Benefits may be available during times of high 
unemployment (Some States also provide additional benefits for specific purposes).  


 Benefits are subject to Federal income taxes and must be reported on the individual’s Federal income 
tax return. Or the individual may elect to have the tax withheld by the State Unemployment Insurance 
agency.  


You can visit the Comparison of State UI Laws at https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/statelaws.asp#Statelaw for 
additional information about the maximum weeks of entitlement and other state specific UI laws. 


 



https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/statelaws.asp#Statelaw



